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1 PROJECT	SUMMARY	
Schenkel Shultz in association with EG Power Engineering conducted an Existing Conditions Assessment 
of the Naples Airport General Aviation Terminal and Annex Office Building (AOB) at Naples Municipal 
Airport (APF) to evaluate existing conditions, determine the overall condition of the buildings, and 
identify any issues regarding existing conditions.  The study included: 
  
a) Collection and review of the original construction documents and subsequent addition and 

renovation documents. 
 
b) An on‐site investigation and review of the existing building, site conditions, and infrastructure was 

conducted on February 1, 2018 with representatives of each discipline from the Design Team in 
attendance who inspected the building with Airport staff in attendance.  The first floor, second floor, 
roof and the site were reviewed for each building.  The site visit was conducted to identify issues 
that may affect the continued operation of the building, identifying the rough order of magnitude 
life span of the building systems, and primarily determine any issues or limitations that would affect 
potential expansion/addition of the buildings to accommodate additional program and capacity.  
The field review included review of Architectural, Mechanical, Plumbing, Fire Protection, Fire Alarm 
and Electrical systems.  The site review scope included general review of the exterior equipment and 
existing utilities to identify any potential issues with regard to continued operation of the facility 
and/or expansion of the buildings.  

1.1 PROJECT	DESCRIPTION	
The subject project is located on the east side of the Naples Municipal Airport’s airfield at 160 
Aviation Drive North, Naples, FL.  Both of the subject buildings are two stories and share a 
common parking lot.  The General Aviation Terminal (GAT) currently houses the Naples Airport 
Authority (NAA) administration offices and the Fixed Base Operator (FBO) facility which is 
operated by the NAA.  The Annex Office Building (AOB) currently houses several different tenants 
and has a community conference room space on the second floor that is utilized for airport 
meetings and community meetings.   
 
General Aviation Terminal (GAT) 
The GAT facility was originally constructed in 1997 as a two story Terminal building with 12,250 sf 
of space (6,890 sf on the first floor and 5,360 sf on the second floor).  The Terminal was expanded 
in 2009 to add two story additions to both the north and south sides of the original building, 
adding approximately 6,642 sf of space (1,350 for each floor of south addition, and 1,971 for each 
floor of north addition).  The building was further expanded on the first floor in 2011 in order to 
accommodate expanded Public Restroom renovations, Vending Lounge renovations and a new 
exterior landside patio.   This 2011 renovation added 336 sf (12’ x 28’) to the first floor.  After the 
additions, the current size of the building is 19,228 sf. 
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GAT Facility Space Summary 
 

Original Construction 1997 
First Floor  =         6,890 sf 
Second Floor=      5,360 sf 
Total SF =    12,250 sf 
 
North and South Expansion 2009 
First Floor Expansion North   =          1,971 sf 
Second Floor Expansion North=        1,971 sf 
Total North Expansion =        3,942 sf 
 
First Floor Expansion South   =         1,350 sf 
Second Floor Expansion South=       1,350 sf 
Total South Expansion =       2,700 sf 
 
Total First Floor Expansion      =          3,321 sf 
Total Second Floor Expansion =        3,321 sf 
Total North and South Expansion =    6,642 sf 
 
New Total Building First Floor  =         10,211 sf 
New Total Building Second Floor=        8,681 sf 
Total Total Building SF =       18,892 sf 
 
Restroom and Vending Expansion 2011 
First Floor Expansion   =                   336 sf 
 
New Total Building First Floor  =         10,547 sf 
New Total Building Second Floor=        8,681 sf 
Total Total Building SF =       19,228 sf 
 

 
The subject building property currently includes: 
 
 A two story GAT building of approximately 19,228 gross square feet and a two story Annex 

Office Building (AOB) of approximately  9,654 gross square feet. 
 A landscaped Landside asphalt parking lot shared with all buildings surrounding the parking 

lot. 
 Motorized and secured AOA vehicle access gates on the east side of the building 
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 Concrete ramp on the airside of the building 
 

The building components and systems evaluated include: 
 
 Exterior Building Envelope, including walls, windows and doors 
 Building Roof 
 Building Structure 
 Mechanical 
 Plumbing 
 Fire Protection 
 Electrical 
 Fire Alarm 

 

2 ACRONYMS	
ADA 
AHJ 

Americans with Disabilities Act 
Authority Having Jurisdiction 

AOA  Airport Operations Area (area within the airport security fence)Accessory Office Building  
AOB 
FAA 
GAT 
WSHP 
NAA 
APF 
 

Accessory Office Building  
Federal Aviation Administration 
General Aviation Terminal 
Water Source Heat Pump 
Naples Airport Authority 
Naples Municipal Airport 

   

3 UTILITY	SERVICES‐		(GAT)	

3.1 GENERAL	
The existing facility is served by potable water, sanitary sewer service, fire suppression, power and 
communications services.   

3.2 WATER	SUPPLY	
The existing GA building is served by a domestic water service line that runs from a main at the 
northeast side of the building, in a small landscaped area.  The existing tap and meter size is 1.5” with a 
2” domestic water service line into the building.  

The existing fire sprinkler system is served by a 6” fire service line at the northeast side of the building, 
to the north of the main entrance, with an exterior double check valve assembly. 
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3.3 SANITARY	SEWER	
There is a 4” sanitary sewer line exiting the building on the northeast side to the north of the main 
building entrance.  

3.4 GAS	
Natural gas service is utilized at this facility. 

4 UTILITY	SERVICES‐	AOB	

4.1 GENERAL	
The existing facility is served by potable water, sanitary sewer service, fire suppression, power and 
communications services.   

4.2 WATER	SUPPLY	
The existing Office building is served by a water line that feeds from a main at the southeastt side of the 
building, in a small landscaped area.  The existing tap and meter size is 3/4” with a 1” domestic water 
service line into the building.  

The existing fire sprinkler system is served by a 6” fire service line at the southeast side of the building, 
to the east of the main entrance, with an exterior double check valve assembly. 

4.3 SANITARY	SEWER	
There is a 4” sanitary sewer line exiting the building on the south side at the main building entrance.  

4.4 GAS	
Natural gas service is utilized at this facility. 

 

5 SITE	

5.1 EXISTING	SITE	CONDITIONS	
The existing site appears to generally be in good condition.  The landscape in the parking lot and airside 
appears to be mature, well maintained and generally compliant with landscape code.  The parking space 
count appeared to be deficient for the building use of an FBO Terminal and additional stories of Office 
and Hangar Buildings surrounding the parking lot, but there is additional parking located remotely.  
There is an AOA vehicle gates on the northeast corner of the GAT building which was observed to be 
operating and compliant with security standards.  There is an existing large stand‐alone generator on 
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the landside northeast corner of the GAT that provides emergency power backup for the GAT.  The 
concrete ramp on airside was not evaluated for this report. 

6 ARCHITECTURAL	ASSESSMENT‐	GENERAL	AVIATION	TERMINAL	

6.1 GENERAL	DESCRIPTION‐		
The General Aviation Terminal was originally built in 1997 and the original components of the building 
are now 21 years old.  It is in generally good condition and is still a very functional building, but many 
components and systems are nearing the end of their anticipated life span and are due for upgrades or 
replacement.   The construction of the building includes: 
 
Foundations: Concrete slab on grade with turn‐down perimeter footings 
 
Exterior Walls: 2 hour rated Load Bearing concrete masonry units (cmu) with painted stucco exterior 

finish and gypsum board on metal studs on interior side. Exterior walls utilize concrete tie 
beams. 

 
Windows: Fixed impact rated aluminum frames and glazing units. 
 
Doors:  Automatic aluminum/glass sliding entry doors at main entry points. Interior doors combination 

of painted hollow metal doors and stained wood doors in hollow metal frames. 
 
Roof: Modified Bitumen Low Slope Roof System. No Parapets.  Gutter and downspouts. 
 
Canopies: Painted aluminum canopies at entries and landside walkways 
 
Bahama Shutters:  Painted aluminum non‐functional decorative Bahama shutters at some windows 
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East (Landside) View of GAT Building 
 

 
West (Airside) View of GAT Building 
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North View of GAT Building 
 

 
South View of GAT Building 
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6.2 OCCUPANCY	PER	BUILDING	CODE	
Due to the use of the building, it is categorized as an Unseparated Mixed Use Occupancy including “A‐3” 
Assembly, “B” Business occupancy, and “S‐2” Storage.  Since it is two stories with 19,228  sf of space it 
was required to be Type III B construction and sprinklered and is compliant on both items.  Stair towers 
and the elevator shaft are required to be one hour rated construction which has been achieved by 
contracting these out of masonry block and providing rated doors and frames, as well as rated 
penetrations. 

6.3 ROOF	AND	DRAINAGE	
The roof is a low slope roof with no parapets with a modified bitumen roof coating.  There is indication 
of some roof leaks in the vicinity of the north hvac rooftop unit.   There are some roof penetrations that 
potentially have caused some of the leaks that were reported.  Replacement of these penetrations with 
proper sleeving, boots and flashing could improve that condition.  The roof is drained by two internal 
roof drains which do not appear adequate for the amount of roof area and rainfall calculations.  Due to 
the lack of parapet, the entire roof perimeter can act as an overflow drain in the event of roof drain 
blockage.  There were some cracks observed that appear to have been patched but should be inspected 
further to prevent additional water intrusion. 
 

Modified Bitumen Low Slope Roof with no parapet.  Roof top equipment screen walls 
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Roof Skylight with translucent panels over Lobby 
 
 

 
Roof Skylight with translucent panels over Lobby 
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6.4 ELEVATOR	
 
The elevator currently in service appears to be the original Kone Hydraulic Elevator and is inspected by 
A‐1 Elevator Inspections.  A common rule of thumb in the industry is an elevator older than 20 years is a 
probable candidate for modernization.  After 20 to 25 years of service, elevators will reach the end of 
their cost effective lives.  During this period, the building may experience decreasing performance along 
with an increase in service calls. These indicators are clear signs of potential problems and slipping 
reliability.  It is recommended that the Elevator Maintenance company is consulted to provide more 
specifics on their assessment of the individual elevator components with regard to their service 
experience on the existing elevator.  The elevator was out of commission undergoing maintenance at 
the time of the visit, so it appeared some maintenance was already required for some components. 
 
Here is a general list of the expected life of elevator components.  The table below assumes elevator 
maintenance is performed on a routine basis and equipment is manufactured by a major OEM 
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Fire Fighters Elevator Service Report                                    A‐1 Elevator Inspections info   
 

6.5 STAIRS	
The stairs are all functional back‐of‐house egress stairs constructed from poured in place concrete with 
rubber tread and riser finish.  The location and design of the stairs are compliant with code with regard 
to egress.  The guardrails and handrails are painted steel and are compliant with current code. 

6.6 ACCESSIBILITY	CODE	COMPLIANCE	
The building appears to be generally compliant with ADA and Florida Building Code for Accessibility for 
dimensional clearances, level grade at doors, and with the elevator to provide access to upper floors. 
Restrooms in the building  are compliant with required accessible stall with lavatory and appropriate 
stall dimensions, required 34” counter height and protection of the drainage plumbing at the sink.  They 
do not have accessible automatic faucets.  Doors and Door Hardware appear to comply with 
requirements for handles that can operated without grasping or pinching.    
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6.7 LIFE	SAFETY	COMPLIANCE	
The building appears to be generally code compliant with regard to issues including exit signage, egress 
path route designations, stair and railing dimensions/design, and fire extinguisher locations.   The 
masonry construction of the walls of the rated stair towers and elevator shaft provide adequate rated 
separation (utilizing material equivalency) required by current code.   Fire safing was indicated on the 
drawings to provide floor‐to‐floor rated separation.  Exit Routes clearly identified with adequate signage 

6.8 FINISHES	
The majority of the interior of the building is a typical “Class B” office finish with 2’ x 4’ lay in acoustical 
ceiling tiles, tiled and carpeted floors, painted drywall walls and wood doors in hollow metal frames. 
Restrooms are “Grade B” or “Grade C” quality with low cost tiles and laminate partitions and counters.  
The FBO public areas on the first floor have upgraded finishes, drywall ceiling soffits, specialty lighting, 
and upgraded tile restroom finishes, as do a few of the upper floor office areas.  Generally, all of the 
finishes are in good condition and would only need to be replaced as an option to change or upgrade 
the finishes.  
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Upgraded finishes in FBO Public Areas 
 

 
Upgraded finishes in FBO Public Areas 
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Typical Office Finishes with lay in ceilings, carpeted floors and painted walls. 

6.9 HAZARDOUS	MATERIALS	
Due to the age of the building there is limited possibility of the presence of hazardous materials, 
specifically Asbestos Containing Material (ACM) contained within mastics, floor materials, roofing 
membrane adhesives, plumbing and mechanical joint compounds, insulation, etc.  ACM’s in building 
materials were banned until 1989 so it is not expected that these materials exist in any building 
components. .    

7 ARCHITECTURAL	ASSESSMENT‐	AOB	

7.1 GENERAL	DESCRIPTION‐		
The original construction year of the Accessory Office Building has not been determined at this time. We 
do have drawings from 1998 when interior buildout improvements were implemented to demise tenant 
spaces.  The building appears to be in need of interior renovation as the finishes are worn out and many 
components and systems are nearing the end of their anticipated life span and are due for upgrades or 
replacement.   The construction of the building includes: 
 
Foundations: Concrete slab on grade with turn‐down perimeter footings.  Concrete pad footings under 

interior columns 
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Structure:  Pre‐Engineered Metal Building Framing with columns, beams, purlins and girts. 
 
Exterior Walls: Rated concrete masonry units (cmu) between attached hangar and AOB.  Typical PEMB 

vertical ribbed metal siding all other exterior walls.  Substrate board with vapor barrier, 
insulation and drywall on interior side of wall 

 
Windows: Fixed aluminum frames and glazing units. 
 
Doors:  Automatic aluminum/glass sliding entry doors at main entry points. Interior doors combination 

of painted hollow metal doors and stained wood doors in hollow metal frames. 
 
Canopy: Canopy at main ground floor entry with steel frame and standing seam metal roof. 
 
 
 

 
 
North side (Landside) of AOB Building with attached hangar beyond 
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Retail flight store on ground floor 
 

 
Community Meeting Room on second floor 
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7.2 OCCUPANCY	PER	BUILDING	CODE	
Due to the use of the building, it is should be categorized as a Mixed Occupancy of  “R” Retail, “B” 
Business, and “A‐3” Small Assembly (Community Meeting Room).  Since it is two stories with 9.654  sf of 
space it was required to be Type III B construction and sprinklered and is compliant on both items.  Stair 
towers and the elevator shaft are required to be one hour rated construction which has been achieved 
by contracting these out of masonry block and providing rated doors and frames, as well as rated 
penetrations. 

7.3 ROOF	AND	DRAINAGE	
The roof is a low slope roof with a parapet with a modified bitumen roof that appears to have had 
additional roof coatings added.  The roof is drained by internal roof drains.   

7.4 STAIRS	
The stairs are all functional back‐of‐house egress stairs constructed from poured in place concrete with 
painted finish.  The location and design of the stairs are compliant with code with regard to egress.  The 
guard rails and handrails are painted steel. 

7.5 ACCESSIBILITY	CODE	COMPLIANCE	
The building was constructed prior to the current Accessibility Code requirements, and appears to have 
some deficiencies with regard to current ADA and Florida Building Code for Accessibility for dimensional 
clearances.  It does comply in many areas including level grade at door and with the elevator to provide 
access to upper floors. The building does however have a few items that are deficient with regard ADA 
compliance.  All restrooms in the building  are not compliant, as they do not have the required 
accessible stall with lavatory and appropriate stall dimensions.  Signs at the restrooms do not have the 
required braille.   It appears there was an attempt to provide some accessibility compliance with the 
addition of grab rails in some of the stalls.  These modifications stopped short of any major room 
modifications to provide adequate dimensional clearances.  

Doors and Door Hardware:  There are a number of doors with door hardware that is not compliant with 
the operable hardware requirements for handles that can operated without grasping or pinching.   The 
door handles could be replaced fairly easily to comply with those requirements. 

7.6 LIFE	SAFETY	COMPLIANCE	
The building appears to be generally code compliant with regard to issues including exit signage, egress 
path route designations, stair and railing dimensions/design, and fire extinguisher locations.   The 
masonry construction of the walls of the rated stair towers and elevator shaft provide adequate rated 
separation (utilizing material equivalency) required by current code.  Exit Routes clearly identified with 
adequate signage and Fire Extinguishers provided at proper locations throughout tenant spaces 
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7.7 FINISHES	
The majority of the interior of the building is a typical “Class C” office finish with 2’ x 4’ lay in acoustical 
ceiling tiles, carpeted floors, painted drywall walls and wood doors in hollow metal frames. Restrooms 
are “Grade B” or “Grade C” quality with low cost tiles and laminate partitions and counters.   

7.8 HAZARDOUS	MATERIALS	
Due to the age of the building there is the possibility of the presence of hazardous materials, specifically 
Asbestos Containing Material (ACM) contained within mastics, floor materials, roofing membrane 
adhesives, plumbing and mechanical joint compounds, insulation, etc.  ACM’s in building materials were 
not banned until 1989.   It is recommended that a Hazardous Material Survey be conducted if any 
renovation work is being considered for the building. 

 

8 MECHANICAL,	PLUMBING	AND	FIRE	PROTECTION/ALARM	
ASSESSMENT	

8.1 MECHANICAL	UTILITIES	‐	GAT	
 
The General Aviation Terminal building  is served by two roof mounted VAV units with associated VAV 
terminal units within the building, as well as (3) single zone split systems. 
 
Following is information about the existing roof mounted VAV systems: 

 
The  south VAV unit,  RTU‐1,  is  a  roof mounted Carrier 50AK‐020‐AQ02803, with a nominal 20  ton 
capacity  and  8,000  CFM  of  supply  air  capabilities.  The  total  Cooling  Capacity  at  the  site  is 
approximately 12.25 tons at exterior ambient conditions of 95d F dry bulb 72d F wet bulb outdoor 
temperature. This unit appears to serve the second floor. 
 
The north VAV unit, RTU‐2,  is  a  roof mounted Carrier 50AK‐035‐DQ02804, with a nominal 35  ton 
capacity  and  14,000  CFM  of  supply  air  capabilities.  The  total  Cooling  Capacity  at  the  site  is 
approximately 21.4  tons at exterior ambient conditions of 95d F dry bulb 72d F wet bulb outdoor 
temperature. This unit appears to serve the first floor.  
 

Per the VAV equipment manufacturer, the combined total capacity of the two roof mounted VAV units at 
the  site,  is  32  tons.  This  can  be  confusing  since  total  capacity  includes  sensible  heat  (change  in 
temperature)  as  well  as  latent  heat  (energy  required  to  change  water  from  vapor  to  liquid  without 
changing temperature). Nominal capacity is the nameplate capacity of a unit at specific conditions and 
does not coincide with actual site conditions – thus the reduction from nominal to actual capacity noted. 
The combined nominal capacity of the two units is 55 tons.  
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The  refrigerant  utilized  in  the  VAV  cooling  systems  is  R‐22.  R‐22  HVAC  systems  are  no  longer 
manufactured,  although  components  and  re‐claimed  refrigerant  are  still  available.  Replacement 
refrigerants are also available but do not provide the longevity or original cooling system capacity. R‐22 
was phased out due to EPA mandates.  
 
There is a single zone cooling system in each of the entry vestibules with exterior condensing units and 
indoor floor mounted unit ventilators.   
 
The work out room and the updated first floor restrooms are served by a separate 3 ton exterior mounted 
condensing unit and indoor air handing unit at the ceiling of the work out room. This unit is poorly zoned 
and the ductwork has been modified to attempt to accommodate the actual area use. The work out room 
is also served by the VAV systems.  
 
Building Heating and cooling loads by area: 

a. Total building cooling load 51 tons 
b. Total 1st Floor 31.6 tons 
c. Total 2nd Floor 24.9 tons 
d. Original Building Area 40.9 tons 
e. South addition 7.2 tons 
f. North addition 9.6 tons 

 
VAV systems allow for a diversity factor since they can accommodate moving cooling loads (such as the 
sun) that single zone units cannot, thus zone loads above taken alone cannot be added together without 
taking the entire system into account.  
 
The two existing VAV systems have been extended into the north and south additions to provide cooling, 
heating and ventilation to those areas. This has extended these systems beyond their intended service 
areas. Cooling  load calculations show that  these units are over‐extended. This  is  substantiated by site 
personnel noting that there are many temperature complaints throughout the year.  
 
These units have a nominal service life of 15 to 20 years and appear to have been installed in November 
of 2009, which equates to a current service of just over 8 years.   
 
The existing HVAC systems do not appear to have capacity to add any more occupied space without adding 
HVAC systems to provide heating cooling and ventilation.  
 

8.2 MECHANICAL	UTILITIES	‐	AOB	
 
 
The AOB building is served by 10 ground mounted condensing units and 10 air‐handling units above the 
ceiling, within individual spaces. 
 
The existing units consist of the following: 
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Unit#  Tons  Date of Manufacture  Service life/Years  Area / CU Loc. 
1  2.0  unknown  n/a  FAA Room / East 
2  3.5  2000  18  Unknown / East 
3  4.0  1995  23  Unknown / West 
4  4.0  Unknown  n/a  2nd flr Hall / West 
5  3.5  1995  23  Unknown / West 
6  3.0  2007  11  Unknown /West 
7  3.0  Unknown  n/a  Conf Rm / West 
8  4.0  2005  13  Unknown / West 
9  3.0  1995  23  Doctor’s / East 
10  3.0  unknown  n/a  Unknown / East 
 
The expected service life for a single zone constant volume system similar to those installed at this facility, 
is  15  to  20  years.  (4)  units  have  passed  their  expected  service  lives  and  should  be  considered  for 
replacement. (4) others are nearing their expected service lives and should be considered for replacement 
in the next few years. The remaining exterior units appear to be within their expected service lives. 
 
The heating and cooling systems appear to be sized adequately for their thermal zones, with the exception 
of the conference room, which could be overwhelmed with a large group of people in the space during 
the heat of the day.  
 
The system serving the second floor southwest office, has been split between two offices. The two offices 
have a full height wall between them with no path for return air from one office to the unit. This should 
be rectified in order to allow for adequate system operation.  
 
There does not appear  to be adequate ventilation  for  any of  the existing HVAC  systems  in  this office 
building.   Codes do allow for use of operable windows for ventilation, but  this  is not a recommended 
method  in  the Naples  Florida area due  to high  temperatures and high humidity  levels. All  outside air 
ventilation should be introduced into the return are side of any AHU within the building.  
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Partial West Condensing Unit yard. 

 

 
East Condensing Unit group 
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Typical AHU above ceiling. AHU #2 shown.  

8.3 PLUMBING	UTILITIES	–	GAT	
The building is served by a 1.5” domestic water tap, meter and 2” service line, and 4” sanitary sewer line 
connected.  
 
Current utility sizes. 

 4” Sanitary Sewer 
 1.5” Domestic Water Tap with a 2” Service line from tap/meter to building 

 
The existing domestic water plumbing fixture count, including all water closets, lavatories, showers, 
sinks, dishwashers etc. equates to approximately 170 fixture units. The existing tap and meter allow for 
up to 275 fixture units. There is substantial capacity for expansion of the plumbing system.  
 
An existing 10 gallon 2 KW electric water heater provides domestic hot water for the building restrooms, 
janitor sinks, guest areas and back of house areas. A water heater with larger storage and heating 
capacity is recommended. 
 
The existing sanitary waste plumbing fixture count, including all water closets, lavatories, showers, sinks, 
dishwashers etc. equates to approximately 91 fixture units. The existing building waste size allows for up 
to 180 fixture units. There is substantial capacity for expansion of the plumbing system. 
 
There is an open sanitary waste line for the aircraft waste dump system, near the northwest corner of 
the building. The waste piping appears to be directed to the north side of the building.  
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The building roof drainage system consists of gutters and downspouts throughout the roof, except for 
one roof drain and overflow drain in the center of the north addition. The downspouts discharge at 
grade.  

8.4 PLUMBING	UTILITIES	–	AOB	
The building is served by a 1.5” domestic water tap, meter and 2” service line, and 4” sanitary sewer line 
connected.  
 
Current utility sizes. 

 4” Sanitary Sewer 
 1.5” Domestic Water Tap with a 2” Service line from tap/meter to building 
 12” storm drainage system 

 
The existing domestic water plumbing fixture count, including all water closets, lavatories, showers, 
sinks, dishwashers etc. equates to approximately 170 fixture units. The existing tap and meter allow for 
up to 275 fixture units. There is substantial capacity for expansion of the plumbing system.  
 
The existing sanitary waste plumbing fixture count, including all water closets, lavatories, showers, sinks, 
dishwashers etc. equates to approximately 91 fixture units. The existing building waste size allows for up 
to 180 fixture units. There is substantial capacity for expansion of the plumbing system. 
 
An existing 10 gallon 2 KW electric water heater provides domestic hot water for the building restrooms, 
janitor sinks, guest areas and back of house areas.  
The building roof drainage system consists of gutters and downspouts throughout the roof, except for 
one roof drain and overflow drain in the center of the north addition. The downspouts discharge at 
grade.  
 
There is an open sanitary waste line for the aircraft waste dump system, near the northwest corner of 
the building. The waste piping appears to be directed to the north side of the building.  

8.5 FIRE	PROTECTION/ALARM	‐	GAT	
The existing fire service consists of a 6” fire entry main with an approximate density of 0.1 GPM per square 
foot and residual pressure of 42 PSI, according to a north building area fire protection system information 
plate in the northeast stair tower.  The existing sprinkler heads appear to be Viking VK 302 Microfast quick 
Response Pendent type, which comply with current code. The north addition has an individual suppression 
system entry at the fire stair. 
 
The exterior post indicator for this building is marked with the number 160, which appears to coincide 
with the street address. .  
 
The data room is protected by an individual HFC‐125 suppression system.  
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8.6 FIRE	PROTECTION/ALARM	‐	AOB	
The existing fire service consists of a 6” fire entry main with an approximate density of 0.1 GPM per square 
foot with a flow rate of 1635 GPM and residual pressure of 53.9 PSI, according to a entire building area 
fire protection system  information plate  in  the east  side of  the building.    The existing sprinkler heads 
appear to be Reliable SSP Standard Response Pendent type which are allowed in the existing building but 
will not comply with current code for new installation. In 1996, NFPA 13, which deals specifically with fire 
sprinklers in this type of occupancy, was updated to require quick response fire sprinklers in all light hazard 
occupancies.  
 
The post indicator and FDC are marked with the number 200 to which appears to coincide with the street 
address. The post indicator and FDC are located approximately 200 feet to the southeast, in front of the 
adjacent  building,  and  not  in  the  closer  landscaped  are with  fire  protection  system noted  for  the GA 
building.  
 

 
 
Hydraulic system information for the building fire suppression system. 
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6” fire suppression system. Note subject building in background.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Typical Fire Sprinkler Head.  
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9 ELECTRICAL	ASSESSMENT	
9.1				Electrical	Site	Utilities	‐	GAT	&	AOB	
The existing GAT building and the AOB Annex buildings are served by an existing Florida Power & Light, 
pad‐mounted,  500kVA  (est.)  transformer,  located  approximately  75  feet  to  the  east  of  the  existing 
terminal building, roughly adjacent to the FBO main electrical room.  The transformer is double‐tapped to 
feed (2) separate services.  "Service A" is for the FBO Building 800 amp distribution panel board "MDP".  
"Service B" is for the AOB Annex Building 800 amp distribution panel board, "DP‐A".   Both services are 
separately  metered  by  Florida  Power  &  Light.    Both  services  are  208/120  volt,  3‐phase,  4‐wire 
configuration.   The electrical service for the FBO meets the intent of the 2017 NEC 230.71(A) with not 
more than 6 switches.  The electrical service for the AOB meets the intent of the 2017 NEC 230.71(A) with 
not more than 6 switches. 
 
              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Existing 500kVA (estimated) FP&L Transformer.        Existing FBO "MDP" 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Existing AOB “DP‐A"                 
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The GAT building is provided with stand‐by power from a Caterpillar 275kW, 208/120 volt, 3‐phase 
diesel generator with associated Eaton 800 amp, 4‐pole, service entrance rated automatic transfer 
switch (the transfer switch contains 2‐800A circuit breakers).  A 1200 amp, generator‐mounted circuit 
breaker serves as the generator overcurrent protection.  Fuel is stored in a 1500 gallon base tank.  The 
generator feeds the 800 amp service entrance rated transfer switch “ATS”.  The expected service life of 
an engine driven diesel generator is approximately 20 years.  The AOB Building is not on a stand‐
by/emergency power system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Existing 275KW Generator 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Existing 800A Service Entrance Rated ATS 
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9.2			 Electrical	Power	System	‐	GAT	&	AOB	

As configured, the entire GAT service is able to receive power from the generator in the event utility power 
fails.  Therefore, no dedicated emergency panel boards exist. 
 
The Main Distribution Panel "MDP" serves nine loads (electrical panels, mechanical equipment, etc.) ‐ see 
one  line  diagram  later  in  this  report  for  more  information.    Clear  working  distances  in  front  of  the 
distribution switchboard MDP must meet the requirements of 2017 NEC 110.26(A)(1). 
 
Several  tenant  panelboards  located  throughout  the  FBO  typically  feed  receptacle  circuits  and general 
lighting circuits for all  interior/tenant areas of the building.   Panelboards "EQP1" and "EQP2" primarily 
feed mechanical equipment, exterior lighting and power, and permanent appliances (cord and plug), etc.   
 
All interior electrical distribution equipment, disconnect switches, and electrical panel boards appear to 
be  in good condition and good working order.   Labeling of equipment  is good and most equipment  is 
labeled with black‐with‐white lettering phenolic plastic labels.  Most panelboards have typewritten panel 
schedules.  Circuit assignment accuracy was not verified but appeared to match the written directory with 
the in‐field conditions. 
 
     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most branch circuit panelboards are at full physical capacity.  Panel "CP‐1" has (6) spaces, panel "EQP2" 
has (3) spaces, and panel "RP" has (8) spaces.  Original design documents indicate most panels as having 
spare physical capacity.  Over time, new loads have been added to all branch circuit panelboards, reducing 
physical (and load) capacity.  Florida Power and Light can give the owner of the facility high‐demand value 
(peak  demand)  from  the  past  12 months  to  get  an  indication  of  real‐world  load  capacity  within  the 
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distribution system.  This value should be evaluated prior to additional load on the distribution system.  
An estimated load summary for the FBO has been provided at the end of the report.  

The  AOB  Building  main  distribution  panel  "DP‐A"  serves  four  loads  (electrical  panels,  mechanical 
equipment, etc.) ‐ see one line diagram later in this report for more information.  The electrical distribution 
panel and branch circuit panels are in good working condition. 

9.3			 Electrical	Lighting	System	‐	GAT	&	AOB	
The lighting throughout the GAT building consists primarily of compact fluorescent recessed downlights 
and  fluorescent  recessed  or  semi‐recessed  troffers.    Decorative  2'x2'  and  2'x4'  recessed  fluorescent, 
"basket" style fixtures provide general lighting in the public area of the first floor terminal while lensed 
2'x4'  recessed  fluorescent  troffers  are  used  in  non‐public  spaces.    Decorative,  wall‐mounted  linear 
fluorescent lighting is utilized in some corridor areas.  Fluorescent, linear fixtures utilize T8 lamping and 
electronic ballasts.    Some  troffers  are  fitted with emergency ballasts  for emergency  lighting.    Existing 
recessed fixtures appear to be UL 1570 compliant which allows recessed fixtures to be  installed in fire 
rated ceiling systems (acoustical ceiling tiles). 
 
Exit signage consists of edge‐lit, clear acrylic LED with red lettering in public spaces with wall‐mounted 
combination exit sign/em lighting combination exit fixture in non‐public spaces. The emergency egress 
lighting fixtures provide the required 1fc of illumination on the path of egress per NFPA 101, 7.8. 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
General  lighting,  individual  office/room  lighting,  and  public  restrooms  are  primarily  controlled  with 
standard toggle switches.  No occupancy sensors were observed. Office lighting should be controlled with 
occupancy sensors/daylighting sensors to meet current IECC requirements. 
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Exterior lighting fixtures consist of HID area lighting for building approach/canopy and parking, and high‐
mast LED lighting for the airside ramp.  Exterior fixtures appear to be controlled via lighting control 
cabinet/contactors/timeclock. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lighting fixtures and exit sign fixtures throughout appear to be clean and in good working order.  
 
The AOB Building lighting consists of 2'x4' recessed fluorescent troffers.  Existing recessed fixtures appear 
to  be  UL  1570  compliant  which  allows  recessed  fixtures  to  be  installed  in  fire  rated  ceiling  systems 
(acoustical  ceiling  tiles).    Exit  signs  are  fluorescent  with  red  lettering.    Exterior  fixtures  appear  to  be 
controlled via contactors/timeclock.  Lighting fixtures and exit sign fixtures appear to be in good working 
order.   The emergency egress  lighting  fixtures provide  the  required 1fc of  illumination on  the path of 
egress per NFPA 101, 7.8. 
 

9.4			 Fire	Alarm	System	‐	GAT	&	AOB	
The GAT building utilizes a Siemens MXL‐IQ fire alarm control panel.  The system is a manual, zoned system 
(non‐addressable) with pull‐stations at all exterior exits and floor to floor egress paths.  Ionization type 
smoke  detectors  are  located  in  the  elevator  lobby  for  elevator  recall.    Horn/strobes  are  located 
throughout.  The building is fully sprinklered with tamper and flow switches located in stairwells. 
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The fire alarm control panel monitors the fire protection sprinkler system water flow alarm as a zone.  
The fire alarm system appears to be in good working order. 
 
The AOB building utilizes a Simplex 4002 fire alarm control panel.  The system is a manual, zoned system 
(non‐addressable) with pull‐stations at all exterior exits and floor‐to‐floor egress paths.  Ionization type 
smoke  detectors  are  located  in  the  elevator  lobby  for  elevator  recall.    Horn/strobes  are  located 
throughout.  The building is fully sprinklered with tamper and flow switches located in stairwells.  The fire 
alarm system appears to be in good working order. 
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9.5			 Security	System	‐	GAT	&	AOB	
Neither the FBO or the AOB buildings have a base‐building security system. 
                                                    
9.6			 Lightning	Protection	System	–	GAT	&	AOB	
The FBO building utilizes a lightning protection system.  Cabling and components of the system appear to 
be in good condition.  The AOB building does not have a lightning protection system installed. 
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9.7					Electrically	Related	Conditions	and	Deficiencies	‐	FBO	Building	
One exterior, medium‐base LED wall packs was noted as missing its lens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An exterior, weatherproof receptacle is missing a cover. 
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Labeling on panel "CP‐1" is not clear. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The main electrical room is being used for storage, including what may appear to be a drum of flammable 
liquid (elevator hydraulic fluid). 
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The rooftop disconnect switch for RTU‐2 has a rusted operating handle which may impede its function. 
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‐ END OF REPORT  ‐ 
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EXHIBIT A 
AERIAL 
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EXHIBIT B  
AERIAL PERSPECTIVES 
 

 
View Looking Northwest 
 
 
 

 
View Looking Northeast 
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EXHIBIT B  
AERIAL PERSPECTIVES 
 

 
View Looking Northwest 
 
 
 
 
View Looking Northeast 
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                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           EXHIBIT C.1 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           First Floor Plan GAT (1997 original construction) 
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                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          EXHIBIT C.2 
Second Floor Plan GAT (1997 original construction) 
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EXHIBIT D.1   
First Floor Plan GAT (2008 North and South Additions) 
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EXHIBIT D.2   
Second Floor Plan GAT (2008 North and South Additions) 
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EXHIBIT E   
First Floor Plan GAT (2011 Restroom/Vending Expansion) 
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EXHIBIT F.1   
First Floor Plan GAT (Current) 
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EXHIBIT F.2   
Second Floor Plan GAT (Current) 
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                                                      EXHIBIT G.1   
First Floor Plan AOB (1998 Renovation) 
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EXHIBIT G.2   
Second Floor Plan AOB (1998 Renovation) 
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Environmental Science Associates (ESA), working on behalf of the Naples Municipal Airport, 

commissioned Volaire Aviation Consulting to perform Forecast Support Work in conjunction with 

the Airport’s Master Plan. 

 

The Forecast Support Work consisted of two elements, the first being a Traffic Retention and 

Leakage Study. This Study examined and defined the current level of air travel demand within 

Collier County, Florida, which was defined as the catchment area for the Naples Municipal Airport. 

 

The second element of the Forecast Support Work is a review and analysis of Commercial Air 

Service Activity. This report is the result of that review and analysis. Key findings include; 

 

➢ Collier County has shown consistent population and economic growth for decades.  

➢ That growth is projected to continue over the next twenty years. 

➢ Collier County population growth is somewhat driven by out-of-state inbound migration 

➢ Air service airports near Naples have shown significant traffic growth since 1998. 

➢ With a brief exception in 2016 - 2017 Naples has not had air service since 2008. 

➢ Twice (1998 – 2001 and 2004 – 2007) Naples has had network carrier air service. 

➢ The airline industry has seen significant consolidation in the past decade. 

➢ Today there are only three U.S. based global network carriers.   

➢ These network carriers compete with Southwest and other low fare/low cost carriers.  

➢ A significant and growing shortage of airline pilots is impacting carrier route selections. 

➢ Network carriers are rapidly reducing 50-seat fleets and increasing 76 seat fleets. 

➢ A Traffic Retention and Leakage Study indicates Collier County generates 3.7 million 

annual passenger trips, with 68% using Southwest Florida International Airport (RSW). 

➢ Proximity to extensive low fare service at RSW, Punta Gorda and Fort Lauderdale 

combined with Naples runway weight limits make restoration of network service unlikely. 

➢ More limited forms of local (intra-state) air service are possible at Naples but 

would be limited in scope and economic and traffic impact. 

 

 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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Collier County is in southwest Florida. It is the largest county, by land mass, in Florida. Significant 

portions of the eastern and southern parts of the County are National Park or Preserve, State 

Forest or Wildlife Reserve. The estimated 

2017 population of the county is 372,505. 

Almost the entire population of the County 

resides near or on the western or southern 

side of Interstate I-75.  

 

Woods & Poole Economics data shows that 

County population has grown significantly in 

recent decades and that growth is projected 

to continue in coming decades. 2017 

population was up 18% since 2007. The 

County population in 2050 is projected to be more than 639,000, nearly double the 2017 number. 

 

The strong population growth fuels a strong local economy. Woods & Poole data shows that 

employment in the County has grown by double digit percentages for decades and that growth is 

projected to continue with County wide employment nearly doubling between 2017 and 2050. 

   

County Gross Regional Product (GRP) and 

per capita personal income have also grown 

consistently and by double digit margins in 

every ten-year period except GRP growth 

slowed between 2007 and 2017. 

 

Woods & Poole data suggests Collier 

County will be a $31 billion-dollar economy 

by 2050. 

 

 

MARKET DEMOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW   

Year Population Change Employment Change

1977 69,799 33,575

1987 127,914 83% 73,637 119%

1997 220,923 73% 117,661 60%

2007 314,437 42% 186,827 59%

2017 372,505 18% 219,724 18%

2027 459,532 23% 277,932 26%

2037 560,594 22% 337,523 21%

2047 672,781 20% 399,943 18%

2050 709,241 5% 419,710 5%

Period 639,442 916% 386,135 1150%

POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT

2017     

to       

2050

336,736 90% 199,986 91%

Year Per Cap Income Change GRP Change

1977 $9,313 $1,651

1987 $22,935 146% $4,171 153%

1997 $39,308 71% $8,036 93%

2007 $70,681 80% $14,505 81%

2017 $82,711 17% $14,997 3%

2027 $124,770 51% $19,526 30%

2037 $204,994 64% $24,270 24%

2047 $338,004 65% $29,310 21%

2050 $393,450 16% $30,915 5%

Period $384,137 4125% $29,264 1773%

GRP expressed in millions

PER CAPITA INCOME AND GROSS REGIONAL PRODUCT

2017     

to       

2050

$310,739 376% $15,918 106%
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Collier County is part of the Naples/Marco Island Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) which is also 

part of the Cape Coral-Fort Myers-Naples Combined MSA. As a standalone MSA Collier County’s 

unemployment rate ranks 4th lowest in Florida in early 2018, with the County rate fractionally below 

that of the state as a whole. 

 

A significant portion of Collier County population growth is driven by inbound migration. The U.S. 

Census provides data and maps that illustrate this inbound migration by distribution nationally. 

 

 

 

A significant portion of inbound migration is intra Florida. There is significant out-of-state inbound 

migration from the northeast, the Great Lakes region and California/Nevada/Arizona. 

 

 

  

COLLIER COUNTY INBOUND MIGRATION 2011 - 2015 
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The domestic airline industry has undergone dramatic changes since deregulation in 1978. The 

most obvious of these changes is a consolidation of carriers, via mergers or bankruptcies, which 

has dramatically reduced the number of full-service network carriers and reduced the number of 

independent regional carriers. At the same time, new carriers have emerged, and more 

importantly new business models have developed. 

 

 

This chart shows the path of consolidation that created the four giant network carriers that today 

carry about 80% of domestic traffic. American, Delta, and United practice the traditional hub-

spoke network carrier model. Southwest offers a similar but different business model in that the 

air service product is much simpler than at the other three and the network is primarily domestic 

and only in markets that can support 150-seat 737 aircraft. 

 

 

 

AIRLINE INDUSTRY TRENDS 
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The chart below illustrates the various general classifications of domestic airlines today. Note that 

the large regional carriers almost exclusively operate under the brand and airline code of the three 

traditional network carriers, American, Delta, and United. 

 

 

  

One result of the nearly 40 years of airline deregulation has been the closure of multiple 

connecting hub airports. The map below shows six airports that have lost connecting hub status. 

 

Model Description Examples

Global size, domestic and international

service, international alliances, regional

partners, hub & spoke system

Specializing in 50 to 76 seat gauge,

Typically operating under network carrier

contract, generally invisible to the public

Network size scale with simplified

service product, value pricing, more

domestic than international service

Point to point service, ultra low fares with

ancillary pricing, often less-than-daily or

low frequency

Small carriers operating smaller aircraft

EAS or point to point markets

Limited or no brand identiy

Ulta Low Cost Carriers Allegiant, Frontier, Spirit

Independent regionals

AirChoiceOne, Cape Air, 

Contour Air, Boutique Air, 

Ultimate Air, Southern Air

DOMESTIC AIRLINE BUSINESS MODELS

Network American, Delta, United

Large Regional Carriers

SkyWest, Expressjet, Mesa, 

Republic, Air Wisconsin, 

Transtates, Envoy, Endevor

Value Carriers

Southwest, jetBlue, 

Alaska/Virgin America, 

Hawaiian, Sun Country

US DOMESTIC AIRLINE CONNECTING HUBS 
HUBS IN RED HAVE CLOSED SINCE 2006 
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Overall, a strong argument can be made that deregulation and consolidation have, after a 

sometimes-tortuous path, been a success for both airlines and consumers. Airline customer 

service measurements are strong, competition is healthy, airfare increases are holding at a pace 

well below inflation, and finally, for the first time in the history of the airline industry, consistent 

and healthy profits are being made by most carriers. Industry employment and pay scales are 

increasing. These metrics have been aided by a relatively healthy economy and overall demand 

for air travel over the past five years. 

 

The most significant challenge facing the airline industry is a massive shortage of pilots. The 

demographics of the general airline pilot population, with a large segment nearing retirement age, 

would have indicated a pilot shortage in any case. However, poorly conceived changes in airline 

pilot qualification and flight and duty limitations, initiated by the FAA in 2013 and 2014, have made 

what would have been a natural and manageable retirement bubble shortage into an industry-

wide crisis. 

 

The new FAA flight and duty regulations, when imposed in 2014, immediately required 10% more 

pilots at most airlines, just to fly the same schedule as before. 

 

The new FAA pilot qualification rules called the First Officer Qualification or FOQ, have created a 

very significant barrier to the pursuit of an airline pilot career by young people. The FOQ 

essentially eliminates the progression of qualification that has historically allowed young pilots to 

start working for small regional airlines and progress in experience, qualification and pay to future 

jobs with major airlines flying large jet aircraft. The FOQ changes require the first officer of a 19-

seat turboprop operating on the Kansas prairie have the same paper qualifications as the first 

officer of a network airline 737 operating at New York. At the same time that the FOQ changes 

occurred, the reduced size of the military air fleet and the greater use of drones by the Department 

of Defense (DOD) has reduced the pipeline of military pilots into post service airline industry jobs. 

The result is a massive shortage of FOQ pilots for smaller regional airlines and the basic extinction 

of the 19-seat and 30-seat turboprop aircraft type most commonly used to serve small-town 

American. Carriers attempting to operate these 19 and 30-set turboprops just cannot find and 

retain first officers, regardless of the pay scale, because qualified pilots can quickly get an airline 

job flying jets. 
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So far, the network carriers and other carriers that operate large jet aircraft can recruit and retain 

pilots. The large regional carriers that operate the regional jet fleets for American, Delta, and 

United, faced, to one degree or another, significant pilot shortages as their pilots get hired by the 

network and large jet carriers that are expanding and facing senior pilot retirements. 

 

This has caused the three network carriers that employ the large regional carriers to provide small 

community service, such as could be operated at Naples, to become somewhat conservative in 

seeking new small community markets. This pilot shortage then, which is most felt among the 

smaller and regional airlines, can dampen network carrier interest in new small city markets. 

 

The impact of the pilot shortage on large regional carriers, combined with the desire to generate 

more seats per flight at giant hubs like DFW, ORD, ATL, and EWR plus the increasing age of the 

50-seat regional jet fleet, is moving all three network carriers to up-gauge their regional partners. 

What this means is steady retirements of 50-seat regional jets and increases in the fleet size of 

the 65-seat CRJ-700 and the 76-seat CRJ-900 or E-170 series. 

 

This trend is confirmed by the significant change in regional jet fleet profile from 2010 to 2017. 

The chart shows that the domestic 50-seat regional jet fleet has shrunk from just over 1,300 units 

in 2010 to just under 700 in 2017, a reduction of 49.1%. 

 

 

 

At the same time, the large regional jet fleet (65 and 76 seat) has grown by 84% with a net 

increase of 446 units. And note that the non-jet fleet, turboprops, and piston props have shrunk 

by 47%. Overall the regional fleet is 20% smaller, but average aircraft now has 62 seats whereas 

in 2010 it had 54. 

 

Airline industry profitability has, at last, become consistent and in general up to investor grade. 

The domestic airline industry has historically, going back to World War II, been a destroyer of 

Type 2010 2017 Number Percent

Non-jet 605 322 -283 -46.8%

50-seat jet 1,341 682 -659 -49.1%

65 or 76 seat jet 533 979 446 83.7%

Total 2,479 1,983 -496 -20.0%

Fleet Count Change

REGIONAL AIRLINE FLEET CHANGES 2010 - 2017
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capital, an industry that lost more money than it made when measured over any significant period. 

The past four years have seen a dramatic shift to the most profitable extended period in airline 

history. Double-digit operating margins are now the norm almost industry-wide. 

 

 

 

In summary critical elements of the domestic airline industry in 2018 that impact air service at 

smaller America cities are: 

➢ Industry consolidation that has reduced the number of carrier and hub options; 

➢ A significant and growing shortage of pilots, affecting rural air service; 

➢ Up gauging of equipment, driven by the pilot shortage, hub congestion, and related 

economics; 

➢ The first significant enduring period of industry profits, which raises the bar for recruiting 

carriers to experiment with new small community service.   

Period 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Q1 -3.2% 0.3% 0.6% 0.1% 4.0% 13.3% 14.2% 8.1%

Q2 8.3% 3.3% 4.8% 8.7% 14.1% 18.3% 16.3% 16.4%

Q3 9.6% 6.7% 6.5% 9.7% 12.8% 19.2% 16.9% 13.6%

Q4 6.3% 4.3% 0.0% 7.4% 3.9% 12.1% 10.9% n/a

U.S. DOMESTIC AIRLINE INDUSTRY OPERATING PROFIT MARKET BY QUARTER: 2010 - 2017

Year
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Regional Airports – The Southwest Florida International Airport (RSW) is the primary air service 

portal for the Naples region. Other air service airports in the region that are used by residents and 

visitors include Punta Gorda, Fort Lauderdale, Miami, Orlando and Tampa. 

 

RSW is the closest air service airport to Naples and has about 184 departures and arrivals per 

day, with almost all flights operated with mainline aircraft, as indicated by the average of 150 seats 

per flight during 2017. Over 8.3 million passengers arrived or departed RSW in 2017. 

The Punta Gorda Airport is north of RSW and about a one-hour drive from Naples. Allegiant Air 

carried nearly 1.3 million passengers at Punta Gorda in 2017. Fort Lauderdale and Miami are 

across the Everglades from Naples, Fort Lauderdale being closer and easier to access. Both 

Airports are giant hubs, generating over 20 million annual domestic passengers each with 500+ 

flights per day. 

 

Airport Road Miles Drive Time   Passengers Seats Load Factor Flights Flts/Day Seats/Flt

Fort Lauderdale 108 1:41 24,649,187 29,426,683 85.07% 193,691 531 152

Miami 116 2:02 20,577,043 24,981,371 83.75% 187,506 514 133

Tampa 170 2:36 18,170,867 22,013,701 84.80% 155,257 425 142

Fort Myers 33 :37 8,333,668 10,128,353 82.77% 67,336 184 150

Punta Gorda 64 1:01 1,293,150 1,572,433 82.56% 8,975 25 175

Sarasota 121 1:57 1,115,553 1,286,756 85.94% 10,831 30 119

Group 74,139,468 89,409,297 82.92% 623,596 1,708 143

NAPLES REGION AIRPORTS RANKED BY TOTAL DOMESTIC PASSENGERS: YEAR 2017

Region FLL MIA PGD RSW SRQ TPA

American 30.5% 8.0% 78.3% 0.0% 16.5% 19.2% 16.9%

Alaska 0.3% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.7%

Allegiant 2.6% 2.9% 0.0% 95.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Delta 15.6% 13.1% 12.4% 0.0% 22.4% 59.2% 17.8%

Frontier 2.7% 0.3% 2.7% 4.2% 6.3% 0.0% 4.5%

jetBlue 10.8% 22.9% 0.0% 0.0% 13.1% 12.4% 6.5%

Silver 0.5% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.1%

Southwest 19.4% 23.2% 0.0% 0.0% 22.4% 0.0% 36.9%

Spirit 8.9% 19.3% 0.0% 0.0% 9.2% 0.0% 5.8%

Sun Country 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.8% 0.0% 0.2%

United 8.2% 7.7% 6.6% 0.0% 8.9% 9.2% 10.6%

Virgin 0.2% 1.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

AIRLINE DOMESTIC TRAFFIC MARKET SHARE: 2017

 

NAPLES REGION AIR SERVICE OVERVIEW 
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Carrier Share - American is the dominate carrier in terms of passenger market share at airports 

in the Naples region (30.5%), based primarily on the carrier’s strong position at Miami. Southwest 

(19.4%) and Delta (15.6%) also hold significant regional traffic market share. Southwest and Delta 

are also the two largest carriers at RSW, with a 22.4% share of domestic traffic each. 

In addition to the 74 million annual 

domestic passengers generated at 

the six airports, the airports in the 

Naples region also generates 22.3 

million international passengers, with 

the vast majority (63%) using the 

Miami International Airport and its 

large network of international flights. 

Naples/Collier County Traffic - As was noted in the executive summary of this report, a Traffic 

Retention and Leakage Study was performed for Naples, examining airline travel demand in 

Collier County. This study determined that the County generates an estimated 3.339 million 

annual domestic airline trips and an estimated 353,547 annual international airline trips. RSW 

was the airport portal of use for 73% of Collier County domestic travel and 20% of international 

travel. 

 

Punta Gorda (Allegiant Air) and Fort Lauderdale gained modest shares of Collier County airline 

traffic. The average net domestic one-way fare paid by Collier County residents at RSW was 

$187, significantly higher than the average fare paid by County residents who drove further to use 

service at Punta Gorda, Fort Lauderdale or Orlando.     

Airport O&D Passengers Share Avg Fare

Southwest Florida International 2,442,941 73.2% $146

Punta Gorda 361,369 10.8% $71

Fort Lauderdale 284,359 8.5% $138

Orlando International 79,041 2.4% $133

Miami International 77,680 2.3% $176

Other 93,791 2.8% $140

Group 3,339,181 100.0% $137

COLLIER COUNTY DOMESTIC TRAFFIC BY AIRPORT: YEAR 2017Q2

Airport Passengers Avg Fare Share

Fort Lauderdale 5,786,541 $196 26.0%

Miami 14,052,947 $360 63.0%

Fort Myers 589,583 $302 2.6%

Sarasota 108,820 $332 0.5%

Tampa 1,754,110 $360 7.9%

Group 22,292,001 $316 100.0%

Data for the 12 months ended 9/30/2017

NAPLES REGION INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC BY AIRPORT 
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The distribution of international travelers among airports is different than the distribution of 

domestic travel, due to American Airline’s significant international services at Miami International. 

 

American captures 56% of Collier County international travel demand, mostly via Miami 

International Airport, accessed across the Everglades. Fort Lauderdale and RSW each capture 

20% of County international travel. 

The primary airport of use for Naples passengers is RSW, which has nonstop service on 40 

domestic and seven international routes, provided by 9 domestic and 3 international airlines. RSW 

is the 45th largest airport in the nation, measured by annual traffic. 

 

Airport O&D Passengers Share Avg Fare

Miami International 199,453 56.4% $357

Fort Lauderdale 71,928 20.3% $204

Southwest Florida International 71,180 20.1% $448

Orlando International 7,309 2.1% $347

Tampa International 2,715 0.8% $379

Other 962 0.3% $312

Group 353,547 100.0% $344

COLLIER COUNTY INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC BY AIRPORT: YEAR 2017Q2

SOUTHWEST FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL 
AIR SERVICE 
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Market Seasonality – The Naples region has a distinct seasonality of air travel demand. This is 

consistent with the seasonality of tourism in the region as well as the migratory patterns of second 

home owners. 

 

Using the 36 months of January 2015 to December 2017, clearly January to April and December 

are peak months (shaded in green) at both RSW and Punta Gorda. About 56% of annual RSW 

traffic moves in the five months December to April while 45.5% of Punta Gorda annual traffic 

moves in the same period. The low season months are shaded in gray. 

Traffic Point of Origin – Tourism, driven by out-of-state visitors, is a key economic sector in the 

Naples region. Naples and Collier county air travel demand, measured as that of RSW, reflects 

the seasonality that results from having seasonal tourism as a key economic sector. Only about 

31% of RSW domestic passenger traffic originates in southwest Florida, the other 69% originates 

inbound to Florida. As a point of comparison, the Indianapolis airport (IND) has about as many 

annual passengers as RSW, however 58% of domestic traffic originates at Indianapolis. 

Indianapolis is a Midwestern business-oriented market and also a state capital. 

 

2015 - 2017 Percent 2015 - 2017 Percent

Month RSW Traffic by Month Punta Gorda Traffic by Month

1 2,506,851 10.3% 244,687 7.5%

2 2,666,753 10.9% 267,230 8.2%

3 3,509,518 14.4% 356,640 11.0%

4 2,659,104 10.9% 293,804 9.0%

5 1,771,963 7.3% 251,408 7.7%

6 1,428,195 5.9% 285,228 8.8%

7 1,421,835 5.8% 309,104 9.5%

8 1,280,764 5.3% 230,987 7.1%

9 1,063,859 4.4% 154,755 4.8%

10 1,586,041 6.5% 265,552 8.2%

11 2,088,036 8.6% 277,310 8.5%

12 2,371,895 9.7% 317,489 9.8%

NAPLES REGION TRAFFIC SEASONALITY BY MONTH: 2015 - 2017

 Traffic Local Origin Local Origin Inbound Inbound

Airport 2014Q4 - 2017Q3 Percent Avg Fare Origin Percent Origin Avg Fare

RSW 23,340,007 31% $158 69% $151

IND 21,213,254 58% $174 42% $189

FORT MYERS AND INDIANAPOLIS TRAFFIC POINT OF ORIGIN 
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The point of origin profile of RSW and by extension Naples is also seasonal, with a higher 

outbound origin percentage in summer than during peak winter and spring tourism season. But 

even in summer Naples remains largely an inbound market, with over 6.1 out of ten domestic 

airline passengers being inbound origin. During first quarter 7.6 in ten are inbound origin. 

 

Air Fare Pricing – The Naples region is a significant inbound tourism destination. With a large 

percentage of domestic passengers being leisure (tourists, second home owners and family 

related travel) average fares paid for travel will tend to be lower than in business markets like for 

example Indianapolis. Leisure travelers typically plan well in advance and stay at least over the 

weekend or for some other extended period. As such they qualify for lower air fares and indeed, 

airlines typically offer fares for leisure travel (long stay and or stay over the weekend) at lower 

rates because that travel is significantly price sensitive. By contrast, business and government 

travel, such as predominates in Indianapolis, is typically of shorter duration, does not extend over 

a weekend and it booked closer to day of travel. Air fares for travel that fits these parameters are 

typically more expensive, as they target a less price sensitive traveler. 

Naples region airfare pricing will be evaluated both in terms of fares paid at nearby airports and 

at all Florida Airports and in terms of the fares paid by Collier County passengers using those 

airports as captured in the Traffic Retention and Leakage Study. 

Florida has a very diverse set of air service airports, ranging from business travel-oriented airports 

such as Pensacola or Tallahassee to ultra-low-cost carrier (ULCC) airports such as Orlando 

Sanford or Punta Gorda to regional airports such as RSW all the way to giant hub airports such 

as Fort Lauderdale, Miami, Orlando International or Tampa. 

The following chart shows a history of the annual average domestic net one-way fare paid at each 

Florida air service airport domestic for 2010 through 2017 Q3. The RSW average fare is imposed 

next to each group so that comparisons can easily be made. 

 Traffic Local Origin Local Origin Inbound Inbound

Airport 2014Q4 - 2017Q3 Percent Avg Fare Origin Percent Origin Avg Fare

Q1 8,486,711 24% $155 76% $149

Q2 5,629,892 34% $160 66% $152

Q3 3,624,582 39% $153 61% $144

Q4 5,598,822 32% $165 68% $167

Period 23,340,007 31% $158 69% $151

FORT MYERS TRAFFIC POINT OF ORIGIN BY SEASON 
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RSW is the most popular airport for Collier County residents and visitors to use for air travel. Fort 

Myer’s average domestic net one-way fare compares favorably with average fares at Tampa and 

Miami and is about $20 to $30 higher than that paid at Fort Lauderdale and Orlando. 

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017Q3

Fort Myers $131 $147 $162 $163 $167 $162 $155 $155

Fort Lauderdale $128 $138 $142 $149 $155 $141 $128 $125

Miami $163 $174 $183 $188 $203 $185 $166 $170

Orlando International $125 $139 $146 $151 $160 $151 $138 $133

Tampa $134 $147 $154 $156 $161 $152 $150 $151

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017Q3

Fort Myers $131 $147 $162 $163 $167 $162 $155 $155

Orlando Sanford $75 $83 $83 $79 $80 $72 $66 $66

Punta Gorda $47 $65 $77 $88 $89 $81 $71 $72

St Pete $70 $82 $87 $80 $78 $71 $64 $67

St Augustine $75 $86 $56 $66

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017Q3

Fort Myers $131 $147 $162 $163 $167 $162 $155 $155

Daytona Beach $144 $154 $162 $171 $180 $182 $173 $177

Key West $185 $185 $193 $197 $217 $237 $229 $225

Melbourne $151 $159 $165 $173 $183 $179 $181 $184

West Palm Beach $139 $153 $163 $166 $176 $168 $164 $165

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017Q3

Fort Myers $131 $147 $162 $163 $167 $162 $155 $155

Fort Walton $206 $212 $217 $214 $226 $227 $208 $185

Gainesville $183 $199 $206 $215 $217 $222 $225 $226

Jacksonville $145 $163 $175 $180 $187 $183 $182 $187

Panama City $160 $174 $177 $184 $196 $193 $188 $189

Pensacola $169 $183 $196 $200 $209 $210 $207 $208

Sarasota $137 $153 $166 $177 $187 $188 $194 $202

Tallahasse $195 $215 $217 $226 $238 $244 $235 $244

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017Q3

Fort Myers $131 $147 $162 $163 $167 $162 $155 $155

State $135 $147 $155 $159 $166 $156 $146 $145

FORT MYERS COMPARED TO THE STATE AS A WHOLE

DOMESTIC AVERAGE FARE BY FLORIDA MARKET: 2010 TO 2017 Q3
Major Hub

ULTRA LOW COST CARRIER FOCUS AIRPORTS

SECONDARY LEISURE AIRPORTS

OTHER SECONDARY AIRPORTS
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The RSW average fares do not compare favorably with those paid at the Allegiant Air gateway 

airports of Orlando Sanford, Punta Gorda and St. Pete, although Punta Gorda is convenient to 

Collier County. RSW average fares compare very favorably with average fares paid at the four 

leisure-oriented airports and the seven other secondary airports in the state. Finally, the RSW 

average fares compares favorably to the average fare paid state wide. 

Top 30 Destination Pricing – The comprehensive Catchment Traffic Leakage Study identified 30 

top markets for local or inbound visitor traffic. Below is a chart showing those top 30 markets, the 

Collier County annual traffic for each, airport of use and average fare paid, compared to that 

reported as paid by all traffic using RSW and Punta Gorda where noted.      

 

Collier County Collier County RSW

Destination Annual Traffic RSW PGD FLL Avg Fare Avg Fare

Chicago ORD/MDW 422,670 95.0% 1.4% $142 $119

Washington Baltimore 291,270 88.0% 7.0% $131 $113

New York LGA/EWR/JFK 223,380 81.0% 11.8% $212 $148

Columbus 127,750 78.0% 18.0% 1.8% $127 $122

St. Louis/Belleville 113,150 81.0% 14.0% 1.5% $129 $124

Boston 110,230 91.0% 4.0% $205 $148

Pittsburgh 104,390 66.0% 22.0% 2.8% $124 $118

Milwaukee 102,930 98.0%  0.4% $149 $139

Indianapolis 100,740 73.0% 21.0% 0.7% $120 $115

Denver 91,250 75.0%  10.8% $178 $149

Detroit 83,220 90.0% 7.6% $150 $117

Minneapolis 70,080 94.0% 2.4% $190 $137

Hartford 69,350 89.0% 7.8% $165 $139

Philadelphia 56,210 70.0% 19.1% $197 $146

Providence 54,020 74.0% 18.4% $164 $152

Atlanta 51,830 84.0% 8.6% $186 $136

Toledo 50,370 0.4% 99.0%  $85 $85 PGD

Cleveland 49,640 76.0% 6.0% 9.3% $90 $81

Buffalo 46,720 92.0% 5.2% $172 $151

Islip 45,260 39.0% 60.6% $139 $138

San Francisco SFO/Oak/SJC 43,070 49.0% 37.0% $287 $235

Dallas/Fort Worth DFW/MDW 42,340 58.0% 30.0% $232 $178

Kansas City 41,610 67.0% 32.0% $138 $126

Nashville 41,610 70.0% 21.3% $161 $138

Los Angeles LAX/SNA/ONT/BUR 40,880 44.0% 28.8% $279 $230

Akron 40,880 68.0% 27.0% 1.3% $84 $76 PGD

Grand Rapids 39,420 53.0% 26.0% 1.0% $154 $139

Albany 39,420 74.0% 16.7% $163 $148

Las Vegas 35,770 52.0% 20.8% $235 $194

Cincinnati 32,850 53.0% 43.0% 1.2% $98 $83

Primary Airport of Use

NAPLES REGION TOP 30 DOMESTIC MARKETS

Airport of Use Share and Average Fare Paid
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This report has reviewed Naples scheduled air service from 1998 to 2017, a period of 20 years. 

 

1998 – 2001 American Eagle service to Miami; 34-seat SF-340 and or 46-seat ATR-42 aircraft. 

2002 – 2003 US Air Express & Cape Air service to Tampa, Key West and Fort Lauderdale. 

2004 – 2006 Delta & Cape Air to Atlanta, Key West and Fort Lauderdale. First regional jet flights. 

2007 Delta regional jets to Atlanta. 

2008 Gulfstream & Vintage service to Tampa, Fort Lauderdale and Key West. 

2009 – 2015 No air service. 

2016 – 2017 Elite Airways regional jet service to Newark and Melbourne. 

2018 No air service.       

 

 

Year Route Carrier Passengers Seats Load Factor Flights Seats/Flt Remarks

1998 Miami AA Eagle 79,648 112,276 70.9% 3,298 34 SF-340 Turboprop

1999 Miami AA Eagle 69,671 108,364 64.3% 3,091 35 SF-340 Turboprop

2000 Miami AA Eagle 72,552 112,726 64.4% 2,746 41 SF-340 & ATR-42 Turboprops

2001 Miami AA Eagle 20,862 32,804 63.6% 683 48 ATR-42, service ended in April

Tampa US Air Exp 4,636 9,823 47.3% 517 19 Beech 1900D, began October 

Key West Cape Air 2,433 6,012 40.5% 668 9 Cessna 402, began October

Fort Lauderdale Cape Air 47 432 10.9% 48 9 Cessna 402, began October

2002 Total 7,116 16,267 43.7% 1,233 13

Tampa US Air Exp 6,901 17,423 41.3% 917 19 Beech 1900D  

Key West Cape Air 4,994 10,062 49.6% 1,118 9 Cessna 402, Jan - May and Dec

Fort Lauderdale Cape Air 623 3,591 17.4% 399 9 Cessna 402, Jan - Apr

2003 Total 12,518 31,076 40.3% 2,434 13

Atlanta Delta 8,348 11,280 74.0% 279 40 Regional Jet, began November

Key West Cape Air 4,381 8,010 54.7% 890 9 Cessna 402, Jan - May & Nov - Dec

Miami Cape Air 3,908 11,151 35.1% 1,239 9 Cessna 402, Jan - May & Nov - Dec

2004 Total 16,637 30,441 54.7% 2,408 13

Atlanta Delta 56,471 83,816 67.2% 2,062 41 Regional Jet

Key West Cape Air 4,523 9,315 48.6% 1,035 9 Cessna 402, Jan - May and Dec

Miami Cape Air 3,203 8,343 38.4% 927 9 Cessna 402, Jan - May

2005 Total 64,197 101,474 63.3% 4,024 25

Atlanta Delta 46,103 66,706 69.0% 1,604 42 Regional Jet

Key West Cape Air 2,817 5,544 50.8% 616 9 Cessna 402, Jan - Apr

2006 Total 48,920 72,250 67.7% 6,244 12

2007 Atlanta Delta 28,247 43,200 65.6% 1,070 40 Regional Jet ended in Sept

Tampa Gulfstream 3,230 10,317 31.3% 543 19 Beech 1900D, Feb - May

Key West Vintage 460 900 51.1% 100 9 Beech King Air, Jan - Mar

Fort Lauderdale Vintage 143 549 26.1% 61 9 Beech King Air, Jan - Mar

2008 Total 3,833 11,766 32.6% 704 17

Melbourne Elite Air 1,685 8,466 22.8% 131 65 Regional Jet, Apr - Dec

Newark Elite Air 479 1,032 44.3% 18 57 Regional Jet, Apr - Jun

2016 Total 2,164 9,498 22.8% 149 64

2017 Melbourne Elite Air 448 1,250 36.0% 23 54 Regional Jet, Jan - Feb

NAPLES AIR SERVICE HISTORY: 1998 - 2017

2002

2016

2008

2006

2005

2004

2003

 

HISTORICAL COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY 
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The 1998 – 2001 period saw American Eagle 

cabin class turboprop service to the nearby 

Miami hub of American Airlines. For the three 

years 1998 – 2000 annual traffic averaged 

nearly 74,000 annual passengers. Traffic 

demand was very seasonal, with January to 

April and November to December being peak 

months and summer having very depressed 

demand. 

 

In 2001 American Eagle withdrew the SF-340 

turboprop (34 seats) from the Miami – Naples 

route. American Eagle service at Naples was then provided with much larger ATR turboprops 

until service ended in April 2001. Naples then had no air service until late 2002. 

 

In October 2002 both Air Midwest (operating as US Airways Express) and Cape Air began service 

at Naples, with Air Midwest operating to Tampa and Cape Air to Fort Lauderdale and Key West. 

Tampa service (B1900D with 19-seats) never gained an annual load factor above 50% and ended 

in June 2003. Cape Air service to Fort Lauderdale was during the winter season only and had 

weak traffic results in 2003. The carrier then moved these flights to winter seasonal service to 

Miami in 2004 and 2005. Cape Air service to Key West operated during the winter season until 

April of 2006, at which point Cape Air ended all Naples service.  

 

Naples entered the jet age in November of 2004 when Delta Air Lines began regional jet flights 

to Atlanta. First year load factor was 74% on a 40-seat regional jet. Load factors in successive 

years never exceeded 70% and Delta ended all Naples service in September of 2007. 

 

The Airport had no air service again until early 2008. In January Vintage Props & Jets (a Daytona 

Beach based airline) began a brief service to Key West and Fort Lauderdale with twin engine 9-

seat King Air aircraft. In February Miami based Gulfstream Airlines began B1900D service to 

Tampa, which lasted until May. 

 

At that point Naples scheduled air service became dormant until April of 2016. At that time Elite 

Airways (based in Melbourne) began regional jet services. Most flights were to Melbourne and on 

Month  Passengers Percent Traffic/Month

1 14,316 10.1%

2 14,937 10.5%

3 18,848 13.3%

4 16,035 11.3%

5 11,635 8.2%

6 7,631 5.4%

7 7,159 5.0%

8 6,638 4.7%

9 6,910 4.9%

10 10,835 7.6%

11 13,234 9.3%

12 14,045 9.9%

NAPLES SEASONALITY 1998 - 2000
American Eagle Service to Miami
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to Portland, Maine. The carrier also provided low frequency nonstop service to Newark. The 

Newark flights achieved a 44% load factor in 2016 while the Melbourne flight load factors in 2016 

and 2017 never exceeded 36%. 

 

The Delta service to Atlanta more than a 

decade ago is instructive on how a similar 

service might fare today. Reviewing Delta 

traffic results for the two full years of service, 

2005 and 2006, finds a significant seasonal 

traffic peak and valley behavior similar to that 

of the late 1990s American service to Miami. 

In both cases winter months are much 

stronger than summer and fall months. 

 

A comparison of Delta’s traffic capture at Naples in 2005 -2006 with the overall traffic at RSW 

illustrates the strengths and limitations of small airport one hub regional jet (Atlanta) service in 

competition with a large nearby multi-carrier airport. 

 

Region O&D Share Revenue Share Avg Fare

Northeast 25,184 26% $4,507,936 25% $179

Southeast 42,849 44% $6,812,991 38% $159

South Central 4,793 5% $1,121,562 6% $234

Midwest 12,665 13% $2,457,010 14% $194

Intermountain 3,242 3% $709,998 4% $219

Far West 8,431 9% $2,149,905 12% $255

Total 97,164 100% $17,759,402 100% $181

Region O&D Share Revenue Share Avg Fare

Northeast 6,866,609 49% $789,660,035 46% $115

Southeast 983,261 7% $128,807,191 7% $131

South Central 464,678 3% $74,813,158 4% $161

Midwest 4,559,733 33% $542,608,227 31% $119

Intermountain 298,088 2% $48,886,432 3% $164

Far West 761,088 5% $138,518,016 8% $182

Total 13,933,457 100% $1,723,293,059 100% $124

NAPLES DOMESTIC TRAFFIC BY REGION: 2005/2006

FORT MYERS DOMESTIC TRAFFIC BY REGION: 2005/2006 

Month  Passengers Percent Traffic/Month

1 11,505 11.2%

2 10,655 10.4%

3 12,435 12.1%

4 11,134 10.9%

5 8,024 7.8%

6 7,340 7.2%

7 6,767 6.6%

8 5,561 5.4%

9 6,359 6.2%

10 6,511 6.3%

11 8,124 7.9%

12 8,159 8.0%

NAPLES SEASONALITY 2005 - 2006
Delta Service to Atlanta
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The chart above shows Naples domestic traffic by region of the United States for the period 2005 

– 2006 (Delta regional jet service to Atlanta) in comparison to RSW domestic traffic by all carriers 

during the same period. 

 

In this comparison the Northeast region is the 13 states including Virginia northward and Ohio 

eastward. The southeast is the seven states from North Carolina and Tennessee southward. 

Some 63% of Naples domestic airline traffic in 2005 – 2006 was exchanged with the northeast 

and southeast regions of the country. By contrast only 53% of RSW traffic was exchanged with 

those regions. RSW saw 31% of domestic traffic exchanged with the Midwest region (11 states 

centered around Iowa and Lake Michigan) while Naples only exchanged 14% of its traffic with 

that region. 

 

For all domestic markets Naples passengers paid a $181 net one-way fare in 2005 – 2006 while 

domestic passengers at RSW paid $124, a premium of $57. Delta’s use of a small regional jet (40 

seats) at Naples over an extended distance to the connecting hub (540 sm and a 1:45 minute 

flight) meant that Delta had to extract a significantly higher average fare from Naples than from 

the more competitive RSW in order for Naples service to Atlanta to be viable. Based on Delta’s 

exit from the Naples market in September 2007 that effort was not successful. 

 

Naples was fortunate to have American Eagle service to the large American hub at Miami in the 

late 1990s and until 2001 and to have Delta regional jet service to the giant Delta hub at Atlanta 

from 2004 to 2007. Neither service proved economically viable in those timeframes. 

 

Cape Air, Air Midwest, Gulfstream and Vintage Airlines services using small twin engine aircraft 

also did not prove viable at Naples in the period 2002 to 2008. Of the various services those 

carriers attempted at Naples in that timeframe (Fort Lauderdale, Key West, Miami and Tampa) 

the ones that had the best load factors were the Cape Air and Vintage services to Key West. 
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Naples, Florida is less than 40 minutes’ freeway drive (33 miles) from the Southwest Florida 

International Airport (9 million annual passengers and 184 daily flights) and less than two hours’ 

freeway drive from Fort Lauderdale International Airport (30.4 million passengers and 550 daily 

flights). The Airport has been without network carrier air service since 2007 and without any air 

service since 2008, with the exception of the brief Elite Air service in 2016 – 2017. 

 

As was noted in the Airline Industry Trends section of this report, current trends in domestic air 

service work against any reasonable assumption of a return of network carrier air service to 

Naples. These trends are consolidation, which has reduced the number of network carries to 

three, a significant and growing pilot shortage, which makes these network carriers risk adverse 

in any consideration of small community service, and an accelerating network carrier trend to up-

gauge their regional carrier fleets, reducing 50-seat fleets and expanding 76-seat fleets. 

 

Certainly, Naples is a significant air travel market, with the Traffic Retention and Leakage Study 

documenting an annual Collier County air travel demand of 3.7 million passenger trips and $709 

million dollars in annual airfare ticket revenue. The challenge is that the network carriers that 

normally would be interested in such a large air travel market are comfortably settled in at 

Southwest Florida International at RSW. Furthermore, the easy access across the Everglades to 

a large offering of low-fare nonstop air service at Fort Lauderdale and the presence of a large low 

fare Allegiant Air focus city at Punta Gorda means that any new network air service at Naples will 

struggle to gain sufficiently high fares to be economically viable. This was the challenge that 

American Eagle service could not overcome in late 1990s and that Delta service could not 

overcome in 2004 – 2007. 

 

If Naples were located in a more isolated place, further from nearby large airports and their ample 

low fare service, it would have significant network carrier regional jet service, within the physical 

constraints of the airport and its runways. 

 

Airport Runway Constraints – The key physical constraint of the Naples Municipal Airport is 

runway weight bearing limitations that, as they stand, preclude operation of most larger regional 

 

COMMERCIAL AIR SERVICE FORECAST 
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jets and all mainline airliner aircraft currently in use and expected to be in use over the coming 

decades in the United States. Runway length is adequate for larger aircraft operation, aircraft 

weight on the pavement is the limitation. 

 

The limitation of aircraft size at Naples undermines any plausible argument for network or ULCC 

air carrier service. The reality of Naples region air service by branded carriers is that it is 

performed with large aircraft. Regional jets, especially the 50-seat type, perform almost no 

scheduled operations at any airport near Naples. This is driven by both the industry trend away 

from smaller regional jets (aircraft age and pilot shortages) and the economics of Naples region 

air service, with high traffic demand and depressed fares. High traffic demand and low fares 

dictates larger aircraft, which have superior per seat costs on a given flight over smaller aircraft. 

 

This chart shows 2017 airline flights by airport for the six airports closest to Naples. Narrow body 

mainline jets (single isle) make up 85.4% of operations while small (50-seat) regional jets and 

turboprops (Silver Airways) make up only 5.6% of operations. At RSW 92% of operations are with 

mainline aircraft and only 2.2% are with small RJs or turboprops while at Punta Gorda 100% of 

airline operations are mainline jets. 

 

American Airline’s use of a small fleet of 50-seat regional jets at the Miami hub is the only 

statistically significant small regional jet operation in Florida and those aircraft are focused on intra 

state or near southeast regional flights to points north of Orlando. It is notable that American 

Airlines no longer links RSW with Miami, choosing instead to link RSW to its global network with 

flights to Charlotte, Dallas, Chicago, Philadelphia and other hubs to the north. 

 

In summary, Naples proximity to RSW, Punta Gorda and Fort Lauderdale combined with industry 

trends (consolidation, up-gauging of fleets and a large-scale pilot shortage) combined with a 

relatively low-fare market environment combined with the facility limitations of the Naples runways 

make it highly unlikely that network carrier air service can be recruited and sustained at Naples 

Municipal Airport. Should one or more of these industry trends change a successful network 

Airport Fort Myers Miami Punta Gorda Fort Lauderdale Sarasota Tampa Group

Flights 67,093 183,997 8,968 190,552 10,802 153,708 615,120

Wide Body 0.7% 7.9% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 1.9% 3.0%

Narrow Body 92.0% 69.3% 100.0% 95.3% 58.0% 90.8% 85.4%

Cabin RJ 5.1% 14.5% 0.0% 0.4% 40.8% 1.0% 6.0%

Small RJ 0.1% 8.3% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 0.2% 2.6%

Turboprop 2.1% 0.0% 0.0% 4.2% 0.0% 6.0% 3.0%

NAPLES REGION AIRPORT AIR SERVICE BY AIRCRAFT TYPE: 2017
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service pattern is possible. 

 

Options for Intrastate Service – Silver Airways operates an extensive intra-state air service 

network in Florida and that network extends outward into the near Caribbean Island group. 

 

Silver operates 34-seat SF-340 and 46-seat ATR-600 turboprop aircraft, with the SF-340s slated 

for retirement over the next few years. One existing Silver Airways route is Key West to RSW to 

Orlando, currently operated once per day in each direction. It is possible that the carrier could be 

recruited to move its limited RSW service to Naples. This would require full Transportation 

Security Administration (TSA) functions at Naples. In 2017 Silver generated about 60% load 

factors (14,500 on board passengers) on each leg of this once daily service, Key West to RSW 

and RSW to Orlando for a total of 29,000 annual passengers.   

 

Another option for intra-state travel would be an air service patterned after two existing services 

operating in other parts of the United States. JetSuite operates 30 seat regional jets under 

Department of Transportation (DOT) Public Charter regulations and Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA) Part 135 regulations between five airports in California. All flights operate 

from well-appointed fixed base operator (FBO) facilities and do not require or use TSA screening. 

Ultimate Air also operates 30 seat regional jets under the same DOT and FAA regulations at 

Cincinnati Lunken Airport to five major metro areas, using either the FBO facilities at a major 

airport or a general aviation airport convenient to the destination metro area. 

Silver Airways operates 34-seat 
SF-340 and 46-seat ATR-600s. 
 
One Silver Airways route is Key 
West to RSW to Orlando. 
 
It is possible the carrier could be 
recruited to move its limited Fort 
Myers service to Naples.   
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These two carriers in this unique business model focus on high fare business travelers and well-

to-do leisure travelers willing to pay higher fares for short to medium haul air service. If one of 

these carriers or a carrier with a similar business model were to operate Florida intra-state service 

Naples would be a logical market. Such a service would use 30 seat regional jets or turboprops 

under DOT Public Charter and FAA Part 135 regulations and via FBO facilities without TSA 

screening infrastructure. 

 

The Network Carrier Scenario – The unlikely, but still possible, network service scenario would 

consist of three times daily dual class regional jet service to an out-of-state network carrier hub.  

 

Aircraft Type – The only dual class regional jet in operation that conforms to the current Naples 

runway limitations is the CRJ-700. There are more than 250 CRJ-700s operating on behalf of 

U.S. network airlines. These aircraft have between 65 and 70 seats, depending on cabin 

configuration. 

 

Hub – The network carrier hub at Miami focuses largely 

on international service and is not even linked to RSW.  

There are two large network carrier hubs north of Florida 

at Atlanta and Charlotte. Either one could hypothetically 

serve as an economically viable gateway for restored 

network carrier service at Naples. 

 

A three-round trip per day service pattern (with day of 

week and seasonal frequency adjustments) between 

Naples and one of these hubs would generate at route maturity 57,680 annual enplanements and 

115,360 annual route passengers. 

 

This network carrier operating scenario is not a forecast of actual results for such a service but 

rather a definition of what such a service would have to achieve to be viable. 

 

 

 

  

Equipment CRJ-700

Seats/Flight 70

Schedule 40 flights per week

Flights 2,060

APF Departures 1,030

Seats 144,200

Load Factor 80%

Passengers 115,360

Enplanements 57,680

ANNUAL OPERATIONAL STATISICS 

Naples Network Carrier Service

Annual
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Commercial Forecast Scenarios – Including the unlikely scenario of a network regional jet service 

to a major hub, three scenarios for the projection of Naples commercial air service are projected. 

➢ No commercial air service for the next 20 years 

➢ An intra-state service using 30-seat aircraft under Public Charter rules without TSA 

➢ A network carrier dual class regional jet service to a major hub, modeled by ATL service   

 

Forecast Methodology – Long range air service commercial forecasts for Master Plans that are 

associated with an Airport that has functioning air service and sufficient air service traffic data and 

operation history can use several different long-range future forecast approaches including; the 

FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Market Share, Regression formulas and Recommended Baseline. 

 

In the case of Naples, there has not been any air service (with the exception of the brief Elite 

Airways service in 2016 – 2017) since 2008 and no network carrier service since 2007, a period 

exceeding a decade. Furthermore, nearby airports have shown a great variance in enplanement 

growth amid shifting domestic carrier service patterns and business models. 

This chart shows the enplanement history for the past twenty years up to and including 2017. 

 

Over that period Fort Lauderdale has shown very strong growth and only three years of traffic 

decline. RSW has also shown very strong growth while Tampa and Miami have shown much 

more modest growth, but from very large 1998 base numbers. Sarasota has actually shown a 

very significant decline in traffic over the period despite huge population growth in the Sarasota 

region while Punta Gorda did not even have scheduled air service until 2007 and in 2017 actually 

generated more traffic than did Sarasota. 

Year Fort Lauderdale Change Miami Change Punta Gorda Change Fort Myers Change Sarasota Change Tampa Change

1998 11,578,565 33,276,784 4,348,169 1,483,877 12,814,528

1999 13,245,266 14.4% 32,279,189 -3.0% 4,485,147 3.2% 1,424,335 -4.0% 14,107,060 10.1%

2000 15,139,790 14.3% 32,556,193 0.9% 4,936,827 10.1% 1,437,657 0.9% 15,151,329 7.4%

2001 15,562,977 2.8% 29,309,621 -10.0% 5,051,775 2.3% 1,156,049 -19.6% 15,145,737 0.0%

2002 16,059,681 3.2% 27,917,022 -4.8% 5,005,447 -0.9% 1,096,431 -5.2% 14,939,607 -1.4%

2003 17,375,848 8.2% 28,514,776 2.1% 5,696,193 13.8% 1,058,358 -3.5% 15,314,320 2.5%

2004 19,958,677 14.9% 29,034,005 1.8% 6,532,857 14.7% 1,117,633 5.6% 16,813,761 9.8%

2005 21,455,851 7.5% 30,178,978 3.9% 7,426,041 13.7% 1,318,782 18.0% 18,572,635 10.5%

2006 20,487,379 -4.5% 31,310,703 3.8% 7,474,183 0.6% 1,415,641 7.3% 18,395,707 -1.0%

2007 22,154,306 8.1% 32,451,494 3.6% 15,097  7,923,729 6.0% 1,553,999 9.8% 18,626,050 1.3%

2008 22,009,019 -0.7% 32,732,898 0.9% 67,924 349.9% 7,507,156 -5.3% 1,499,473 -3.5% 17,740,411 -4.8%

2009 20,483,425 -6.9% 32,291,389 -1.3% 104,779 54.3% 7,293,292 -2.8% 1,343,991 -10.4% 16,486,865 -7.1%

2010 21,671,655 5.8% 34,012,117 5.3% 122,795 17.2% 7,382,041 1.2% 1,329,687 -1.1% 16,242,592 -1.5%

2011 22,736,191 4.9% 36,607,061 7.6% 289,761 136.0% 7,452,418 1.0% 1,303,277 -2.0% 16,344,067 0.6%

2012 22,951,323 0.9% 37,892,966 3.5% 197,325 -31.9% 7,218,005 -3.1% 1,266,398 -2.8% 16,442,264 0.6%

2013 23,103,654 0.7% 38,829,621 2.5% 342,643 73.6% 7,533,478 4.4% 1,188,838 -6.1% 16,550,856 0.7%

2014 24,035,923 4.0% 38,845,089 0.0% 673,947 96.7% 7,824,743 3.9% 1,191,415 0.2% 17,054,358 3.0%

2015 26,247,285 9.2% 42,071,063 8.3% 842,752 25.0% 8,277,807 5.8% 1,212,097 1.7% 18,323,015 7.4%

2016 28,560,250 8.8% 41,710,836 -0.9% 1,118,292 32.7% 8,460,179 2.2% 1,178,289 -2.8% 18,372,281 0.3%

2017 29,916,295 4.7% 36,176,362 -13.3% 1,293,150 15.6% 8,616,582 1.8% 1,164,015 -1.2% 18,854,804 2.6%

158.4% 8.7% 8465.6% 98.2% -21.6% 47.1%Period

NAPLES REGION AIRPORT TOTAL TRAFFIC CHANGES 1998 - 2017 BY AIRPORT AND YEAR
Total Domestic and International Passengers On and Off
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Based on the extended dormancy of service at Naples, the inconsistent nature of traffic growth 

and service patterns at nearby airports and the evolving nature of domestic air service our twenty-

year forecasts will be projected from a recommended baseline of zero and will correspond, where 

needed, to traffic levels needed to sustain the service being forecast. 

 

Zero Commercial Air Service Scenario – The zero-commercial air service forecast simply projects 

current air service dormancy out for the twenty-year period 2019 to 2038. 

 

Intra-state Public Charter Service Scenario – The second Commercial Air Service scenario, Intra-

state Public Charter service, is projected to offer morning and evening service to Orlando 

Executive Airport and continuing to Tallahassee on weekdays and midday nonstop service daily 

to Key West. This service is projected to gradually achieve load factors exceeding 70% and 

annual enplanements exceeding 18,000. Annual traffic growth in this scenario is pegged at 1.9%, 

the current projected annual FAA nationwide Terminal Area Forecast growth rate. This scenario 

would likely involve an overnight based aircraft but operating from a non-sterile (FBO) facility.  

 

 

Year Enplanements Departures Arrivals Flights Dpt Seats Load Factor

2019 12,750 850 850 1,700 25,500 50.0%

2020 12,992 850 850 1,700 25,500 51.0%

2021 13,239 850 850 1,700 25,500 51.9%

2022 13,491 850 850 1,700 25,500 52.9%

2023 13,747 850 850 1,700 25,500 53.9%

2024 14,008 850 850 1,700 25,500 54.9%

2025 14,274 850 850 1,700 25,500 56.0%

2026 14,546 850 850 1,700 25,500 57.0%

2027 14,822 850 850 1,700 25,500 58.1%

2028 15,104 850 850 1,700 25,500 59.2%

2029 15,390 850 850 1,700 25,500 60.4%

2030 15,683 850 850 1,700 25,500 61.5%

2031 15,981 850 850 1,700 25,500 62.7%

2032 16,285 850 850 1,700 25,500 63.9%

2033 16,594 850 850 1,700 25,500 65.1%

2034 16,909 850 850 1,700 25,500 66.3%

2035 17,230 850 850 1,700 25,500 67.6%

2036 17,558 850 850 1,700 25,500 68.9%

2037 17,891 850 850 1,700 25,500 70.2%

2038 18,231 850 850 1,700 25,500 71.5%

NAPLES COMMERCIAL AIR SERVICE SCENARIOS

Scenario 2: 30-Seat Public Charter No TSA
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Network Carrier Service Scenario – The third Commercial Air Service scenario, Network Dual 

Class Regional Jet service to a major hub, is projected to offer three round trips per day to a major 

out-of-state network carrier hub, with frequency adjustments by day of week and season of the 

year. Service would operate from a TSA sterile facility with a hold room with a capacity of 70. 

Service would likely involve an overnight aircraft on the facility ramp. 

 

 

 

Annual traffic growth in this scenario is pegged at 1.9%, the current projected annual FAA National 

Terminal Area Forecast growth rate. 

 

In this scenario route load factors begin to exceed reasonable annual percentages so additional 

flights are plugged in in later years, based on an assumption that larger aircraft cannot be used. 

 

 

 

 

Year Enplanements Departures Arrivals Flights Dpt Seats Load Factor

2019 50,470 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 70.0%

2020 51,429 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 71.3%

2021 52,406 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 72.7%

2022 53,402 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 74.1%

2023 54,416 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 75.5%

2024 55,450 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 76.9%

2025 56,504 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 78.4%

2026 57,577 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 79.9%

2027 58,671 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 81.4%

2028 59,786 1,043 1,043 2,085 72,975 81.9%

2029 60,922 1,043 1,043 2,085 72,975 83.5%

2030 62,080 1,055 1,055 2,110 73,850 84.1%

2031 63,259 1,055 1,055 2,110 73,850 85.7%

2032 64,461 1,068 1,068 2,135 74,725 86.3%

2033 65,686 1,068 1,068 2,135 74,725 87.9%

2034 66,934 1,080 1,080 2,160 75,600 88.5%

2035 68,206 1,080 1,080 2,160 75,600 90.2%

2036 69,502 1,093 1,093 2,185 76,475 90.9%

2037 70,822 1,093 1,093 2,185 76,475 92.6%

2038 72,168 1,105 1,105 2,210 77,350 93.3%

Scenario 3: 70-Seat Dual Class Network Regional Jet with TSA

NAPLES COMMERCIAL AIR SERVICE SCENARIOS
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The Traffic Retention and Leakage Study clearly illustrated that Naples and Collier County are a 

significant generator of airline travel demand, both from local residents and from inbound visitors. 

 

This demand currently uses nearby airports, primarily the Southwest Florida International Airport  

(RSW), Punta Gorda and Fort Lauderdale International, for air transportation needs. All three of 

these airports are showing consistent and measurable traffic and service growth. 

 

Airline industry dynamics and the existing limitations of the Naples Municipal Airport infrastructure 

suggest that the most likely long-term outcome for Naples is zero commercial air service. This 

finding is consistent with the economic findings of the airline industry, which exited Naples in 2008 

and, save for a brief independent carrier service pattern in 2016 and 2017, has not been back 

since. 

 

Naples’ close proximity to RSW, Punta Gorda and Fort Lauderdale International Airports, which 

have hundreds of daily flights (most with low fares) offered by all the network and low fare carriers 

active in the United States, greatly diminishes the economic viability of network hub regional jet 

service at Naples, now and in most reasonable future scenarios. So, economically sustainable 

network carrier air service (requiring TSA and associated airport infrastructure) cannot be ruled 

out, however it is so unlikely an outcome that it should not be part of any infrastructure plan. 

 

Airline industry dynamics can change. It is recommended that the Airport continue to monitor 

airline industry trends and air service patterns at nearby airports. 
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Environmental Science Associates (ESA), working on behalf of the Naples Municipal Airport, 

commissioned Volaire Aviation Consulting to perform Forecast Support Work in conjunction with 

the Airport’s Master Plan. 

 

The Forecast Support Work consisted of two elements, the first being a Traffic Retention and 

Leakage Study. This Study examined and defined the current level of air travel demand within 

Collier County, Florida, which was defined as the catchment area for the Naples Municipal Airport. 

 

The second element of the Forecast Support Work is a review and analysis of Commercial Air 

Service Activity. This report is the result of that review and analysis. Key findings include; 

 

➢ Collier County has shown consistent population and economic growth for decades.  

➢ That growth is projected to continue over the next twenty years. 

➢ Collier County population growth is somewhat driven by out-of-state inbound migration 

➢ Air service airports near Naples have shown significant traffic growth since 1998. 

➢ With a brief exception in 2016 - 2017 Naples has not had air service since 2008. 

➢ Twice (1998 – 2001 and 2004 – 2007) Naples has had network carrier air service. 

➢ The airline industry has seen significant consolidation in the past decade. 

➢ Today there are only three U.S. based global network carriers.   

➢ These network carriers compete with Southwest and other low fare/low cost carriers.  

➢ A significant and growing shortage of airline pilots is impacting carrier route selections. 

➢ Network carriers are rapidly reducing 50-seat fleets and increasing 76 seat fleets. 

➢ A Traffic Retention and Leakage Study indicates Collier County generates 3.7 million 

annual passenger trips, with 68% using Southwest Florida International Airport (RSW). 

➢ Proximity to extensive low fare service at RSW, Punta Gorda and Fort Lauderdale 

combined with Naples runway weight limits make restoration of network service unlikely. 

➢ More limited forms of local (intra-state) air service are possible at Naples but 

would be limited in scope and economic and traffic impact. 

 

 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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Collier County is in southwest Florida. It is the largest county, by land mass, in Florida. Significant 

portions of the eastern and southern parts of the County are National Park or Preserve, State 

Forest or Wildlife Reserve. The estimated 

2017 population of the county is 372,505. 

Almost the entire population of the County 

resides near or on the western or southern 

side of Interstate I-75.  

 

Woods & Poole Economics data shows that 

County population has grown significantly in 

recent decades and that growth is projected 

to continue in coming decades. 2017 

population was up 18% since 2007. The 

County population in 2050 is projected to be more than 639,000, nearly double the 2017 number. 

 

The strong population growth fuels a strong local economy. Woods & Poole data shows that 

employment in the County has grown by double digit percentages for decades and that growth is 

projected to continue with County wide employment nearly doubling between 2017 and 2050. 

   

County Gross Regional Product (GRP) and 

per capita personal income have also grown 

consistently and by double digit margins in 

every ten-year period except GRP growth 

slowed between 2007 and 2017. 

 

Woods & Poole data suggests Collier 

County will be a $31 billion-dollar economy 

by 2050. 

 

 

MARKET DEMOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW   

Year Population Change Employment Change

1977 69,799 33,575

1987 127,914 83% 73,637 119%

1997 220,923 73% 117,661 60%

2007 314,437 42% 186,827 59%

2017 372,505 18% 219,724 18%

2027 459,532 23% 277,932 26%

2037 560,594 22% 337,523 21%

2047 672,781 20% 399,943 18%

2050 709,241 5% 419,710 5%

Period 639,442 916% 386,135 1150%

POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT

2017     

to       

2050

336,736 90% 199,986 91%

Year Per Cap Income Change GRP Change

1977 $9,313 $1,651

1987 $22,935 146% $4,171 153%

1997 $39,308 71% $8,036 93%

2007 $70,681 80% $14,505 81%

2017 $82,711 17% $14,997 3%

2027 $124,770 51% $19,526 30%

2037 $204,994 64% $24,270 24%

2047 $338,004 65% $29,310 21%

2050 $393,450 16% $30,915 5%

Period $384,137 4125% $29,264 1773%

GRP expressed in millions

PER CAPITA INCOME AND GROSS REGIONAL PRODUCT

2017     

to       

2050

$310,739 376% $15,918 106%
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Collier County is part of the Naples/Marco Island Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) which is also 

part of the Cape Coral-Fort Myers-Naples Combined MSA. As a standalone MSA Collier County’s 

unemployment rate ranks 4th lowest in Florida in early 2018, with the County rate fractionally below 

that of the state as a whole. 

 

A significant portion of Collier County population growth is driven by inbound migration. The U.S. 

Census provides data and maps that illustrate this inbound migration by distribution nationally. 

 

 

 

A significant portion of inbound migration is intra Florida. There is significant out-of-state inbound 

migration from the northeast, the Great Lakes region and California/Nevada/Arizona. 

 

 

  

COLLIER COUNTY INBOUND MIGRATION 2011 - 2015 
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The domestic airline industry has undergone dramatic changes since deregulation in 1978. The 

most obvious of these changes is a consolidation of carriers, via mergers or bankruptcies, which 

has dramatically reduced the number of full-service network carriers and reduced the number of 

independent regional carriers. At the same time, new carriers have emerged, and more 

importantly new business models have developed. 

 

 

This chart shows the path of consolidation that created the four giant network carriers that today 

carry about 80% of domestic traffic. American, Delta, and United practice the traditional hub-

spoke network carrier model. Southwest offers a similar but different business model in that the 

air service product is much simpler than at the other three and the network is primarily domestic 

and only in markets that can support 150-seat 737 aircraft. 

 

 

 

AIRLINE INDUSTRY TRENDS 
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The chart below illustrates the various general classifications of domestic airlines today. Note that 

the large regional carriers almost exclusively operate under the brand and airline code of the three 

traditional network carriers, American, Delta, and United. 

 

 

  

One result of the nearly 40 years of airline deregulation has been the closure of multiple 

connecting hub airports. The map below shows six airports that have lost connecting hub status. 

 

Model Description Examples

Global size, domestic and international

service, international alliances, regional

partners, hub & spoke system

Specializing in 50 to 76 seat gauge,

Typically operating under network carrier

contract, generally invisible to the public

Network size scale with simplified

service product, value pricing, more

domestic than international service

Point to point service, ultra low fares with

ancillary pricing, often less-than-daily or

low frequency

Small carriers operating smaller aircraft

EAS or point to point markets

Limited or no brand identiy

Ulta Low Cost Carriers Allegiant, Frontier, Spirit

Independent regionals

AirChoiceOne, Cape Air, 

Contour Air, Boutique Air, 

Ultimate Air, Southern Air

DOMESTIC AIRLINE BUSINESS MODELS

Network American, Delta, United

Large Regional Carriers

SkyWest, Expressjet, Mesa, 

Republic, Air Wisconsin, 

Transtates, Envoy, Endevor

Value Carriers

Southwest, jetBlue, 

Alaska/Virgin America, 

Hawaiian, Sun Country

US DOMESTIC AIRLINE CONNECTING HUBS 
HUBS IN RED HAVE CLOSED SINCE 2006 
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Overall, a strong argument can be made that deregulation and consolidation have, after a 

sometimes-tortuous path, been a success for both airlines and consumers. Airline customer 

service measurements are strong, competition is healthy, airfare increases are holding at a pace 

well below inflation, and finally, for the first time in the history of the airline industry, consistent 

and healthy profits are being made by most carriers. Industry employment and pay scales are 

increasing. These metrics have been aided by a relatively healthy economy and overall demand 

for air travel over the past five years. 

 

The most significant challenge facing the airline industry is a massive shortage of pilots. The 

demographics of the general airline pilot population, with a large segment nearing retirement age, 

would have indicated a pilot shortage in any case. However, poorly conceived changes in airline 

pilot qualification and flight and duty limitations, initiated by the FAA in 2013 and 2014, have made 

what would have been a natural and manageable retirement bubble shortage into an industry-

wide crisis. 

 

The new FAA flight and duty regulations, when imposed in 2014, immediately required 10% more 

pilots at most airlines, just to fly the same schedule as before. 

 

The new FAA pilot qualification rules called the First Officer Qualification or FOQ, have created a 

very significant barrier to the pursuit of an airline pilot career by young people. The FOQ 

essentially eliminates the progression of qualification that has historically allowed young pilots to 

start working for small regional airlines and progress in experience, qualification and pay to future 

jobs with major airlines flying large jet aircraft. The FOQ changes require the first officer of a 19-

seat turboprop operating on the Kansas prairie have the same paper qualifications as the first 

officer of a network airline 737 operating at New York. At the same time that the FOQ changes 

occurred, the reduced size of the military air fleet and the greater use of drones by the Department 

of Defense (DOD) has reduced the pipeline of military pilots into post service airline industry jobs. 

The result is a massive shortage of FOQ pilots for smaller regional airlines and the basic extinction 

of the 19-seat and 30-seat turboprop aircraft type most commonly used to serve small-town 

American. Carriers attempting to operate these 19 and 30-set turboprops just cannot find and 

retain first officers, regardless of the pay scale, because qualified pilots can quickly get an airline 

job flying jets. 
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So far, the network carriers and other carriers that operate large jet aircraft can recruit and retain 

pilots. The large regional carriers that operate the regional jet fleets for American, Delta, and 

United, faced, to one degree or another, significant pilot shortages as their pilots get hired by the 

network and large jet carriers that are expanding and facing senior pilot retirements. 

 

This has caused the three network carriers that employ the large regional carriers to provide small 

community service, such as could be operated at Naples, to become somewhat conservative in 

seeking new small community markets. This pilot shortage then, which is most felt among the 

smaller and regional airlines, can dampen network carrier interest in new small city markets. 

 

The impact of the pilot shortage on large regional carriers, combined with the desire to generate 

more seats per flight at giant hubs like DFW, ORD, ATL, and EWR plus the increasing age of the 

50-seat regional jet fleet, is moving all three network carriers to up-gauge their regional partners. 

What this means is steady retirements of 50-seat regional jets and increases in the fleet size of 

the 65-seat CRJ-700 and the 76-seat CRJ-900 or E-170 series. 

 

This trend is confirmed by the significant change in regional jet fleet profile from 2010 to 2017. 

The chart shows that the domestic 50-seat regional jet fleet has shrunk from just over 1,300 units 

in 2010 to just under 700 in 2017, a reduction of 49.1%. 

 

 

 

At the same time, the large regional jet fleet (65 and 76 seat) has grown by 84% with a net 

increase of 446 units. And note that the non-jet fleet, turboprops, and piston props have shrunk 

by 47%. Overall the regional fleet is 20% smaller, but average aircraft now has 62 seats whereas 

in 2010 it had 54. 

 

Airline industry profitability has, at last, become consistent and in general up to investor grade. 

The domestic airline industry has historically, going back to World War II, been a destroyer of 

Type 2010 2017 Number Percent

Non-jet 605 322 -283 -46.8%

50-seat jet 1,341 682 -659 -49.1%

65 or 76 seat jet 533 979 446 83.7%

Total 2,479 1,983 -496 -20.0%

Fleet Count Change

REGIONAL AIRLINE FLEET CHANGES 2010 - 2017
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capital, an industry that lost more money than it made when measured over any significant period. 

The past four years have seen a dramatic shift to the most profitable extended period in airline 

history. Double-digit operating margins are now the norm almost industry-wide. 

 

 

 

In summary critical elements of the domestic airline industry in 2018 that impact air service at 

smaller America cities are: 

➢ Industry consolidation that has reduced the number of carrier and hub options; 

➢ A significant and growing shortage of pilots, affecting rural air service; 

➢ Up gauging of equipment, driven by the pilot shortage, hub congestion, and related 

economics; 

➢ The first significant enduring period of industry profits, which raises the bar for recruiting 

carriers to experiment with new small community service.   

Period 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Q1 -3.2% 0.3% 0.6% 0.1% 4.0% 13.3% 14.2% 8.1%

Q2 8.3% 3.3% 4.8% 8.7% 14.1% 18.3% 16.3% 16.4%

Q3 9.6% 6.7% 6.5% 9.7% 12.8% 19.2% 16.9% 13.6%

Q4 6.3% 4.3% 0.0% 7.4% 3.9% 12.1% 10.9% n/a

U.S. DOMESTIC AIRLINE INDUSTRY OPERATING PROFIT MARKET BY QUARTER: 2010 - 2017

Year
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Regional Airports – The Southwest Florida International Airport (RSW) is the primary air service 

portal for the Naples region. Other air service airports in the region that are used by residents and 

visitors include Punta Gorda, Fort Lauderdale, Miami, Orlando and Tampa. 

 

RSW is the closest air service airport to Naples and has about 184 departures and arrivals per 

day, with almost all flights operated with mainline aircraft, as indicated by the average of 150 seats 

per flight during 2017. Over 8.3 million passengers arrived or departed RSW in 2017. 

The Punta Gorda Airport is north of RSW and about a one-hour drive from Naples. Allegiant Air 

carried nearly 1.3 million passengers at Punta Gorda in 2017. Fort Lauderdale and Miami are 

across the Everglades from Naples, Fort Lauderdale being closer and easier to access. Both 

Airports are giant hubs, generating over 20 million annual domestic passengers each with 500+ 

flights per day. 

 

Airport Road Miles Drive Time   Passengers Seats Load Factor Flights Flts/Day Seats/Flt

Fort Lauderdale 108 1:41 24,649,187 29,426,683 85.07% 193,691 531 152

Miami 116 2:02 20,577,043 24,981,371 83.75% 187,506 514 133

Tampa 170 2:36 18,170,867 22,013,701 84.80% 155,257 425 142

Fort Myers 33 :37 8,333,668 10,128,353 82.77% 67,336 184 150

Punta Gorda 64 1:01 1,293,150 1,572,433 82.56% 8,975 25 175

Sarasota 121 1:57 1,115,553 1,286,756 85.94% 10,831 30 119

Group 74,139,468 89,409,297 82.92% 623,596 1,708 143

NAPLES REGION AIRPORTS RANKED BY TOTAL DOMESTIC PASSENGERS: YEAR 2017

Region FLL MIA PGD RSW SRQ TPA

American 30.5% 8.0% 78.3% 0.0% 16.5% 19.2% 16.9%

Alaska 0.3% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.7%

Allegiant 2.6% 2.9% 0.0% 95.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Delta 15.6% 13.1% 12.4% 0.0% 22.4% 59.2% 17.8%

Frontier 2.7% 0.3% 2.7% 4.2% 6.3% 0.0% 4.5%

jetBlue 10.8% 22.9% 0.0% 0.0% 13.1% 12.4% 6.5%

Silver 0.5% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.1%

Southwest 19.4% 23.2% 0.0% 0.0% 22.4% 0.0% 36.9%

Spirit 8.9% 19.3% 0.0% 0.0% 9.2% 0.0% 5.8%

Sun Country 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.8% 0.0% 0.2%

United 8.2% 7.7% 6.6% 0.0% 8.9% 9.2% 10.6%

Virgin 0.2% 1.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

AIRLINE DOMESTIC TRAFFIC MARKET SHARE: 2017

 

NAPLES REGION AIR SERVICE OVERVIEW 
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Carrier Share - American is the dominate carrier in terms of passenger market share at airports 

in the Naples region (30.5%), based primarily on the carrier’s strong position at Miami. Southwest 

(19.4%) and Delta (15.6%) also hold significant regional traffic market share. Southwest and Delta 

are also the two largest carriers at RSW, with a 22.4% share of domestic traffic each. 

In addition to the 74 million annual 

domestic passengers generated at 

the six airports, the airports in the 

Naples region also generates 22.3 

million international passengers, with 

the vast majority (63%) using the 

Miami International Airport and its 

large network of international flights. 

Naples/Collier County Traffic - As was noted in the executive summary of this report, a Traffic 

Retention and Leakage Study was performed for Naples, examining airline travel demand in 

Collier County. This study determined that the County generates an estimated 3.339 million 

annual domestic airline trips and an estimated 353,547 annual international airline trips. RSW 

was the airport portal of use for 73% of Collier County domestic travel and 20% of international 

travel. 

 

Punta Gorda (Allegiant Air) and Fort Lauderdale gained modest shares of Collier County airline 

traffic. The average net domestic one-way fare paid by Collier County residents at RSW was 

$187, significantly higher than the average fare paid by County residents who drove further to use 

service at Punta Gorda, Fort Lauderdale or Orlando.     

Airport O&D Passengers Share Avg Fare

Southwest Florida International 2,442,941 73.2% $146

Punta Gorda 361,369 10.8% $71

Fort Lauderdale 284,359 8.5% $138

Orlando International 79,041 2.4% $133

Miami International 77,680 2.3% $176

Other 93,791 2.8% $140

Group 3,339,181 100.0% $137

COLLIER COUNTY DOMESTIC TRAFFIC BY AIRPORT: YEAR 2017Q2

Airport Passengers Avg Fare Share

Fort Lauderdale 5,786,541 $196 26.0%

Miami 14,052,947 $360 63.0%

Fort Myers 589,583 $302 2.6%

Sarasota 108,820 $332 0.5%

Tampa 1,754,110 $360 7.9%

Group 22,292,001 $316 100.0%

Data for the 12 months ended 9/30/2017

NAPLES REGION INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC BY AIRPORT 
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The distribution of international travelers among airports is different than the distribution of 

domestic travel, due to American Airline’s significant international services at Miami International. 

 

American captures 56% of Collier County international travel demand, mostly via Miami 

International Airport, accessed across the Everglades. Fort Lauderdale and RSW each capture 

20% of County international travel. 

The primary airport of use for Naples passengers is RSW, which has nonstop service on 40 

domestic and seven international routes, provided by 9 domestic and 3 international airlines. RSW 

is the 45th largest airport in the nation, measured by annual traffic. 

 

Airport O&D Passengers Share Avg Fare

Miami International 199,453 56.4% $357

Fort Lauderdale 71,928 20.3% $204

Southwest Florida International 71,180 20.1% $448

Orlando International 7,309 2.1% $347

Tampa International 2,715 0.8% $379

Other 962 0.3% $312

Group 353,547 100.0% $344

COLLIER COUNTY INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC BY AIRPORT: YEAR 2017Q2

SOUTHWEST FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL 
AIR SERVICE 
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Market Seasonality – The Naples region has a distinct seasonality of air travel demand. This is 

consistent with the seasonality of tourism in the region as well as the migratory patterns of second 

home owners. 

 

Using the 36 months of January 2015 to December 2017, clearly January to April and December 

are peak months (shaded in green) at both RSW and Punta Gorda. About 56% of annual RSW 

traffic moves in the five months December to April while 45.5% of Punta Gorda annual traffic 

moves in the same period. The low season months are shaded in gray. 

Traffic Point of Origin – Tourism, driven by out-of-state visitors, is a key economic sector in the 

Naples region. Naples and Collier county air travel demand, measured as that of RSW, reflects 

the seasonality that results from having seasonal tourism as a key economic sector. Only about 

31% of RSW domestic passenger traffic originates in southwest Florida, the other 69% originates 

inbound to Florida. As a point of comparison, the Indianapolis airport (IND) has about as many 

annual passengers as RSW, however 58% of domestic traffic originates at Indianapolis. 

Indianapolis is a Midwestern business-oriented market and also a state capital. 

 

2015 - 2017 Percent 2015 - 2017 Percent

Month RSW Traffic by Month Punta Gorda Traffic by Month

1 2,506,851 10.3% 244,687 7.5%

2 2,666,753 10.9% 267,230 8.2%

3 3,509,518 14.4% 356,640 11.0%

4 2,659,104 10.9% 293,804 9.0%

5 1,771,963 7.3% 251,408 7.7%

6 1,428,195 5.9% 285,228 8.8%

7 1,421,835 5.8% 309,104 9.5%

8 1,280,764 5.3% 230,987 7.1%

9 1,063,859 4.4% 154,755 4.8%

10 1,586,041 6.5% 265,552 8.2%

11 2,088,036 8.6% 277,310 8.5%

12 2,371,895 9.7% 317,489 9.8%

NAPLES REGION TRAFFIC SEASONALITY BY MONTH: 2015 - 2017

 Traffic Local Origin Local Origin Inbound Inbound

Airport 2014Q4 - 2017Q3 Percent Avg Fare Origin Percent Origin Avg Fare

RSW 23,340,007 31% $158 69% $151

IND 21,213,254 58% $174 42% $189

FORT MYERS AND INDIANAPOLIS TRAFFIC POINT OF ORIGIN 
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The point of origin profile of RSW and by extension Naples is also seasonal, with a higher 

outbound origin percentage in summer than during peak winter and spring tourism season. But 

even in summer Naples remains largely an inbound market, with over 6.1 out of ten domestic 

airline passengers being inbound origin. During first quarter 7.6 in ten are inbound origin. 

 

Air Fare Pricing – The Naples region is a significant inbound tourism destination. With a large 

percentage of domestic passengers being leisure (tourists, second home owners and family 

related travel) average fares paid for travel will tend to be lower than in business markets like for 

example Indianapolis. Leisure travelers typically plan well in advance and stay at least over the 

weekend or for some other extended period. As such they qualify for lower air fares and indeed, 

airlines typically offer fares for leisure travel (long stay and or stay over the weekend) at lower 

rates because that travel is significantly price sensitive. By contrast, business and government 

travel, such as predominates in Indianapolis, is typically of shorter duration, does not extend over 

a weekend and it booked closer to day of travel. Air fares for travel that fits these parameters are 

typically more expensive, as they target a less price sensitive traveler. 

Naples region airfare pricing will be evaluated both in terms of fares paid at nearby airports and 

at all Florida Airports and in terms of the fares paid by Collier County passengers using those 

airports as captured in the Traffic Retention and Leakage Study. 

Florida has a very diverse set of air service airports, ranging from business travel-oriented airports 

such as Pensacola or Tallahassee to ultra-low-cost carrier (ULCC) airports such as Orlando 

Sanford or Punta Gorda to regional airports such as RSW all the way to giant hub airports such 

as Fort Lauderdale, Miami, Orlando International or Tampa. 

The following chart shows a history of the annual average domestic net one-way fare paid at each 

Florida air service airport domestic for 2010 through 2017 Q3. The RSW average fare is imposed 

next to each group so that comparisons can easily be made. 

 Traffic Local Origin Local Origin Inbound Inbound

Airport 2014Q4 - 2017Q3 Percent Avg Fare Origin Percent Origin Avg Fare

Q1 8,486,711 24% $155 76% $149

Q2 5,629,892 34% $160 66% $152

Q3 3,624,582 39% $153 61% $144

Q4 5,598,822 32% $165 68% $167

Period 23,340,007 31% $158 69% $151

FORT MYERS TRAFFIC POINT OF ORIGIN BY SEASON 
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RSW is the most popular airport for Collier County residents and visitors to use for air travel. Fort 

Myer’s average domestic net one-way fare compares favorably with average fares at Tampa and 

Miami and is about $20 to $30 higher than that paid at Fort Lauderdale and Orlando. 

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017Q3

Fort Myers $131 $147 $162 $163 $167 $162 $155 $155

Fort Lauderdale $128 $138 $142 $149 $155 $141 $128 $125

Miami $163 $174 $183 $188 $203 $185 $166 $170

Orlando International $125 $139 $146 $151 $160 $151 $138 $133

Tampa $134 $147 $154 $156 $161 $152 $150 $151

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017Q3

Fort Myers $131 $147 $162 $163 $167 $162 $155 $155

Orlando Sanford $75 $83 $83 $79 $80 $72 $66 $66

Punta Gorda $47 $65 $77 $88 $89 $81 $71 $72

St Pete $70 $82 $87 $80 $78 $71 $64 $67

St Augustine $75 $86 $56 $66

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017Q3

Fort Myers $131 $147 $162 $163 $167 $162 $155 $155

Daytona Beach $144 $154 $162 $171 $180 $182 $173 $177

Key West $185 $185 $193 $197 $217 $237 $229 $225

Melbourne $151 $159 $165 $173 $183 $179 $181 $184

West Palm Beach $139 $153 $163 $166 $176 $168 $164 $165

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017Q3

Fort Myers $131 $147 $162 $163 $167 $162 $155 $155

Fort Walton $206 $212 $217 $214 $226 $227 $208 $185

Gainesville $183 $199 $206 $215 $217 $222 $225 $226

Jacksonville $145 $163 $175 $180 $187 $183 $182 $187

Panama City $160 $174 $177 $184 $196 $193 $188 $189

Pensacola $169 $183 $196 $200 $209 $210 $207 $208

Sarasota $137 $153 $166 $177 $187 $188 $194 $202

Tallahasse $195 $215 $217 $226 $238 $244 $235 $244

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017Q3

Fort Myers $131 $147 $162 $163 $167 $162 $155 $155

State $135 $147 $155 $159 $166 $156 $146 $145

FORT MYERS COMPARED TO THE STATE AS A WHOLE

DOMESTIC AVERAGE FARE BY FLORIDA MARKET: 2010 TO 2017 Q3
Major Hub

ULTRA LOW COST CARRIER FOCUS AIRPORTS

SECONDARY LEISURE AIRPORTS

OTHER SECONDARY AIRPORTS
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The RSW average fares do not compare favorably with those paid at the Allegiant Air gateway 

airports of Orlando Sanford, Punta Gorda and St. Pete, although Punta Gorda is convenient to 

Collier County. RSW average fares compare very favorably with average fares paid at the four 

leisure-oriented airports and the seven other secondary airports in the state. Finally, the RSW 

average fares compares favorably to the average fare paid state wide. 

Top 30 Destination Pricing – The comprehensive Catchment Traffic Leakage Study identified 30 

top markets for local or inbound visitor traffic. Below is a chart showing those top 30 markets, the 

Collier County annual traffic for each, airport of use and average fare paid, compared to that 

reported as paid by all traffic using RSW and Punta Gorda where noted.      

 

Collier County Collier County RSW

Destination Annual Traffic RSW PGD FLL Avg Fare Avg Fare

Chicago ORD/MDW 422,670 95.0% 1.4% $142 $119

Washington Baltimore 291,270 88.0% 7.0% $131 $113

New York LGA/EWR/JFK 223,380 81.0% 11.8% $212 $148

Columbus 127,750 78.0% 18.0% 1.8% $127 $122

St. Louis/Belleville 113,150 81.0% 14.0% 1.5% $129 $124

Boston 110,230 91.0% 4.0% $205 $148

Pittsburgh 104,390 66.0% 22.0% 2.8% $124 $118

Milwaukee 102,930 98.0%  0.4% $149 $139

Indianapolis 100,740 73.0% 21.0% 0.7% $120 $115

Denver 91,250 75.0%  10.8% $178 $149

Detroit 83,220 90.0% 7.6% $150 $117

Minneapolis 70,080 94.0% 2.4% $190 $137

Hartford 69,350 89.0% 7.8% $165 $139

Philadelphia 56,210 70.0% 19.1% $197 $146

Providence 54,020 74.0% 18.4% $164 $152

Atlanta 51,830 84.0% 8.6% $186 $136

Toledo 50,370 0.4% 99.0%  $85 $85 PGD

Cleveland 49,640 76.0% 6.0% 9.3% $90 $81

Buffalo 46,720 92.0% 5.2% $172 $151

Islip 45,260 39.0% 60.6% $139 $138

San Francisco SFO/Oak/SJC 43,070 49.0% 37.0% $287 $235

Dallas/Fort Worth DFW/MDW 42,340 58.0% 30.0% $232 $178

Kansas City 41,610 67.0% 32.0% $138 $126

Nashville 41,610 70.0% 21.3% $161 $138

Los Angeles LAX/SNA/ONT/BUR 40,880 44.0% 28.8% $279 $230

Akron 40,880 68.0% 27.0% 1.3% $84 $76 PGD

Grand Rapids 39,420 53.0% 26.0% 1.0% $154 $139

Albany 39,420 74.0% 16.7% $163 $148

Las Vegas 35,770 52.0% 20.8% $235 $194

Cincinnati 32,850 53.0% 43.0% 1.2% $98 $83

Primary Airport of Use

NAPLES REGION TOP 30 DOMESTIC MARKETS

Airport of Use Share and Average Fare Paid
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This report has reviewed Naples scheduled air service from 1998 to 2017, a period of 20 years. 

 

1998 – 2001 American Eagle service to Miami; 34-seat SF-340 and or 46-seat ATR-42 aircraft. 

2002 – 2003 US Air Express & Cape Air service to Tampa, Key West and Fort Lauderdale. 

2004 – 2006 Delta & Cape Air to Atlanta, Key West and Fort Lauderdale. First regional jet flights. 

2007 Delta regional jets to Atlanta. 

2008 Gulfstream & Vintage service to Tampa, Fort Lauderdale and Key West. 

2009 – 2015 No air service. 

2016 – 2017 Elite Airways regional jet service to Newark and Melbourne. 

2018 No air service.       

 

 

Year Route Carrier Passengers Seats Load Factor Flights Seats/Flt Remarks

1998 Miami AA Eagle 79,648 112,276 70.9% 3,298 34 SF-340 Turboprop

1999 Miami AA Eagle 69,671 108,364 64.3% 3,091 35 SF-340 Turboprop

2000 Miami AA Eagle 72,552 112,726 64.4% 2,746 41 SF-340 & ATR-42 Turboprops

2001 Miami AA Eagle 20,862 32,804 63.6% 683 48 ATR-42, service ended in April

Tampa US Air Exp 4,636 9,823 47.3% 517 19 Beech 1900D, began October 

Key West Cape Air 2,433 6,012 40.5% 668 9 Cessna 402, began October

Fort Lauderdale Cape Air 47 432 10.9% 48 9 Cessna 402, began October

2002 Total 7,116 16,267 43.7% 1,233 13

Tampa US Air Exp 6,901 17,423 41.3% 917 19 Beech 1900D  

Key West Cape Air 4,994 10,062 49.6% 1,118 9 Cessna 402, Jan - May and Dec

Fort Lauderdale Cape Air 623 3,591 17.4% 399 9 Cessna 402, Jan - Apr

2003 Total 12,518 31,076 40.3% 2,434 13

Atlanta Delta 8,348 11,280 74.0% 279 40 Regional Jet, began November

Key West Cape Air 4,381 8,010 54.7% 890 9 Cessna 402, Jan - May & Nov - Dec

Miami Cape Air 3,908 11,151 35.1% 1,239 9 Cessna 402, Jan - May & Nov - Dec

2004 Total 16,637 30,441 54.7% 2,408 13

Atlanta Delta 56,471 83,816 67.2% 2,062 41 Regional Jet

Key West Cape Air 4,523 9,315 48.6% 1,035 9 Cessna 402, Jan - May and Dec

Miami Cape Air 3,203 8,343 38.4% 927 9 Cessna 402, Jan - May

2005 Total 64,197 101,474 63.3% 4,024 25

Atlanta Delta 46,103 66,706 69.0% 1,604 42 Regional Jet

Key West Cape Air 2,817 5,544 50.8% 616 9 Cessna 402, Jan - Apr

2006 Total 48,920 72,250 67.7% 6,244 12

2007 Atlanta Delta 28,247 43,200 65.6% 1,070 40 Regional Jet ended in Sept

Tampa Gulfstream 3,230 10,317 31.3% 543 19 Beech 1900D, Feb - May

Key West Vintage 460 900 51.1% 100 9 Beech King Air, Jan - Mar

Fort Lauderdale Vintage 143 549 26.1% 61 9 Beech King Air, Jan - Mar

2008 Total 3,833 11,766 32.6% 704 17

Melbourne Elite Air 1,685 8,466 22.8% 131 65 Regional Jet, Apr - Dec

Newark Elite Air 479 1,032 44.3% 18 57 Regional Jet, Apr - Jun

2016 Total 2,164 9,498 22.8% 149 64

2017 Melbourne Elite Air 448 1,250 36.0% 23 54 Regional Jet, Jan - Feb

NAPLES AIR SERVICE HISTORY: 1998 - 2017

2002

2016

2008

2006

2005

2004

2003

 

HISTORICAL COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY 
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The 1998 – 2001 period saw American Eagle 

cabin class turboprop service to the nearby 

Miami hub of American Airlines. For the three 

years 1998 – 2000 annual traffic averaged 

nearly 74,000 annual passengers. Traffic 

demand was very seasonal, with January to 

April and November to December being peak 

months and summer having very depressed 

demand. 

 

In 2001 American Eagle withdrew the SF-340 

turboprop (34 seats) from the Miami – Naples 

route. American Eagle service at Naples was then provided with much larger ATR turboprops 

until service ended in April 2001. Naples then had no air service until late 2002. 

 

In October 2002 both Air Midwest (operating as US Airways Express) and Cape Air began service 

at Naples, with Air Midwest operating to Tampa and Cape Air to Fort Lauderdale and Key West. 

Tampa service (B1900D with 19-seats) never gained an annual load factor above 50% and ended 

in June 2003. Cape Air service to Fort Lauderdale was during the winter season only and had 

weak traffic results in 2003. The carrier then moved these flights to winter seasonal service to 

Miami in 2004 and 2005. Cape Air service to Key West operated during the winter season until 

April of 2006, at which point Cape Air ended all Naples service.  

 

Naples entered the jet age in November of 2004 when Delta Air Lines began regional jet flights 

to Atlanta. First year load factor was 74% on a 40-seat regional jet. Load factors in successive 

years never exceeded 70% and Delta ended all Naples service in September of 2007. 

 

The Airport had no air service again until early 2008. In January Vintage Props & Jets (a Daytona 

Beach based airline) began a brief service to Key West and Fort Lauderdale with twin engine 9-

seat King Air aircraft. In February Miami based Gulfstream Airlines began B1900D service to 

Tampa, which lasted until May. 

 

At that point Naples scheduled air service became dormant until April of 2016. At that time Elite 

Airways (based in Melbourne) began regional jet services. Most flights were to Melbourne and on 

Month  Passengers Percent Traffic/Month

1 14,316 10.1%

2 14,937 10.5%

3 18,848 13.3%

4 16,035 11.3%

5 11,635 8.2%

6 7,631 5.4%

7 7,159 5.0%

8 6,638 4.7%

9 6,910 4.9%

10 10,835 7.6%

11 13,234 9.3%

12 14,045 9.9%

NAPLES SEASONALITY 1998 - 2000
American Eagle Service to Miami
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to Portland, Maine. The carrier also provided low frequency nonstop service to Newark. The 

Newark flights achieved a 44% load factor in 2016 while the Melbourne flight load factors in 2016 

and 2017 never exceeded 36%. 

 

The Delta service to Atlanta more than a 

decade ago is instructive on how a similar 

service might fare today. Reviewing Delta 

traffic results for the two full years of service, 

2005 and 2006, finds a significant seasonal 

traffic peak and valley behavior similar to that 

of the late 1990s American service to Miami. 

In both cases winter months are much 

stronger than summer and fall months. 

 

A comparison of Delta’s traffic capture at Naples in 2005 -2006 with the overall traffic at RSW 

illustrates the strengths and limitations of small airport one hub regional jet (Atlanta) service in 

competition with a large nearby multi-carrier airport. 

 

Region O&D Share Revenue Share Avg Fare

Northeast 25,184 26% $4,507,936 25% $179

Southeast 42,849 44% $6,812,991 38% $159

South Central 4,793 5% $1,121,562 6% $234

Midwest 12,665 13% $2,457,010 14% $194

Intermountain 3,242 3% $709,998 4% $219

Far West 8,431 9% $2,149,905 12% $255

Total 97,164 100% $17,759,402 100% $181

Region O&D Share Revenue Share Avg Fare

Northeast 6,866,609 49% $789,660,035 46% $115

Southeast 983,261 7% $128,807,191 7% $131

South Central 464,678 3% $74,813,158 4% $161

Midwest 4,559,733 33% $542,608,227 31% $119

Intermountain 298,088 2% $48,886,432 3% $164

Far West 761,088 5% $138,518,016 8% $182

Total 13,933,457 100% $1,723,293,059 100% $124

NAPLES DOMESTIC TRAFFIC BY REGION: 2005/2006

FORT MYERS DOMESTIC TRAFFIC BY REGION: 2005/2006 

Month  Passengers Percent Traffic/Month

1 11,505 11.2%

2 10,655 10.4%

3 12,435 12.1%

4 11,134 10.9%

5 8,024 7.8%

6 7,340 7.2%

7 6,767 6.6%

8 5,561 5.4%

9 6,359 6.2%

10 6,511 6.3%

11 8,124 7.9%

12 8,159 8.0%

NAPLES SEASONALITY 2005 - 2006
Delta Service to Atlanta
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The chart above shows Naples domestic traffic by region of the United States for the period 2005 

– 2006 (Delta regional jet service to Atlanta) in comparison to RSW domestic traffic by all carriers 

during the same period. 

 

In this comparison the Northeast region is the 13 states including Virginia northward and Ohio 

eastward. The southeast is the seven states from North Carolina and Tennessee southward. 

Some 63% of Naples domestic airline traffic in 2005 – 2006 was exchanged with the northeast 

and southeast regions of the country. By contrast only 53% of RSW traffic was exchanged with 

those regions. RSW saw 31% of domestic traffic exchanged with the Midwest region (11 states 

centered around Iowa and Lake Michigan) while Naples only exchanged 14% of its traffic with 

that region. 

 

For all domestic markets Naples passengers paid a $181 net one-way fare in 2005 – 2006 while 

domestic passengers at RSW paid $124, a premium of $57. Delta’s use of a small regional jet (40 

seats) at Naples over an extended distance to the connecting hub (540 sm and a 1:45 minute 

flight) meant that Delta had to extract a significantly higher average fare from Naples than from 

the more competitive RSW in order for Naples service to Atlanta to be viable. Based on Delta’s 

exit from the Naples market in September 2007 that effort was not successful. 

 

Naples was fortunate to have American Eagle service to the large American hub at Miami in the 

late 1990s and until 2001 and to have Delta regional jet service to the giant Delta hub at Atlanta 

from 2004 to 2007. Neither service proved economically viable in those timeframes. 

 

Cape Air, Air Midwest, Gulfstream and Vintage Airlines services using small twin engine aircraft 

also did not prove viable at Naples in the period 2002 to 2008. Of the various services those 

carriers attempted at Naples in that timeframe (Fort Lauderdale, Key West, Miami and Tampa) 

the ones that had the best load factors were the Cape Air and Vintage services to Key West. 
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Naples, Florida is less than 40 minutes’ freeway drive (33 miles) from the Southwest Florida 

International Airport (9 million annual passengers and 184 daily flights) and less than two hours’ 

freeway drive from Fort Lauderdale International Airport (30.4 million passengers and 550 daily 

flights). The Airport has been without network carrier air service since 2007 and without any air 

service since 2008, with the exception of the brief Elite Air service in 2016 – 2017. 

 

As was noted in the Airline Industry Trends section of this report, current trends in domestic air 

service work against any reasonable assumption of a return of network carrier air service to 

Naples. These trends are consolidation, which has reduced the number of network carries to 

three, a significant and growing pilot shortage, which makes these network carriers risk adverse 

in any consideration of small community service, and an accelerating network carrier trend to up-

gauge their regional carrier fleets, reducing 50-seat fleets and expanding 76-seat fleets. 

 

Certainly, Naples is a significant air travel market, with the Traffic Retention and Leakage Study 

documenting an annual Collier County air travel demand of 3.7 million passenger trips and $709 

million dollars in annual airfare ticket revenue. The challenge is that the network carriers that 

normally would be interested in such a large air travel market are comfortably settled in at 

Southwest Florida International at RSW. Furthermore, the easy access across the Everglades to 

a large offering of low-fare nonstop air service at Fort Lauderdale and the presence of a large low 

fare Allegiant Air focus city at Punta Gorda means that any new network air service at Naples will 

struggle to gain sufficiently high fares to be economically viable. This was the challenge that 

American Eagle service could not overcome in late 1990s and that Delta service could not 

overcome in 2004 – 2007. 

 

If Naples were located in a more isolated place, further from nearby large airports and their ample 

low fare service, it would have significant network carrier regional jet service, within the physical 

constraints of the airport and its runways. 

 

Airport Runway Constraints – The key physical constraint of the Naples Municipal Airport is 

runway weight bearing limitations that, as they stand, preclude operation of most larger regional 

 

COMMERCIAL AIR SERVICE FORECAST 
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jets and all mainline airliner aircraft currently in use and expected to be in use over the coming 

decades in the United States. Runway length is adequate for larger aircraft operation, aircraft 

weight on the pavement is the limitation. 

 

The limitation of aircraft size at Naples undermines any plausible argument for network or ULCC 

air carrier service. The reality of Naples region air service by branded carriers is that it is 

performed with large aircraft. Regional jets, especially the 50-seat type, perform almost no 

scheduled operations at any airport near Naples. This is driven by both the industry trend away 

from smaller regional jets (aircraft age and pilot shortages) and the economics of Naples region 

air service, with high traffic demand and depressed fares. High traffic demand and low fares 

dictates larger aircraft, which have superior per seat costs on a given flight over smaller aircraft. 

 

This chart shows 2017 airline flights by airport for the six airports closest to Naples. Narrow body 

mainline jets (single isle) make up 85.4% of operations while small (50-seat) regional jets and 

turboprops (Silver Airways) make up only 5.6% of operations. At RSW 92% of operations are with 

mainline aircraft and only 2.2% are with small RJs or turboprops while at Punta Gorda 100% of 

airline operations are mainline jets. 

 

American Airline’s use of a small fleet of 50-seat regional jets at the Miami hub is the only 

statistically significant small regional jet operation in Florida and those aircraft are focused on intra 

state or near southeast regional flights to points north of Orlando. It is notable that American 

Airlines no longer links RSW with Miami, choosing instead to link RSW to its global network with 

flights to Charlotte, Dallas, Chicago, Philadelphia and other hubs to the north. 

 

In summary, Naples proximity to RSW, Punta Gorda and Fort Lauderdale combined with industry 

trends (consolidation, up-gauging of fleets and a large-scale pilot shortage) combined with a 

relatively low-fare market environment combined with the facility limitations of the Naples runways 

make it highly unlikely that network carrier air service can be recruited and sustained at Naples 

Municipal Airport. Should one or more of these industry trends change a successful network 

Airport Fort Myers Miami Punta Gorda Fort Lauderdale Sarasota Tampa Group

Flights 67,093 183,997 8,968 190,552 10,802 153,708 615,120

Wide Body 0.7% 7.9% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 1.9% 3.0%

Narrow Body 92.0% 69.3% 100.0% 95.3% 58.0% 90.8% 85.4%

Cabin RJ 5.1% 14.5% 0.0% 0.4% 40.8% 1.0% 6.0%

Small RJ 0.1% 8.3% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 0.2% 2.6%

Turboprop 2.1% 0.0% 0.0% 4.2% 0.0% 6.0% 3.0%

NAPLES REGION AIRPORT AIR SERVICE BY AIRCRAFT TYPE: 2017
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service pattern is possible. 

 

Options for Intrastate Service – Silver Airways operates an extensive intra-state air service 

network in Florida and that network extends outward into the near Caribbean Island group. 

 

Silver operates 34-seat SF-340 and 46-seat ATR-600 turboprop aircraft, with the SF-340s slated 

for retirement over the next few years. One existing Silver Airways route is Key West to RSW to 

Orlando, currently operated once per day in each direction. It is possible that the carrier could be 

recruited to move its limited RSW service to Naples. This would require full Transportation 

Security Administration (TSA) functions at Naples. In 2017 Silver generated about 60% load 

factors (14,500 on board passengers) on each leg of this once daily service, Key West to RSW 

and RSW to Orlando for a total of 29,000 annual passengers.   

 

Another option for intra-state travel would be an air service patterned after two existing services 

operating in other parts of the United States. JetSuite operates 30 seat regional jets under 

Department of Transportation (DOT) Public Charter regulations and Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA) Part 135 regulations between five airports in California. All flights operate 

from well-appointed fixed base operator (FBO) facilities and do not require or use TSA screening. 

Ultimate Air also operates 30 seat regional jets under the same DOT and FAA regulations at 

Cincinnati Lunken Airport to five major metro areas, using either the FBO facilities at a major 

airport or a general aviation airport convenient to the destination metro area. 

Silver Airways operates 34-seat 
SF-340 and 46-seat ATR-600s. 
 
One Silver Airways route is Key 
West to RSW to Orlando. 
 
It is possible the carrier could be 
recruited to move its limited Fort 
Myers service to Naples.   
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These two carriers in this unique business model focus on high fare business travelers and well-

to-do leisure travelers willing to pay higher fares for short to medium haul air service. If one of 

these carriers or a carrier with a similar business model were to operate Florida intra-state service 

Naples would be a logical market. Such a service would use 30 seat regional jets or turboprops 

under DOT Public Charter and FAA Part 135 regulations and via FBO facilities without TSA 

screening infrastructure. 

 

The Network Carrier Scenario – The unlikely, but still possible, network service scenario would 

consist of three times daily dual class regional jet service to an out-of-state network carrier hub.  

 

Aircraft Type – The only dual class regional jet in operation that conforms to the current Naples 

runway limitations is the CRJ-700. There are more than 250 CRJ-700s operating on behalf of 

U.S. network airlines. These aircraft have between 65 and 70 seats, depending on cabin 

configuration. 

 

Hub – The network carrier hub at Miami focuses largely 

on international service and is not even linked to RSW.  

There are two large network carrier hubs north of Florida 

at Atlanta and Charlotte. Either one could hypothetically 

serve as an economically viable gateway for restored 

network carrier service at Naples. 

 

A three-round trip per day service pattern (with day of 

week and seasonal frequency adjustments) between 

Naples and one of these hubs would generate at route maturity 57,680 annual enplanements and 

115,360 annual route passengers. 

 

This network carrier operating scenario is not a forecast of actual results for such a service but 

rather a definition of what such a service would have to achieve to be viable. 

 

 

 

  

Equipment CRJ-700

Seats/Flight 70

Schedule 40 flights per week

Flights 2,060

APF Departures 1,030

Seats 144,200

Load Factor 80%

Passengers 115,360

Enplanements 57,680

ANNUAL OPERATIONAL STATISICS 

Naples Network Carrier Service

Annual
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Commercial Forecast Scenarios – Including the unlikely scenario of a network regional jet service 

to a major hub, three scenarios for the projection of Naples commercial air service are projected. 

➢ No commercial air service for the next 20 years 

➢ An intra-state service using 30-seat aircraft under Public Charter rules without TSA 

➢ A network carrier dual class regional jet service to a major hub, modeled by ATL service   

 

Forecast Methodology – Long range air service commercial forecasts for Master Plans that are 

associated with an Airport that has functioning air service and sufficient air service traffic data and 

operation history can use several different long-range future forecast approaches including; the 

FAA Terminal Area Forecast, Market Share, Regression formulas and Recommended Baseline. 

 

In the case of Naples, there has not been any air service (with the exception of the brief Elite 

Airways service in 2016 – 2017) since 2008 and no network carrier service since 2007, a period 

exceeding a decade. Furthermore, nearby airports have shown a great variance in enplanement 

growth amid shifting domestic carrier service patterns and business models. 

This chart shows the enplanement history for the past twenty years up to and including 2017. 

 

Over that period Fort Lauderdale has shown very strong growth and only three years of traffic 

decline. RSW has also shown very strong growth while Tampa and Miami have shown much 

more modest growth, but from very large 1998 base numbers. Sarasota has actually shown a 

very significant decline in traffic over the period despite huge population growth in the Sarasota 

region while Punta Gorda did not even have scheduled air service until 2007 and in 2017 actually 

generated more traffic than did Sarasota. 

Year Fort Lauderdale Change Miami Change Punta Gorda Change Fort Myers Change Sarasota Change Tampa Change

1998 11,578,565 33,276,784 4,348,169 1,483,877 12,814,528

1999 13,245,266 14.4% 32,279,189 -3.0% 4,485,147 3.2% 1,424,335 -4.0% 14,107,060 10.1%

2000 15,139,790 14.3% 32,556,193 0.9% 4,936,827 10.1% 1,437,657 0.9% 15,151,329 7.4%

2001 15,562,977 2.8% 29,309,621 -10.0% 5,051,775 2.3% 1,156,049 -19.6% 15,145,737 0.0%

2002 16,059,681 3.2% 27,917,022 -4.8% 5,005,447 -0.9% 1,096,431 -5.2% 14,939,607 -1.4%

2003 17,375,848 8.2% 28,514,776 2.1% 5,696,193 13.8% 1,058,358 -3.5% 15,314,320 2.5%

2004 19,958,677 14.9% 29,034,005 1.8% 6,532,857 14.7% 1,117,633 5.6% 16,813,761 9.8%

2005 21,455,851 7.5% 30,178,978 3.9% 7,426,041 13.7% 1,318,782 18.0% 18,572,635 10.5%

2006 20,487,379 -4.5% 31,310,703 3.8% 7,474,183 0.6% 1,415,641 7.3% 18,395,707 -1.0%

2007 22,154,306 8.1% 32,451,494 3.6% 15,097  7,923,729 6.0% 1,553,999 9.8% 18,626,050 1.3%

2008 22,009,019 -0.7% 32,732,898 0.9% 67,924 349.9% 7,507,156 -5.3% 1,499,473 -3.5% 17,740,411 -4.8%

2009 20,483,425 -6.9% 32,291,389 -1.3% 104,779 54.3% 7,293,292 -2.8% 1,343,991 -10.4% 16,486,865 -7.1%

2010 21,671,655 5.8% 34,012,117 5.3% 122,795 17.2% 7,382,041 1.2% 1,329,687 -1.1% 16,242,592 -1.5%

2011 22,736,191 4.9% 36,607,061 7.6% 289,761 136.0% 7,452,418 1.0% 1,303,277 -2.0% 16,344,067 0.6%

2012 22,951,323 0.9% 37,892,966 3.5% 197,325 -31.9% 7,218,005 -3.1% 1,266,398 -2.8% 16,442,264 0.6%

2013 23,103,654 0.7% 38,829,621 2.5% 342,643 73.6% 7,533,478 4.4% 1,188,838 -6.1% 16,550,856 0.7%

2014 24,035,923 4.0% 38,845,089 0.0% 673,947 96.7% 7,824,743 3.9% 1,191,415 0.2% 17,054,358 3.0%

2015 26,247,285 9.2% 42,071,063 8.3% 842,752 25.0% 8,277,807 5.8% 1,212,097 1.7% 18,323,015 7.4%

2016 28,560,250 8.8% 41,710,836 -0.9% 1,118,292 32.7% 8,460,179 2.2% 1,178,289 -2.8% 18,372,281 0.3%

2017 29,916,295 4.7% 36,176,362 -13.3% 1,293,150 15.6% 8,616,582 1.8% 1,164,015 -1.2% 18,854,804 2.6%

158.4% 8.7% 8465.6% 98.2% -21.6% 47.1%Period

NAPLES REGION AIRPORT TOTAL TRAFFIC CHANGES 1998 - 2017 BY AIRPORT AND YEAR
Total Domestic and International Passengers On and Off
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Based on the extended dormancy of service at Naples, the inconsistent nature of traffic growth 

and service patterns at nearby airports and the evolving nature of domestic air service our twenty-

year forecasts will be projected from a recommended baseline of zero and will correspond, where 

needed, to traffic levels needed to sustain the service being forecast. 

 

Zero Commercial Air Service Scenario – The zero-commercial air service forecast simply projects 

current air service dormancy out for the twenty-year period 2019 to 2038. 

 

Intra-state Public Charter Service Scenario – The second Commercial Air Service scenario, Intra-

state Public Charter service, is projected to offer morning and evening service to Orlando 

Executive Airport and continuing to Tallahassee on weekdays and midday nonstop service daily 

to Key West. This service is projected to gradually achieve load factors exceeding 70% and 

annual enplanements exceeding 18,000. Annual traffic growth in this scenario is pegged at 1.9%, 

the current projected annual FAA nationwide Terminal Area Forecast growth rate. This scenario 

would likely involve an overnight based aircraft but operating from a non-sterile (FBO) facility.  

 

 

Year Enplanements Departures Arrivals Flights Dpt Seats Load Factor

2019 12,750 850 850 1,700 25,500 50.0%

2020 12,992 850 850 1,700 25,500 51.0%

2021 13,239 850 850 1,700 25,500 51.9%

2022 13,491 850 850 1,700 25,500 52.9%

2023 13,747 850 850 1,700 25,500 53.9%

2024 14,008 850 850 1,700 25,500 54.9%

2025 14,274 850 850 1,700 25,500 56.0%

2026 14,546 850 850 1,700 25,500 57.0%

2027 14,822 850 850 1,700 25,500 58.1%

2028 15,104 850 850 1,700 25,500 59.2%

2029 15,390 850 850 1,700 25,500 60.4%

2030 15,683 850 850 1,700 25,500 61.5%

2031 15,981 850 850 1,700 25,500 62.7%

2032 16,285 850 850 1,700 25,500 63.9%

2033 16,594 850 850 1,700 25,500 65.1%

2034 16,909 850 850 1,700 25,500 66.3%

2035 17,230 850 850 1,700 25,500 67.6%

2036 17,558 850 850 1,700 25,500 68.9%

2037 17,891 850 850 1,700 25,500 70.2%

2038 18,231 850 850 1,700 25,500 71.5%

NAPLES COMMERCIAL AIR SERVICE SCENARIOS

Scenario 2: 30-Seat Public Charter No TSA
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Network Carrier Service Scenario – The third Commercial Air Service scenario, Network Dual 

Class Regional Jet service to a major hub, is projected to offer three round trips per day to a major 

out-of-state network carrier hub, with frequency adjustments by day of week and season of the 

year. Service would operate from a TSA sterile facility with a hold room with a capacity of 70. 

Service would likely involve an overnight aircraft on the facility ramp. 

 

 

 

Annual traffic growth in this scenario is pegged at 1.9%, the current projected annual FAA National 

Terminal Area Forecast growth rate. 

 

In this scenario route load factors begin to exceed reasonable annual percentages so additional 

flights are plugged in in later years, based on an assumption that larger aircraft cannot be used. 

 

 

 

 

Year Enplanements Departures Arrivals Flights Dpt Seats Load Factor

2019 50,470 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 70.0%

2020 51,429 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 71.3%

2021 52,406 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 72.7%

2022 53,402 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 74.1%

2023 54,416 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 75.5%

2024 55,450 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 76.9%

2025 56,504 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 78.4%

2026 57,577 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 79.9%

2027 58,671 1,030 1,030 2,060 72,100 81.4%

2028 59,786 1,043 1,043 2,085 72,975 81.9%

2029 60,922 1,043 1,043 2,085 72,975 83.5%

2030 62,080 1,055 1,055 2,110 73,850 84.1%

2031 63,259 1,055 1,055 2,110 73,850 85.7%

2032 64,461 1,068 1,068 2,135 74,725 86.3%

2033 65,686 1,068 1,068 2,135 74,725 87.9%

2034 66,934 1,080 1,080 2,160 75,600 88.5%

2035 68,206 1,080 1,080 2,160 75,600 90.2%

2036 69,502 1,093 1,093 2,185 76,475 90.9%

2037 70,822 1,093 1,093 2,185 76,475 92.6%

2038 72,168 1,105 1,105 2,210 77,350 93.3%

Scenario 3: 70-Seat Dual Class Network Regional Jet with TSA

NAPLES COMMERCIAL AIR SERVICE SCENARIOS
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The Traffic Retention and Leakage Study clearly illustrated that Naples and Collier County are a 

significant generator of airline travel demand, both from local residents and from inbound visitors. 

 

This demand currently uses nearby airports, primarily the Southwest Florida International Airport  

(RSW), Punta Gorda and Fort Lauderdale International, for air transportation needs. All three of 

these airports are showing consistent and measurable traffic and service growth. 

 

Airline industry dynamics and the existing limitations of the Naples Municipal Airport infrastructure 

suggest that the most likely long-term outcome for Naples is zero commercial air service. This 

finding is consistent with the economic findings of the airline industry, which exited Naples in 2008 

and, save for a brief independent carrier service pattern in 2016 and 2017, has not been back 

since. 

 

Naples’ close proximity to RSW, Punta Gorda and Fort Lauderdale International Airports, which 

have hundreds of daily flights (most with low fares) offered by all the network and low fare carriers 

active in the United States, greatly diminishes the economic viability of network hub regional jet 

service at Naples, now and in most reasonable future scenarios. So, economically sustainable 

network carrier air service (requiring TSA and associated airport infrastructure) cannot be ruled 

out, however it is so unlikely an outcome that it should not be part of any infrastructure plan. 

 

Airline industry dynamics can change. It is recommended that the Airport continue to monitor 

airline industry trends and air service patterns at nearby airports. 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Kerry Keith (Naples Airport) 

From: Philip DeVita, (HMMH) and Katherine Preston (HMMH) 

Date: August 7, 2018 

Subject: Generic Solar Feasibility Study and Energy Usage and Economic Analysis at Naples 

Municipal Airport 

Reference: HMMH Project Number 309570.004 

Executive Summary 

 
The Naples Municipal Airport (the Airport or APF) is preparing a new Master Plan in accordance with Federal 

Aviation Administration (FAA) Advisory Circular 150-5070-6B, Airport Master Plans. As part of the Master Plan, 

the Airport is interested in the feasibility of installing solar photovoltaic (PV) projects at APF to generate green 

power and provide financial benefit in the terms of revenue generation and/or cost savings. To provide 

information for its decision-making process, HMMH prepared a generic Solar Feasibility Study. The study will 

serve as a planning tool to evaluate potential solar PV options and determine how to proceed with solar 

deployment on Airport property. The solar feasibility study included the following tasks: 

1. Evaluating a Generic 250 kW solar Project; 

2. Energy Usage and Economic analysis, and; 

3. Feasibility Ownership Models and Regulatory Review.  

Some of the challenges facing Naples Airport in developing a solar project include: 

1. Solar installations are expensive to purchase outright unless a grant is obtained to subsidize the cost 

and reduce the return on investment (ROI). 

2. Availability of federal funding for solar installations is a possibility but not guaranteed. Grants for solar 

projects can come from Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Airport Improvement Program (AIP) 

discretionary funds or through the Program to Increase Energy Efficiency of Airport Power Sources, 

(i.e. “Section 512 grants”, from Section 512 of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, subject 

to availability).  Section 512 grant funding varies from year to year, and FAA has stated that there is no 

funding available “off the top” for this grant this fiscal year (i.e. funding for these projects would have 
to come from AIP discretionary funds). AIP funding is very competitive and projects that address 

airport safety, infrastructure and capacity are prioritized over environmental projects.  

a. The Airport could attempt to identify and apply for other non-FAA grant funding for solar 

projects or solar plus battery storage to develop a small microgrid on-site, although the 

availability of such grants are unknown without additional research.  

3. Leasing the panels from a third party (as is commonly done with residential solar) is not an option 

since FAA does not allow airports to lease equipment under AIP grant assurances. 

4. Participating in a power purchase agreement (PPA) is very restrictive in Florida since current state law 

considers solar developers that sell electricity back to the customer a utility, and regulates them as 

such. Utilities must be able to provide power to the grid 24 hours a day, which is not possible for solar 

installations. Therefore, in many cases PPAs are not possible unless the PPA is executed directly 
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between a solar developer and a utility (as is the case with the Tallahassee International Airport solar 

project), rather than between the airport and the third party.  

5. Another potential hurdle for the Airport is how the state defines a utility. The lease arrangement 

between APF and its tenants includes utilities in the lease payments, as tenants are not sub-metered 

or charged directly for electricity use1. If the Airport generates power on-site through its own solar PV 

panels, this arrangement might be considered by the state to be the “sale” of electricity to the tenants 

through the lease agreements. If this is the case, then the Airport may need to consume all solar-

generated electricity for its own operations in order to avoid regulation as a utility if the lease 

agreement is considered the “sale” of electricity. 
6. Naples could lease airport property to a solar developer, however due to the state regulations 

regarding the definition of a utility, the most likely developer in this case would be Naples Municipal 

Airport’s utility provider, Florida Power and Light (unless a third party developer executed a power 

purchase agreement directly with the utility which we view as unlikely). In a lease scenario, the airport 

would receive lease payments from the utility for use of their land or rooftops. The solar-generated 

electricity would belong to the utility however, be fed back into the grid, and would not directly power 

the airport. Any renewable energy or tax credits would belong to the utility – this option is not 

guaranteed however as it requires the utility’s interest and cooperation in a lease arrangement.  

Although solar development at the airport is a challenge, the study considered a variety of scenarios to 

evaluate the potential opportunities for solar at APF while also addressing the challenges of the current 

regulatory environment. The study assumed a generic 250 kW project located at the airport and identified 

potential siting issues which should be addressed during the feasibility stage.  Some of the siting issues for 

consideration include a physical constraint analysis which incorporates the FAA Interim Policy for Solar 

Projects at Airports dated October 23, 2013, as well the results of the energy usage, economic analysis, various 

ownership models, and potential regulatory issues associated with developing an airport solar project in 

Florida.  

HMMH obtained the electricity bills from the Airport for a consecutive 12-month period from October 2016 to 

September 2017. Florida Power and Light (FPL) is the provider of electricity (utility) and the two airport 

accounts evaluated were: 

 500 Terminal Drive: Commercial Airline Terminal 

 160 Aviation Drive North: General Aviation Terminal  

The electric bills provided information on electricity usage by month and costs broken down by usage charges 

and fixed charges. This information can be used to determine if solar power could offset electricity acquired 

from the utility grid, and if the solar project(s) could produce long-term cost savings for the Airport. The HMMH 

team analyzed the economics of constructing a 250-kilowatt (kW) solar project on the roof of the General 

Aviation Terminal building.  Without any federal, state, or local incentives, it would take the Airport 20 years to 

accrue electricity savings generated from a 250 kW solar project.   

However, other funding scenarios are also presented for consideration that could reduce the system costs and 

improve the payback, including the potential solar generation from a larger 2 MW project, which would be 

                                                                 

 

1 If the lease language specifies that a certain amount of the rent is for tenants’ utilities that could be 
considered the “sale” of electricity, however it is recommended that APF have an attorney review the lease 
language for a final determination.  
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owned and operated by a third party2 (in the case of APF, FPL). Each project was evaluated using the U.S. 

Department of Energy’s PVWatts Calculator to assess the amount of solar electricity production forecasted 
based on the solar project location, size, and generic design characteristics given the climate and weather 

conditions in Naples. The economics of a potential third party-owned system show improved payback 

compared to the smaller airport system mainly due to the size of the system and the advantages available to 

third party developers such as depreciation and investment tax credits. 

Finally, the HMMH team investigated existing federal, state, and local policies and incentives that could affect 

the technical and financial feasibility of installing solar projects at APF.  These policies and incentives include 

net energy metering, tax incentives that may be available to reduce solar project installation costs, and federal 

and state financing opportunities, as well as current state regulatory policies, which pose challenges for solar 

development.   

 

Solar Feasibility Study at Naples Airport 

 
The Naples Municipal Airport is preparing a new Master Plan in accordance with Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA) Advisory Circular 150-5070-6B, Airport Master Plans.  As part of the Master Plan, the 

Airport is interested in the feasibility of installing solar photovoltaic (PV) projects at APF to generate renewable 

power and provide financial benefit in the terms of revenue generation and/or cost savings. To provide 

information for the Airport’s decision-making process, HMMH prepared a generic Solar Feasibility Study, which 

will serve as a planning tool to evaluate solar PV options, and determine how to proceed with solar deployment 

on Airport property.   

 

HMMH’s scope of work associated with completing the Solar Feasibility Study is organized into three tasks 

focused on evaluating the technical and financial feasibility of Airport solar projects, and various development 

scenarios. This memo addresses the initial findings from our analysis, including siting and potential energy 

generation from a generic 250 kW solar PV project to help the Airport assess the cost-effectiveness of solar 

project options, potential ownership options and regulatory hurdles for project implementation.  

Airport Solar Projects 

 
There has been widespread adoption of solar PV throughout the U.S. and world. According to the Solar Energy 

Industries Association, the growth in overall installed solar capacity in the U.S. each year has doubled since 

2014, and quadrupled since 20113, due in large part to the federal solar Investment Tax Credit (ITC). In 

addition, individual state’s financial incentives and renewable energy portfolio standards4 have contributed to 

the growth in installed solar capacity. The airport industry is no exception. Activity in the U.S. has been driven 

                                                                 

 

2 Investor owned utilities, including Florida Power & Light Company (FPL) are required to allow for customer 

interconnection of renewable-energy systems to their electrical grid up to 2 MW in capacity [25-6.065 3]. “The 
term “customer-owned renewable generation” does not preclude the customer of record from contracting for 
the purchase, lease, operation, or maintenance of an on-site renewable generation system with a third-party 

under terms and conditions that do not include the retail purchase of electricity from the third party [25-6.065 

1.a].” 
3 https://seia.org/initiatives/solar-investment-tax-credit-itc 
4 Renewable portfolio standards (RPS) require utilities to sell a certain percentage or amount of renewable 

electricity, in the form of a percentage of total kilowatt-hours of electricity sold, or as a percentage of total 

capacity. Florida does not have an RPS. 
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by the expanding solar PV market and subsequent declining cost of solar panels, and associated financial 

benefits to airports from lease payments and electricity price stabilization over the term of extended power 

contracts. The availability of FAA grants through the Voluntary Airport Low Emissions (VALE) program (for 

qualifying airports) or the more recent Section 512 grants have also incentivized the development of airport 

solar projects. In addition, airports are regularly seeking to make their operations more sustainable and 

efficient, as well as reduce their greenhouse gas emissions, through projects such as solar installations.  

Furthermore, the flexibility in siting solar compared to other renewable technologies, such as wind turbines, 

has provided airports with various options to consider a solar project that meets the scale and needs of the 

individual facility. There are more than 70 solar PV facilities currently generating electricity at airports in the 

U.S.  Distribution of solar facilities at airports across the country is shown in Figure 1. The airport solar facilities 

are typically on the airfield, on top of buildings, and/or used as covered parking over surface parking areas 

and/or on the top deck of parking garages. Some of the facilities are owned by the airport, while others are 

owned by private companies that either lease property from the airport, or sell the electricity generated from 

the solar panels to the airport through a power purchase agreement (PPA). 

 

Source: HMMH 2018 

Figure 1.  Solar Projects at Airports in the U.S. 
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In response to growing interest in deploying solar PV at airports, FAA has issued solar policy and guidance.  In 

November 2010, it published “Technical Guidance for Evaluating Selected Solar Technologies at Airports”5, 

which communicated to the aviation industry basic information on solar technology, information on projects 

deployed at airports in the U.S., and guidance for general siting and FAA oversight responsibility. In September 

2012, the FAA released “Interim Guidance on Land Uses in the Runway Protection Zone”6, which stated that 

certain unoccupied infrastructure, including solar, proposed in the RPZ would require an alternatives analysis 

for review by FAA’s Airports office before proceeding.  In October 2013, the FAA published in the Federal 
Register “Interim Policy on Solar Projects at Airports”7, which specified FAA standards for glare from solar 

projects on airport property, along with the methodology required to assess potential glare to determine if the 

location of the solar project was acceptable.  These policies have minimized potential regulatory risk associated 

with the review of solar projects and has resulted in a continued expansion in the number of solar projects at 

airports.    

Solar PV Projects at Florida Airports 

The following three case studies are current Florida airport solar projects, which demonstrate different 

ownership models.  

Tallahassee International Airport, Land Lease Agreement Case Study 

 Entities involved: Tallahassee International Airport (land owner), City of Tallahassee Utilities (utility), 

Origis Energy Company (developer) 

 Size: 120 acres, 20 MW 

 Partnership overview: airport owns land, airport leases land to utility, developer builds and operates 

solar farm, city pays airport for leased land and city pays developer for solar electricity, consumers pay 

utility for solar power8 

Under a land lease agreement, a utility leases land or rooftops at an airport in order to install solar equipment 

on-site and produce solar energy to sell back to their customers. In this scenario, the Tallahassee International 

Airport (owned by the City of Tallahassee) receives financial benefit through lease payments from the City of 

Tallahassee utility for the lease of airport property. The solar power produced on-site belongs to the developer 

(Origis), who then sells the power back to the City of Tallahassee utility through a PPA (at a fixed rate over a set 

timeframe). The developer obtains the ITC and keeps the renewable energy credits (RECs). Therefore, the 

airport is contributing to the production of renewable energy in Tallahassee, but the renewable energy is not 

directly powering the airport. The airport cannot claim emissions reduction credits but can claim social benefit 

of contributing to the utility’s renewable energy efforts. The airport also receives the financial benefit of lease 

payments for their land.  Lastly, the City of Tallahassee utility offers customers the ability to specify a certain 

                                                                 

 

5 FAA.  2010.  Technical Guidance for Evaluating of Selected Solar Technologies on Airports.  November 2010.  

https://www.faa.gov/airports/environmental/policy_guidance/media/airport-solar-guide-print.pdf 
6 FAA.  2012.  Interim Guidance on Land Uses Within a Runway Protection Zone.  September 27, 2012.  

https://www.faa.gov/airports/planning_capacity/media/interimLandUseRPZGuidance.pdf 
7 FAA.  2013.  Interim Policy, FAA Review of Solar Energy System Projects on Federally-Obligated Airports.  

October 23, 2013.  https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2013/10/23/2013-24729/interim-policy-faa-

review-of-solar-energy-system-projects-on-federally-obligated-airports 
8 Origis Energy. 2018. Solar Panel Farm Comes to Tallahassee International Airport. July 27, 2016.  

www.origisenergy.com/solar-panel-farm-comes-tallahassee-international-airport/  

http://www.origisenergy.com/solar-panel-farm-comes-tallahassee-international-airport/
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portion of their monthly consumption to come from the solar farm, at a slightly higher rate. The airport has 

selected this option for a portion of its energy use. 

The Airport, the City and the developer are currently in the process of developing a second phase of the solar 

farm for 40 MW of solar capacity. 

Tampa International Airport, Land Lease Agreement Case Study 

 Entities involved: Tampa International Airport (land owner), Tampa Electric Co. (utility/solar 

developer) 

 Size: 2 MW 

 Overview: airport owns land, airport leases land to utility, utility develops/owns solar system, 

electricity produced flows to entire utility grid (including airport among other customers)  

Under this land lease agreement, Tampa Electric Co., also known as TECO (utility), leased Tampa International 

Airport’s south Economy Parking garage roof to install a 2 MW solar system. Under the 25-year lease, the utility 

will pay the airport $15,000 per year for use of their space. The solar electricity produced on-site flows into the 

utility’s grid, and thus increases the renewable portfolio of the utility. Therefore, although the airport cannot 

claim that it is solar-powered because of this partnership, it does gain financial and public relations benefits. 

The airport touts this partnership as an example of their commitment to embracing sustainable initiatives that 

contribute positively to their community’s future.9 

Lakeland Linder Regional Airport, Land Lease Plus Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) Case Study 

 Entities involved: City of Lakeland (owns both airport and utility), Lakeland Electric Company (LEC), 

SunEdison, Inc. (developer), Lakeland Linder Regional Airport (site) 

 Size: 45 acres, 5.5 MW10 

 Overview: City of Lakeland owns and operates Lakeland Linder Regional Airport (landowner), and the 

Lakeland Electric (utility that serves the airport). SunEdison Inc. is the solar developer that owns and 

maintains the solar system and electricity it produces. LEC and SunEdison executed a PPA, and built 

the solar system on airport property.   

A PPA is an agreement between an entity that purchases power (Lakeland Electric Company) and an entity that 

produces power (SunEdison Inc.). In this example, SunEdison designed, installed, owns and maintains the solar 

equipment, and the LEC purchases the energy at a fixed price for 25 years.  SunEdison Inc. is guaranteed to 

receive a return on their investment over the long-term operation of the solar facility, and keeps the ITC. In 

turn, Lakeland Linder Regional Airport receives a lease payment from LEC at a rate of $0.03 per kWh of solar 

energy produced. This lease payment is then credited towards the Airport’s utility bill. Like the Tallahassee 

example, the City of Lakeland owns the airport as well as the utility that serves it, streamlining the 

                                                                 

 

9 Tampa International Airport. Tampa Electric to launch its largest solar project at Tampa International Airport. 

September 30, 2014. http://www.tampaairport.com/media/press-releases/tampa-electric-launch-its-largest-

solar-project-tampa-international-airport  
10 Lakeland Linder Regional Airport. 2015. Airport Sustainability. www.lakelandairport.com/airport-

information/sustainability   

http://www.lakelandairport.com/airport-information/sustainability
http://www.lakelandairport.com/airport-information/sustainability
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partnership.11 Because the developer is selling the solar-generated electricity directly to the LEC, it is not 

considered a utility for regulatory purposes.   

Solar PV Projects at Airports Outside Florida 

The following two case studies are current airport solar projects outside of Florida that are similar in size to 

APF, which demonstrate different ownership models.  

Barnstable Municipal Airport, Barnstable MA, Land Lease Plus PPA Case Study 

 Entities involved: Barnstable Municipal Airport and Barnstable Fire District, Town of Barnstable, Cape 

& Vineyard Electric Cooperative (CVEC) and G&S Solar (developer)12. 

 Size: 22 acres, 6.7 MW (5.7 MW array is on land owned by the Airport, while a ~1 MW array is on land 

owned by the Fire District but managed by the airport). Total of 24,640 solar PV panels13. 

 Overview: The Airport is owned by the Town of Barnstable (airport is located in the village of Hyannis) 

and is operated by the Barnstable Municipal Airport Commission. The town is a member of the CVEC. 

The airport leased land adjacent to the runway to CVEC for 20 years for the installation of solar panels. 

CVEC contracted with G&S Solar to finance, own, install and operate the project. In return, the airport 

pays a fixed price for electricity per kWh and can take advantage of Net Metering Credits. 

In 2015, an approximately 6.7 MW solar array was commissioned on land owned by the Barnstable Municipal 

Airport and the Barnstable Fire District (which is managed by the airport as part of the airfield). The solar 

project was a collaboration between the town, the Airport, the Cape & Vineyard Electric Cooperative (CVEC) 

and G&S Solar. CVEC aggregates the electricity purchasing from 17 member towns, which is attractive to solar 

developers. In addition, Massachusetts has a Solar Renewable Energy Certificate (SREC) program that provides 

financial incentives to developers of large solar PV projects.  

The Airport leased 22+ acres of their land to CVEC, which coordinated between all entities for the development 

of the solar project. CVEC entered into a PPA with G&S Solar, who designed, built, owns and maintains the solar 

array. The 20-year lease deal required the Airport to file a formal release of aeronautical land for non-

aeronautical purposes with the FAA. In exchange for the land lease, the Airport and Fire District receive 

electricity at a set rate for 20 years, as well as Net Metering Credits from the state. Depending on the future 

retail cost of electricity, the solar project could save the Airport up to $16 million in electricity costs over the 

project lifetime.  

Monterey Municipal Airport, Monterey CA, PPA Case Study 

 Entities involved: Monterey Regional Airport, OpTerra Energy Services (installer), Pacific Gas & Electric 

Company (PG&E) (utility) 

 Size: 1.5 MW, ground-mounted solar array on 3 acres 

                                                                 

 

11 Florida Municipal Electric Association. 2018. Lakeland Electric and SunEdison Celebrate Phase II of Solar Farm 

with Flip the Switch Ceremony. October 1, 2012. publicpower.com/2012/lakeland-electric-and-sunedison-

celebrate-phase-ii-of-solar-farm-with-flip-the-switch-ceremony/ 
12 ACRP Report 141, Renewable Energy as an Airport Revenue Source. 2015. Pp 112-116. 
13 Town of Barnstable, April 2015. Barnstable Municipal Airport/Barnstable Fire District/CVEC/Solar PV Project 

FAQ. http://www.townofbarnstable.us/airport/AP-Final-SolarFAQ4-22-15.pdf  

http://www.townofbarnstable.us/airport/AP-Final-SolarFAQ4-22-15.pdf
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 Overview: The solar array will cover all of the airport’s electricity needs and is expected to save the 

airport $5.5 million.  

The Monterey Regional Airport received a $3 million Energy Conservation Assistance Act (ECAA) Program Loan 

from the California Energy Commission (CEC) to develop the project. The Airport owns the equipment, and 

worked with OpTerra to design and install the project. The airport participates in net metering with their utility, 

Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E), thus gets reimbursed for all solar energy produced on-site. Because the project 

produces more energy than the airport uses, the total revenue from the project is expected to be around $5.5 

million. The airport is expected to pay back the CEC loan within 12 years from the project’s commission date in 
2017. 

Physical Constraints Analysis 

The physical constraints analysis typically evaluates the feasibility of locating solar on airport property based on 

the physical characteristics of the airport. The primary reason for conducting the physical constraints analysis 

at the outset of the study is to identify sites that can easily be reevaluated in the future as economic conditions 

(price of electricity, cost to develop solar) can change rapidly. The four criteria used to identify feasible sites 

are: 

1. Airport Planning  

2. Environmental Resources 

3. Electrical Infrastructure 

4. FAA Interim Solar Policy 

Airport Planning  

The Airport Layout Plan (ALP) and Master Plan are typically reviewed to identify areas of airport property 

where the non-aeronautical use of solar generation may be acceptable either based on the existing use 

designations on the ALP or a reasonable update to re-classify an area currently identified as aeronautical use to 

non-aeronautical use. The Master Plan serves as a development guide for the airport’s short- and long-term 

development strategy. It includes the ALP, which shows FAA safety zones, existing airport infrastructure and 

facilities, and future development such as a terminal expansion and runway extensions.  All development on 

airport property must comply with approved FAA design standards contained in FAA Advisory Circular 

150/5300-13A, Airport Design. 

Environmental Resources 

The presence of environmental resources can prohibit development from some sites and make other sites 

costlier and time consuming to develop. Solar projects are subject to review under the National Environmental 

Policy Act (NEPA), and therefore must demonstrate that environmental impacts have been avoided, minimized 

and mitigated.  Environmental resources that are most likely to trigger an extended NEPA review and other 

federal, state and local environmental reviews include wetlands, endangered species, historic resources, and 

environmental contamination.   

Electrical Infrastructure 

Solar projects produce electricity and must be interconnected to the existing infrastructure. The capacity of 

electrical lines will vary, not unlike our roadway infrastructure, depending on how much electricity is being 

carried. Large transmission lines are like Interstate Highways that carry large amounts of electricity (at high 
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voltage) from central power plants across long distances. At various points along its path, the large 

transmission lines distribute electricity to medium voltage lines, which are like state highways, to carry power 

to specific regions. Finally, low voltage power is delivered along smaller capacity distribution lines to individual 

homes like the neighborhood streets that they run along. Small solar projects located on airport property may 

be able to connect directly to buildings served by low voltage lines. Large solar farms must be connected to 

high or medium voltage lines. Therefore, it is important to understand the existing electrical infrastructure and 

its proximity to buildings and the airfield to determine the feasibility of connecting the solar project to the 

existing local electricity network. 

Glare Standards 

The last step in screening out viable sites is to evaluate each proposed site for compliance with the glare 

standards contained in the FAA’s Interim Solar Policy. HMMH uses the FAA’s Solar Glare Hazard Analysis Tool 
(SGHAT), now referred to as GlareGauge on each project site to determine if the site and a specific design 

would comply with the FAA’s ocular hazard standard.   

The FAA’s Interim Solar Policy published in the Federal Register on October 23, 2013 describes the 

methodology for evaluating potential glare impacts to sensitive airport receptors and the standards the FAA 

uses to determine if the glare will result in a significant impact. The FAA requires the use of SGHAT or a similar 

modeling tool to evaluate glare from the proposed project site and the potential impact on existing and future 

sensitive receptors associated with the Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) and aircraft on final approach to all 

airport runways. The policy also includes the FAA’s ocular hazard standard, which states that the FAA will 
object to any project that produces glare on the ATCT, as well as projects that produce a potential for a 

temporary after-image (yellow glare recorded by the model) or potential for permanent eye damage (red glare 

recorded by the model) on aircraft.  The model results should be submitted to the FAA to obtain formal 

approval of the project under Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 77 before pursuing construction. 

FAA Jurisdiction and Standards for Measuring Ocular Impact 

The FAA published an Interim Policy for Solar Projects at Airports in the Federal Register on October 23, 2013.  

The policy clarifies the FAA’s jurisdiction in reviewing solar projects and the standards it uses to determine if a 

project will result in a negative glare impact affecting airspace safety.   

The FAA affirmed that it has jurisdiction to regulate potential glare impacts as part of its responsibilities under 

CFR Part 77 to any solar project proposed on the property of a federally obligated airport. The FAA also clarified 

that it does not have jurisdiction to regulate potential glare from projects located on non-airport land. 

However, as stated in the Policy, “the FAA urges proponents of off-airport solar-installations to voluntarily 

implement the provisions in this policy.” 

The Policy also describes the standards for measuring ocular impact:  

To obtain FAA approval and a “no objection” to a Notice of Proposed Construction Form 7460-1, the airport 

sponsor will be required to demonstrate that the proposed solar energy system meets the following standards: 

(1) no potential for glint or glare in the existing or planned Air Traffic Control Tower cab, and (2) no potential for 

glare or “low potential for after-image” (shown in green) along the final approach path. 

As listed in Table 1, two sensitive receptors – the ATCT cab and aircraft on approach – must be evaluated for 

glare and there is a different standard for each receptor. Any glare recorded on the ATCT is not compliant with 

FAA Policy and the FAA will object to the project. Measurement of either no glare or low potential for after-
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image, or “Green” is acceptable for aircraft on final approach, but greater levels (indicated in yellow and red) 

will be also be objected to by the FAA. 

Table 1.  Levels of Glare and Compliance with FAA Policy 

Airport Sensitive 

Receptor 

Model Recorded Level of Glare Model Color 

Result 

Does the result 

comply with FAA 

Policy? 

ATCT Cab No glare None Yes 

 Low Potential for After-Image Green No 

 Potential for After-Image Yellow No 

 Potential for Permanent Eye Damage Red No 

Aircraft on approach  No glare None Yes 

 Low Potential for After-Image Green Yes 

 Potential for After-Image Yellow No 

 Potential for Permanent Eye Damage Red No 

 

For this analysis, since the Master Plan is still being developed and the future air traffic control tower (ATCT) 

design and location has not been finalized, a constraints analysis was not conducted to properly site a potential 

solar PV project at APF. However in order to evaluate potential feasibility of a solar PV project, we assumed a 

generic 250 kilowatt DC (kW) solar PV project located on/near the General Aviation Terminal building as our 

case study analysis. The project could consist of either a ground mount system, roof mount system on the 

terminal building, or canopy structure over the parking areas. Specifics can be determined when the Master 

Plan is finalized, and should include a physical constraint analysis as described above to ensure compatibility. 

Potential ground, canopy and rooftop solar PV locations near the terminal buildings are presented in Figure 2 

and could be used as a starting point in the Constraint Analysis once the Master Plan is finalized.  The 

characteristics of the generic 250 kW ground mounted/roof/canopy project are listed below in Table 2. 
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Figure 2.  Potential Solar PV Project Sites (ground, roof, or canopy mounted) 

 

Table 2 – Characteristics of Potential 250 kW Solar PV Project Site at Naples Airport 

Site Location Azimuth/Tilt Area Power 

(DC)  

Design On-Site or Grid 

A 
General Aviation 

Terminal 
180° / 15° 1-3 acres 250 kW 

Ground/roof/

canopy 
On-Site 

 

Energy Usage and Economic Analysis 

 
The energy usage and economic analysis evaluated information on existing electricity usage and costs, solar 

electricity production, and energy policies and incentives. The analysis identified some of the fundamental 

issues associated with the financial feasibility of individual solar projects. The three criteria used to generate 

data for evaluating financial feasibility are: 

1. Electricity usage and costs  

2. Solar electricity production 

3. Energy policies and incentives 
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As an example, HMMH used this information to present a generic cost assessment for a solar PV project at the 

General Aviation Terminal building (see Section E). 

A. Electricity Usage and Costs  

Existing electricity usage and costs can be compared to future electricity usage and cost anticipated from a 

solar facility at the Airport to determine the cost effectiveness of a solar project. A solar facility may generate 

electricity directly consumed on-site and decrease the amount of electricity purchased from the utility. In such 

a case, the savings in electricity are added up annually to calculate the simple payback, that is, how long it takes 

to save an amount and value of electricity equal to the cost of the investment. Under the private developer 

ownership, the electricity could be sold back to the Airport under a PPA or the electricity may also be sold to an 

off-site user and provide the Airport with a revenue source in the form of lease payments that can be 

compared to the investment in solar projects. For this case, the revenue accrued is compared to the 

investment cost to determine the cost-effectiveness of the project. 

HMMH obtained one year (i.e. 12 consecutive months) of electricity bills for APF.  Electricity service to APF is 

provided by Florida Power and Light (FPL). The bills provide monthly information on electricity usage and costs 

from October 2016 to September 2017. For this analysis, we looked at electricity usage and cost for two Airport 

facilities: (1) General Aviation Terminal building (160 Aviation Drive North) and (2) Commercial Airline Terminal 

building (500 Terminal Drive) with locations shown above in Figure 2.   

Each bill reports the amount of electricity consumed in kilowatt hours (kWh), the cost of the electricity, and 

fixed costs associated with utility service including demand charges, fuel charges, and administrative costs.  

This information provides a snapshot of the electricity demand on a monthly basis for each building. The 

amount of electricity consumed monthly by each facility from October 2016 to September 2017 is shown in 

Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3.  Electricity Consumed by Month at Two Airport Facilities, October 2016 to September 2017 

As seen in Figure 3, the General Aviation Terminal building at 160 Aviation Drive North consumes more 

electricity compared to the Commercial Airline Terminal at 500 Terminal Drive. Both buildings combined 
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consume up to 46 percent of all the electricity used at the Airport. While the amount of electricity consumed 

by each building varies by month, there appears to be no clear pattern of peak use during the year considered.  

The time of day use of electricity was not available to determine if electricity is predominantly consumed 

during daylight hours when the solar system would be generating power. However, because the Airport 

facilities remain connected to the utility grid even after solar projects are installed, it is assumed that “net 

energy metering” will be in effect. Under “net energy metering,” the Airport will first consume the solar 

electricity that the solar system produces, draw electricity from the FPL electric grid when solar electricity is 

insufficient, and export surplus solar electricity back to the grid when on-site generation is greater than 

demand.  This situation is illustrated in Figure 4.   

 
Figure 4.  Net energy metering with Solar PV 

As stated above, the electricity bill from FPL breaks the cost down into finer segments. The energy cost is the 

price for electricity and is what would be replaced by an on-site solar system. However, there are other bill 

charges that are fixed, based on FPL’s need to be prepared to provide electricity when the solar system is not 

operational. The demand charge is based on the maximum amount of electricity that the facility may require at 

any single time during the month. Even if solar electricity supplied all of the required electricity during sunny 

days, the Airport facility will still require electricity from the grid at night and on cloudy days. FPL and other 

utilities typically impose a monthly demand charge based on the expected peak amount of electricity that may 

be required based on the Airport facility’s demand. The demand charge remains unchanged even after the 

solar system is installed. FPLs demand charge is $10.60 per kW. 

FPL also includes a standard customer charge of $25, a fuel charge of 0.0282 per kWh and non-fuel charge of 

0.0225 per kWh. There are additional general service demand charges applied to the bill after these charges 

are totaled including storm charge, gross receipts tax, and franchise charge; however to simplify the analysis, 

we did not include the general service demand charges since they comprise a small fraction of the bill. 

Table 3 presents the total costs for each charge, the rate of charge, and the percent of total for each charge for 

the two Airport accounts included in the analysis for one month, January 2017. 
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Table 3 – Electricity Account Cost Breakdown (Jan 12 2017 –Feb 10 2017) 

Account Electricity 

Consumed 

(kWh) 

Percent 

of Bill 

Demand (or 

Peak) 

Charge (kW) 

Percent 

of Bill  

Customer 

Charge 

($) 

Percent 

of Bill 

160 

Aviation 

Drive N. 

49,567 71.8% 91 27.5% $25.0 0.7% 

(500 

Terminal 

Drive) 

19,200 63.7% 50 34.7% $25.0 1.6% 

   

Where the energy charge is a higher percentage of the bill, the customer may be able to lower the monthly 

electricity bill more significantly by generating power on-site.  For the Airport accounts, the energy charge at 

the General Aviation Terminal and the Commercial Aviation Terminal buildings range from 64 to 72 percent of 

the bill. Therefore, if a solar system was installed and replaced the existing energy charge, each bill would be 

reduced by approximately 64 to 72 percent, respectively. To determine the simple payback for investing in the 

solar system, the annual savings are added together, and the payback is arrived at once the savings total equals 

the cost of the solar system. An analysis of predicted simple payback is provided below in Section E. 

B. Solar Electricity Production 

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) provides a simple online tool for estimating the amount of 

electricity that may be produced by a particular solar project from a specific project location. This tool is 

referred to as the PVWatts Calculator. HMMH used the PVWatts Calculator to estimate the amount of 

electricity that would be produced annually from the potential solar project site location and listed above in 

Table 2.   

PVWatts uses information from the nearest weather station to calculate the expected solar generation based 

on typical weather conditions. The user can draw the solar project footprint in the interactive map in PVWatts 

to generate an estimated nameplate system capacity in kW, and monthly electricity generation in kWh. This 

can then be used to compare to existing electricity costs to determine simple payback considering available 

federal, state, and local incentives.   

The amount of solar electricity produced by a solar project site varies based on location, project size and design 

characteristics. The optimal orientation to maximize electricity generation is 180° (or with panels tilted towards 

due south).  For this analysis, we assumed a generic ground mounted 250 kW DC project site, oriented towards 

the south at 15 degree tilt. It should be noted that once a solar design is finalized after the Master Plan, a solar 

glare study should be conducted to confirm the project parameters are compatible with the FAA Ocular 

Standards as well as a physical constraints analysis. Table 4 lists the predicted solar power generation in kWh 

from the 250 kW generic site on an annual basis from the PVWatts Calculator.   
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Table 4 – Electricity Generation in kW from Potential 250 kW Solar Power Project Site Location Identified at 

Naples Airport 

Site Location Orientation

/Tilt 

Power 

Generate

d (kWh) 

% of GA 

Terminal 

Building 

% of  

Commercial 

Aviation 

Terminal 

Building 

% of Airport 

Total (all  

accounts) 

A 
Generic Solar PV 

System 

180° / 15° 362,445 57 % 128% 19% 

 

Table 4 shows the potential 250 kW solar project site can meet 57 percent of the electricity demand of the 

General Aviation Terminal building and 128 percent of the Commercial Airline Terminal Building. If such a 

project were considered, it would be important to assess the Airport terminals’ annual load during daytime 

hours to better align airport terminal electricity consumption with periods when the solar facility is producing 

electricity. While Florida allows net metering for installations up to 2 MW, project sizes larger than the Airport’s 
electricity demand are generally not economically feasible, because airports cannot get the federal Investment 

Tax Credit and cannot sell the RECs if project is financed with an FAA grant.  

C. Solar Policies and Incentives 

Given its environmental benefits when compared to traditional fossil fuel-powered electricity, federal, state, 

and local governments have developed public policies and incentives to increase the development of solar 

power and other renewable energy sources. These incentives typically lower the cost to develop solar projects 

through grants, tax incentives, and streamlining of approval processes. This section summarizes some of the 

policies and incentives, and their availability to enhance the cost-effectiveness of a solar project at APF as well 

as provide hurdles to third party development. 

Tax Credits: The Investment Tax Credit (ITC) allows developers of solar projects to claim a tax credit of 30 

percent of the total solar project cost. The program is authorized by Congress and managed by the U.S. Internal 

Revenue Service (IRS). As a tax credit, it can only be used by a tax paying entity and therefore, is not applicable 

to government developed and owned projects. Since the ITC is not available to government projects (i.e. APF), 

many airport solar projects are developed through a lease arrangement between the airport and a private 

developer. This way the developer can monetize the tax credit, reduce the cost to develop the project, and use 

the savings to deliver less expensive electricity for purchase by the airport. In addition to the ITC, there are also 

several other IRS-administered tax incentives, including accelerated depreciation that allow the owner of the 

solar facility to reduce its tax payments in the early years of the solar project operation, further improving the 

cost effectiveness of the solar electricity produced by the facility.  The Federal ITC incentive is currently 

available to all solar projects in development regardless of location. As previously discussed, the options for a 

third-party developer in Florida are limited, so the ITC may only apply to FPL in Naples. 

The value of the ITC is currently 30 percent of solar project costs for all projects that commence construction 

prior to December 31, 2019. For the following year, 2020, the tax credit will be reduced to 26 percent, and then 

down to 22 percent in 2021. After December 31, 2021, the tax credit will reduced to 10 percent and remain at 

10 percent in the future. 

State Property Tax Incentive: Renewable energy generation, including solar energy production systems, 

increases property value for landowners. The State of Florida adopted a property tax incentive in June 2017 
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(S.B. 90) which created an 80 percent property tax abatement for non-residential renewable energy 

property/renewable energy devices. Eligible renewable energy property includes solar photovoltaic (PV) 

systems and solar PV plus storage systems. The non-residential abatement applies to devices installed on or 

after January 1, 2018 and expires December 31, 2037.14   

Net Energy Metering Policy – FPL: As introduced above, net energy metering occurs when excess electricity is 

generated at the site of a facility connected to the electricity-grid. As it is possible that the facility generates 

electricity greater than that being consumed on-site, the electrical infrastructure must be designed to allow for 

electricity to be exported to the grid, and that local utility must accept the electricity under federal energy 

laws. However, it is left to individual states to determine how much the utility receiving the electricity must pay 

the exporter for the surplus energy. States that are considering policy measures to enhance the cost-

effectiveness of renewable energy may require that the utility pay the exporter a higher price. States that are 

concerned that utilities may be assuming too much cost to subsidize renewable energy may require the utility 

to pay the lower wholesale price of the power (also typically represented by the energy costs and not the fixed 

costs described in the airport’s electric bill in Section A). Net energy metering policies may include additional 

caps on the amount of incentives, including a minimum amount of a solar project’s energy required to be 

consumed on-site (to limit oversizing solar projects), or a cap on the total amount of net metering payments 

that may be paid out by the program.  

In 2008, the Florida Public Service Commission (PSC) adopted a net energy metering rule intended to promote 

development of small customer-owned renewable generation systems including solar energy [PSC Rule 25-

6.065 1].15  

Under Florida’s rule, customer-owned renewable generation is defined as an electric generating system located 

on a customer’s premises that is primarily intended to offset part or all of the customer’s electricity 
requirements with renewable energy. The term “customer-owned renewable generation” does not preclude 

the customer of record from contracting for the purchase, lease, operation, or maintenance of an on-site 

renewable generation system with a third-party under terms and conditions that do not include the retail 

purchase of electricity from the third party [PSC Rule 25-6.065 1.a]. 

Investor owned utilities, such as FPL, are required to allow for customer interconnection of renewable-energy 

systems to their electrical grid up to 2 MW in capacity. APF would be required to submit an application for 

interconnection of their customer-owned or contracted renewable generation system with FPL. When 

approved, the two parties execute a Standard Interconnection Agreement.  

As part of the agreement, FPL is required to install metering equipment with the ability to measure the 

quantity and direction of electricity flow on-site. APF would be required to pay FPL for any electricity that was 

used by the airport in excess of the amount that was generated on-site. Any excess electricity produced on-site 

automatically flows to FPL’s grid and is credited to APF’s energy consumption for the following month’s billing 
cycle at the average annual rate (cost of generation, or COG 1). Customers shall retain any Renewable Energy 

                                                                 

 

14 U.S.DOE. 2017.  Property Tax Abatement for Renewable Energy Property.  7/01/2017. 

http://programs.dsireusa.org/system/program/detail/5426 

15 Florida Public Service Commission (PSC). 2008. Rule 25-6.065, Interconnection and Net Metering of 

Customer-Owned Renewable Generation. March 2008. https://www.fpl.com/clean-energy/pdf/net-metering-

rule.pdf  

http://programs.dsireusa.org/system/program/detail/5426
https://www.fpl.com/clean-energy/pdf/net-metering-rule.pdf
https://www.fpl.com/clean-energy/pdf/net-metering-rule.pdf
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Certificates (RECs) associated with the electricity produced by their customer-owned renewable generation 

equipment. 

Renewable Portfolio Standards: Many states have enacted standards or goals for the purchase of renewable 

energy referred to as Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) to create market demand and increase cost-

effectiveness. The RPS is typically established by an act of the state legislature. The RPS is typically expressed as 

a percentage of electricity that will be met by a renewable supply. The RPS programs typically set a future goal 

and include annual interim goals. Utilities that supply electricity must procure renewable energy to meet the 

goals on an annual basis or pay a compliance payment to a renewable energy fund that is more expensive than 

if it had developed a renewable energy project or purchased the energy from a developer. As the utility seeks 

to meet the annual requirements, it will look to build or acquire renewable energy sustaining a market demand 

and supporting an in-state industry. 

Florida has no RPS specified or renewable targets for utilities. Florida also has no Solar Renewable Energy 

Certificates (SREC) market established. 

Federal Energy Bonds: Qualified Energy Conservation Bonds (QECB) are qualified tax credit bonds that enable 

state or local governments to borrow money at attractive rates to fund energy conservation projects. Clean 

Renewable Energy Bonds (CREB) are a qualified tax credit bond authorized by the Energy Tax Incentive Act of 

2005. CREBs allowed solar projects to be financed and for the federal government to pay the interest after 

solar project completion. Bonds are subsidized by the U.S Treasury Department, which provided a credit of 70 

percent of the full allowable interest rate. Unfortunately these bonds are no longer able to be issued as of 

January 1, 2018 (the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, signed into law in December 2017, repealed the IRS’ authority to 
subsidize any new bonds under these programs)16.  State Bonds: Another solar financing opportunity is the 

commercial property assessed clean energy (PACE) model in which financing is offered through a property 

assessment and repaid through property taxes. PACE financing is similar to an infrastructure improvement 

bond for eligible capital improvement projects.17 Commercial PACE funding is available through the Florida 

PACE Funding Agency, which administers the program through CounterpointeSRE™.18  

Renewable Energy Development Grants: The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Service, Office 

of Energy, currently has one renewable energy development funding opportunity available, The Renewable 

Energy and Energy Efficient Technologies (REET) Grant Program. The total amount awarded under the program 

this year was $773,888.36. The grants were distributed to three projects across the state related to the 

demonstration, commercialization, research, and development of innovative renewable energy technologies 

that increase energy efficiency of commercial buildings. Qualified applicants include municipalities, county 

governments, for-profit companies, universities, utilities, and non-profit companies.19 Although the application 

window for 2018 is currently closed, this grant program may be available in future years.  

                                                                 

 

16 https://www.energy.gov/eere/slsc/qualified-energy-conservation-bonds 
17 Florida PACE Funding Agency. 2015-2017. About the Agency and Resources sites.  

https://www.floridapace.gov/about; https://www.floridapace.gov/resources/faqs 
18 CounterPointe Energy Partners LLC. 2016. Financing The Future Of Commercial Energy Efficiency And 

Property Safety. https://counterpointesre.com/programs-commercial  
19 Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services. January 2018. Notice of Funding Availability 

(NOFA) Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Technologies Grant Program. Link to pdf.  

https://www.floridapace.gov/about
https://www.floridapace.gov/resources/faqs
https://counterpointesre.com/programs-commercial
https://www.freshfromflorida.com/content/download/78484/2315771/REET_Notice_of_Funding_Availability.pdf
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FAA Energy Efficiency AIP Grants: Section 512 of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 included a 

provision directing FAA to establish a grant program for energy efficiency improvements at airports. The grant 

program is designed to encourage public-use airport sponsors to assess energy requirements in order to 

accelerate the adoption of energy-efficient airport power sources. The legislation made certain specific types of 

projects eligible for the Airport Improvement Program (AIP) funding, including energy efficiency and renewable 

energy generation. Energy efficiency projects include those relating to heating and cooling, base load, back-up 

power and power for on-road airport vehicles and ground support equipment. Renewable energy includes 

solar, wind, and geothermal. Under Section 512, the Secretary of Transportation may award grants to perform 

Energy Assessments. Such Energy Assessments must be completed before the FAA issues a grant to fund the 

energy efficiency projects described above. The FAA has recently prepared Draft Guidance on Increasing the 

Energy Efficiency of Airport Power Sources 2017, which includes information on energy assessments/audits and 

energy efficiency/renewable energy projects. The most recent draft guidance is included in the FAA Order 

5100.38, the Airport Improvement Program Handbook.   

APF is eligible for the Section 512 grant if funding becomes available in the coming fiscal year.  Project 

application requirements and processes are consistent with the typical process for AIP funding of traditional 

aviation improvements. 

D. Development and Ownership Options – Airport-Owned vs Third-Party Owned 

Solar projects can be sized to deliver power for either on-site use, or to the larger electricity grid for off-site 

use. On-site projects are typically smaller and are owned by the Airport. Third-party projects are often owned 

by a private developer or utility, transferring the electricity off-site or selling the electricity through a long-term 

power contract or a power purchase agreement (PPA).  An illustration of the airport- and third-party-owned 

and financed models is shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5.  Ownership and Financing 
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Airport-Owned with On-Site Power Use 

Often, on-site solar projects will be owned by the airport. Typically, airport-owned projects are smaller. Third-

party ownership is most common for larger sized projects, as it is  less economical for third parties to develop 

relatively small system sizes (however, as discussed, current Florida regulations are very restrictive to third 

party ownership). The power produced by an airport-owned system is consumed on-site and the airport 

therefore purchases less electricity from their electric utility, producing a costs savings. The costs and benefits 

are assessed through the installed cost of the solar system along with the annual savings of avoided electricity 

purchases from the utility, and selling of renewable energy credits (RECs). A simple payback for such a solar 

system is described in Section E.   

In this scenario, the Airport owns and operates the solar facility. The airport holds all the developmental and 

operational risk associated with the solar project, but also accrues all of the benefits. It can utilize grants and 

bonds to help pay for the solar project. The airport can work with consulting engineers to prepare a 

design/build bid package and select an Engineering Procurement and Construction (EPC) Contractor to design, 

build, and commission the solar system. Once the solar system is constructed, the airport will likely execute an 

operations and maintenance contract for preventative and corrective maintenance, while also training on-site 

personnel to oversee the solar system. 

There is a potential hurdle to the airport-owned project model for APF, and that is whether APF’s lease 

agreement with tenants could be considered the retail sale of electricity. Because APF does not individually 

meter tenants and charge for actual use, but rather includes assumed cost of utilities in lease agreements, it is 

not clear if APF would be considered a utility by generating solar power on-site. If the provision of electricity 

through its lease agreements is considered retail sale, then APF will not be able to pursue this ownership 

approach. If the lease language does not specify that a certain portion or dollar amount of rent applies to 

electricity use, then the airport might not be considered a utility in this scenario.20 

Third-Party Owned  

Third party owned systems typically operate in one of two ways. First, the airport can execute a lease 

agreement with a private developer to finance, build, own, and operate the solar facility on airport property, 

getting lease payments in return. The solar energy may or may not be used on site. Another model for third 

party owned systems is the PPA. In this example, the third-party owns, installs, operates and maintains the 

solar system in exchange for a long-term PPA with the airport specifying the rate and length of time.   

One of the main economic drivers of these types of partnerships is the ability of the private developer to 

monetize the Federal ITC. By decreasing the project costs, the developer can sell the electricity at a lower price 

and pass some of that savings on to the airport as the host, either through a lease agreement or by selling the 

airport less expensive electricity than it currently purchases from the utility.  The private developer can also 

take advantage of other tax-related incentives including accelerated depreciation, and local and state real 

estate tax rebates. 

Because the private developer is the financier, owner, and operator, it assumes more of the risk and therefore, 

the third-party ownership model is a low risk option for the airport. If the airport secures a lease agreement 

                                                                 

 

20 HMMH recommends that APF review lease language with a qualified legal professional to make this 

determination. 
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with the solar developer, it should expect lease payments that are comparable to agricultural leases based on 

our experience with other airports. If the airport can negotiate a PPA price to buy some or all of the electricity, 

its primary risk is related to the uncertain future price of electricity. The PPA will lock the airport into paying a 

future price, which may be economical at present, but could look high in the future if regional electricity prices 

drop. 

As previously discussed, current Florida regulations consider solar developers that sell electricity to another 

entity to be a utility and are regulated as such. This greatly limits the ability of airports to work with third party 

developers unless a utility is involved. In the case of APF, FPL would have to be the project owner/developer, or 

contract directly with a third party developer in order for APF to go with this approach. Realistically, under this 

scenario APF would likely execute a lease agreement with the utility to develop a solar project on-site. While 

the airport would receive lease payments from the utility for the land or building, the solar-generated power 

would belong to the utility, and thus fed back into the grid. The emissions reduction benefits would belong to 

the utility, as would any RECs.  

E. Simple Payback Analysis  

A simple payback analysis can readily be conducted on any solar project constructed at APF that supplies power 

to an on-site facility and reduces the electricity consumed on-site. The inputs to the simple payback are (1) 

existing and future cost of energy; (2) installed cost of solar PV system; and (3) amount of power generated by 

the solar system over time. This analysis can be applied, if regulations permit, to a solar project owned by the 

airport and sized to accommodate power needs on-site or for a larger project owned by a third-party developer 

that exports power off-site for purchase from the utility grid (either by the Airport, the utility, or another large 

consumer of electricity). 

On-Site Use - Airport-Owned 

For the on-site example where the Airport owns the system, it is assumed to be a commercial scale solar 

project, which is defined by NREL as between 200 kW and 2 megawatt (MW) for estimating installed costs, and 

generates electricity consumed entirely by the General Aviation Terminal building (160 Aviation Drive North). 

The following inputs are used to develop the simple payback: 

• Cost of energy at the terminal = $0.0507 / kWh (source: Airport electricity bill from FPL) escalating 

annually in price by 3 percent (rate of inflation) 

• RECs assumed $0.015 based on other similar projects 

• Installed cost of the solar PV system = $1.85 / Wdc (Watts in direct current basis) (source: NREL 

Benchmark Report Q1 2017) 

• System efficiency = 14 percent of nameplate capacity in Year 1; panel output decreases by 0.5 percent 

annually 

The analysis applied these assumptions to analyze the cost and potential payback for a roof mounted 250 kW 

solar project. Such a solar project would supply approximately 57 percent of the General Aviation Terminal 

building’s annual electricity needs. It is estimated that the installed cost of this solar project is $462,500. There 

are three potential Airport-owned development scenarios: 

1. Airport constructs the solar project without any incentives using a low to no interest loan (either 

federal or state as described above) for the full installed cost of $462,500, and assumes REC price of 

$0.015 kWh. 
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Simple Payback = 20 years without RECs, 17 years with RECs 

 

2. Airport is awarded an arbitrary $150,000 Renewable Energy Development Grant.  The installed project 

cost is reduced to $312,500 and assumes REC price of $0.015 kWh. 

Simple Payback = 15 years without RECs and 13 years with RECs 

 

3. The Airport is awarded an AIP Grant under FAA Energy Efficiency Program (Section 512 grant) which 

provides 90 percent federal funding.  The local share of the project is $46,250, however per federal 

grant restrictions, RECS are not allowed to be sold 

Simple Payback on Local Share = < 3 years 

Other smaller projects at the Airport’s buildings could be similarly analyzed, but are likely to have a similar 
economic result. It should be noted that the cost presented are generic installed cost and do not include any 

management, permitting, additional structural costs, or operation and maintenance costs associated with 

constructing and operating the PV system which would add to the total cost and increase the ROI presented. 

Off-Site Use - Third-Party Developer 

For the off-site use where the solar system is owned by a third party and the electricity is exported offsite, the 

basic financial calculations are the same. However, tax credits and developer (in this case, FPL) profit must also 

be factored into the calculations. The developer will also seek to invest in a larger solar project to maximize 

profit. For this example, we have assumed a 2 MW solar PV project. The primary financial factors are the same: 

• Cost of energy at the terminal = $0.0507 / kWh (source: Airport electricity bill from FPL) escalating 

annually in price by 3 percent (rate of inflation) 

• Installed cost of the solar PV system = $1.03 / Wdc (source: NREL Benchmark Report Q1 2017) 

• System efficiency = 14 percent of nameplate capacity in Year 1; panel output decreases by 0.5 percent 

annually 

• Investor rate of return = 10 percent 

The analysis applied these assumptions to analyzing the cost and potential payback for a 2 MW solar project. 

Such a project would supply more than 1.4 times the power used by the Airport. It is estimated that the 

installed cost of this project is $2,060,000. Table 5 presents the economics of a third-party owned solar project 

at the Airport. 

Table 5 – Economics of a Third Party Owned 2 MW Solar Project  

Account Administrative Charge 

Percent 

Installed Cost1  $2,060,000 

Debt Service (5%) in Year 1 $51,500 

Investor Return (10%) in Year 1 $103,000 

Project Cost after 30% ITC $1,550,150 
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Payback at Existing Energy Cost 12 years 

Payback with a REC of $0.015 / kWh  10 years 

  

Notes:  1. It should be noted that the cost presented are generic installed cost and do not include any 

management, permitting, additional structural costs, or operation and maintenance costs associated 

with constructing and operating the PV system which would add to the total cost and increase the ROI 

presented 

The Airport would participate financially in the project in one of two ways. It could receive an annual lease 

payment from the developer/FPL. For a 2 MW ground project, the approximate size of the project would be 

about 10 acres, so the lease payment would most likely be determined based on a dollar per acre basis. 

Comparable solar projects at other airports around the country average around $55/acre, so that would 

amount to approximately $550 per year.   

Alternatively, APF could enter into an agreement with the developer / utility to procure some or all of the 

electricity generated from the solar project. To make it economical to do so, APF may reasonably expect to 

receive a 10-25 percent discount on its electricity over existing rates. As discussed above, options for 

participating in a PPA at the Airport are limited and depend on FPL’s willingness to consider such a project.   

F. Conclusions and Next Steps 

In this memorandum, the HMMH team reviewed the primary energy and economic issues associated with 

developing a hypothetical solar PV project at APF. The existing cost of electricity is compared to the cost to 

build an Airport-owned solar project using an example of a rooftop facility on the General Aviation Terminal 

building (other options could include ground mount or solar canopy over the parking area). Assuming all of the 

solar power is consumed at the General Aviation Terminal building, a simple payback is presented with no 

economic incentives, and with three different types of economic incentives. Other smaller projects at the 

Airport’s buildings could be similarly analyzed, but are likely to have similar economic results. HMMH also 

looked at the simple economics of a utility-scale solar project developed by a third-party (utility) and the 

options for the Airport to participate financially in such a project if regulations allow.  

The analysis shows that there are a couple of opportunities to develop a solar photovoltaic project at APF. 

Additional analyses should be conducted however to show that any identified site is compatible with existing 

and long-term growth of aviation activities at APF, as well as a project constraints analysis to demonstrate 

compatibility with environmental and FAA policies and regulations. Project sites can make use of underutilized 

property, undeveloped land, on buildings, or over surface parking to generate clean, renewable energy.      

The economics of these projects for the airport are not strong at this time primarily due to a lack of state 

financial incentives, which makes solar power comparatively expensive to existing conventional power as 

illustrated below by the 17 to 20-year payback period (without subsidies or the third party land lease example). 

The two options are summarized as follows: 
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1. The Airport finances, builds, owns, and operates its own solar project for the General Aviation 

Terminal building.21 Payback is 17 to 20 years unless the airport were to pursue an FAA Energy 

Efficiency grant. 

2. Depending on the interest and willingness of FPL to develop a solar project at the Airport, the Airport 

could lease land to the utility (or to a private developer who contracts directly with the utility) to 

finance, build, own, and operate a project on Airport property. The arrangement could take one of the 

following forms:  

a. A simple lease payment for the utility/developer to utilize Airport property, and all of the 

power goes back to the grid;  

b. The utility could execute a PPA with the Airport in lieu of lease payments, or in addition to 

lower lease payments, or;  

c. The utility leases airport property, and executes a separate PPA with a third party developer 

(like the Tallahassee example). This is considered unlikely because FPL has the capability and 

expertise to develop solar projects without the need of a third party developer. 

If the Airport’s current lease arrangement with their tenants is determined not to meet the definition of retail 

sale of electricity, then the most economical option for developing solar would be for the Airport to purchase 

and install their own equipment through the use of an FAA Energy Efficiency grant through the Airport 

Improvement Program (AIP). This would provide federal funding for 90 percent of the project costs, and 

subsequently lower the return on investment for the 10 percent local match to 3 to 4 years. Unless the FAA 

makes Section 512 grants “off the top” again in the future, the funds used for solar would be taken from other 

identified airport improvements eligible for AIP funds. In that case, the Airport would need to determine that 

those improvements could be delayed. Other airports (e.g., Portland International Jetport) have recently used 

this funding mechanism to develop solar projects. In order to apply for this grant, the Airport must first 

complete an energy assessment. HMMH advises the Airport consider completing an assessment in the near 

future if interested in possibly pursuing this grant. 

Except for the AIP funding option, proceeding with a solar project at the Airport is dependent on future public 

policy decisions on the local and state level to acquire solar power. While the economics of the two ownership 

options are challenging, these conditions can change quickly, and thus the development of an implementation 

plan is important to be able to respond to an opportunity in a timely manner. Future programs such as a Solar 

Development Incentive Program or regulatory change could be proposed or authorized by the Florida 

legislature and may become available to the City of Naples. Having a siting assessment completed will enable 

the Airport to respond to such opportunities. 

Phase II: Solar Feasibility and Physical Constraints Study 

If the Airport decides to continue exploring the possibility of a solar project, the next step is to identify specific 

project sites and project size(s) based on a physical constraints analysis. In order to move forward with the 

siting study, the future location and height of the Air Traffic Control Towers (ATCT) must be determined 

                                                                 

 

21 Assuming the Airport will not be considered a utility if it generates on-site solar electricity based on the 

specific leasing arrangements with tenants 
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through the ongoing Master Plan process. Once those variables are known, the Airport can begin assessing 

solar sites considering the following criteria: 

 Airport layout plan; 

 Electrical infrastructure; 

 Environmental resources; 

 FAA glare standards; and 

 Obstruction evaluation. 

HMMH will rely on typical U.S. airport design guidelines based on FAA allowed uses to show where solar panels 

are excluded, as well as utilizing structure height and proximity to navigational aids to evaluate potential 

airspace impacts. Electrical infrastructure location will be reviewed in order to avoid sites that would require 

expensive upgrades and/or interconnections. Environmental resource information will be reviewed to 

determine preferred areas where projects can be developed most cost-effectively with minimal permitting and 

engineering requirements. Once preferred sites are identified, analysis will be conducted using the FAA 

approved GlareGauge tool to model potential glare from the sites. The size of the potential solar array(s) is 

dependent on the characteristics of the selected locations.  
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FACILITY NEEDS EVALUATION 

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER 

 

Naples Airport 
 
 

A. BACKGROUND 

 

The Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) was constructed in 1992 using local funds along with a $1.2 
million grant from the Florida Department of Transportation. The 82-foot high Control Tower was 
originally commissioned in late 1993 and was initially operated as a non-federal control tower 
(NFCT) with all operational costs (including controller labor) borne by the Airport Authority. In July 
1995, the ATCT was accepted in the FAA’s Federal Contract Tower (FCT) Program and FAA took over 
responsibility for the operational costs to operate the Tower.  
 
Today, the ATCT operates 16 hours daily from 6:00 am until 10:00 pm. There are 8 controllers 
assigned to the Airport, including one manager. In calendar year 2018, the Naples Air Traffic Control 
Tower handled a total of 110,508 aircraft operations1. On February 16, 2018, they experienced their 
peak day for the year with 640 operations. Radio communications for air traffic control operates on 
three frequencies; Local Control on 128.52; Ground Control on 121.6 and; Clearance Delivery on 
118.0. Airport weather and other information is broadcast via the Automated Terminal Information 
Service (ATIS) frequency on 134.225. 
 
The purpose of this report is to document and evaluate the existing facilities, equipment, and 
operational characteristics of the ATCT and to assess its current and future capacity to accommodate 
ATC operations. The observations, comments, opinions, and recommendations expressed in this 
report are those exclusively of Quadrex Aviation and do not reflect the position of the Federal 
Aviation Administration or that of any other federal, state, or local agency. 
 
 
e       
B. ATCT FACILITY ASSESSMENT 

 

General 

 
The ATCT shaft structure consists of six floor levels and is constructed with eight-inch block masonry. 
While the outer dimensions of the shaft is 20 feet square (400 square feet), the area occupied by the 
stairs, elevator, and passageway for circulation leaves only 91 square feet of space available for use 
as an office, break room, or ATCT equipment. The six-sided Tower Cab sits atop the shaft 66.9 feet 
above ground level (AGL) or 74.9 feet above mean sea level (MSL) and has approximately 238 square 
feet of usable space. Various features of the ATCT facility were evaluated following the FAA’s planning 
and design criteria, minimum equipment list (MEL), and other standards and practices.   
 

Tower Cab Visibility and Line-of-Sight Constraints 

The FAA’s control tower siting criteria requires that controllers have an adequate view in order to 
identify aircraft and other objects located at each runway end.  The minimum “angle of incidence” 
from the controller eye level (which is set at 5 feet above the tower cab floor) to the end of each 
runway is 0.80° which allows controllers a line-of-sight perspective view of the airfield. The FAA’s 
                                                             
1 An aircraft operation is a take-off or landing 
2 Between the hours of 10:00 pm and 6:00 am, 128.5 is used by pilots as a Common Traffic Advisory Frequency (CTAF) for 

position announcements and other advisories.  
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ATC Visibility Analysis Tool (ATC-VAT) was used to determine if the minimum line-of-sight angle of 
incidence (0.80°) is met in the current facility.  

The ATCT data was also applied for a two-point lateral discrimination analysis for each runway end. 
This analysis is used to ensure that the controller has sufficient ability to discriminate between two 
or more aircraft located near the runway end and other critical points of the airfield. The FAA’s 
minimum acceptable lateral angle is 0.13° degrees. The view from the ATCT was evaluated based on 
a scenario of one aircraft lined up on the departure end of runway with another aircraft holding short 
(250 feet away). The minimum line-of-sight and lateral discrimination angles occurs for the end of 
Runway 23 which is farthest away from the ATCT. As Table 1 shows, the FAA’s criteria for line-of-
sight for each runway end is met. 

Table 1 

ATCT Line-of-Sight Analysis 

Runway 

End 

Distance from 

ATCT to RW End 

Line of Sight 

Angle [1] 

Lateral Discrimination 

Angle [2] 

RW 5 2,263’ 1.87° 5.88° 

RW 23 4,572’ 0.92° 3.01° 

RW 14 3,483’ 1.21° 3.58° 

RW 32 2,265’ 1.85° * 

* Hold-short area obscured  

[1]  FAA Minimum LOS Angle of Incidence = 0.80° 

[2]  FAA Minimum Object Discrimination Angle = 0.13° 

 
However, for lateral discrimination, there is an area of the airfield where visibility is obstructed by a 
hangar structure.  Figure 1 illustrates that the top of the east end of the “Charlie Hangars” obscures 
the view of the intersection of Taxiway C and the taxilane leading to the “3000 Hangars” area. This 
obscuration occurs near the hold-short line for the aircraft departing on Runway 32. While not an 
ideal solution, the ATCT has a remote camera providing visibility to the obscured area. The camera’s 
angle-of-incidence view of the area is lower than the FAA’s standard. Also, ATCT personnel have 
indicated the video imagery has a four-second latency (lag) which is also contributes to the 
deficiency.  Alternatives for improving the controller’s visibility of the airfield, particularly in the 
vicinity of Runway 32 will be discussed in a subsequent section. 
 

 

ATCT Spatial Characteristics 

 
As mentioned previously, the outer envelope of the ATCT structure is 20 feet by 20 feet (400 square 
feet). Constructed with eight-inch masonry block, each level of the tower shaft has a total of 336 square feet (sf) of interior space (18’4” by 18’4”). Most of the space on each level is dedicated to 
circulation within the building including an elevator, a fire-rated stairwell, and other functions. The 
area these spaces consume include: 
 

Elevator Shaft 48.3 sf 
Stairs & Landing 88.8 sf 
Passageway  97.8 sf 
Cable Chase 5.3 sf 
Utility Chase 7.7 sf 
Total Circulation & Utilities 247.9 sf 
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Figure 1 

ATCT Field-of-View Deficiency (Runway 32) 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 presents the utilization of the space typically available on Levels 1-6. After the space 
occupied for circulation (elevator, stairs, and passageway), each of the levels of the shaft have only 
about 91 sf of total usable floor area remaining, split between two separate spaces at opposed sides 
of the shaft. The primary area is roughly 62 sf of available space located in the northeast corner. The 
secondary space occupies the southwest corner and has about 29 sf of usable space. 
 

Table 2 

ATCT Space Utilization 

Level  Primary Space Secondary Space Remarks 

Level 1 Elevator Equipment Janitor Closet (w/sink)  

Level 2 ATCT Equipment (NAA) ATCT Equipment  

Level 3 ATCT Equipment (FAA) Storage  

Level 4 ATC Manager’s Office Vacant (Lockable) Office not Lockable (per MEL) 

Level 5 Breakroom Storage Refrigerator/Microwave/ Sink 

Level 6 Restroom (Lockable) Landing / Stairs to Cab One Toilet/One Wash Basin 

Tower Cab ATCT  
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Level 1 – First Floor 
 
Figure 2 illustrates the Level 1 floor plan and shows the typical areas set aside for the elevator shaft, 
stairs, and circulation passageway. Entrance to the ATCT is provided by two secured doors. The 
primary space on this level is set aside for the elevator equipment room. There is also a janitor closet 
with a service sink in the enclosed secondary space. 
 

 

Figure 2 

Level 1 Space Utilization 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Level 1 Notes:   
Primary Use of Space:  Elevator Equipment  61.8 sf 
Secondary Use of Space: Janitor Closet w/Sink 28.9 sf 
Total Usable Floor Space:  90.7 sf 
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Level 2 – Second Floor 
 
This level is dedicated for the airport-owned ATCT equipment. The primary space accommodates 
equipment racks for radio communications and weather equipment. The secondary area also 
includes ATCT equipment. 
 

Figure 3 

Level 2 Space Utilization 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Level 2 Notes:   
Primary Use of Space:  ATCT Equipment  61.8 sf 
Secondary Use of Space: ATCT Equipment 28.9 sf 
Total Usable Floor Space: 90.7 sf 

ATCT Equipment 
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Level 3 – Third Floor 
 
The Airport’s and FAA’s ATCT equipment occupies much of the third floor primary and secondary 
spaces. 
 
 

Figure 4 

Level 3 Space Utilization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Level 3 Notes:   
Primary Use of Space:  ATCT Equipment  61.8 sf 
Secondary Use of Space: Storage 28.9 sf 
Total Usable Floor Space:  90.7 sf 
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Level 4 – Fourth Floor 
 The ATCT manager’s office is located in the primary area of this level. The 62 sf of office space is open 
space and not currently configured to allow for a locking door which is a requirement of the FAA’s 
Minimum Equipment List. The minimal amount of space available for office prevents the manager 
from hosting a meeting with more than one seated person at a time. 
 

 

Figure 4 

Level 4 Space Utilization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Level 4 Notes:   
Primary Use of Space:  ATCT Manager’s Office  61.8 sf 
Secondary Use of Space: Storage/Supplies 28.9 sf 
Total Usable Floor Space:  90.7 sf 
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Level 5 – Fifth Floor  
 The controllers’ breakroom is located in the primary space on this level and is sparsely furnished. The space allocated for the controllers’ breakroom is 62 sf and accommodates a full-size refrigerator, 
microwave, and a dish sink. The space is furnished with a small table with two straight-backed chairs. 
The secondary area is enclosed with a lockable door and is currently vacant. 

 

 

Figure 6 

Level 5 Space Utilization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

5th Floor Notes:   
Primary Use of Space:  Break Room  61.8 sf 
Secondary Use of Space: Locker Room 28.9 sf 
Total Usable Floor Space:  90.7 sf 
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Level 6 – Sixth Floor 
 The controllers’ restroom is located in the primary space on this level just below the tower cab. The 
restroom has one toilet (no urinal) and washbasin behind a lockable door. Secondary area is used as 
a landing for the stairs leading up to the Cab. 
 
 

Figure 7 

Level 6 Space Utilization 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Level 6 Notes:   
Primary Use of Space:  Restroom  61.8 sf 
Total Usable Floor Space:  61.8 sf 
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Level 7 – Tower Cab 
 
The six-sided tower cab is a separate steel frame structure set atop the masonry block shaft. The Cab 
floor is set at 66.9 feet above ground level (74.9 MSL). The Cab has a total of 238 sf of usable floor 
space which does not include the stairs and landing. The consoles are 36 inches deep from the wall 
and surrounds much of the Cab area. The console space is used for communications, weather data 
displays, and other monitors and controls. The console space consumes 103 sf which leaves only 135 
sf of actual floor space for controllers to operate. 
 

Figure 8 

ATCT Control Cab Space Utilization 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cab Floor Notes:   
Primary Use of Space:  Controller Floor Space 134.6 sf 
Other Use of Space: Equipment Consoles 103.5 sf 
Total Usable Floor Space: 238.1 sf 

Consoles 

Floor Space 
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Generally, there are two controllers on duty during the normal hours of operation. One exception 
occurs during the early morning and late evening periods when there might be only one controller 
handing all three ATC responsibilities (LCL/GND/CD). At other times there may be a third controller 
who will handle clearance delivery and during peak seasonal periods where a fourth controller may 
be on duty in the Cab to assist the local controller. At times, the ATCT manager may also be in the cab 
as a supervisor or relief controller.  
 
 

ATCT Spatial Assessment 

 
The ATCT was initially designed ostensibly as a fit for a constrained capital budget. Since then, the 
level and complexity of air traffic in and out of APF has grown significantly since then including the 
number of jets among the fleet mix. The space needed to handle the responsibilities of providing air 
traffic control is constrained by the size of the Cab and the available space in the tower shaft levels 
make it difficult to provide adequate areas suitable for basic functions for offices, training, break 
room, etc. The area consumed by the stairs, elevator, and the circulation passageways allow only 
marginal space for accommodating any activity necessary for the operation of the ATCT. 
 
In contrast to more recent contemporary ATCT designs, there is 228 square feet less usable space 
available in the shaft levels for ATCT purposes after the elevator, stairs, and circulation passageways 
are accounted for.  In the existing Cab, there is 123 square feet less usable floor space (not including 
the floor space occupied by the consoles) than a modern cab design. Figure 9 illustrates a scaled 
comparison between the shaft floor plans and Figure 10 shows a similar contrast of Cab floor plans. 
 
Alternatives for providing adequate space for meeting current and future air traffic control 
requirements include: 
 

- Renovation and space reallocation 
- Construct base building 
- Construct new ATCT 

 
Renovation and Space Reallocation 
 
Renovation and reallocation of the available space in the existing ATCT is a potential alternative to 
relieve the current spatial deficiencies. An extensive program to gain greater efficiencies into how 
the spaces are used should be evaluated using creative interior and industrial design techniques to 
take full advantage of the space available on each level. 
  
ATCT Shaft Levels  

 
The ATCT equipment rooms (Levels 2 and 3) all appear cluttered with equipment racks with an 
assortment of operational equipment components. Cables and wires to the equipment is in places 
disorganized. Available areas for storage for supplies and other materials are scattered among the 
six levels of the tower shaft. These areas could be reorganized and new equipment racks installed to 
standardize the placement, layout, and make access to the equipment more efficient. A cable 
management system would also provide more effective servicing of the ATCT equipment. 
 The space for the air traffic manager’s office (Level 4) is cramped with basic furniture (desk, chair, 
locking file cabinets, etc.) and does not have a lockable door as required by the FAA’s MEL. There is space for only one visitor’s chair. Reorganizing this space using modern furniture and a creative 
layout could help provide adequate room to accommodate more than one visitor and potentially 
allow reconfiguration for a lockable door.  
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Existing Shaft Level Floor Plan (Usable Area = 91 sf) 

Figure 9 

ATCT Tower Shaft Floor Plan Comparison 

 
 
 
 
 
  

Typical Shaft Level Floor Plan (Usable Area = 319 sf)  
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Existing Cab Level Floor Plan (Floor Area = 135 sf) 

 
Figure 10 

ATCT Tower Cab Comparison 

  

Typical Cab Level Floor Plan (Area = 258 sf) 
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The breakroom is sparsely furnished with a refrigerator, microwave, sink, a small table, and two 
straight-back chairs. Like the ATM’s office space, the breakroom could be redesigned to provide more 
available space for controllers.  
 
ATCT Tower Cab 

 
General planning practices suggest 40 sf per controller (8 ft across and 5 ft back ) which suggests that 
120 sf is necessary to accommodate three controllers. However, in the existing Cab this leaves little 
room for much else. Having three to four controllers operating simultaneously in such a constrained 
space is difficult, especially when each is conducting their own radio communications 
simultaneously. According to the ATCT manager, at times everybody broadcasting at the same time 
elevates noise level in the space making it difficult to concentrate. Also, each controller is connected 
physically by a cord to the radio equipment jacks and can easily get entangled. 
 
The ATCT consoles are 36 inches deep and could be reorganized and reconfigured to make the Cab 
more efficient when all the positions are occupied. The reconfiguration of the Cab could include the 
layout of ergonomic features such as chairs, monitors, displays, and control panel for each position 
and incorporate new cabinets and other storage spaces for manuals, supplies, and other materials. 
 
 
Construct/Install Base Building 
 
The renovation and reallocation of space in the ATCT will not completely resolve the issues related 
to the dearth of space available in the existing facility for ATC functions. The addition of a base 
building to support the spatial needs of the tower should be considered. A base building can provide 
additional space needed to support air traffic control services. These functions can include ATCT 
equipment, manager/administration offices, breakroom, training room, restrooms, lockers, storage, 
etc. It is estimated that a total of 1,000 square feet of space would satisfy the spatial needs for 
relocating and expanding the following functions: 
 

 Manager’s Office 200 sf 
 Training/Breakroom 350 sf 
 Admin Office 150 sf 
 Restrooms/Showers 200 sf 
 Mechanical Room   100 sf 
 Total 1,000 sf 

 
 
Construct New ATCT 
 
The existing ATCT is undersized for the level of activity handled at the Airport, especially during the 
seasonal busy periods. The renovation of the Tower and adding a base building are attempts to make 
the ATCT more efficient however, these are compromises for a situation that may not be sufficient to 
support ATC functions over the long-term. 
 
While the current ATCT meets all FAA runway end line-of-sight and other siting criteria, there is the 
situation where the view of the hold-short line at the end of Runway 32 is obscured. Also, the hold-
short lines for Runway 23 are not visible from the Cab.   
 
The location and cab floor height (67’ AGL) will affect the ability to fully develop the West Quadrant 
of the Airport. The height of structures in this area would be limited to avoid obstructing the view of 
Taxiway C towards the end of Runway 14.  
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Considering the future needs of the Airport to support full development of aviation facilities in 
addition to mitigate the shortcomings of the existing tower would suggest it would be prudent to plan 
for a new ATCT appropriately sized and located in an optimum location to support air traffic control 
services. General areas that are potentially available for locating a new ATCT include: 
 

 Site 1 – Adjacent to existing ATCT  
 Site 2 – TVOR site (West Quadrant) 
 Site 3 – ARFF facility site (North Quadrant) 

 
Figure 11 illustrates the relative location of each alternative site. 
 

Figure 11 

Alternative ATCT Sites 

 

 
 
 
 

Site 1 

Site 2 

Site 3 
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 While a detailed site analysis was beyond the project’s scope, a preliminary assessment of potential 
ATC sites was conducted to determine minimum ATCT floor heights necessary to provide full 
unobstructed line-of-sight to the entire airfield after buildout of available aeronautical property. 
Table 3 presents a summary of the assessment. 
 

Table 3 

Alternative ATCT Site Assessment 

 

Site Location 

Critical  

Distance (RW) 

Min. Cab Floor 

Height (AGL) 1 

Controlling 

Obstruction 

Adjusted Cab Floor 

Height (AGL) 

Site 1 Adjacent to Existing ATCT 4,559’ (RW 23) 63.7’ Charlie Hgr 96.7’ 
Site 2 TVOR Site  3,796’ (RW 23) 53.0’ None 53.3’ 
Site 3 Old ARFF Site  4,009’ (RW 5) 56.0’ None 56.6’ 

Notes:  
1  Minimum angle of incidence 0.80o 

 
In all cases, a new ATCT would be designed to provide optimum visibility for the entire airfield and 
have the space available within the structure to accommodate a full-size tower cab as well as 
adequate office/equipment space in the levels below. 
 
Alternatives Schedule and Costs  
 
The schedule for the alternatives to address the ATCT facility issues can be mutually exclusive or 
combined through sequential phasing. Short-term, the timing for each recommended component will 
be dependent primarily on the priority given to resolve the issues and the availability of funding. 
Another factors includes the potential degree of disruption of the day-to-day ATC operation 
especially during the busy season (November–April). The long-term recommendation (new ATCT) 
will require extensive planning and programming to satisfy FAA requirements and to program 
funding for development.  
 

Renovation and Space Reallocation 
 
A renovation project could be challenging to the on-going operation of the ATCT however, creative 
staging of the critical portions of the work could offset the extent and length of necessary disruptions. 
Renovation of the shaft levels is estimated to take 4-6 weeks and could be accomplished with 
intermittent outages of equipment but no seriously disruption in the air traffic control operation over 
an extended period. On the other hand, complete renovation of the Cab could take 6-8 weeks due to 
the complexity of working with the ATC equipment and will be disruptive at times. In this case, it 
would be prudent to relocate operations to temporary ATCT facility.  
 
Renovation costs for the ATCT cab and tower shaft levels are difficult to estimate but commissioning 
an interior/industrial design professional may serve to optimize the cost for the benefits that would 
be derived by maximizing the efficiency of the limited space available. 
 
For planning purposes, a rate of $150 per square foot applied to the 1,200 square feet of space (cab 
and shaft floor levels) would suggest that $180,000 be a reasonable estimate to complete the general 
renovation of the spaces. Installation of new ATCT equipment, relocation of existing equipment, and 
other special needs could take another $150,000 to $200,000 to implement. For planning purposes, 
a total of $400,000 should be set aside for the renovation and space reallocation of the ATCT. A more 
detailed description of the phasing is presented in Table 6.  
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Construct/Install Base Building 

 
For purposes of providing additional space through the development of a 1,000 square-foot base 
building, alternatives can include a permanent (bricks and mortar) structure or with the installation 
of a prefabricated/modular unit. A permanent base building would take up to two years to plan, 
permit, design, and construction while a modular structure could be installed within 12-18 months.  
Using a planning figure of $350 per square foot, a permanent base building would cost approximately 
$350,000.  
 
A modular facility would a swifter and less expensive option. A modular structure could be installed 
within a 6-9 month timeframe and at an estimated cost of $150 per sf, cost around $150,000. The 
modular facility option could be used in advance of the renovation project as a means to relocate the manager’s office and breakroom first and free up the space in those levels of the shaft. 
 
For planning and programming purposes, the installation of a modular base building is 
recommended prior to the renovation of the ATCT facility in order to address the spatial needs of the 
ATC operation. Both projects should be strongly considered for implementation within the next 12 
month.  
 

Construct New ATCT 

 
The construction of a new ATCT to replace the existing tower would serve as the ultimate alternative 
for providing an adequate facility for providing ATC services.  The fundamental steps and timeline 
for developing a new ATCT include: 
 
 a. Siting Analysis/Comparative Safety Assessment (12-18 months) 
 b. Environmental Assessment (12-18 months) [conducted concurrently with Siting Analysis] 
 c. Engineering Design (12 months) 
 d. Construction/Commissioning (12-18 months) 
 
The 3-4 year timeline is based on recent experience with the development of a replacement ATCT 
and assumes that funding for each step is readily available.  
 
The total cost of development for a replacement ATCT would range from $5 to $7 million based on 
the ultimate height of the structure and the need for infrastructure to support the tower. ATCT 
development is eligible for federal (maximum participation at 90 percent) and FDOT (maximum of 
80 percent of the Sponsor’s share) funding assistance. The FAA Reauthorization Act (2018) lifted the 
previous $2 million cap on federal involvement in ATCT development and provided an additional source of federal funding through the FAA’s “Small Airport Fund”.  
 
The existing ATCT facility is 25 years old and will eventually reach the end of its useful life (40 years) 
requiring replacement on that basis. The initial stages for developing a new ATCT should be 
programmed as a late short-term/early intermediate term project (5-7 years). In the meantime, areas 
near the aforementioned alternate sites should be preserved for potential use in future years.   

 

 

 

C. MINIMUM EQUIPMENT LIST (MEL)  
 
The FAA requires certain equipment for providing air traffic services by facilities operated under the 
FCT program. This minimum equipment list (MEL) outlines the number and uses for communicating 
with aircraft, recording those communications, primary and backup weather data displays and other 
functions.  Attachment A presents a list of ATC equipment owned by the Airport Authority and 
highlights components that meet the MEL and other needs. The following represents an assessment 
of the ATCT equipment including deficiencies as noted in the table. 
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Communications Equipment 

 

Communications Radios 
 
Very High Frequency (VHF) radios, as required, to support level of traffic; i.e., Local Control, Ground 

Control, Automatic Terminal Information Service, Clearance Delivery, and Emergency; one transmitter 

and one receiver for each frequency. Note: Handheld radios are not authorized as primary units. 

Tunable emergency transceiver with backup power supply (to provide backup VHF communication). 

 
There are five ATC communications frequencies that require at least a transmitter and four that 
require a receiver. The FAA requires that the transmission and reception functions for the primary 
radios are provided by separate equipment (i.e., no transceivers). While the FAA only requires a 
single backup radio for any of the frequencies which can be provided by a multi-frequency 
transceiver, a common practice is to have a backup transmitter and receiver for each frequency. 
Table 4 presents the list of the communications radios. 
 

Table 4 

ATCT Communications Radios 

Function Frequency Primary Backup Remarks 

Local Control (CTAF) 128.5 CM200VT/VR CM200VT/VR  

Ground Control 121.6 CM200VT/VR CM200VT/VR  

Clearance Delivery 118.0 CM200VT/VR CM200VT/VR  

ATIS 134.225 CM200VT CM200VT Transmit Only required 

Emergency All/121.5 IC-A21 n/a Handheld Transceiver 

 
 
The ATCT has purposed radio transmitters and receivers for each of its assigned frequencies. ATC 
equipment also includes backup transmitters and receivers for each frequency as well. The primary 
and backup transmitters and receivers are Motorola CM200 Voice radio series and were among the 
original ATC equipment installed in 1996 to meet the FCT MEL. The emergency backup radio is an 
ICOM A21 handheld transceiver which has a limited transmission range due to its low power-to-
signal output.  
 
Voice Switch 
  
Voice switch communication equipment, with direct access line to controlling instrument flight rules 

facility, capable of radio and telephone ATC communication. This must include the capability of headset 

use and instructor/student override capabilities. 

 
A Frequentis VCS 3020X voice switching system (VSS) provides touchscreen communications control 
in the Cab. The VSS processing unit is located on Level 3 while the touchscreen control panels are 
located at each of the three controller positions. The Frequentis VCS is standard equipment used by 
the FAA in many of their own control towers. The VSS appears to be fully functional and ATC 
personnel indicated they have had no technical problems with the equipment. 
Voice Recorder 
 
A multi-channel, multi-line digital voice recorder system with a remote alarm, for continuous 

unattended recording of each position used for receiving/transmitting ATC clearances and ATIS. It must 

meet the requirements of FAA Orders JO 7210.3 [Facility Operation and Administration] and JO 8020.16 

[Air Traffic Organization Aircraft Accident and Aircraft Incident Notification, Investigation, and 

Reporting Document Information]. 
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A digital voice recorder is required by FAA to assist in the investigation of accidents, incidents, and 
other ATC matters. The Tower’s voice recorder is an ATIS PL–3200 with the capability of recording 
up to 32 channels. The unit was replaced in 2008 and although it has reached the end of its useful life 
(10 years), it remains fully functional. The unit is located in the Cab on one of the consoles which does 
not provide a quiet or private environment.  Remote access of the recordings to review and download 
broadcasts is performed using a standalone software program which, according to the ATCT 
manager, is cumbersome.  
 
Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS) 
  
Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS), (for towers with 50,000 or more annual operations). 

 

The ATIS provides an informational broadcast for pilots regarding the Airport’s current weather 
conditions, runways in use, NOTAMs, and other information. Typically the ATIS broadcast is prepared 
by a controller manually, taking the weather information from the automated weather observation 
system and adding other important information to the recorded message. Currently, ATIS messages 
for the Airport are recorded in the Cab using a telephone handset connected to an Inter Alia SB X2 
processor. The recorded ATIS is transmitted over a dedicated radio frequency. 
 
The practice of manually recording ATIS messages in the Cab adds to the often noisy environment of 
the various radio and conversational communications especially during busy periods. Providing a 
second location where ATIS messages can be recorded to alleviate some of the physical and vocal 
congestion in the cab.  
 

ASOS/Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS) Interface Unit (AAIU). 
 

Facilities equipped with an ATIS and an automated weather system with broadcast capability must be 

equipped with an FAA-approved interface switch that inhibits the automated system from broadcasting 

the weather while the FCT is open. 

 
The FAA requires ATCTs with ATIS have an ASOS/ATIS interface unit (AAIU) to prevent the broadcast 
of basic ASOS weather information while the ATCT is operational to avoid conflicting information. 
The ATCT has an Astronics DME ASOS/ATIS interface unit which is operational with no known issues. 
The original manufacturer was apparently acquired by another firm and does not appear to continue 
offering the AAIU. Service for the existing unit is still available through the company. 
 
Backup Weather Equipment 

 

FAA requires a backup source for basic weather information in case the primary weather source 
(ASOS) is out of commission. The backup weather information must come from a source independent 
from the primary weather and includes: 
 

- Wind data (direction/velocity) 
- Temperature/dew point 
- Altimeter setting 

 
Each of these must have a monitor visible to controllers in the cab. 
 
Wind Data 
 
Backup wind data is provided by a standalone RM Young Wind Sensor located on top of a 20-foot 
tower structure near Taxiway “T”. A single RM Young Wind Tracker provides the wind data display 
in the Cab.  
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Sensor Tower 
 
Typically, the backup wind sensor tower should be located at a height equivalent to that of the 
primary wind sensor (ASOS) which is normally 30 feet AGL. The existing 20-foot sensor tower should 
be replaced with a 30-foot tower.  
 
Backup Temperature/Dewpoint Data 
 While required by the FAA’s MEL, there is currently no backup temperature and dewpoint 
information available for display in the Cab. Backup temperature and dewpoint sensors should be 
installed on the Sensor Tower and a temperature/dewpoint data display located in the Cab. 
 
Altimeter Setting 
 
The backup altimeter setting is measured and displayed in the Cab using a calibrated Wallace and 
Kiernan analog altimeter with the pressure port calibrated for 75 feet AGL (84 feet MSL). While 
calibrated analog altimeters are acceptable, the W&K altimeter display is not readily observable from 
each of the three controller positions and requires an up-close inspection of the needle position to 
discern the current altimeter setting. Also, the W&K altimeter is not among the FAA’s approved list 
of backup weather equipment. 
 
A digital altimeter setting indicator (DASI) should be installed in the Cab using a digital pressure port 
located near ground level or calibrated to compensate for the elevation of the pressure port if located 
elsewhere.  
 
Operations Floor Equipment 

 
The FAA has additional equipment requirements for supporting ATC functions in the Cab. These 
include: 
 

- Digital Clock Calibrated to UTC 
- Signal Light Gun 
- Controller Chairs 
- Binoculars (7 X 50 or greater) – Two Pair 

 
Digital Clock 
 The FAA’s MEL requires at least one digital 24-hour time source with hours-minutes-seconds display 
visible from operating positions. The digital clock in the Cab is a Spectracom NetClock with a green 
display. The GPS signal which calibrates the clock to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is provided 
through a Spectracom NetClock/GPS 9200 series receiver. According to the manufacturer, the 
receiver is no longer supported but an upgraded 9400 series receiver compatible with the clock 
display is available if necessary.  
 

Signal Light Gun 
 
The FAA requires a signal light gun with a backup power source. The ATCT’s signal light gun is made 
by Thorn DNT which was acquired by Astronics. Astronics continues to manufacture the light gun 
however the signal light source (incandescent) and rechargeable (NiCad) batteries have been 
recurring issues. The signal light gun should be replaced to take advantage of updated technology 
(LEDs and lithium-ion batteries). 
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Controller Chairs 
 

The FAA requires controller chairs to be fully adjustable and capable of supporting high intensity use. 
In addition, they must be resistant to electrostatic discharge (ESD). There are currently four chairs 
by various manufacturers located in the Cab. Three of these are in good condition however, one chair 
is showing signs of wear and should be replaced.  
 
Non-Operating Equipment 

 
As mentioned earlier, the FAA also specifies the need for a lockable office for the ATCT manager as 
well as a lockable file cabinet as part of the MEL. Currently, the manager’s office is located in the 
primary space of Level 4 which includes only 62 sf of usable space. The manager has a lockable 
cabinet but the office space is open and currently not configured for installing a lockable door without 
further constraining the space. In practice, whenever the manager needs confidentiality, they lock 
out the fourth floor stop of the elevator with the understanding that if the fourth floor is unavailable 
as a choice, the office “door” is closed. However, access to the fourth level is still available using the 
stairs and is not lockable. 
 
A training/breakroom with desk, chairs, and table are also facilities that are required to be provided. 
Although not specifically associated with the breakroom, the FAA’s MEL lists a refrigerator, 
microwave, and a dish sink as requirements. The breakroom is located on Level 5 and consists of a 
10 ft by 9 ft area of open space that includes a refrigerator, microwave, and dish sink. The remaining 
space provides room for only a small table and two straight-backed chairs. 
 
Telecommunications Services 
 
There are several dedicated communications lines installed in the Tower for serving a variety of 
services. Among the telecommunications requirements FAA expects to be provided by the Airport 
include a high-speed internet connection to support their telecommunications infrastructure (FTI) 
lines. The internet connection is provided by a dedicated router that in turn provides a connection to 
an internal local area network (LAN) which includes: 
 

- network switch for distribution 
- uninterrupted power supply (UPS) 
- rack-mounted panel for circuit connections 

 
The network router, switch, and patch panel are fully functional with no apparent issues. As can be 
seen, FAA is responsible for certain voice and data functions. Voice communications are direct lines 
using voice over IP (VoIP) using FAA leased FTI lines.  
 
The Airport provides other dedicated communications lines primarily for administrative and 
emergency services.  In addition, dedicated phone lines have been set up to connect the Cab with the 
ASOS unit as well as a means to control the rotating beacon. 
 
Table 5 list the dedicated telecommunication lines associated with the operation of the tower. 
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Table 5 

ATCT DEDICATED TELECOMMUNICATIONS LINES 

Line Type Function Circuit 

FAA 
Shout Line Voice Direct line to RSW TRACON FTIH-P-024490 
Flight Data (FDIO) Data Flight Data Information (Flight Plans) 93.PLNT.208833.UFLG 
Flight Service Voice Direct line to Leidos Flight Service FTIH-P-015425001 (007) 
NOTAM System Data NOTAM Entry FTIH-MS-032965 

Provider:  Harris Systems 

 

NAA 

ATCT/ASOS Data NWS Weather Display  95.FDDA.213559.UFLG 
ATCT/RSW TRACON Voice Voice Line to RSW (Backup) 93.PLNT.208616.UFLG 
ATCT/Unicom Voice Voice Line to GA Terminal 91.PLNA.208604.UFLG 
ATCT/Emergency Voice NPESD/ARFF/Ops (Crash Phone) 92.PLNA.208617.UFLG 
ATCT/Rotating Beacon Voice Rotating Beacon Control  

Provider: Embarq (CenturyLink) 

 There are opportunities to consolidate the Airport’s telecommunications lines by alleviating 
redundancies and removing existing work-arounds.  
 
 

Building Equipment/Specifications 

 
The FAA spells out in the MEL other components that are necessary to support the ATCT. 
 
Airfield Lighting Control Panel  
 
Among the equipment required in the Cab includes an airfield lighting control panel (ALCP) which 
must include an on/off switch for the Airport’s rotating beacon. The ALCP for the Cab includes the 
controls for the runway and taxiway lighting circuits and a switch for the rotating beacon. However, 
the switch for the rotating beacon is currently inoperative. The beacon is currently controlled by a 
dedicated phone line which uses a touch-tone code to operate. 
 
Window Shades 
 
Window shades that meet FAA specifications must be included for all tower cab windows. The shades 
were replaced in October 2018 and are in excellent condition. 
 
Position Lighting 
 
Position lighting with rheostat controls for each controller positions in addition to the administrative 
area in the cab are also requirements of the FAA’s MEL. While not exactly considered position 
lighting, there are variable controls on each of the three controller positions for ceiling-mounted 
track lighting focused on their spot. 
 
Floor Covering 
 
Like the controller chairs, the floor cover must be ESD resistant. The current carpeting was replaced 
in 2017 and meets the ESD compliance requirements. 
 

Restroom Facilities 
 
The FAA requires a restroom one floor below the Cab. The restroom for the ATCT is located on Level 
6 and has one toilet (no urinal) and a washbasin behind a lockable door. 
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Backup Generator 
 
For any ATCT with an elevator, a generator for backup power is required. The ATCT has a 100 KW 
diesel-powered generator which was replaced in 2007 which not only provides power to the elevator 
but also supplies backup power to the entire tower. 
 
 
Other Needs 

 
Discussions with the ATCT manager indicated several needs that would enhance the operational 
efficiency of the tower 
 
Digital ATIS 
 
A digital ATIS (D-ATIS) where the ATIS message is digitally constructed using ASOS data using text-
to-voice technology. A D-ATIS is an add-on component of the AWOS processor that prepares in 
advance the basic ATIS weather message for broadcast and serves to relieve controller workload by 
avoiding having to record the message manually.    
 
Controller Assistance Alert 
 
At certain times of the day, only one controller is on duty in the Cab. In the event the controller needs 
immediate assistance, a “panic button” type signaling and audio paging system would provide an 
audio and visual alert to all other floors for a response. 
 
Dedicated Crash Phone 
 
Currently, alerting ARFF, law enforcement, and airport operations for an immediate response is 
provided through one of many “speed dial” settings on the existing phone in the Cab. This has led to 
occasional false alarms due to mis-dialing. The alert system is also subject to the vulnerabilities of 
the existing phone. 
 
A dedicated crash phone would provide a segregated and secure communications link for contacting 
the necessary emergency services. The construction of a new ARFF station next to the ATCT will 
facilitate this need.   
 
Airfield Video Camera System 
 
The existing video camera system used to view the Runway 32 hold-short area is limited to one low 
angle perspective which makes it difficult for controllers to discern if aircraft are lined up behind the 
hold-short line. The system also has a four-second latency and occasionally requires resetting to 
ensure the image has not locked up. 
 
Another area on the airfield that controllers have difficulty discerning the location of an aircraft in 
relation to the hold-short line for where Taxiways A and D intersect the end of Runway 23. While 
aircraft are visible, the actual airfield pavement in this area is not visible from the Cab. At 4,572 feet, 
the end of Runway 23 is the farthest distance on the airfield from the ATCT. A video camera focusing 
on both hold-short lines of Taxiways A and D at the end of Runway 23 would enhance the controller 
the visibility of that area. A video system capable of providing near real-time imagery and that can 
present a second angle perspective of the area would provide better visibility and an element of 
redundancy for viewing the areas near the end of the runways. 
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Integrated Display System 
 
Currently, there are a multitude of base-mounted monitors and displays located on the cab consoles. 
These include: 
 

- ASOS (Wind/Temperature/Altimeter 
- Time (UTC) 
- Flight Data Input/Output (FDIO)  
- Current ATIS 
- Weather Radar  
- NOTAMs 

 
Much of this information could be consolidated onto one monitor and alleviate some of the clutter in 
the Cab. The opportunity to present information to the controllers in an organized array should be 
considered to provide data in one focused view from anywhere in the Cab. 
 
 

D.   SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
The Naples Air Traffic Control Tower has served to support ATC services for the past 25 years, 
averaging 112,000 operations per year during the 1995-2018 period.  In 2005, APF logged a record 
total of 158,400 operations and in 2018, the ATCT handled 110,500 aircraft operations.  The facility 
has not been renovated since its commissioning and the limited amount of space available both in 
the Cab and the offices and rooms below make for a challenging work environment for the 8 
controllers and manager. 
 
The recommendations for the short-term includes the installation of a modular base building to 
expand and add the amount of area available for support functions currently provided on the shaft 
levels.  These include the manager’s office, breakroom, administration office, breakroom/training 
room, and a restroom/locker/shower area. Approximately 1,000 square feet of additional space 
would suffice for accommodating these functions while opening space among the shaft levels for 
other purposes.  
 
Following the installation of a base building, a complete renovation of the Cab and shaft levels is 
recommended. The available space on six shaft levels should be renovated and reconfigured to better 
accommodate the various functions. Application of creative techniques to provide more efficient use 
of the space through layouts, furniture, and fixtures should provide an improved working 
environment for the ATC staff. The same opportunity exists for the Cab however, care must be given 
to avoid disruption of ATC services over an extended period. A temporary tower will likely be 
necessary in order to work expeditiously in this area. 
 
Ultimately, the existing ATCT will reach the end of its useful life and require replacement.  The short-
term recommendation (5-7 years) suggests planning for a new ATCT to be constructed during the 
intermediate-term (8-11 years) in a location that would not compromise nor be compromised by 
existing or planned development on airport property. Viable sites include the area near the existing 
TVOR which is slated for decommissioning (Site 2) and the area near the existing ARFF building (Site 
3) which is being replaced by a new facility near the existing ATCT. 
 
Other needs that were identified in the ATCT assessment included deficiencies in certain equipment specified in the FAA’s Minimum Equipment List (MEL) including: 
    

- Backup Temperature/Dewpoint Sensor and Monitor (missing) 

- Backup Weather Sensor Tower (existing tower too short) 

- Backup Altimeter (Digital) (current altimeter non FAA-approved) 
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These deficiencies should be addressed in the very near-term (1-2 years). 
 
There are also opportunities to upgrade or install new equipment to assist ATC controllers in the Cab. 
Some of the major items that were identified include: 
 

- Automated ATIS  [New] (reduce controller workload) 

- Digital Voice Recorder [Upgrade/Replace] (end-of-life/improved efficiency) 

- Backup Altimeter (Digital) (current altimeter non FAA-approved) 

- Airfield Video Camera System [Upgrade] (improved visibility – RW 32/RW 23) 

- Integrated Display System  [New] (improved ATC/Weather data display) 

 
Table 6 presents a summary of the facility and equipment needs for the Air Traffic Control Tower. 
Phasing and rough order-of-magnitude costs are also included in the table. 
 
 



Item Description Initiate Est. Cost Remarks

ATCT Equipment (Required) Equipment Necessary to meet FCT Mininmum Equipment List (MEL)

1 Digital Altimeter (Backup) 10/2020 7,500 MEL - Install Sensor/Display (replace current altimeter {not FAA approved})

2 Temp/Dew Point (Backup) 10/2020 3,500 MEL - Install Sensor/Display (missing)

3 Sensor Tower (Backup) 10/2020 17,500 MEL - Replace Sensor Tower (same height as ASOS - 30') 

4 Beacon Switch 10/2020 5,000 MEL - Repair Beacon Switch (on ALCP) {also repair Backup GND Transmitter}

5 Controller Chair 10/2020 1,800 MEL - Replace Chair (end of useful life)

6 Crash Phone 10/2020 500 MEL - Dedicated phone/line to ARFF/EMS/Ops

7 Telecommunications 10/2020 1,500 MEL - Consolidate Phone Lines

8 Voice Recorder 10/2020 35,000 MEL - Replace/Upgrade

9 Tunable Emergency Radio (Backup) 10/2020 20,000 MEL - Replace Handheld battery-powered radio 

Subtotal $92,300

ATCT Equipment (Optional) Additional Equipment to Reduce Workload & Maximize Efficiency

10 Digital ATIS 10/2021 55,000 Text-Speech digital messaging  (CTO Workload/Cab Environment)

11 Intercom 10/2020 2,000 Controller Assistance messaging

12 Airfield Video Camera (Phase I) 10/2021 25,000 High-Res Video of RW 32 Hold Short Line (2nd angle/min latency)

13 Integrated Display System (Primary) 10/2021 75,000 Integrate Display of ASOS/Wx Radar/Time/Other data

14 Integrated Display System (Backup) 10/2022 65,000 Integrate Display of Wind/Temp/Altimeter data (Requires AWOS-1)

Subtotal $222,000

ATCT Equipment (Replacement) Equipment to be Replaced (End of Useful Life)

Communications Radios 10/2023 90,000 MEL - Replace 12 CM-200s installed 1993 / Replace w/CM-300

Controller Chairs 10/2023 6,000 MEL - Replace 3 Chairs (end of useful life)

Signal Light Gun 10/2023 7,500 MEL - Upgrade to LED

Subtotal $103,500

 1,000 sf for Manager's Office/Training & Break Room/Restroom/Offices

1 Planning, Design, & Permitting 10/2019 50,000 Site Plan, Foundation, Utilities, etc.

2 Acquisition & Installation 6/2020 125,000 Install Base Building 

Subtotal $175,000

 Renovate Primary & Secondary Spaces to Maximize Efficiency

3 Level 1 6/2020 7,500 Reorganize/Renovate Elevator Equipment Space/Cable Management/Storage Space

4 Level 2 6/2020 15,000 Reorganize/Renovate ATCT Equipment/Cable Management/Storage Space

5 Level 3 6/2020 15,000 Reorganize/Renovate ATCT Equipment/Cable Management/Storage Space

6 Level 4 9/2020 15,000 Relocate ATCT Manager's Office/Reorganize/Renovate Office & Storage Space

7 Level 5 6/2020 10,000 Relocate Breakroom /Reorganize & Renovate Office & Storage Space

8 Level 6 6/2020 10,000 Reorganize/Renovate Restroom/Storage Space

Subtotal $72,500

 Reorganize/Renovate ATCT Tower Cab to Maximize Efficiency 

9 Consoles & Cabinets 6/2021 50,000 Reorganize/Renovate Controller Stations/Displays for max open floor space

10 Roof Access 6/2021 15,000 Replace Roof Access System

11 Relocate Clearance Delivery 9/2020 40,000 Add Voice Switch/FDIO Display/FDIO Printer/ATIS Messaging

12 Relocate Beacon to Cab Roof 10/2023 30,000 (Optional) Control/Maintenance/Glare/Recover Tower Real Estate

Subtotal $135,000

Preliminary Planning for Replacment ATCT

13 ATCT Siting Analysis 10/2024 300,000 Conduct ATCT Siting Analysis per FAA Order 6480.4C

14 EA for New ATCT 10/2024 150,000 Conduct EA for Siting Analysis and NEPA Compliance

Subtotal $450,000

$1,250,300

Note: All estimates in 2019 dollars

Initial Planning for New ATCT

TOTAL SHORT-TERM ATCT DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

Table 6

ATCT FACILITY NEEDS (SHORT-TERM)

ATCT EQUIPMENT

ATCT FACILITY (EXISTING)

ATCT FACILITY (NEW)

Install Temporary Modular Base Building

Renovate ATCT Levels 1-6

Renovate Tower Cab
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APPENDIX G 

Recycling, Reuse, and Waste Reduction Plan 

In 2012, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 was 

issued and included a new requirement for airport master plans to address recycling by: 

 

 Assessing the feasibility of solid waste recycling at the airport; 

 Minimizing the generation of waste at the airport; 

 Identifying operations and maintenance requirements; 

 Reviewing waste management contracts; and 

 Identifying the potential for cost savings or generation of revenue. 

Subsequent to the passing of the FAA Reauthorization bill, the FAA issued guidance1 on preparing 

recycling, reuse, and waste reduction plans as part of airport master plans. This appendix provides 

detailed information regarding the management of Naples Airport (APF) waste and recycling 

programs. This Recycling, Reuse, and Waste Reduction Plan (RRWRP) includes a review of APF’s 

waste management and recycling operations throughout the terminal facilities and airfield, as well 

as a review of tenant practices.  

 Airport Description and Background 

APF began by recycling cardboard in the 1990’s. In 2009, the airport advanced their recycling 

program to include mixed recycling, including paper, cardboard, aluminum cans, newspapers, 

batteries, ink and toner cartridges, waste oil, scrap metal, light bulbs, and electronics, including 

monitors. In 2010 the airport staff used recycled products whenever possible and the custodial staff 

used and continue using 100 percent recycled paper products. Collier County does not mandate 

recycling at the airport. Solid waste and recycling collection is provided by the City of Naples.  

Airport management has direct control over waste disposed of in the parking lots, public and APF 

terminal spaces (General Aviation Terminal, Commercial Airline Terminal, and offices), and the 

airfield. 

There are several airport tenants that have informal recycling programs. For example, there are 

tenants that currently recycle cardboard and scrap metals.  

 
1 FAA. Guidance on Airport Recycling, Reuse, and Waste Reduction Plans. September 30, 2014. 

http://www.faa.gov/airports/environmental/media/airport-recyclinH-reuse-waste-reduction-plans-guidance.pdf  

http://www.faa.gov/airports/environmental/media/airport-recycling-reuse-waste-reduction-plans-guidance.pdf
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The majority of waste at an airport is generated by general aviation pilots, passengers, tenants, and 

other airport users. Common waste disposed of at APF includes: 

 Common office/terminal waste: paper, plastic (hard plastic containers and film plastics), 

cans and bottles, food and food-packaging waste, and cardboard boxes. 

 Deplaned waste (e.g., beverage cups and newspapers). 

 Aluminum from aircraft parts. 

 Construction and demolition waste from construction projects. 

 Hazardous waste such as batteries, fluorescent light tubes, and paint. 

 Existing Waste and Recycling Handling at APF 

Airport management is responsible for collecting waste generated by users and employees of the 

terminal facilities. The tenants are responsible for their own trash and recycling disposal. In 

addition to municipal solid waste, APF and some of the tenants have hazardous waste, spill waste, 

and project-related construction and demolition waste, which are typically managed by a 

contractor.  

Containers used to contain APF’s waste (provided by the City of Naples) for collection are located 

at various areas around the airport property (Figure G-1). 

 

Figure G-1 
 Examples of APF Waste and Recycling Containers 

 
 

The City’s recycling facility accepts glass, plastics numbered one through seven, aluminum and 

other metals, paper, and electronic materials. The primary commodity markets in this area are for 

scrap metals (e.g., steel, aluminum); presently, several tenants retain these materials for sale in the 

marketplace.  

Most of the waste generated by APF staff is from the office areas; however, this is a small volume 

relative to the overall waste airport-wide, which is generated by tenants and other airport users. The 
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airport administrative office has several recycling bins located throughout the office areas (Figure 

G-2).  

Figure G-2 
Examples of APF Recycling Bins 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Employees are encouraged to use less paper through the use of electronic files. APF monitors paper 

procurement to ensure there is a decrease in purchasing paper from year to year. Double-sided 

printing is used when possible. Although the airport does not have scheduled commercial service, 

charter flights use the commercial terminal occasionally and rental car companies are located in the 

Commercial Airline Terminal; therefore, there are recycling bins located throughout the public 

areas of this building.  

APF does not have a formalized recycling/waste reduction program; however, the airport and 

tenants have taken steps to reduce waste and increase recycling. Some of the waste minimization 

efforts undertaken by one or more tenants include; double-sided printing and electronic document 

usage/storage. 

Other unique examples of recycling by APF airport staff and tenants include periodically donating 

old project three-ring binders to schools in the area and making recycled waste art shown in Figure 

G-3. The airport also obtains additional recycling cans for special events.  
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Figure G-3 
Waste Art at the On-Airport County Recycling Center 

 

 

There are no formalized goals or targets for recycling and no tracking or reporting on the 

performance of the solid waste recycling programs at APF. Due to the way solid waste and 

recycling services are billed (i.e., flat rate billing rather than by volume), it is difficult to track and 

monitor the airport’s performance. A formalized recycling program could be established, but staff 

time requirements are commonly a challenge to formalizing programs and limited resources are 

available to implement waste-reduction initiatives.  

 Waste Walk-Through 

Based on the size of APF, a waste walk-through was conducted in February 2019 rather than a full 

waste audit. The walk-through included a review of the General Aviation Terminal, Commercial 

Airline Terminal, Annex Office Building, and a sampling of airport tenants.  

The City of Naples is responsible for the removal of recyclables from the airport and does not track 

the actual volume or weight of recycling. The airport has numerous eight-cubic-yard dumpsters for 

mixed recyclables and trash, located around the airfield. The trash is picked up twice a week and 

the recycling is picked up once a week. The daily custodial staff sort out the cardboard and the City 

sorts recycling for trash. The bins in the terminal and office areas were visually inspected during 

the walk through and some contamination was observed (trash and recycling mixed together).  
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 Review of Recycling Feasibility  

APF currently experiences little to no factors that impact the airport’s ability to recycle. There are 

many bins and dumpsters available for recycling located throughout the airport facilities. APF is a 

general aviation airport so it does not accumulate as much recycling as a large commercial-service 

airport, but the airport has taken many strides in advancing their waste reduction and recycling 

efforts. APF also has limited staff resources, which could make some recycling programs 

challenging to implement.  

 Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Requirements 

Airport janitorial staff are responsible for collecting in-house waste from the terminal space and 

offices on a daily basis, transporting the waste to the disposal containers, as well as sorting out the 

cardboard. Additional responsibilities of APF administrative staff include: 

 Tracking and paying bills from the City of Naples Department of Electric Utilities, which 

provides the airport’s recycling removal.  

 Waste containers procured by the Collier County Solid Waste Department. 

 Review of Waste Management Contracts 

The City of Naples is responsible for providing recycling and the County is responsible for waste 

removal services at APF through internal means rather than a third party. A review of recent billing 

statements from the County revealed that APF is charged a flat rate for solid waste services and 

volume information was not available. There is no requirement for, or impediment to, the use of 

environmentally-preferred products.  

APF has more than a dozen commercial business tenants located on airport property. Each company 

has its own lease, with its own time frame. Individual tenant leases were requested from the County; 

however, this information was unavailable.  

 Potential for Cost Savings or Revenue Generation 

The airport may be able to sell scrap metal, particularly from construction and demolition projects. 

Some of the current tenants sell scrap metals, proving the commodity market is present in the area. 

However, the low volume of waste limits the potential for savings or revenue generation potential. 
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 Plan to Minimize Solid Waste Generation 

APF does not have a formalized recycling and waste reduction program, but does encourage and 

support recycling in the airport administrative offices and their terminal facilities. Signage placed 

in the General Aviation Terminal office spaces directs employees to recycle acceptable materials 

instead of placing them in the trash (see Figure G-4). The airport and many tenants have been 

actively recycling municipal solid waste for several years.  

Figure G-4 
Airport Administrative Office Space Recycling Signage 

 

Many initiatives were identified for this RRWRP that would advance APF’s waste reduction and 

recycling efforts. These initiatives include the following. 

 Develop a Waste Reduction Program: Develop and implement a waste reduction 

program and encourage employee participation. The program should incentivize waste 

reduction, diversion, and recycling. Identify relevant waste reduction goals as well as office 

wide recycling methods (e.g., rechargeable batteries, reusable packaging, etc.) and 

individual participation (e.g., reusable water bottles, etc.) to further this program. 

Encourage FBO staff, and other tenants, to increase waste reduction and recycling efforts 

through individual participation by providing reusable coffee cups and water bottles for 

pilots to use in lieu of disposable products when possible. 

 Work Towards a Paperless Office: When possible, encourage all employees and tenants 

to avoid printing unless absolutely necessary. In particular, work with the FBO staff to 

devise a plan to eliminate printing faxes with passenger manifests.  

 Develop Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Procedures: Work to establish 

procedures for purchasing materials with recycled/bio-based content, low toxicity, or other 

environmentally-friendly products. Consider Green Label equipment in purchasing 

guidelines or other equipment that has low emissions and/or low sound levels.  

 Develop an Awareness Campaign: Educate employees, tenants, and passengers about 

proper recycling practices; this could include posters and additional signage. The campaign 
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could also be expanded to encourage the use of reusable water bottles, coffee mugs, and 

lunch containers.  

 Periodic Monitoring: Conduct a monthly walk-through of APF’s offices and terminal 

facilities to monitor the progress of the waste reduction and recycling program.  

 Install Water Bottle Refill Stations: Convert standard water fountains to include water 

bottle filling capability. This would significantly reduce the amount of water bottles used 

in office areas and in the terminals.  

 Convert Soap Dispensers to Foam Soap: Foam soap reduces the amount of soap 

dispensed. Foam soap is also pre-lathered, which reduces the amount of water used per 

wash.  

 Provide Hand Dryers: Install high-efficiency hand dryers in all restrooms and reposition 

towel dispensers to reduce paper towel use. 

 Enhance Tenant Engagement: Coordinate with tenants to consolidate materials and 

improve economies of scale. 

 Update Contract Language: Revise existing contract language to establish waste 

diversion or recycling goals for all tenants, with annual audits and training.  

 Develop and Implement a Construction Waste Plan: Have a management plan that 

requires and tracks recycling of land-clearing debris, cardboard, metal, brick, concrete, 

asphalt, plastic, wood, and glass. This will reduce the construction debris sent to landfills.  

 Host a Periodic Universal Waste Collection Day: Coordinate with the City of Naples 

Solid Waste Department to host a periodic (recommend quarterly or semi-annually) 

collection day for universal waste. Provide an opportunity to airport employees, tenants, 

and the local community to drop off materials such as batteries, lightbulbs, electronics, 

pesticides, and more. 

This plan would not require any significant capital improvements. The most significant investments 

would be providing additional in-house recycling receptacles and high-efficiency hand dryers; both 

of which could be added when there is available operating budget or hand dryers could be included 

as part of restroom renovations. The airport should consider future development projects, and 

whether any of the initiatives would become obsolete or if there would be synergy in implementing 

the initiative as part of a future project (e.g., develop recycling signage when replacing other airport 

signs).  

The recommended plan is flexible and would allow APF to implement initiatives when it is 

financially and logistically feasible. Many of the initiatives could be implemented in phases or in 

conjunction with other projects, such as installing high efficiency hand dryers when renovating or 

constructing new restroom facilities. 

It is recommended that airport administration review their waste reduction initiatives annually. In 

doing so, management should identify whether the initiatives need to be revised/updated to meet 

current goals or if new goals should be established in the future. The airport’s plan should document 

the process and requirements for including waste reduction in new development projects as well as 

establishing goals for utilizing recycled/repurposed materials for new development projects (as 

applicable).  
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Additional Resources 

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is a rating system which evaluates the 

sustainability / environmental performance of building development projects. The LEED rating 

criteria provide valuable ideas for waste reduction techniques during construction and operation of 

new facilities, and LEED for Existing Building O&M (LEED EBOM)2 provides ideas for waste 

reduction at existing facilities. The Sustainable Aviation Guidance Alliance3 also provides ideas 

for advancing airport sustainability efforts, including waste reduction and recycling.  

 
2 https://www.usgbc.org/articles/gettinH-know-leed-buildinH-operations-and-maintenance-om 
3 http://airportsustainability.org/ 

https://www.usgbc.org/articles/getting-know-leed-building-operations-and-maintenance-om
http://airportsustainability.org/
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APPENDIX H 

Airport Sustainability Management Plan 

H.1 Introduction 

There are many ways to integrate comprehensive sustainability planning into an organization, 

including two typical FAA methods such as the development and implementation of Sustainability 

Master Plans or Airport Sustainability Management Plans.1 Sustainability Master Plans fully 

integrate sustainability into an airport’s long-range planning, whereas a Sustainability Management 

Plan is a stand-alone document. Both documents achieve similar objectives, which are to use 

baseline assessments of environmental resources and community outreach to identify sustainability 

objectives that will reduce environmental impacts, realize economic benefits, and improve 

community relations.  

Although the Naples Airport (APF) has not yet defined and implemented a stand-alone, fully-

inclusive sustainability program, since 2009 the airport has implemented many sustainability 

initiatives and generally considers sustainability as part of the decision making process in daily 

operations and longer-term planning processes. This appendix begins the process of organizing and 

updating existing APF efforts to function as the airport’s first Sustainability Management Plan. 

Additionally, the information given in this appendix is considered and incorporated as guiding 

principles throughout the APF master plan, including sustainability alternatives screening criteria. 

As the APF Sustainability Program continues to grow it will include further identification of 

baseline tracking systems, the establishment of performance targets, and the development of 

potential initiatives. This first iteration of the APF Sustainability Management Plan concentrates 

on five selected focus areas and outlines recommended next steps in the evolution of this program. 

H.1.1 Definition of Sustainability 

The Airports Council International – North America developed, and the Florida Airports Council 

adopted, a definition for sustainability for airports, which is to establish a holistic approach to 

ensure airports are managed considering Economic viability, Operational efficiency, Natural 

resource conservation, and Social responsibility (EONS). This APF Sustainability Management 

Plan is guided by the EONS approach, based on existing APF sustainability framework and 

successes, and incorporates lessons learned from other airport sustainability planning efforts.2 

 

 
1  FAA 2019. Airport Sustainability. Accessed in August, 2019 at:  

https://www.faa.gov/airports/environmental/sustainability/ 
2  National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM), 2015. Lessons Learned from Airport 

Sustainability Plans. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press. https://doi.org/10.17226/22111 
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In general, the implementation of sustainability principles stimulates environmental and mission 

efficiencies, such as:  

 Improved long-term environmental quality, resource availability, and prevention of 

environmental degradation 

 Improved worker health and safety  

 Reduced compliance costs, including reduced need for expensive environmental controls 

 Diminished risk of non-compliance and long-term liabilities 

 Reduced costs associated with the lifecycle management of raw materials, including 

procurement, storage, use, treatment, and disposal 

 Decreased operating costs, including energy and water use 

 Enhanced relations with federal, state, and local regulators, as well as the general public 

and neighboring communities 

Successful sustainability projects often result in cost savings that can be used to offset other 

program costs, fund the purchase of new equipment, provide additional training, and/or improve 

the quality of life for employees and the public.  

H.1.2 Vision and Objectives of the Sustainability Management 

Plan 

The vision of the APF sustainability program, and thus the purpose of the APF Sustainability 

Management Plan, is to provide an organizational structure that maintains sustainability as a uniting 

concept at the core of all APF programs, decisions, and visions. This Plan includes sustainability 

screening criteria for addition into the master plan.  

The objectives for the APF Sustainability Management Plan are multifaceted, as follows: 
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 To Measure our Impacts: In order to understand our footprint and to measure our 

improvements, we maintain a multi-year database that tracks various sustainability metrics 

throughout the airport.  

 To Establish Sustainability Goals: The APF Sustainability Management Plan is on an 

annual review and revision cycle, at which time we update and assess our baselines, 

measure our progress towards established goals, (if necessary) revise our strategic focus, 

set new goals, and envision new projects for the upcoming year. The outcomes of this 

process are documented in the Sustainability Management Plan. 

 To Implement Improvements: At APF we are working to implement new initiatives that 

will further enhance APF EONS. We continually identify opportunities to go beyond 

environmental compliance and implement technological and programmatic advances for 

conserving our natural resources and to advance our commitment to a high the quality of 

life for our employees, customers, and neighbors.  

 To Communicate Our Successes: We strive for transparency in the communication of our 

accomplishments, including our actions to increase the conservation of our resources and 

our commitment to being a good neighbor in the Naples community. We regularly review 

and publish an overview of our efforts to meet our annual sustainability and community-

oriented goals. 

H.1.3 2020 Sustainability Management Plan Focus Areas 

As determined at the February 13, 2019, APF Sustainability Visioning Workshop, and in support 

of the APF Strategic Planning elements, the following two primary and five specific focus areas 

are further targeted for the development of additional sustainability-specific initiatives in tandem 

with this master planning process:  

 Natural Resources 

o Energy Use 

o Water Use and Water Quality 

o Noise and Compatible Land Use 

 Social Responsibility 

o Customer Satisfaction and Employee Wellness 

o Community Impact 

H.1.4 APF Sustainability Program Management  

The APF Sustainability Program is an executive program, championed by the Airport Director and 

led and managed through the Director’s office. However, the APF Sustainability Program is 

dependent on the integration of sustainability throughout all airport programs, and the Human 

Resources, Operations, Maintenance, and Finance Departments all have particular tracking and 

implementation responsibilities detailed in the following sections. 
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H.2 Integration with APF Planning Efforts 

H.2.1 Strategic Plan 

In addition to weaving APF sustainability planning into the APF master plan, sustainability is a 

core theme interwoven throughout the FY 2017-2021 APF Strategic Plan (2018) Vision and 

Mission Statement, Core Values, Guiding Principles, and Goals. The ESA Project team evaluated 

these Strategic Plan elements in conjunction with the legacy of APF Sustainability Planning (2009 

– 2016) in order to assess the continued relevance of these efforts to existing and forecasted 

operations, priorities, and potential opportunities for innovation. The APF Strategic Plan (2018) 

elements continue to reflect the airport’s priorities, and these elements, as listed below, will 

continue to influence the master planning process and APF sustainability program.  

APF Vision Statement: Connecting people to the Paradise Coast through an exceptional airport 

experience. 

APF Mission Statement: We serve to operate, develop, and maintain the Naples Airport with a 

commitment to enhancing the quality of life throughout the community.  

APF Values: 

 Agile organization 

 Passionate in service to our community 

 Focused on excellence  

 Collaborative decision making  

 Accountable for our actions  

 Respectful of one another, customers, and citizens 

 Ethical standard of conduct 

 Stewardship of financial, social, and environmental resources 

 

APF Guiding Principles: 

 Provide service excellence every day 

 Committed to sustainability 

 Foster a valued, engaged, and empowered workforce 

 

APF Goals: 

Provide a safe, modern, and efficient airport and fixed base operator 

 Plan, develop, and maintain facilities that meet the customer’s current needs, anticipate 

future demands, and preserve the utility of the airport 

 Employ a proactive approach to workplace and operational safety, maintenance, and 

security 

 Innovate in preserving the environment and natural resources 
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Be an engaged, responsive partner in service to our community 

 Mitigate adverse impacts of aircraft noise on all the communities surrounding the airport 

to the extent feasible 

 Improve voluntary curfew adherence 

 Increase awareness about the value of the airport and noise abatement efforts and honor 

aviation’s historical contributions 

 

Strengthen the airport’s economic vitality 

 Assure the fiscal health and integrity of the Napes Airport Authority 

 Deliver internal and external customer service that anticipates and surpasses expectations 

 Ensure business continuity 

 

Equip employees and leaders to excel today while preparing for tomorrow 

 Promote a values-centered culture in order to better servpe our employees, customers, and 

community 

 Offer progressive opportunities for employees, including leadership development 

 Inspire the next generation of aviation professionals 

H.2.2 Master Plan Alternatives Screening Criteria 

Sustainability-based alternative screening criteria were incorporated into the master plan. These 

criteria are intended to assist with identifying preferred alternatives that align with the airports focus 

areas, sustainability goals, and the APF strategic plan. These criteria are relevant to the master 

plan’s focus areas for improvement and the specific categories identified in the alternatives chapter 

(Table H-1).  

 Energy Use: 

o Does the alternative include energy-efficient components?  

o Would the alternative induce increased consumption, have a neutral effect, or result in 

a net decrease of energy resource use at APF? 

o If the alternative increases energy consumption, are there related opportunities to offset 

this increase by installing efficiencies or renewable technologies elsewhere at the 

airport? 

 Water Use and Water Quality: 

o Does the alternative incorporate water conservation measures?  

o Would the alternative induce increased consumption, have a neutral effect, or result 
in a net decrease of water resource use at APF? 

o Does the alternative incorporate methods to preserve water quality? 

o Does the alternative effectively manage additional water that may be produced from 

increased impervious surfaces?  

o Does the alternative incorporate best management practices or policies recommended 

in the APF Resiliency Plan? 
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 Noise and Compatible Land Use: 

o Does the alternative have the ability to mitigate or reduce aircraft noise in the vicinity 

of the airport? 

o Does the alternative support the airport’s noise abatement efforts?  

o Does the alternative have the ability to increase the compatibility of land uses in the 

vicinity of the airport?  

 Customer and Employee Wellness: 

o Does the alternative include options that would increase customer satisfaction? 

o Does the alternative include options that would increase employee wellbeing? 

 Community Impact: 

o Does the alternative provide a benefit to the community at large? 

o Does the alternative provide additional revenue streams to help ensure the airport’s 

financial security and stability as a community asset?  

 

Category 
Runway 
System 

Taxiway 
System 

Aviation-
Related 

Development 

Support and 
Services 
Facilities 

Non-
Aeronautical 
Development 

Energy Use   X X X 

Water Use and 
Water Quality 

  X X X 

Noise and 
Compatible Land 
Use 

X X X   

Customer and 
Employee 
Wellness 

  X X X 

Community 
Impact 

X X X X X 

 

 

H.3  Baseline Assessment  

Establishing a baseline assists with identifying opportunities for improvement and tracking 

performance metrics. For reference, Table H-2 identifies the elements of a typical EONS 

sustainability program and the offices responsible for tracking various sustainability metrics.  

This section provides an assessment of the current sustainable activities implemented at APF and 

ongoing performance. At this time APF has not developed baseline tracking databases or assigned 

a lead point-of-contact for all recommended sustainability metrics; however, this report provides 

tracking recommendations for the five selected focal areas. 

 

TABLE H-1 
RELEVANCE TO MASTER PLAN FOCUS AREAS 

TABLE H-2 
SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAM  ELEMENTS 
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EONS Metrics Lead Department 

Program Leadership  

Airport Executive Director Executive 

Sustainability Manager Planning 

Economic Viability  

Airport Economic Contribution Finance 

Business Partners Executive 

Customer Satisfaction Operations 

Operational Efficiency  

Airport Vehicle Fleet Operations 

Aviation Operations Operations 

Airport Facilities Operations Operations 

Employee Training  Human Resources 

Natural Resource Conservation  

Water Conservation Finance 

Water Quality Executive 

Energy Finance 

Solid Waste and Recycling Finance 

Air Emissions Executive 

Hazardous Materials Procurement/ Consumption/ Disposal Executive 

Fuels  Executive 

Green Procurement / Eco-purchasing Executive 

Social Responsibility  

        Noise Noise Compatibility Committee  

        Employee Wellness Human Resources 

        Employee Satisfaction Human Resources 

       Community Impact  Executive 
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H.3.1 Energy Use 

H.3.1.1 Background 

All forms of electricity generation have an environmental impact on our air, water, and land. Of 

the total energy consumed in the U.S., about 40 percent is used to generate the electricity we use. 

Producing and using electricity more efficiently has substantial environmental effects, including 

the reduction of both the amount of fossil fuel extracted and the amount of greenhouse gas and 

other air pollution emitted as a result of combustion. Efficient electricity use also reduces impacts 

to water resources, often used to produce steam or provide cooling, such as reduction in quantities 

extracted from a watershed as well as avoiding thermal pollution as cooling water is discharged to 

the ecosystem.  

Energy consumption metrics are generally tracked as British thermal units (Btu) used per gross 

square foot (GSF) of building space (Btu/GSF). Using this metric to track energy consumption 

between years highlights the relative efficiency of various buildings, and can serve to normalize 

consumption between years given facility development or space utilization.3 FAA Order 1053.1C 

and Executive Order 13693 Implementing Instructions (2019) recommend that local energy 

managers develop measures customized to their organizations to better support the implementation 

of sustainable energy programs. For example, for internal measurement and benchmarking 

purposes, it may be helpful for energy managers to categorize the different types of facilities by 

use or adjust data as needed for weather influence. 

Reducing energy intensity across an airport requires increasing the energy efficiency of appliances, 

fixtures, and human behaviors. Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is a green 

building certification program that recognizes best building strategies and practices in design, 

construction, and maintenance of resource-efficient and cost-effective buildings. Any new 

construction can be designed to achieve LEED or High Performance and Sustainable Building 

(HPSB) certification to aid in reducing energy consumption across the airport. Likewise, existing 

infrastructure can be retrofitted or redesigned with modern, durable, energy-efficient appliances 

and fixtures.  

In addition, increasing the use of clean and renewable materials sourced to produce the electricity 

consumed in airport facilities further reduces energy intensity, and APF seeks to increase this 

potential as possible (reference Appendix D – Solar Feasibility Study). Electricity from clean or 

renewable resources generally does not contribute to climate change or local air pollution since no 

fossil fuels are combusted in the process. Renewable energy sources include solar, wind, renewable 

biomass, landfill gas, ocean/tidal, geothermal, and hydroelectric. 

The FAA is working to implement sustainable practices, including the reduction of electricity 

consumption, for the operation and maintenance of its buildings (Energy Policy Act 2005 §104(a), 

amending 42 USC §8259(b)). This includes ensuring equipment is replaced with the most energy- 

and water-efficient option that is life cycle cost-effective. FAA Order 1053.1C, Energy and Water 

 
3 Executive Order 13834; Energy Policy Act of 2005; Energy Efficiency Improvement Act of 2015/Energy 

Independence and Security Act of 2007. 
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Management Program for FAA Buildings and Facilities (2017) outlines FAA policies, procedures, 

organizational responsibilities, and goals for complying with national mandates for the efficient 

use of national resources. 

The FAA provides Airport Improvement Program discretionary funding to conduct Airport Energy 

Efficiency Assessments to evaluate an airport’s energy requirements or to implement an airport 

energy efficiency project for the purpose of increasing energy efficiency of airport power sources. 

H.3.1.2 APF Energy Baseline 

The airport maintains six buildings that have heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) 

systems. There are an additional 20 buildings that have power, but no centralized HVAC systems. 

Florida Power and Light provides energy to APF, and energy cost data is maintained by the finance 

department. To date only cost information has been recorded. While analyzing payment records 

can provide some insight to increasing/decreasing utility usage, it does not control for inflation, 

variability of cost from the provider, base fees, or taxes, and therefore is not a fully accurate proxy 

for consumption data (i.e., resource usage may have decreased, but if the price per unit has 

increased the reduction will not be reflected as such). It is recommended that a separate column for 

electricity consumption be added to the existing accounting system so that building electricity 

intensity data can be tracked in future iterations of this Sustainability Management Plan. Energy 

use (kilowatt hours [kWh] used per month) is listed on the Florida Power and Light billing 

statements.4 

The cost of energy use at APF is given for FY2015 through FY2018 in Figure H-1. As raw 

consumption data is unavailable, these cost data are used to show the unadjusted, relative 

consumption patterns for the top 15 energy consuming facilities at APF during that time period;5 

however, these data cannot be used to make absolute determinations on between-year consumption 

patterns as these data are subject to the varying cost of electricity and base fees charged by the 

provider. Although most facilities appear to have fairly typical consumption patterns throughout 

years, noticeable energy cost savings since 2015 (which may relate to consumption patterns) appear 

to have occurred for the emergency generator at the General Aviation Terminal, Airport Office 

Building, and Commercial Aviation Terminal. Energy consumption may have increased during this 

timeframe at the Airport Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) and Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting 

(ARFF) facilities.  

  

 
4   Florida Power and Light, 2019, Rates and Your Bill. Accessed in August 2019 at: https://www.fpl.com/rates.html 
5  Top 15 were selected based on average total annual cost of energy consumption for FY15 through FY18 that 

exceeded $2,000. 
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Projects and initiatives completed within the past five years that improved energy usage or reduced 

energy demand include: 

 Constructed emergency generator system in various facilities (2017) 

 Replaced General Aviation Terminal HVAC (2017) 

 Implementation of LEED building resource conservation methods (ongoing) 

o Implemented various lighting improvements, including implementation of policy for 

replacement with light-emitting diode (LED) lighting (ongoing) and assessment of 

airfield lighting (2019) 

 

The General Aviation Terminal, ATCT, and ARFF facilities had the highest cost of energy 

consumption per square foot of conditioned interior building space in FY2018 (Figure H-2). 

According to these data, it costs 68 percent more to power the ATCT than it does the Airport Office 

Building and 60 percent more to power the General Aviation Terminal over the Commercial 

Aviation Terminal. The comparison of FY2018 energy intensity of these similar-use facilities may 

suggest that some buildings or their HVAC systems are more efficient than others, or these 

differences may simply reflect different types of activities or rates of facility use. 

FIGURE H-1  
RELATIVE COST OF TOP 12 ENERGY CONSUMING FACILITIES AT APF (FY15 THROUGH FY18) 
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H.3.2 Water Use and Water Quality 

H.3.2.1 Background 

Water efficiency is defined as the sustainable use of freshwater resources for drinking and domestic 

purposes. Focusing on water efficiency as a sustainability goal ensures ongoing availability and 

accessibility of water resources, but will also improve water quality and surrounding aquatic 

ecosystems. Water efficiency can be achieved through low impact development (LID), improved 

landscaping practices, and retrofitting existing infrastructure. LID includes a variety of practices, 

including those that mimic natural draining processes to encourage the retention of rainwater so it 

soaks into the ground rather than contributing to stormwater runoff and nonpoint source pollution. 

Identifying ways to reduce water usage in buildings and other built infrastructure decreases water 

consumption, and new construction and landscaping projects incorporate strategies that conserve 

water supply, manage stormwater generation, and potentially reuse or recycle water resources.  

As with energy consumption, water consumption at FAA facilities is also governed under FAA 

Order 1053.1C, Energy and Water Management Program for FAA Buildings and Facilities (2017). 

H.3.2.2 Baseline 

The City of Naples provides water and wastewater services to APF. Potable water is sourced from 

the Lower Tamiami Aquifer, and effluent from the City wastewater treatment plant is reclaimed 

and distributed throughout the City as irrigation for golf courses, residential landscaping, parks, 

and roadway medians.  

FIGURE H-2 
COST OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER SQUARE FOOT OF BUILDINGS WITH HVAC SYSTEMS (FY2018) 
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As with energy consumption, water use data is maintained by the APF Finance Department, and 

these data are similarly limited at this time to the cost of utility bills rather than quantity of 

consumption. It is recommended that a separate column tracking water consumption be added to 

the existing accounting system so that water consumption and building water intensity data can be 

tracked in future iterations of this Sustainability Management Plan. Water consumption quantities 

are listed on the bimonthly billing statements from City Utilities. There are at least 13 separate 

meters associated with different APF facilities or activities. Installing individual meters at various 

buildings helps track water use, which can identify priority facilities for retrofit or monitor for 

potential system leaks. APF uses a separate irrigation system and applies lawn chemical in 

accordance with the City Code of Ordinances given in Chapter 30.II.2. Sec. 30-68, which restricts 

lawn irrigation to occur before 10 a.m. or after 4 p.m. any day of the week.  

The cost of water use at APF for FY2014 through FY2017 is given in Figure H-3. As gallons of 

consumption data is unavailable, the data in Figure H-3 show the unadjusted, relative consumption 

patterns for the facilities that require potable water at APF. Again, these data cannot be used to 

make absolute determinations on between-year consumption patterns as these data are subject to 

the varying cost of water and sewerage fees. The fees charged for water provision include a base 

charge, which increases periodically (the last increase was in 2018), plus a consumption fee, which 

is also subject to increase or variation based on how much water is consumed.6 Although most 

facilities appear to have fairly typical costs of consumption patterns from FY2014 to FY2017, 

noticeable water savings appear to have occurred between FY2014 and FY2015, possibly due to 

an alteration in the accounting system as well as the construction of a stormwater pond used for 

irrigation and consequent disuse of potable water for irrigation at the U.S. Customs and General 

Aviation Terminal. 

In order to ensure water quality is preserved, the airport maintains a Stormwater Pollution 

Prevention Plan (SWPPP); Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan (SPCC); Surface 

Water Management Plan (SWMP); and a Master Drainage Plan (MDP). The SWPPP provides 

stormwater management, erosion and sediment controls, and recommended structural projects to 

divert pollutants (e.g., drainage fixtures, silt fences, etc.). The SPCC identifies preventive practices; 

procedures to contain, clean-up, and mitigate areas affected by spills; and control measures to 

prevent spills from contaminating water resources. The SWMP addresses flooding and water 

quality and includes an assessment of impervious surfaces that can cause flooding issues. The MDP 

will ensure the airport maintains efficient stormwater operations and addresses treatment of 

stormwater runoff to preserve water quality. 

 

   

 
6 City of Naples Utility Rates, October 2017 and October 2018. Accessed in August 2019 at: 

https://www.naplesgov.com/finance/page/billing-collection 
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Projects and initiatives completed within the past five years that reduced water consumption and 

enhanced water quality include: 

 Promotion of LEED technologies, including the regular installation of low-flow fixtures, 

and LID practices for both new construction and facilities remodeling or maintenance 

(ongoing). 

 Improved Runway 14-32 drainage (2014) 

 Constructed new water management pond (West Quad pond, 2014) 

 Improved irrigation system (2015) 

 Constructed Tower Drive drainage modifications (2016) 

 Constructed Runway 5-23 drainage improvements (2018-ongoing) 

FIGURE H-3 
RELATIVE COST OF POTABLE WATER CONSUMPTION AT APF FACILITIES (FY14 THROUGH FY17) 
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H.3.3 Noise and Compatible Land Use 

H.3.3.1 Background 

As with most airports around the country, encroachment of incompatible land uses is a major 

concern for APF. Encroachment occurs as land is developed and communities establish services 

and residential areas closer to the airport. One result of encroachment is an increase in noise 

complaints, and as the population of Naples and Collier County increases there is increased pressure 

to develop areas adjacent to the airport property.  

In an effort to combat encroachment and reduce noise nuisance complaints, the Naples Airport 

Authority, the City of Naples, and Collier County adopted the day-night average sound level (DNL) 

60 contour for zoning and land use planning, which is more conservative than the designated FAA 

standard threshold of DNL 65. The noise contours developed as part of this master plan are included 

as part of the environmental overview chapter. 

H.3.3.2 Baseline 

The airport tracks compliance with voluntary nighttime curfew compliance through its Noise 

Compatibility Committee: 

 2018: 98 percent compliance over 112,262 operations 

 2017: 98 percent compliance over 95,018 operations 

 2016: 98 percent compliance over 95,050 operations 

 

In order to support the targets and metrics described in Section I.5, the airport maintains a database 

of noise comments.  

With regards to compatible land use, the airport continues to track compatible uses within the DNL 

60 contour as well as potential upcoming development that may occur adjacent to this area that 

could have conflicting expectations.  

Between 2000 and 2017 APF invested over $7.8 million and considerable hours of employee time 

in noise abatement efforts, including the implementation of several programs to address noise 

concerns. APF has a well-established noise abatement program, and focuses their efforts on 

educating pilots and the community about airport voluntary nighttime curfew through their Fly Safe 

Fly Quiet campaign, noise abatement operating procedures, and noise control measures (e.g., 

preferential runway use, flight tracks over commercial areas, etc.). Projects and initiatives 

completed within the past five years that improved noise and compatible land use include: 

 Advocated for assigning highest available initial clearance altitude for turbojet aircraft 

(2017-ongoing) 

 Encouraged turbojet operators to expedite climb to the initial clearance altitude (2017-

ongoing) 

 Participated in industry efforts related to aircraft noise (2017-ongoing) 
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 Worked with flight schools to encourage touch-and-go operations at other airports (2017-

ongoing) 

 Promoted the Fly Safe Fly Quiet campaign (2017-ongoing) 

 Worked with City and County officials to encourage compatible land use (2017-ongoing) 

 Joined the Whispertrack Network for managing noise abatement procedures (2017-

ongoing) 

 Evaluated the potential benefits of Performance-Based Navigation (2017-ongoing) 

 Updated noise contours as part of the master plan (2019) 

 Worked with the Naples Area Board of Realtors for real-estate disclosures (2019) 

H.3.4 Customer Satisfaction and Employee Wellness 

H.3.4.1 Customer Background 

The airport’s customers include tenants, pilots, passengers, and other users (e.g., local residents 

that utilize the airport rental car concessions or visit airport museums and outdoor areas). The bulk 

of aircraft operations at APF are seasonal, with the highest periods of activity peaking occurring 

between December and February. During the high season, there is an incredible pressure on staff, 

services, and facilities as demand for fuel, space, rental car reservations, and deliveries increase. 

While the seasonal rush provides challenges, it also presents opportunities to ensure APF customer 

satisfaction is maintained as a high priority. 

H.3.4.2 Customer Baseline 

APF measures the cost, timeframe, and number of implemented capital projects and process 

changes, especially in response to needs communicated by tenant or customer users, that are 

intended to increase the efficiency and use of amenities for its customers and highlight the ongoing 

commitment to continual improvement. In FY2018 APF invested in seven capital improvement 

projects, totaling over $1 million and completed on time and within budget, and improved nine 

processes.  

APF also tracks its scores and ranking in the ProPilot PRASE (Preferences Regarding Aviation 

Services and Equipment) national survey system, where APF continues to receive 

acknowledgement for its exceptional services: 

 FY2019: 15th overall with a score of 8.96 and 8th for Best Independent Fixed Base Operator 

with a score of 8.96. 

 FY2018: 22nd overall with a score of 8.83 and 11th for Best Independent Fixed Base 

Operator with a score of 8.87.  

Projects and initiatives completed within the past five years that improved customer satisfaction 

are listed below. Many of these projects likewise had environmental sustainability components that 

resulted in additional resource savings: 

 Replaced customer hangar doors with hydraulic powered hangar doors (2014-2015) 
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o These doors are increasingly hurricane proof, and likely energy saving over older 

model. They are an improved product that will require minimal maintenance 

throughout their lifespan. 

 Replaced older vehicles. In general, the APF program is to continuously replace older carts, 

cars, trucks, and other airport vehicles at the end of their lifespan with more sustainable 

electric golf carts, hybrid, or fuel-efficient vehicles. 

o Replaced luggage ramp carts (2018) 

o Replaced two golf carts for airport operations (2019) 

 Constructed Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting station (2019) 

 Replaced Commercial Terminal carpet (2015) 

o Carpet squares were utilized, rather than one large contiguous roll, which minimizes 

the area that may need replacement as wear and damage may occur throughout its 

lifespan. The squares minimize raw material input at the source and reduce overall 

disposal requirements. 

 Corporate-constructed multiple hangar facilities (2015-2018) 

 Constructed Taxilane F (2015) 

o This project included extensive stormwater drainage improvements that will ultimately 

increase overall water quality and landscape stewardship.  

 Repaired ATCT (2015) 

o Elevator was replaced with a more modern, efficient version.  

 Constructed extensions to Taxiways A and D (2016-2018); Realigned Taxiway D (2019) 

o Taxiway A included small-scale drainage improvements 

o Taxiway D included extensive drainage improvements, especially to infield, including 

the removal of wildlife habitat. 

 Improved drainage in various locations (2016–2019) 

 Refurbished hangars (2018-2019) 

o The new hangars included increased fortification for hurricane disaster response.  

H.3.4.3 Employee Background 

APF focuses on improving employee health and wellness, which can increase job satisfaction as 

well as productivity. In FY2019 there were 79 full-time employees, 3.5 seasonal employees, and 

budget to support an additional 7 regular full-time employees.  

H.3.4.4 Employee Baseline 

APF tracks employee satisfaction through multiple metrics, including tracking the voluntary 

turnover rate at APF versus the national average, work injuries, and days away from work (Table 

H-3). APF also tracks satisfaction through the NAA Employee Engagement survey, a third-party 

comment system, and in FY2018 received a respondance rate of 70 percent. APF also tracks the 

number of participants successfully completing APF Leadership Development Program, which in 

FY2018 included 21 employees, or 27 percent of the full-time labor force. 
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Voluntary Turnover 

Rate 
  

 
 

 
APF 

National 
Average 

Work 
Injuries 

Days 
Away 

From Work 

NAA Employee 
Engagement Survey 

Respondance 

APF Leadership 
Development Program 

Participants 

FY2015 5.9% 19.6% 1 ND ND ND 

FY2016 4.1% 20.7% 3 1 ND ND 

FY2017 8.1% 26.3% 5 5 ND ND 

FY2018 10.0% 30.5% 4 49 68 21 / 27% 

FY2019 12.79% 35.0% 3 65 70 ND 

NOTES: ND = No Data 
50 of the missed days is a single incident in the previous fiscal year that resulted in 2 surgeries. Employee returned to 
work 10/31/2018. Then additional missed days for 2nd surgery included 22 additional days missed. 

 

APF continues to implement projects and changes that are intended to increase the overall quality 

of life for its customers and employees. Projects and initiatives completed within the past five years 

that improved employee wellness include: 

 Realigned and expanded General Aviation Terminal office (2018) 

o Installed window tint as a test case, especially in select west-facing windows, to reduce 

HVAC loads in summer months. 

 Installed digital message boards, including safety messages, in staff break areas within the 

General Aviation Terminal (2017) 

 Established a Leadership Development Program (2018) 

 Purchased software to improve employee productivity (2018-2019) 

 Automated and improved data collection and reporting (2019) 

 Established a bike fleet available for staff and customers to access Gordon River Greenway 

during break hours or between flights (2019) 

 Expanded indoor Wi-Fi capacity (General Aviation and Commercial Airline Terminals) 

(2019) 

H.3.5 Community Impact 

H.3.5.1 Community Background 

All funds used for the airport’s operation, maintenance, and improvements are generated from 

activities at APF or from federal and state grants; the airport receives no property tax dollars from 

the City or County.  

As APF offers no commercial passenger airline service, not all residents have a need for APF, and 

the airport exists to serve the general public and strives to be a good neighbor to the greater Naples 

and Collier County communities. APF is engaged with its neighbors both to ensure that their impact 

is communicated and minimized as well as to enhance the quality of life for their neighbors through 

the provision of recreational amenities. APF is active with the Chamber of Commerce, Naples Area 

Board of Realtors, local homeowners’ associations, schools, and the humane society. APF hosts or 

TABLE H-3 
EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION METRICS 
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sponsors numerous activities such as the Fly-in/Cruise-in, Baconfest (a Kiwanis event), boat shows, 

and more. When hosting these events, organizers request participants donate an entry fee, which is 

allocated to support the Naples Museum of Military History7 located at APF.  

H.3.5.2 Community Baseline 

Specific metrics for the improvement or maintenance of community relations tracked by APF 

include the number of outreach events, which tallied 11 community events, 23 tours, and 10 

presentations in FY2018. Additional recommended metrics to track include aeronautical revenue 

(e.g., landing, hangar, and fuel fees) per aircraft operation and overall annual economic impact to 

the community, non-aeronautical revenue as a percentage of total operating revenue, and the 

quantity and relative quality/stability of revenue streams. 

APF continues to implement projects and changes that are intended to maintain these good 

relationships and their commitment to being a great neighbor in the community. Projects and 

initiatives completed within the past five years that had a positive community impact include: 

 Provided easements for the development of bike and walking paths along Gordon River 

Greenway trail (2004) and airport observation deck (2011). 

 Developed and continually implement and improve a local community outreach plan 

(ongoing) 

 Developed a Strategic Plan and communicated with external stakeholders (2018) 

 Prepared infographics of current and ongoing sustainable measures for the public (2017-

ongoing) 

 Maintained relationships with local, state, and federal policy makers (2017-ongoing) 

 Participated in student outreach programs, including career days and student government 

days (2017-ongoing) 

 Formalized airport tour program (2017-ongoing) 

 Supported Experimental Aircraft Association youth initiatives (2018-ongoing) 

 Completed North Road middle berm removal and beautification project (2019) 

 

H.4 Targets, Metrics, and Initiatives  

Recommended sustainability performance targets are shown for the five focal areas, including FAA 

recommended targets as relevant. These targets are intended to aim initiatives toward making 

measurable, meaningful changes in support of the airport’s strategic sustainability goals. Tracking 

specific metrics will help measure success towards these targets.  

Program initiatives are envisioned to further advance the targets. Some of these initiatives are 

already in various stages of implementation, with the associated recommendation being to continue 

to implement, promote, or enhance the existing efforts. 

 
7  Naples Museum of Military History, accessed in April 2019 at: https://naplesmuseummilitaryhistory.org 

https://naplesmuseummilitaryhistory.org/
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H.4.1 Energy Use 

FAA Targets8: Reduce building energy intensity (Btu/SF) or kWh used across the airport 2.5 

percent per year over 10 years, relative to a FY2020 baseline, for a total of 25 percent energy use 

reduction by 2030. Increase use of clean energy sourced from renewable, low-impact technologies. 

Ensure all new construction is compliant with HPSB guiding principles and with LEED silver 

design criteria.  

APF FY2020 Target: establish data tracking process, assign program responsibility, and establish 

APF-appropriate targets. 

Metrics: Energy intensity (Btu/SF) or energy use (kWh). Percent of renewable resources used to 

offset traditionally-produced power sources. 

Proposed Initiatives: 

 Develop a baseline energy consumption level (FY2020) and assign program responsibility. 

Track and report energy consumption data and cost savings for ensuing years relative to 

the established baseline.  

 Develop a plan to reduce vehicle idling 

 Install vegetated green roofs 

 Purchase renewable/alternative energy generated off-site 

 Provide electric charging stations in parking areas 

 Promote the use of automobile and aircraft sun shades  

Planned or Ongoing Initiatives: 

 Construct onsite solar farm, or install smaller scale solar projects per individual facilities 

or assets (signs, parking lights, etc.), per recommendations made in the APF Solar 

Feasibility Study (see Appendix D). 

 Continue to pursue relevant initiatives as outlined by the U.S. Green Building Council 

LEED, HPSB, and the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure Envision:   

o Continue to install additional LED lighting and signals  

o Install window tinting/coating 

o Continue to install motion/occupancy sensor lighting systems 

o Retrofit hot water system with tankless/on-demand water heaters 

o Use natural daylight options over artificial lighting in new construction 

 Continue to encourage single-engine taxiing 

 Continue to reduce aircraft taxiing times 

 
8 Recommendations are given in FAA Sustainability Planning – FAA Order 1053.1C (2017) “Energy and Water 

Management Program for FAA Buildings and Facilities. 
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H.4.2 Water Use and Water Quality 

FAA Targets: Reduce potable water consumption intensity (gal/SF) 2.0 percent annually over 10 

years, relative to a FY2020 baseline, for a total of 20 percent water consumption reduction by 2030. 

Install appropriate green infrastructure features, including the requirement for all new construction 

to incorporate LID best practices for stormwater management. 

APF FY2020 Target: establish data tracking process, assign program responsibility and establish 

APF-appropriate targets. 

Metric: Water consumption intensity (gal/SF) or overall consumption. 

Proposed Initiatives: 

 Develop a baseline water consumption level (FY2020) and assign program responsibility. 

Track and report water use data and cost savings for ensuing years relative to the 

established baseline. 

 Install metering in relevant, unmetered buildings. 

 Use low-volume, high pressure sprayer nozzles on water hoses used for vehicle washing  

 Test and repair water supply and wastewater conveyances to conserve water and stop leaks 

 Educate maintenance staff, employees, passengers, and customers on water conservation 

strategies  

 Collect and reuse stormwater for non-potable uses such as landscape irrigation and building 

flush systems 

 Reuse cycled water from fire trucks  

 Install cisterns to capture rainwater from roof runoff for irrigation 

 Plant drought-tolerant and native plants that do not require excessive irrigation to maintain 

Planned or Ongoing Initiatives: 

 Continue to pursue relevant initiatives for new construction or renovations as outlined by 

the U.S. Green Building Council LEED and the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure 

Envision:   

o Install motion sensors on sink faucets 

o Install dual-flush toilets  

 Continue to incorporate LID principles and practices into all facility design and placement  

o Initiate Pond 212 water management study and improvements 

H.4.3 Noise and Compatible Land Use 

Targets: Maintain 98 percent or greater compliance with voluntary nighttime curfew. Maintain 

broad community representation and participation in Noise Compatibility Committee. Respond to 

all noise comments requiring such in a timely manner. Ensure no new incompatible land uses or 

adverse impacts to airspace. 
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Metrics: Number of noise complaints. Percentage of DNL 60 contour that contains incompatible 

uses. 

Proposed Initiatives: 

 Continually update noise and land use compatibility policy 

Planned or Ongoing Initiatives: 

 Acquire additional airport land 

 Complete a Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Update (programmed for 2020) 

 Publicize new National Business Aviation Association procedures, as appropriate 

 Continue to promote the Fly Safe Fly Quiet campaign, participate in the Whispertrack 

Network, and continue to work with the Naples Area Board of Realtors. Maintain presence 

at relevant City and County planning meetings. 

H.4.4 Customer and Employee Wellness 

Targets (Customers): Maintain top 20 in ProPilot PRASE ranking. Maintain timely and cost-

effective response to customer needs and execution of capital improvement projects. Maintain 100 

percent compliance during the FAA Part 139 Certification throughout the year.  

Targets (Employees): Maintain attrition rate below national average, and maintain or decrease 

employee annual work days lost each year over the year prior. Maintain ten percent or greater 

annual participation in Employee Leadership Development Program. Maintain or increase 

employee respondance rate in annual NAA Employee Engagement survey. 

Metrics (Customers): Independently-administered and scored satisfaction surveys. Number and 

cost of capital improvement projects.  

Metrics (Employees): Independently-administered and scored satisfaction surveys. Number of 

workplace injuries to airport employees (per year or per 1,000 hours worked). Number of work 

days lost to illness. Number of participants successfully completing APF Leadership Development 

Program. Turnover rate (tracked as raw number or percent against corresponding annual workforce 

level. 

Proposed Initiatives (Customers): 

 Convert water fountains to include water bottle filling stations  

 Maintain relationship pathways (or formalize process) for communicating proposed 

upgrades or recommended procedural changes. Ensure comments and suggestions can be 

presented by all airport users. 

Planned or Ongoing Initiatives (Customers): 

 Improvements to ATCT 
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o Expansion and interior redesign of current facility will incorporate efficiency 

improvements for advanced technology accommodation and equipment upgrades and 

will apply resource-conservation measures as applicable. 

 Develop a program for customer ride-sharing services  

 Expand General Aviation Terminal facilities, including aircraft apron and automobile 

parking 

o This expansion will include additional fixed base operator and airport administration 

space, to include efficiency improvements, as well as to expand aircraft apron and 

automobile parking to accommodate seasonal loads. 

Proposed Initiatives (Employees): 

 Establish a comprehensive Wellness Program 

o Establish “Blue Zone Community” health and wellness program for employees9 

o Incentivize wellness programs with insurance providers 

 Develop a policy for employee commuter ride-sharing opportunities  

 Develop an APF episodic telecommute policy 

 

Planned or Ongoing Initiatives (Employees): 

 Continue to promote APF Annual Recognition and Awards program 

 Establish Wellness Committee (programmed for 2020) 

 Continue to conduct an annual airport employee satisfaction survey  

 Continue to offer and encourage participation in employee Leadership Development 

Program 

 Continue to identify and implement streamlined information management tools; identify 

software or process enhancements to improve workflow  

 

H.4.5 Community Impact 

Targets: Operate the airport within approved budget and receive annual Certificate of Achievement 

for Excellence in Financial Reporting. Achieve five percent annual growth in community economic 

impact.  

Metrics: Aeronautical revenue (e.g., landing, hangar, and fuel fees) per aircraft operation and 

overall annual economic impact to community. Non-aeronautical revenue as a percentage of total 

operating revenue. Diversity of revenue streams. Number of outreach events, including community 

events, tours, and on- or offsite presentations. 

Proposed Initiatives: 

 Complete Gordon River Greenway connection between airport and River Reach 

community 

 
9  https://southwestflorida.bluezonesproject.com/ 

https://southwestflorida.bluezonesproject.com/
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 Provide an on-airport pollinator garden, such as milkweed planting for monarch habitat 

 Make sustainability monitoring and reporting data available to the public 

 Highlight airport businesses in marketing material 

 Participate in local school career programs  

 Revise concession agreements/contracts to require use of biodegradable plastic utensils, 

straws, plates, etc. and discourage single-use plastics  

 

Planned or Ongoing Initiatives: 

 Continue to offer community volunteering opportunities to employees 

o Has additional benefit of increasing employee wellness  

 Continue to evaluate rental and fuel rates to ensure they are sustainable and competitive 

 Continue to provide aviation-related and other community events (e.g., runway 5K, 

concerts, Fly-in/Cruise-in, Baconfest, boat shows, etc.) 

 Continue to participate in on-airport education events (e.g., Civil Air Patrol, Experimental 

Aircraft Association, Naples Pilots Association, Naples Flying Club) 

 Continue to enhance the airport observation deck to include additional recreational 

facilities 

 Continue to donate surplus equipment and other goods to charity 

 Develop a mentorship/intern program 

 

H.5 Implementation  

H.5.1 Planning and Project Selection Tool 

Table H-4 qualitatively identifies the general resources required (financial and staff hours) and 

estimates an anticipated payback period for the implementation of select proposed sustainability 

initiatives as recommended in Section I.4. The relative scoring was scaled from “marginal – 

negligible – low – moderate – high.”  
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Initiative Capital Cost O&M Cost 
Pay Back 

Period 
Staffing 

Requirements 

Short-Term 

Add sustainability principles to architectural 
standards.  
Require new construction to achieve LEED 
silver or higher as outlined by the U.S. 
Green Building Council and the Institute for 
Sustainable Infrastructure Envision   

Medium 
(Cost +/-30% over 

installation of 
conventional 

system)  

Marginal or 
Cost Saving 

Varies / 
Immediate 

Low 

Develop a plan to reduce vehicle idling 
Marginal 

Marginal or 
Cost Saving 

Immediate Low 

Install window tinting/coating 
Low 

Marginal or 
Cost Saving 

Short Negligible 

Install motion/occupancy sensor lighting 
systems Low 

Marginal or 
Cost Saving 

Immediate Low 

Use natural daylight options over artificial 
lighting in new construction 

Low 
None or Cost 

Saving 
Short Negligible 

Purchase renewable/alternative energy 
generated off-site 

Medium None None Low 

Retrofit hot water system with on-demand 
water heaters 

Medium 
(Cost +/-30% over 

installation of 
conventional 

system) 

Low 
(Cost +/-20% 

over 
conventional 

system) 

Short Low 

Provide electric charging stations in parking 
areas 

Moderate Moderate N/A Low 

Promote the use of automobile sun shades  Low None Short Negligible 

Reduce aircraft taxiing times Low None N/A Negligible 

Encourage single engine taxiing Low None N/A Negligible 

Install motion sensors on sink faucets 
Low 

Marginal or 
Cost Saving 

Immediate Negligible 

Install dual-flush toilets  Moderate 
(Cost +/-30% over 

installation of 
conventional 

system) 

Marginal or 
Cost Saving 

Moderate Low 

Install cisterns to capture rainwater from 
roof runoff for irrigation Moderate Low Moderate Low 

Collect and reuse storm water for non-
potable uses such as landscape irrigation 
and building flush systems 

High Moderate Moderate Low 

Use low-volume, high pressure sprayer 
nozzles on water hoses used for vehicle 
washing  

Low 
Marginal or 
Cost Saving 

Immediate Negligible 

Reuse cycled water from fire trucks  Low Low Immediate Low 

Test and repair water supply and 
wastewater conveyances to conserve water 
and stop leaks 

Low Moderate Moderate Moderate 

TABLE H-4 
RECOMMENDED APF SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES  
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Initiative Capital Cost O&M Cost 
Pay Back 

Period 
Staffing 

Requirements 

Develop a baseline tracking system for all 
sustainability metrics. Report data and cost 
savings relative to the established baseline. 

Low Low N/A Low 

Educate maintenance staff, employees, 
passengers, and customers on water 
conservation strategies  

Low None Short Negligible 

Offer streamlined  information management 
tools 

Moderate Moderate N/A High 

Incentivize wellness programs with 
insurance providers 

Marginal None N/A Low 

Offer community volunteering opportunities None None N/A Low 

Convert water fountains to include water 
bottle filling stations 

Low Marginal Low Negligible 

Complete Gordon River Greenway 
connection between airport and River 
Reach community 

Moderate Low N/A Low 

Attend career day at local institutions None None N/A Low 

Provide APF internships to high school and 
college students  Marginal Marginal N/A Moderate 

Enhance the airport observation deck to 
include additional recreational facilities 

Moderate Low N/A Low 

Donate surplus equipment and other goods 
to charity Marginal 

Marginal/Cost 
Saving 

N/A Low 

Aviation-related entertainment (e.g., runway 
5K, concerts, picnics, etc.)  

Low Low N/A Moderate 

Make sustainability monitoring and 
reporting data available to the public 

Low Low N/A Moderate 

Develop a local community outreach plan Marginal N/A N/A Moderate 

Highlight airport businesses  Low None N/A Low 

Intermediate- and Long-Term 

Install additional LED lighting and signals  
Moderate Marginal Immediate Negligible 

Incorporate Low-impact Development 
principles and practices into all facility 
design and placement  

Moderate to High Varies N/A Low 

Establish “Blue Zone Community” health 
and wellness programs for employees 

Moderate Low N/A Low 

Plant drought tolerant and native plants that 
do not require excessive irrigation to 
maintain 

Moderate Low Short Low 

Evaluate feasibility of, and install where 
appropriate, vegetated green roofs on 
certain facilities 

Moderate High Moderate Negligible 

Sponsor an apiary (beehives) at botanical 
garden  

Low Low Immediate Negligible 
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H.5.2 Monitoring 

In order to continue to integrate sustainability into existing APF systems and to minimize the 

burden of additional reporting requirements, it is recommended that APF integrate monitoring of 

sustainable projects implementation into its existing Strategic Plan Dashboard and Scorecard. This 

integration may include the addition of a second column adjacent to “Objective” that further 

identifies the “Sustainability Target(s)” that the project is intending to serve.  

Alternatively, Table H-5 modifies and updates the existing APF Sustainability Dashboard with the 

addition of a separate sustainability tab, and as such is intended to function as a template for annual 

progress monitoring and success communication with the greater community. The Sustainability 

Dashboard (Table H-5) is recommended for inclusion in future Sustainability Management Plan 

Updates. 

TABLE H-5 
APF SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVE IMPLEMENTATION TRACKING 

Initiative 
ID 

Sustainability Initiative 
Responsible 
Department* 

Project 
Manager* 

Status* 
Start 
Date* 

End 
Date* 

ST-1 Pursue initiatives as outlined by the U.S. Green 

Building Council LEED and the Institute for Sustainable 

Infrastructure Envision   

     

ST-2 Develop a plan to reduce vehicle idling      

ST-3 Install window tinting/coating      

ST-4 Install motion/occupancy sensor lighting systems      

ST-5 Use natural daylight options over artificial lighting in 

new construction 

     

ST-6 Purchase renewable/alternative energy generated off-

site 

     

ST-7 Retrofit hot water system with on-demand water 

heaters 

     

ST-8 Provide electric charging stations in parking areas      

ST-9 Promote the use of automobile sun shades       

ST-10 Reduce aircraft taxiing times      

ST-11 Encourage single engine taxiing      

ST-12 Install motion sensors on sink faucets      

ST-13 Install dual-flush toilets       

ST-14 Install cisterns to capture rainwater from roof runoff for 

irrigation 

     

ST-15 Collect and reuse storm water for non-potable uses 

such as landscape irrigation and building flush systems 

     

ST-16 Use low-volume, high pressure sprayer nozzles on 

water hoses used for vehicle washing 

     

ST-17 Reuse cycled water from fire trucks       

ST-18 Test and repair water supply and wastewater 

conveyances to conserve water and stop leaks 
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ST-19 Develop a baseline water consumption level. Track and 

report water use data and cost savings relative to the 

established baseline 

     

ST-20 Educate maintenance staff, employees, passengers, 

and tenants on water conservation strategies 

     

ST-21 Develop a noise and land use compatibility policy       

ST-22 Offer bike rack with bikes for flight crews and staff to 

exercise on the Greenway 

     

ST-23 Offer streamlined  information management tools      

ST-24 Incentivize wellness programs with insurance providers      

ST-25 Offer community volunteering opportunities      

ST-26 Convert water fountains to include water bottle filling 

stations 

     

ST-27 Complete Gordon River Greenway connection between 

airport and River Reach community 

     

ST-28 Attend career day at local institutions      

ST-29 Provide APF internships to high school and college 

students  

     

ST-30 Enhance the Observation Deck to include a park and 

recreational area 

     

ST-31 Donate surplus equipment and other goods to charity      

ST-32 Aviation related entertainment e.g., runway 5K, 

concerts, etc.  

     

ST-33 Make sustainability monitoring and reporting data 

available to the public 

     

ST-34 Develop a local community outreach plan      

ST-35 Highlight airport businesses      

       

LT-1 Install additional LED lighting and signals       

LT-2 Incorporate Low-impact Development principles and 

practices into all facility design and placement  

     

LT-3 Establish “Blue Zone Community” health and wellness 

programs for employees 

     

LT-4 Plant drought tolerant and native plants that do not 

require excessive irrigation to maintain 

     

LT-5 Install vegetated green roofs      

LT-6 Provide an on-airport apiary (beehives) and donate 

APF honey as a thank you give or sell in support of 

charitable  

     

*NOTE: Responsible department, project manager, status, and start/end dates will be populated by APF. 
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GENERAL PUBLIC SURVEY  

The City of Naples Airport Authority is continuously working to improve the Naples Municipal Airport (APF) 
for its community, customers, and the traveling public.  An important part of this effort is the development 
of a new 20-year Airport Master Plan.  We encourage your participation by sharing your experiences at 
APF, ideas for the facilities, suggested improvements, desired services, and long-term vision for the airport.  
Please take a few minutes to complete and return this survey.  Thank you!! 

   

 
Name 

 
 

 
Address 

 
 

 
Phone Number 

 
 

 
Email Address 

 
 

 
Date 

 
 

1. In general, tell us about your overall impression of the Naples Municipal Airport and your experiences when using the airport for 

travel.   

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

              

2. What would you like to see improved at the airport?    
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3.   Looking to the future, what is your vision for the Naples Airport and what do you believe should be accomplished at the airport 

over the next 20-year period?     

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

              

4.   Additional Comments:  

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

              

Please visit flynaples.com/masterplan for more information about the study.  

Your information is greatly appreciated! 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

Please return completed survey to: 

Douglas DiCarlo 

 

Via Mail: ESA 

 4200 West Cypress Street, Suite 450 

 Tampa, FL 33607 

Via email:  

masterplan@flynaples.com 

http://www.flynaples.com/masterplan
mailto:masterplan@flynaples.com
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TENANT AND CUSTOMER SURVEY  

The City of Naples Airport Authority is continuously working to improve the Naples Municipal Airport (APF) 
for its tenants, the traveling public, and surrounding community.  An important part of this effort is the 
development of a new 20-year Airport Master Plan.  We encourage your participation by sharing your 
experiences at APF, ideas for the facilities, suggested improvements, desired services, and long-term vision 
for the airport.  Please take a few minutes to complete and return this survey.  Thank you!! 

   

 
Name 

 
 

 
Address 

 
 

 
Phone Number 

 
 

 
Email Address 

 
 

 
Date 

 
 

1. How long have you been a tenant and/or customer of the Naples Municipal Airport?         

2. Do you rent a tie-down, lease/sublease hangar space, or own a hangar?                          

If you sublease, do you do so on a seasonal basis?            

If you own or rent a hangar space, what type and what size is it?         

              

3. Do you participate in any aviation-related organizations or airport committees? ____________If Yes, please list which ones below.  

              

4. In general, tell us about your experience as a tenant and/or customer of the airport.       

             

             

              

5. What airside improvements would help improve your services at APF? (i.e., taxiway improvements)      

             

              

6. What type NAVAIDs/instrument approaches would improve your experiences at APF?  Are there any obstructions that hinder 

your use of the airport?             

             

              

7. What landside improvements would improve your experience at the airport? (i.e. parking, security improvements, etc.)    
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8. What type of additional facilities and improvements at APFvwwould best suit your needs? (Select all that apply). 

  _____ Regular T-Hangars   _____ Large T-Hangars  

  _____ T-Shelters     _____ Clearspan Hangars (approx. 60’ x 60’) 

  _____ Apron Tie-downs   _____ Clearspan Hangars (approx. 100’ x 100’) 

  _____ Corporate Hangars (150’ x 150’)  _____ Other      

9.  Understanding that many general aviation services are provided by private commercial service providers (FBOs), what general 
aviation services do you feel need improvement at the airport?   

 _____ Fixed Base Operator Services  _____ Apron Tie-Downs 

 _____ Fuel Sales and Service   _____ Apron Parking 

 _____ Aircraft Maintenance Services  _____ Vehicle Access and Parking 

 _____ Avionics Repair Services   _____ Access to Wireless Networks  

 _____ Flight Planning / Weather   _____ Signage 

 _____ Aircraft Rental    _____ Food / Refreshments 

 _____ Counter Sales    _____ Concessions  

 _____ Flight Instruction   _____ Security / Gate Access Control  

 _____ Solid Waste services and Recycling  _____ Security and Lighting 

 _____ IT Infrastructure   _____ Common Area Landscaping 

 _____Site Drainage    _____ Utilities     

 _____ Ground Transportation Services  _____ Other     

Specifically, what would you like to see improved?        

             

              

10.   Looking to the future, what is your vision for APF and what should be accomplished at the airport over the next 20-year period?   

             

              
 

11. Additional Comments:              

             

             

         

Please visit flynaples.com/masterplan for more information about the study. 

 

Your information is greatly appreciated! 

 

 
 

Please return survey to: 

Douglas DiCarlo 

Via Mail: ESA 

 4200 West Cypress Street, Suite 450 

 Tampa, FL 33607 

Via email:  

masterplan@flynaples.com 

http://www.flynaples.com/masterplan
mailto:masterplan@flynaples.com
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Placing 
Classi� ed Ads 

has never been easier!
Online: 

naplesnews.com/classifieds 

Fax: (239) 263-4708 or 

E-Mail: classad@naplesnews.com
Please be sure to include your name, address and 

daytime phone number. We will call you to con� rm 

receipt of ad. 

Phone: 

General Classi� ed and Real Estate: 

(239) 263-4700 or 1-877-263-6047

Recruitment: (239) 263-4841

Mail:   Naples News Classi� ed Dept. 

1100 Immokalee Rd.  

Naples, FL, 34110 

Free Merchandise Ads 

We off er FREE classi� ed ads for non-commercial 

items $100 or less (the price must appear in the 

ad), 1 free ad per week, ads are 3 lines, run for 7 

days, and the item will run one time as a free ad. 

These ads are not processed by phone.

E-mail classad@naplesnews.com or mail to:

Free Ads 1100 Immokalee Road Naples, FL 34110. 

Real Estate For Sale By 

Owner Special – $195 

Nine line ad, 14 days in Naples Daily 

News, all community publications, 

NaplesNews.com and Topads.

Policy: Naples Daily News reserves the right to correctly 
classify and edit all copy or to reject or cancel any 
advertisement at any time. All ads placed by phone are 
read back to the advertiser at the time of placement,     
e-mail veri� cation provided to advertisers who provide   
e-mail addresses. Only standard abbreviations are 
accepted. Classi� ed ads are pre-paid unless prior credit 
approval is established. 

Corrections: Please check your ad for errors on the � rst 
day it appears. Naples Daily News will not be responsible 
for incorrect ads after the � rst day of publication.

Community Papers: 

In partnership with:

Publisher of:

Classi� ed Deadlines: 

Naples Daily News
Tuesday - Saturday Editions 

2PM, one day prior

Sunday and Monday Editions

5PM Friday

Real 
Estate Rentals

Apartments - Unfurn. 

1BR, 1BA BUNGALOW
Clean, approx. 500 sq. ft. Nice
neighborhood, 1 mi. to Boni-
ta Beach.  No smoking, no
pets. Avail. Feb 1st. $890 mo.
Call (239) 250-4578 

Homes Furnished 

1BR $1,550 utilities included 
All tile, W/D, no pets, 

no smoke. Call 239-253-9179

A 3BR 2BA 2 STORY Tile/wood, 
930 sq.ft. gar. 6.5 mo. min. 
$2,850 Incl util (239)643-0636 

LUXURY ESTATE HOME  
In World-Renownd Vineyards 

Golf Community Naples FL 
4 BR Heated Pool 4021 Sq Ft 
3 Car Garage  Golf & Club-

House Privileges 
Available Jan 10 - April 

$11,500 Per Month 
Annual Rental Considered

Call Mike @ 3194301592 

Homes Unfurnished 

MARIPOSA TOWNH.- CENTRAL 
4BR/3 + 1/2 bath, 2 car gar. 
2,400 sq.ft.   NO SMOKING
 $2,200. mo. (239) 572-4334

Condos Furnished 

MOORINGS - 2BR, 1.5BA,
Not so particular renter.
Fair condition. (239)682-1079 

SERENDIPITY IN PELICAN   BAY
2BR 2BA condo; 2nd  floor,
new furniture; completely 
refurbished. Lake views; 2
pools. Seasonal or Full Time
Rental.  (818)419-1184 

Condos Unfurnished 

41 & RATTLESNAKE: 2/2, car-
port, cable, view, water, no
pets. $1,025.  (239)394-2376 

ANNUAL 2BR 2BA 55+ Central-
ly located near beach $1450   

 No pet/smokers 239-293-0547 

MOORINGS 2BR 2BA 55+
exquisite lake view, no pets/
smoke. $1,400  (440)679-9997

Duplx/Multplx UnFurn 

 1BR, 1BA NEAR BONITA BCH
No smoking on property. 

No Pets. Utilities included. 
$890. mo. (239)877-3059

1BR 1BA DUPLEX, NEAR 
 Bonita Beach; pets OK. 
$995 mo.  (239)850-4597 

A NAPLES PARK 1BR 1BA
Duplex, washer/dryer. no
Pets $850 mo    (239)273-5171 

Townhouse/Villas Unfurn 

  MILANO ON LIVINGSTON 
1580 sq.ft. 3BR 2.5BA att. gar,

No pets/smoke. Amenities.
Annual! (239)-216-1680

Manufactured Homes

QUAIL ROOST 2BR 2BA, 
 double manufactured home 

for annual rent. No pets.  
$1100 mo. includes ameni-
ties.   (336)926-3246 

Beach Rentals 

GULF FRONT CONDO 
ON VANDERBILT BEACH 

 9577 Gulf Shore Drive, 3BR, 
  Give the GIFT of a Gulf front 

vacation condo! Book Jan 
1-14 or Feb 13-28! $4000/
wk+fees     (704)724-4202

Seasonal/Vacation Rentals 

2BR 2BA CENTRAL AVE Pool, 
No Pets/Smokers. $2,900 mo. 
3 mo. min. (239)572-4421 

A 3BR 2BA POOL HOME 
Near Coconut Point & Beach. 

Nice area. Small pets OK!   
mygulfcoastpalms@gmail.com

A CHARMING AND SPACIOUS
COTTAGE, CLOSE TO ALL!
2/2 plus den, 1,800 sq.ft.,
Fully furnished. Deck, car
port & screened lanai.  Max
5 mins to beach, Waterside,
Artis-Naples, Mercado &
more. $4,000 p/mo Jan-Apr,
$3,500 p/mo May-Jun.  30
day min. Special pricing 90+
days.  No pets, no smoking.
Call (239) 404-6718

A PRIME LOCATION! 
1100 GULF SHORE BLVD N. 
 2/2 condo. Available Now.  

$2,300 mo annual; 
or Season 2018. $3,500 mo.  
Pool. Bkgrd ck + secur. dep   

239-919-4230

A WALK TO BEACH CONDO  
Furnished 2BR 2BA 2nd Floor
March 2018.   Pool,  Golf, 

  Tennis. $3,500.  (239)777-9212 

AN OLDE NAPLES 1/1 CONDO  
Steps to 5th Ave. and Short 
walk to beach. Avail. Now! 

$3,000. mo.   (215)491-9050 

AUGUSTA WOODS 2BR 2BA on
Rattlesnake, carport, pool, 
Avail. Jan 1st $2,600. No 
pets/Smokers (859)866-0005 

BONITA BEACH GULF VIEW 1/1
Steps to beach, weekly avail.
Call for rates. 978-533-9759

N NAPLES  2/2 GATED  Tennis,
Golf facilities; overlooks pool 
and lake. Paul:  (239)594-7960

   NAPLES WINTER PARK  
Beautiful 2BR, 2BA condo. 

Avail. Jan-Apr. $3,000. (734)
748-6734 or (734)968-1233 

ONE & TWO BEDROOM UNITS  

Available monthly for 
2018 season. Beautifully 

furnished and full stocked
Ideally located in Downtown 
Naples. All utilities included 

Email Katherine at
katherineprycerentals@

gmail.com
For pricing and locations

Seasonal/Vacation Rentals 

     PELICAN BAY CONDO 
Seasonal rental available.  

90-day minimum.  Quiet
building.  No pets.  No stairs.  
2100 sq feet.  2 bedroom plus 
den, 2.5 baths.  Maximum 4
people allowed.  On berm.
Lanai overlooking the Gulf.
Beautiful pool.  $33,000, 
plus sales tax of 10%, total 
of $36,300, $5,000 security
deposit, 4 cleaning fees of
$250 each, beach/fitness 
center access fee $200.  Cred-
it check required.  Amount 
due at signing $42,500.  

 Contact: (312)286-6200.

SEASONAL RENTAL N NAPLES
1682 Gulf Coast Dr. 2BR, 2BR
1450 sq ft; beautiful floor
plan w/ remodel; Active 55+
community. Lots of ammeni-
ties. Close to beaches, shop-
ping and restaurants. Avail-
able January 15th. $2800 per
mo.  (720)314-9200 

 VANDERBILT BEACH WATER-
FRONT 3BR, 2BA, pool, walk 
to beach, boat dock. $6,800. 
mo. 239-777-9426 Msg or text

Roommates

A MATURE LADY HAS BR/BA
w/kitchen privledges for
rent in N. Naples $725. 1st &
last required (239)200-6752 

Rooms Furn/Unfurn 

ROOM FOR RENT Single room 
with complete bathroom 

closet, private entry & bath, 
Furn $400 mo. (239)315-4534 

Resorts/Hotels Rentals 

BIG CANOE, GA
Now accepting short term
reservations for 2/2 cabin
on 3 acres in the exclusive 
Big Canoe mountain resort 
an hour north of Atlanta. 

Hot tub in deck and glorious 
views.  Enjoy golf, tennis, 
hiking, waterfalls. Explore 
& shop nearby mountain 
towns. For photos, rates 

and availability see listing 
#495166 on VRBO.com or 

(706)579-1233

Space Rentals 

COMMERCIAL SPACE RENTAL  
106 Plaza, 41 & 106th Ave N. 

opp. Trader Joe’s, 2 units, 
750 & 850 sq.ft. (239)-216-1680 

COMMERCIAL / OFFICE   
     900 square ft,   $865 mo.  

(239)262-4121 

OFFICE SUITES RENTS start at 
$500. www.strandexecutive-
park.com (239)596-7272 

Storage Units 

A/C LOCKERS,  3’x4’ up to
warehouse size, lowest $’s in 
Naples! (239)643-0447 

AIR CONDITIOND SELF  Storage
in Private Industrial Space.
For specials:  (239)254-1971 

Wanted To Rent

SENIOR CHRISTIAN 
MAN SEEKS 

FURN. ROOM
to rent, with kitchen 
privileges, in Naples 
area. Bathroom must 

have walk in shower, no 
tub please. Long term, 
$450 mo. Local refer-

ences available. Parking 
not needed. Please call

786-506-2500.

Real Estate
Commercial

Offices/Warehouse/Sale

AAA BEAUTIFUL SUITES 
FROM $295.  With conference 

room. Call 239-643-1600 

Commercial Property /Sale 

1250 SQ.FT. MEDICAL/OFFICE 
SUITE $249K 4 rms. sale or 
$2,300 mo. rent. 239-200-7462 

Offices/Warehouses/Rent

207 N. COLLIER BLVD.   110-250 
SF office space. All utilities,
some furnished, conference
room, common kitchen & 
bathrooms $350-$650 mo.
Jim  (954)914-3264 

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SUITE
Beautiful furnished office
suite, two offices, two 
bathrooms, balcony, plenty 
of parking, no cam, avail-
able immediately, 600 sq 
ft, $1200 mo. Call Alisa 352-
284-0859 or apav10@yahoo.
com. Pictures at https://
photos.app.goo.gl/GOdVKS-
RToOzYUbhm2 

Financial

Business Opportunities 

LIQUOR LICENSE 
Collier County. Great terms 

available! No liens. Clean! 
Realty Masters 954-214-8322

OWNER  RETIRING! 
Unique retail business oppor-

tunity in the heart of Naples 
on Fifth Ave. Total turnkey 
operation, $80,000 OBO. Call 
(239) 351-7524, ask for Dale  

Recreation

Boats/Motors/Marine

‘06 SEADOO WAKE 155  
125 mi., just serviced $3500 

FIRM  (732)320-5047.

23’ CHAPARRAL SUNESTA
Recent engine outdrive ser-
vice, New canvas, Ex. cond. 
$15,200 Marco (954)328-6009

Boats/Motors/Marine

CAPTAIN’S LICENSE  
Naples OUPV-6-pak  

Jan. 8th   877-435-3187  

THE MARINA AT
 

FACTORY BAY 
 

 Marco Island  
Slip will accommodate 

47’ LOA  19’ Wide; 
Deep Water Marina, 

Direct Access to Gulf... 
No Bridge Issue; 

Concrete Floating Docks; 
Water / Electric; Modern 

Clubhouse; Pump Out. 
Reduced for Quick Sale 

 $55,000. 
   Call Paul:   (239)253-4755

Campers & RV’s 

WANTED ALL MOTOR HOMES 
AND CAMPERS. Any cond.

  Cash Paid.   (954)789-7530.

Recreational Storage 

OWN YOUR COVERED RV &/
OR BOAT PARKING SPACE!

www.hideawayrvcondos.com 
MIKE PRICE 239-340-0665 

Germain Properties of Naples 

STORAGE: MOTORHOMES
RVs, boat, auto. Covered 
available.   (239)643-0447

Recreational Trailers 

THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL 
Several Used Park Models
“As Is” starting @ $1,995.

HOLIDAY RV TRAILER SALES
19710 South US 41, Ft Myers

 (239)590-0066

Transportation

Classic Cars 

 1977 MGB CONV. ROADSTER 
72K original miles, 4 cylinder

engine, classic British Racing 
Green, 4 speed, good condi-
tion, 15” alloy wheels, Abarth 
exhaust, asking $18,495.
(239)394-5304

Automobiles for Sale 

   ‘01 CADILLAC SLS 70K mi. 
One owner, like new. New tires 

$4,900. (413)626-9776.

‘09 CADILLAC CTS 3.6 L-D.I., 
11k mi. Dia. wht 2 tone leath, 
Int., full pano roof, Alloy whl  
prem pkg. all options. Looks,
smells & runs new. Perfect 
cond. $14,900 (239)352-8216.

Will Not Disappoint! 
A Perfect Christmas gift!

2004 MERCEDES SL500 
 Burgundy/cream 43K orig. 
mi. Excellent cond. Naples 

$14,500. (301)-537-6349

2016 LEXUS NX200T FWD 
 Black in and out, power 

seats, driver seat memory, 
park assist, heated-cooled 
seats, moonroof, naviga-
tion. 18” Wheels. Excellent 
shape.   11K miles. $36,113.  

  (239)330-4462

2011 SUZUKI SX4 LE Sedan,  
CVT Trans. 35K mi. 1 owner, 
$6,000. obo  (239)348-1991.

2015 TOYOTA CAMRY SE, Ex.
Cond. Metalic gray. 33,600 
mi. $15,500. (239)200-6902.

CHEVROLET CORVETTE - 1984. 
silver int., white ext., chrome 
engine, Showroom Cond! In
Naples, call  (440)554-5215.

Sports and Imports 

‘11 CORVETTE GRAND SPORT   
Chrystal red, 6 spd, 45K mi 
New Michelins $34,995 obo  
2017 CORVETTE Z06 CONV. 

 900 mi. Silver, $79,995. obo
 Call (507)530-3776

1996 MERCEDES-BENZ SL320   
Only 58K mi. fully auto. 
equipt. Including hard top,
$8,250. (239)498-5009.

      2002 MAZDA MIATA 
 Automatic, 107K mi. silver,

clean! $2,900 (239)948-2001.

2003 TOYOTA MATRIX XRS 
63K mi. 6 Speed, $3,450. 

Call (239)597-2959.

   2005 MERCEDES 350 SLK 
1st owner 106K mi. Ex. cond.

$10,900. (239)-860-9530

2008 BENTLEY GT SPEED
 Sapphire color.  35,000 mi. 
Exc! $68,000.   (716)880-6374

MERCEDES SL500 2003
 MINT. Only 21K mi. Aegean

blue. All optons. Naples car 
$22,900.  (574) 361-0322.

Sport Utility Vehicles 

‘15 FORD ESCAPE SE 35K mi.
Red, new battery, new tires 
very clean $14,000. Call (614)-
390-5077 or (614)-390-5078

Motorcycles/Mopeds

2008 DAELIM SCOOTER 125cc 
automatic, 1 senior owner, 
new batt., 2,600mi., good 
cond. $1650obo(614)314-4902

Vans

DODGE GRAND CARAVAN  
2014. Wheelchair Van with
10” lowered flr, ramp & tie
downs.  (239)494-8267

Vehicles Wanted 

AA+ TOP DOLLAR PAID! for 
Classics Cars, Muscle Cars, 
& Sports Cars.  (239)221-3000

ABSOLUTELY ALL AUTOS - 
Wanted!  Dead or Alive Top $     
FREE PICK UP!   239-265-6140

     CORVETTES WANTED
Top dollar. Cash today. Call 

941-809-3660 or 941-923-3421 

STEARNS MOTORS  
MOST TRUSTED 

BUYER Since 1977.
All Vehicles wanted

Rod or Jim  (239)774-7360

Auto Parts & Acc 

4 BRIDGESTONE DUELER   
 285x45x22 $360 or trade for 

silver  Like new 201-401-7768

Wheels/Recreation

Place your 
ad online at

The key to 
buying 
your car 

starts here

Reach the locals!

(4) TIRES 285x40x22 Like New 
$360.  or trade for silver.  
(201)401-7768.

Legals

Public Notices 

Naples Municipal Airport 
Master Plan

Public Kick-off Open House 

The City of Naples Airport
Authority (NAA) is initiating
the preparation of a Master
Plan for the Naples Municipal 
Airport.  The last Airport 
Master Plan was completed 
in 1997.  

The primary goal is to create
a 20-year airport development 
plan to maintain a safe, 
efficient, and environmentally 
conscious airport facility for 
the community. To achieve 
this goal, it is essential to
receive input from interested
members of the community.

NAA is hosting a public
informational open house 
on January 31, 2018 to kick-
off the Airport Master Plan
study.  The public is welcome 
to attend anytime between
5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.  The 
open house will be held at
the Naples Municipal Airport
Commercial Terminal on the 
south side of the airport (500
Terminal Drive, Naples, FL 
34104).  Please come out and
learn more about the airport,
the master plan process, and
to provide input.

More information can be found
online at www.FlyNaples.
com/masterplan.
December 24, 2017    No.1864633
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ANNUAL RENTALS

www.bhhs�oridarealty.com

239-659-4228
888-741-5300

NAPLES

Henderson Creek 2/2 ........................................................................... $1450

Meadows at Quail Creek Village 3/2, 1 car garage........................ $1675

Crown Pointe 2/2+den, 1 car garage, no pets ............................... $1695

Marbella Lakes 2/2 + den, 1 car garage, partially furnished ...... $1800

Tarpon Bay 2/2 +den, 2 car garage, new floors, paint & fixtures ..... $2150

Hammock Bay/Aversana 3/3 .............................................................$2400

Madison Park 4/3, pool, 2 car garage, small pet allowed.............$2600

Valencia Golf & Country Club 3/2, furnished, heated pool,

1 car garage, 6 month rental only .....................................................$3,000

Longshore Lake 4/2+den Home , 2 car garage .............................. $3600

MARCO ISLAND

Palm Paradise 3/2, 1 car garage ....................................................... $1800

Single Family Home 3/2.5, pool, 2 car garage ................................$3000

BONITA SPRINGS

Village Walk of Bonita 3/2, pool.........................................................$2650

ESTERO

Cascades 3/2, 2 car garage, pet with approval .............................. $2100

Apartments - Unfurn. Apartments - Unfurn. 

Mobile Homes/Lots 

NAPLES’ BEST 55+ 
Res. Owned  Waterfront 

Mobile Home Comm.
napleslandyachtharbor.org 

(239)774-5484 

TALL OAKS OF NAPLES
Naples’ BEST 55+ 

Manufactured Home Comm.
Beautiful new model homes 

from low $100’s!
Great amenities - 

clubhouse, pool, lakes.  
525 Barefoot Williams Rd., 

Naples, FL 34113
or call 800-622-1660

www.talloaksof naples.com

For Sale By Owner 

BERKSHIRE LAKES 
1065 PARTRIDGE CIRC #101 

34104 2BR 2BA Completely 
remodeled incl. New A/C, 

furnace in 2017, 1,350 sq.ft. 
 Excell. cond.  (816)304-0205 

ISLAND WALK FSBO  2BR, 2BA 
den.  Gated com. Lake views. 
By appt. only  (239)631-1910 

MIRASOL AT COCONUT POINT
3BR 2.5BA townhome with 2 
separate garage bays, com-
plete upgrade pkg; Built in 
Oct. 2013; barely lived in. 
Steps from Coconut Point 
Mall.     $292,900.  

  Furnishings negotiable.  Call 
 (239) 302-8692; (239)384-9988

Interval Ownership 

FOR SALE BY OWNER    Week 
22, June 2-9th; Sun Rise Bay. 
1BR, sleeps 4. 2018 maint. 
paid $675.   (239)642-3655 

Real 
Estate Rentals

Homes Furnished 

1BR $1,275, utilities included 
All tile, W/D, no pets, 

no smoke. Call 239-253-9179

A GATED GREY OAKS HOME 
3BR 3.5BA, 2 Car Gar, Patio
overlooks pond. Price negotia-
ble. (610)914-7941 

Homes Unfurnished 

ANNUAL 3BR + DEN 2BA Pool,
double car gar. Sussex Place
in Lely. View of Golf course 
& lake. $2,800 (217)240-3920 

MARIPOSA TOWNH.- CENTRAL 
4BR/3 + 1/2 bath, 2 car gar. 
2,400 sq.ft.   NO SMOKING
 $2,200. mo. (239) 572-4334

VILLAGE WALK 2BR 2BA + DEN  
Water view, $1,850. mo.  

No Pets/Smoke (239)537-4623 

Condos Furnished 

SERENDIPITY IN PELICAN
BAY  2BR 2BA condo; 2nd  
flr, new furniture; completely 
refurbished. Fireplace; Lake
views; 2 pools. Seasonal or
FullTime Rent. (818)419-1184 

Condos Unfurnished 

$1,000.00 A MONTH 
GROUND-LEVEL CONDO - 

$1,000.00 a month

Ground-level Condo/Apart-
ment 

in Naples, Florida-2102
Rookery Bay Dr. #2901.

1 Bedroom with king-sized 
bed. 

1 Bathroom.
Unfurnished condominium 
centrally located between 

Naples and Marco Island. 
Available starting  

February 5th, 2018. 
No pets allowed. 

Amenities
Assigned Parking 

Terms
12 months

Security Deposit: $500

Please contact: 

Angela 
Triminea Capital, LLC

239-970-2892
angelagaliano.triminea@
gmail.com (239)970-2892 

2BR 2BA 55+ Centrally located
Wi-fi, cable, water included
$1450 No smoke 239-293-0547 

A 3BR 2BA PIPER’S POINTE
W/D, updated, all tile, gran-
ite kitchen, S/S appliances.
$1700 No Pets. (502)386-9425 

PIPERS POINTE - PALM RIVER
2BR, 2BA vaulted ceilings, 
lake view, W/D, covered
parking.  $1,275. mo. No pets
Call Sandra (857)-204-6985 

Duplx/Multplx UnFurn 

1BR 1BA DUPLEX, NEAR 
 Bonita Beach; pets OK. 
$995 mo.  (239)850-4597 

Townhouse/Villas Furn 

OLDE NAPLES 5TH ST. SOUTH  
4BR/3BA, Gorgeous modern 
townhouse, garage, heated 
pool. Tile and wood floors, 
granite kitchen, travertine 
patio. Walk to restaurants, 
beach, pet OK. Annual rent 
$5,000. mo.  Kathy Crandall 

Waterfront Realty Group Inc. 
(239)595-1543

Townhouse/Villas Unfurn 

BRAND NEW  Artesia 
3BR, 2BA Villa, 2 car garage, 
lakeview, gated. $2,200/mo.   
All amenities. (954)347-4931 

FOR RENT-ANNUAL
1913 Crown Point Blvd. W.
3/2, attached unfurnished 

villa, clean,   $1,800 per 
month, deposits:

 1st, last and security
Adell Cotter

 Seaside Properties
239-643-2262

Townhouse/Villas Unfurn 

  MILANO ON LIVINGSTON 
1580 sq.ft. 3BR 2.5BA att. gar,

No pets/smoke. Amenities.
Annual! (239)-216-1680

Manufactured Homes

QUAIL ROOST 2BR 2BA, 
 double manufactured 

home for annual rent. pets 
upon approval.  $1100 mo. 

includes  water, lawn, cable .   
(336)926-3246 

Seasonal/Vacation Rentals 

2BR 2BA CONDO, 55+ COMM.
No Smoking & No Pets. 

Jan-May$2,000 Jun-Dec  $1,200
Monthly only  (312)213-7363 

A 3BR 2BA POOL HOME 
Near Coconut Point & Beach. 

Avail May-Sept. Small pets OK!
mygulfcoastpalms@gmail.com

A HARBOUR COVE CLUB  2BR, 
2BR, 4th fl, carport, pool, no 
pets/smokers. $4,700 + tax & 
fees. Jan-May (920)539-6370 

AN OLD NAPLES STUDIO
Waterfront, City Dock area,
Turnkey $1350 mo Annual
or call for seasonal rates
(317)862-4402

AN OLDE NAPLES 1/1 CONDO  
Steps to 5th Ave. and Short 
walk to beach. Avail. Now! 

$3,000 mo.   (215)491-9050 

APRIL 2018  2BR 2BA Villa, 
lake view, 2 pools, 1/2 miles 
to Vanderbilt Beach $3,000. 

(239)598-3093 

AUGUSTA WOODS   2BR, 2BA 
on Rattlesnake, carport, 

pool, Avail. Apr. 1st-Dec. 31, 
2018. $1900/mo. W/D,
 no pets/no smokers 

859-866-0005 

AVAIL. FEB 1ST  KINGS LAKE 
CONDO  2BR 2BA No pets,
no smokers $2,975. mo. 
3 mo. min.  412-719-7712 

GLEN EAGLE CC - Glen Eagle 
CC

Sterling Greens Condo w/Golf
membership on 18th hole
1st flr, 2br,2ba w/den fur-

nished
no pets, no smoking
Avail Mar,Apr,&May $3600 

p/m
plus security. many amenities
Call 978-394-6254 (978)394-

6254 

MARCO VISTA -  2BR/2BA 
Available now Apr & May, 
beautiful water view, 2nd 
floor, close to the Snook 

Inn. Call Dave for pricing! 
(239)404-0493 

MARCO ISLAND -RIVERSIDE,
1BR 1BA Updated Condo, tile, 
W/D, lanai closed. Avail now- 
28 of Feb 2018.  239)231-2133 

PELICAN BAY 3BR 2BA  Sunny
lanai, 3rd (top) floor, ele-
vator, 2 car garage. Pebble 
Creek, nearest beach tram; 
90 day min., no pets. Great
tv and internet. $4990/mo
Owner/agent, 239-821-3411 

  or Napoli-bob@comcast.net  
  for details, photos.  

SUNSET COVE, MARCO 3/2 
condo, Feb. 10-17, elegantly  
furn.  $1750. 914-646-5777 

Roommates

FIDDLER’S CREEK CONDO!
3BR 2BA Amenities incl! No
smoke/pets. Nicely furnished 
$1,000. (239)-887-8580 

Resorts/Hotels Rentals 

BIG CANOE, GA
Now accepting short term
reservations for 2/2 cabin
on 3 acres in the exclusive 
Big Canoe mountain resort 
an hour north of Atlanta. 

Hot tub in deck and glorious 
views.  Enjoy golf, tennis, 
hiking, waterfalls. Explore 
& shop nearby mountain 
towns. For photos, rates 

and availability see listing 
#495166 on VRBO.com or 

(706)579-1233

Space Rentals 

COMMERCIAL SPACE RENTAL  
106 Plaza, 41 & 106th Ave N. 

opp. Trader Joe’s, 2 units, 
750 & 850 sq.ft. (239)-216-1680 

COMMERCIAL / OFFICE   
     900 square ft,   $865 mo.  

(239)262-4121 

DOCTOR’S OFFICE  to sublease
space to Licensed Masseuse. 
For Details:  (239)331-3222 

FRENCH QUARTER  
 Executive Suites / Offices 

Various Sizes. 239-261-2888 

OFFICE SUITES RENTS start at 
$500. www.strandexecutive-
park.com (239)596-7272 

Storage Units 

AIR CONDITIOND SELF  Storage
in Private Industrial Space.
For specials:  (239)254-1971 

Real Estate
Commercial

Offices/Warehouse/Sale

AAA BEAUTIFUL SUITES 
FROM $295.  With conference 

room. Call 239-643-1600 

Lots & Acreage/Sale 

WATERFRONT LOT ON CANAL 
with Direct Access.  
One on the few left! 

2754 Bayview Drive.
 $350,000       239-370-4027 

Commercial RE Lease 

RESTAURANT FOR RENT  
Great Downtown Naples, US 

41 location. 3300 Sq. Ft., 150
seats, (239)821-5390 

Commercial RE Lease 

RETAIL/OFFICE  Prime Loca-
tion upscale Retail Office or 
many other uses. Located
in Mission Square on Pine
Ridge Rod. Currently Used as 
up scale Office 

high traffic well managed cen-
ter. 

Availabele for a Lease @ 
$22.00 NNN or Purchase
$795.000 (239)537-3995 

Offices/Warehouses/Rent

207 N. COLLIER BLVD.   
110-250 SF office space. All 
utilities, furnished, confer-

ence room, common kitchen 
& bathrooms $350-$650 mo. 

Call Jim  (954)914-3264 

Financial

Business for Sale 

HEATING & A/C COMPANY, 25 
yr. est., many good accounts, 
$550K.  (239)290-1590

RAPIDLY GROWING passenger 
transport company serving
Marco, Naples and all SWFL
airports. Loyal clientele. 
Owner retiring. Reduced to 
$129,500.  (239)537-2102

Money Wanted 

PRIVATE INVESTOR WANTED
for $120K, 1st mtg, home val-
ued at $160K  (561)909-8132

Recreation

Aircraft/Aviation

HANGER FOR RENT  Punta 
Gorda airport, can acco-

modate light twin or small 
business jet. Call Andy  

(262)443-4045

Boats/Motors/Marine

14’ ALUM BOAT, ANTIQUE 1971
9.9 MOTOR  w/trailer, fish/
depth finder, trolling motor 
$2,500 obo  (239)351-6299.

18FT CAROLINA SKIFF  
 90hp Yamaha, Condo kept; 

$10,000.   (502)419-2233.

1988 SPORTSCRAFT - 23/1.50
FT, new outboard, 275HP
Evanrude $19,800  mint con-

dition  (239)465-1600.

2000 HURRICANE SUNDECK   
24.5’. w/200 HP Yamaha. 
2 stroke, low hrs. $11,500  

(239)220-9654

2007 SUNDANCE SKIFF  18’ 
90HP Yamaha. Bimini & trail-

er. $8,000. 914-474-4873  

60’ SLIP WIGGINS PASS
for sale or lease. $800/mo. 

Call  (239)825-1225.

BOAT SLIP 65’ L, 17’ B, 7’ D
on Naples Bay, direct gulf 
access no bridges deep 
water, Annual $1500 mo. +
tax & electric.  (239)431-6978.

BOAT SLIP  - Riverpointe Mari-
na floating dock. 34’LWL slip, 

electric/water. $80,000
239-370-4027

CAPTAIN’S LICENSE  
Naples OUPV-6-pak  

Feb. 12th   877-435-3187  

SEE OUR 
2018 STOCK BOATS

READY FOR IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY!

www.formulaboatssouth.com
909 10th St. S. Ste 102

  (239)331-2104

SOUTHPOINTE MARINA 
 ( In Windstar) Boat Slip

55’x32’x17’ slip. Direct access, 
close to Gulf, water and 
electric, 30 and 50 amp. 
$150,000.    239-370-4027 

YAMAHA 150HP 4 STROKE
ORIGINAL OWNER 300 hours 
good cond. well maintained 
$6,950.  (865)363-1562

Campers & RV’s 

2004 SHASTA 24’ CAMPING 
TRAILER  - Sleeps 6.

$4,900.   (810)516-8785.

2013 BIG SKY MONTANA 5TH 
WHEEL 3900FB

 3 slides, sleeps 4, 1.5 BA, 
W/D, electric awning, 

fireplace, big screen TV, 
Brown/Tan/Black/Grey. 
$37,000.  (502)592-7831

KEYSTONE COUGAR 2018
359 MBi 5th Wheel. Asking 
$41,000/obo. 239-390-6578  

RV SHOW 
Jan. 25-28    10AM-5PM

33rd Annual. 13 Dealers. 
Hundreds of new RV’s with 

all brands & styles, never 
more affordable. RV suppli-
ers, too! Tickets $10, 16 & 
under FREE, FREE Parking! 

Lee Civic Center,
 N. Ft. Myers: I-75, Exit 143E: 

FL RV Trade Assns, 
frvta.org/shows 

 

WANTED ALL MOTOR HOMES 
AND CAMPERS. Any cond.

  Cash Paid.   (954)789-7530.

Motorcycles/Mopeds

2008 PIAGGIO MP  - 3 Scooter. 
250cc, fuel injected, with 

low mi. $2,900.  239-961-3355

Recreational Storage 

CARS &/OR RV
ESTATE HOME, GATED COMM.

Furnished 3BR, 3.5BA $1.6M
 5 garages + 1 RV garage.

(239)405-8852 

STORAGE: MOTORHOMES
RVs, boat, auto. Covered 
available.   (239)643-0447

Recreational Trailers 

THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL 
Several Used Park Models
“As Is” starting @ $1,995.

HOLIDAY RV TRAILER SALES
19710 South US 41, Ft Myers

 (239)590-0066

Transportation

Classic Cars 

1930 LINCOLN Magnificent 
Dual Cowl/windshield 

Phaeton 8 cyl.    87,500 
Call Doug (603)387-8625.

PONTIAC TRANS AM 1979
Silver Edition, 4 speed, runs

great, beautiful cond.! Low 
mi! $45,000.  (239)290-1590.

Automobiles for Sale 

1998 CHRYSLER SEBRING CON-
VERTIBLE  White, Runs well; 
85K miles, Picture Available.
$2250. Call  (209)256-3219.

2004 MERCEDES SL500 
 Burgundy/cream 43K orig. 
mi. Mint condition. Naples 

$16,500. (301)-537-6349

2005 TOYOTA PRIUS HYBRID   
4dr.Sedan Pwr Windows,
new tires, car in perfect con-
dition. (239)963-5035.

  

Buy a Vehicle
Help a Local Charity

95 BMW 325 Conv.
90 Mercedes 560 SEL

99 Gr. Caravan
06 PT Cruiser

09 Saturn Vue 77k
96 Ply. Gr. Voyager

05 Ford Freestar
00 Buick Lesabre
99 Honda Accord
01 Volvo V70 XC

08 Suzuki Forenza 42k
97 Sebring 

95 Lebaron conv. 84k  
05 Ford Focus 5sp 

05 Suzuki BLVD.MC
04 Yamaha V Star MC 

05 Dodge Stratus 
99 Mazda Protege 86k 

03 Saab 9-5 86k 
97 Crown Vic. 78k 

99 Town car Limo 72k 
83 Eldorado Biarritz

06 Honda Accord 
07 Honda Accord 

  See our inventory at
   www.nadckids.com

 (click on cars for sale)

Donate a vehicle
Help a local Child

Call-239-692-9840
M-F 10-5

1742 Commercial Dr.
Naples, FL 34112

CHEVROLET CORVETTE - 1984. 
silver int., white ext., chrome 
engine, Showroom Cond! In
Naples, call  (440)554-5215.

CHEVROLET CORVETTE  2007 
convertible, only 28K mi, 
beautiful red/camel int. 
$29K.  (239)290-1590.

TOYOTA SOLARA 2006SLE
 conv. Steel Blue.  Tan int. 
roof. Mint! Loaded!  $9,500 

Naples  (401)641-7115.

Sports and Imports 

‘08 VOLVO C70 Hard top conv, 
great shape. 2nd owner 80K 
mi. silver w/sport wheel pkg. 
Loaded including Dynaudio, 
Homelink & Climate pkg.
$7,600 obo (239)572-3145.

‘13 CORVETTE  CONV. Grand 
Sport 3LT, Auto, Crystal red 
10K mi. Exc. cond. Original 
Owner. $40K 239-919-8647

‘13 MASERATI QUATTROPORTE 
S. Black/Black $39,500
(412)427-5218.

 1974 MGB  68K miles, British 
racing green, 4 speed w/ OD;
excellent condition, show-
car!! $10,500.  (239)992-7752.

1983 MERCEDES 300D 
 2 door Coup, $3K obo
1984 MERCEDES 300D 

4 door $3K obo
2002 VOLVO $3,500 obo

 (239)351-6299

1996 MERCEDES-BENZ 500SL 
RED - 40,500 miles, 2nd owner, 

hard top w stand and cover. 
New tires, breaks, rotors & 

calipers. $14,500 
(612)868-0441

2005 JAGUAR XK8 CONV.
Quad black, excellent condi-

tion, one owner, 71K mi. 
Featured in Uride on 12/30/17 

Price reduced to $15K obo 
(239)765-0642

2014 JAGUAR F-TYPE  
 V8, S convertible, white w/ 

black interior; all options!
 just 15,700 miles; Excellent 

condition, New tires; Ask-
ing $46,900.  Retailed new 
$107,000.    (419)902-3172.

2011 SUZUKI  Sedan, $4900.
 33K. Silver/Black Nice & clean   

one owner, (239)348-1991

2015 NISSAN ALTIMA 
 27K mi. Gray. excellent. cond.

$13,000.  (412)600-1418.

KIA SOUL + - 2012. 8,500 mi. 
Ex. cond. white/black, One
Owner. local use, well main-
tained. Price reduced to 
$10,900 (239)272-3702

MERCEDES-BENZ 350-CLASS  
2013 ML. (hard to find). Blue 
Tec Diesel- Diamond Metal-
lic White exterior- Almond 
Beige interior. Best pack-
age plus chrome trim, 72K 
mi. New Michelins, newer 

brakes & battery. Extended 
full MB 100,000 warranty or 
3/2019-ar Fax. Garaged on 

Marco. Private, $28,750. 
239-370-8118.

MERCEDES-BENZ 2008 S550,
great cond. white, 70K mi., 
$16,900. Naples 410-991-6837

Motorcycles/Mopeds

2004 YAMAHA R-1 - only 3,412 
miles, beautiful cond., runs 
great, many extras, $6500
OBO.  (239)290-1590

 2005 KAWASAKI VULCAN 
1500! All Extras! MINT Cond! 

$3,500/obo 239-398-6889

Vans

CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY
2004. 40K mi. Cold AC, new
tires. $4,450.  (239)734-0088.

Vehicles Wanted 

ABSOLUTELY ALL AUTOS - 
Wanted!  Dead or Alive Top $     
FREE PICK UP!   239-265-6140

     CORVETTES WANTED
Top dollar. Cash today. Call 

941-809-3660 or 941-923-3421 

STEARNS MOTORS  
MOST TRUSTED 

BUYER Since 1977.
All Vehicles wanted

Rod or Jim  (239)774-7360

WE BUY CARS, TRUCKS, SUVS,
Etc. Anything from $1,000
thru $100,000. Please call
Sam  (239)595-4021

Auto Parts & Acc 

LOOKING FOR CAR PARTS 
 1993 Cadillac Eldorado for 

more info call  (808)557-0015.

Announcements

Personals

ST. JUDE, THANK YOU 
FOR ANSWERING ALL MY 

PRAYERS.    JEANNE B. 

Legals

Public Notices 

Naples Municipal Airport 
Master Plan

Public Kick-off Open House 

The City of Naples Airport
Authority (NAA) is initiating
the preparation of a Master
Plan for the Naples Municipal 
Airport.  The last Airport 
Master Plan was completed 
in 1997.  

The primary goal is to create
a 20-year airport development 
plan to maintain a safe, 
efficient, and environmentally 
conscious airport facility for 
the community. To achieve 
this goal, it is essential to
receive input from interested
members of the community.

NAA is hosting a public
informational open house 
on January 31, 2018 to kick-
off the Airport Master Plan
study.  The public is welcome 
to attend anytime between
5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.  The 
open house will be held at
the Naples Municipal Airport
Commercial Terminal on the 
south side of the airport (500
Terminal Drive, Naples, FL 
34104).  Please come out and
learn more about the airport,
the master plan process, and
to provide input.

More information can be found
online at www.FlyNaples.
com/masterplan.
January 21, 2018    No.1893602

Request for Bids 

FLORIDA SOUTHWESTERN 
STATE COLLEGE REQUEST FOR
PROPOSALS #18-01  
PROJECT NAME:  Plumbing 
Maintenance and Repair
Services College Wide.  RFP 
SUBMITTAL:  Thursday, 
February 15, 2018, prior to 2:00 
P.M. Eastern Standard Time, 
Florida SouthWestern State 
College, Attn: Lisa Tudor, 
Office of Financial Services,
Sabal Hall Bldg O, Room
116A, 8099 College Parkway, 
Fort Myers, FL  33919. PHASE 
ONE SHORT LIST PUBLIC
EVALUATION TEAM MEETING:
Friday, February 23, 2018, 9:00
A.M. Eastern Standard Time 

l id h

Request for Bids 

at Florida SouthWestern State
College, Office of Financial 
Services, Sabal Hall Bldg O, 
Room 105.  Recommendation
for intended award to be 
posted at website https://
www.fsw.edu/procurement/
bids on or about February 
26, 2018. FSW is accepting 
proposals from commercial
plumbing contractors 
interested in providing 
plumbing maintenance and
repair services to the College.
All Vendors are required
to carry a minimum of one 
million dollars of commercial 
general liability. Vendors 
interested in this project may
obtain the RFP #18-01 from 
FSW at the following website 
address https://www.fsw.
edu/procurement/bids. 
January 21, 28, February 4,
2018                No.189
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 

Naples Airport Authority hosts Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce Business After Five 

 
NAPLES, Fla. (March 6, 2018) – Naples Airport Authority hosted 75 business professionals during The 
Greater Naples Chamber of Commerce’s Business After Five networking event at the airport’s 
Commercial Airline Terminal.  
 During the evening, Airport Authority staff shared information about the airport’s recently 
launched master plan update. The Airport Authority’s primary goal of the master plan study, last updated 
in 1997, is to create a 20-year development program to maintain a safe, efficient and environmentally 
friendly airport facility that meets the current and long-term transportation needs of the Naples 
community.   

Attendees toured inside the terminal and enjoyed walking outside to see an Embraer Phenom 100, 
on display by Naples Jet Center, an aircraft services provider based at Naples Airport and co-sponsor for 
the event.  

Naples Airport is home to flight schools, air charter operators, car rental agencies, and corporate 
aviation and nonaviation businesses, as well as fire/rescue services, mosquito control, the Collier County 
Sheriff’s Aviation Unit and other community services. During the 2016-17 fiscal year, the airport 
accommodated 95,018 takeoffs and landings. 

All funds used for the airport’s operation, maintenance and improvements are generated from 
activities at the airport or federal and state grants from aviation-related user fees; the airport receives no 
property tax dollars. The Florida Department of Transportation values the airport’s annual economic 
impact to the community at $283.5 million. 

For more information or to subscribe to email updates about the airport, visit 
www.FlyNaples.com. 

-30- 
 
Contact: 
Jennifer Hamilton, Gravina, Smith, Matte & Arnold Marketing and PR, 239-275-5758, 
Jennifer@GSMA.pro 

 

http://www.flynaples.com/
mailto:Jennifer@GSMA.pro


From: Gulfshore Business Magazine [mailto:newsletters@gulfshorelife.com]   

Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2018 5:29 AM 

Subject: Gulfshore Business Daily April 19 
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New Arthritis Painkiller

Works on Contact and

Numbs the Pain in Minutes
New cream works faster and is more targeted than

oral medications. Key ingredients penetrate the skin

within minutes to relieve joint arthritis pain.

Users report significant immediate relief.

By Robert Ward

Associated Health Press

BOSTON – Innovus Phar-

maceuticals has intro-

duced a new arthritis pain

relief treatment that works

in minutes.

Sold under the brand

name Apeaz™, the new

pain relief cream numbs

the nerves right below the

skin.

When applied to an

arthritic joint, or a painful

area on the body, it

delivers immediate relief

that lasts for hours and

hours.

The powerful painkilling

effect is created by the

creams active ingredients,

three special medical

compounds.

Anesthetics are used in

hospitals during surgery.

They block nerve signals

from the brain so that

patients don’t feel pain

and they work fast.

The anesthetic found

in Apeaz™ is the strongest

available without a

prescription.

The cream form allows

users to directly target

their area of pain. It works

where it is applied. The

company says this is why

the product is so effective

and fast acting.

“Users can expect

to start feeling relief

immediately after

applying,” explains

Dr. Bassam Damaj,

President of Innovus

Pharmaceuticals.

“There will be a pleasant

warming sensation that

is followed by a cool,

soothing one. This is how

you know that the active

ingredients have reached

the affected joint and

tissue.”

Works In Minutes

For arthritis suffers,

Apeaz™ offers impressive

advantages over traditional

medications. The most

obvious is how quickly it

relieves pain discomfort.

The cream contains the

maximum approved OTC

dose of a top anesthetic,

which penetrates the skin

in a matter of minutes to

numb the area that’s in

pain. This relief lasts for

several hours.

Published pre-clini-

cal animal studies have

shown that the ingredi-

ents in Apeaz™ can also

prevent further bone and

cartilage destruction.

There are also no nega-

tive side effects like from

oral medication. Apeaz™

delivers its ingredients

through the skin. Oral

medications are absorbed

in the digestive tract.

Overtime, the chemicals

in pills can tear the deli-

cate lining of the stomach,

causing ulcers and bleed-

ing.

When compared to other

arthritis medications,

Apeaz™ is a fraction of

the cost. At less than $2

a day, the cream quickly

is becoming a household

name.

Those with terrible

arthritis in their hands

and fingers, love how

easy Apeaz™ is to open.

The jar fits in the palm of

the hand, which makes it

much easier to use.

Instant Pain Relief
Without

a Prescription

Many Apeaz™ users re-

port significant improve-

ments in daily aches and

pain. Many more report

increased flexibility and

less stiffness. They are

moving with less pain for

the first time in years, like

Henry Esber, an early user

of Apeaz™.

“I’ve tried more pills

than I can count. I’ve

also had a handful of

cortisone shots. Nothing

is as effective as this

product. With Apeaz™,

I get relief right away. I

rub a little on my hands.

It keeps the pain away.

It also prevents the pain

from getting really bad.

It’s completely changed

my life.”

How It Works
Apeaz™ contains the

highest, non-prescription

OTC dose of a medical

compound that fights pain

on contact. When applied

to the skin it goes to work

within minutes by pene-

trating right to the source

of your pain, numbing the

nerve endings.

“This is why Apeaz™

is so effective for people

with arthritis pain. It

reduces pain while adding

an additional potential

layer of joint support,”

explains Damaj.

A New Way
to Treat Pain

Although Dr. Damaj

and his team say that

their cream is the fastest

and most effective way

to relieve arthritis pain,

they believe there is still

a reason to take joint

pills. The most effective

are those which help

to further lubricate,

strengthen and support

the joints.

That’s why every con-

tainer of Apeaz™ comes

with ArthriVarx™, a break-

through supplement that’s

taking on joint support in

an entirely new way.

ArthriVarx™ works on

your joints, making it

the perfect companion to

Apeaz™.

“ArthriVarx™ contains

special compounds pub-

lished to lubricate the

joints and connective tis-

sues that surrounds them.

With daily use, they im-

prove joint health and can

give an extra cushion,”

explains Dr. Damaj.

“When combined with

Apeaz™, it becomes the

perfect system to tackle

arthritis. While the an-

esthetic component of

Apeaz™ is working on the

outside, relieving pain

on contact, ArthriVarx™

is working on the inside,

adding cushioning to the

joints”’

A Powerful
Combination For

Arthritis and Joint
Pain

With daily use, Apeaz™

plus ArthriVarx™ helps

users live a more vital,

pain free life without any

of the negative side effects

or interactions associated

with oral drugs.

By delivering fast,

long-lasting, and targeted

relief from joint pain and

supporting long-term

joint health, Apeaz™ and

ArthriVarx™ is the newest,

most effective way to

tackle your arthritis pain.

You can now enjoy

an entirely new level of

comfort that’s both safe

and affordable. It is also

extremely effective, espe-

cially if nothing else has

worked well for you.

How to Get Apeaz™
in Florida

This is the official public

release of Apeaz™. As such,

the company is offering a

special discounted supply

to any joint-pain arthritis-

sufferer who calls within

the next 48 hours.

A special hotline

number and discounted

pricing has been created

for all Florida residents.

Discounts will be available

starting today at 6:00AM

and will automatically be

applied to all callers.

Your Toll-Free hotline

number is 1-800-442-6514

and will only be open for

the next 48 hours. Only a

limited discounted supply

of Apeaz™ is currently

available in your region.

Consumers who miss

out on our current prod-

uct inventory will have to

wait until more becomes

available and that could

take weeks. Experience

the guaranteed Apeaz™

relief already enjoyed

by thousands of con-

sumers. The company

advises not to wait. Call

1-800-442-6514 today.

Apeaz™ is an FDA drug with approved claims for

the pain relief of the following conditions:

• Arthritis pain • Simple back pain

• Strains • Sprains

• Athletic injuries • Muscle stiffness and pain

• Wrist, elbow, shoulder, hip, knee, ankle, foot,

muscle or joint pain

Apeaz™: Quick Acting Pain and Arthritis Cream is Now

Available Without a Prescription

APEAZ IS AN FDA OTC COMPLIANT DRUG NDC # 57483-001-04 APPROVED FOR THE RELIEF OF PAIN FROM MUSCLES AND
JOINTS INCLUDING ARTHRITIS PAIN. ARTHRIVARX STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FDA. ARTHRIVARX IS

NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE, OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE AND IS NOT A DRUG. RESULTS MAY VARY.

ADVERTISEMENT

Naples Municipal Airport Master Plan
PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE

MASTER PLAN GOAL� Create a 20-year airport development plan to maintain
a safe, efficient and environmentally conscious airport facility for the community.

Come out to learn more about the airport, progress of the
master plan study, and provide feedback.

There are two upcoming opportunities for
information and to provide feedback:

MONDAY� APRIL �� • ����-���� p.m.
Naples Regional Library – Rees Meeting Room

�	� Central Avenue • Naples

TUESDAY� MAY 
 • �-

 a.m.
Naples Municipal Airport – Commercial Terminal

	�� Terminal Drive • Naples

www.FlyNaples.com/masterplan

Southwest Florida charter boat cap-
tains, such as Bill D'Antuono, have
mixed feelings.

On one hand the giants are big
draws for sightseers and divers, D'An-
tuono said. On the other, a goliath sea-
son could eventually bring in fisher-
men from across the country. And, if
well-regulated, thinning their num-
bers could help strengthen other fish-
eries such as lobster, crab and smaller
fish, he said.

"They're protected for a reason,"
D'Antuono said. "But they are an apex
predator, and their numbers aren't be-
ing controlled or checked at all right
now. If the state can do a good job with
new rules and regulations, like they do
with other fish, it could be nice to have
a trial run, a pilot program, to see how it
goes."

While the population numbers have
been steadily climbing, the FWC still
has some concerns about the stability
of goliaths. They seem to be doing best
at shipwrecks and among artificial
reefs but have been slow to establish
themselves in more natural habitats.
The fish, particularly young goliaths,
have always been vulnerable to events
like red tide and cold weather.

Sarah Frias-Torres, a marine biolo-
gist known by her Twitter handle as
@grouperdoc, has been helping lead
opposition to the fishing season.

"I'm Grace. I'm gorgeous and like to
photobomb divers. The State of Florida

wants me dead. But your words will
save me," she wrote on Twitter with a
picture of a goliath.

Last year, amid delays caused by
Hurricane Irma, the FWC scheduled 16
in-person workshops from Pensacola
to Key West to Jacksonville to talk to
those who fish, dive and study the gi-
ants. The responses were recorded us-
ing an anonymous iClick survey sys-
tem, as well as an online version of the
survey. 

The comeback of the goliath grouper
has been celebrated by the research
community, the fishery management
community, and anglers and divers.
But anglers in the past decade have be-
gun complaining about goliath grouper
taking their catches as they reel them
in. Divers seeking lobster and spearing
fish have also complained there are too
many of the large grouper on the same
reefs where divers hunt.

But the FWC has little data about
what exactly, and how much, goliaths
eat. The fish haven't been harvested in
nearly three decades and, as a result,
little research has been done into the
contents of their stomachs.

The fish are opportunistic, thought
to primarily eat crustaceans and small-
er fish. The FWC does not believe they
have much of an effect on the number
of lobster or crab available to fisher-
men. As goliath population numbers
have grown over the past decade, lob-
ster landings have remained stable, ac-
cording to FWC records. 

USA TODAY Network-Florida out-
doors columnist Ed Killer contributed
to this story from Treasure Coast News-
papers.

Fishing
Continued from Page 1A

Miller identified other discrepan-
cies in the state party’s finance report,
including problems with contribution
deposits and how the party reported
about $13,000 in credit card payments.

Party officials missed a March dead-
line to explain the discrepancies in
writing. Failure to respond to the FEC
questions could trigger an audit.

The party’s federal account, which
is used to support House and Senate
candidates, is an important asset as
Florida Democrats enter a midterm
election year with an expensive U.S.
Senate race between Democratic in-
cumbent Bill Nelson and multimillion-
aire Republican Gov. Rick Scott, and
crucial House races that could help
yank control of that chamber from Re-
publicans. 

The unusual deficit reported to the
FEC marks the first time in 16 years that
the state Democratic Party enters a
midterm election year with a negative
balance noted in its federal account,
records show. During the same quarter
in 2014, the last midterm election, the
account reported $267,097 in hand.

The party could face a fine or a lesser
administrative penalty if the FEC finds
laws or regulations were violated in the
handling of its finances, agency
spokesman Christian Hilland said.

State Democratic Party leaders ar-
gue an accounting error made several
years ago led to submission of inaccu-
rate subsequent monthly FEC reports,
including the November report that re-

�ected a deficit of nearly $160,000 in
the federal account.

Democratic Party officials have been
talking to the FEC about the problem
and believe the discrepancies will be
resolved by May, party Executive Di-
rector Juan Penalosa said. The ac-
counting problem dates back to as
early as 2014, Penalosa said.

Party spokeswoman Caroline Row-
land said the federal campaign account
actually doesn’t have a negative bal-
ance, despite the fact that the party’s
FEC filing for March reported a
$114,000 deficit. That deficit will be
erased when the accounting errors are
corrected, she said.

“We are currently filing an amend-
ment to correct all monthly reports,
since the report with the understated
balance,” Rowland said. “We are work-
ing to have all the amendment filed by
early May 2018, at which point the neg-
ative balance will no longer be pre-
sent.”

Scrutiny
Continued from Page 1A

“We are currently

filing an amendment

to correct all monthly

reports, since the

report with the

understated balance.”

Caroline Rowland 
Democratic Party spokeswoman
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By Jack Isler,M.D.
HealthNews Syndicate

HNS—A popular needle
injection for people
with joint pain is now
available in an inexpensive
nonprescription pill. The
breakthrough came when
researchers discovered a
way to deliver the injected
“relief molecule” through
the digestive system.

Top US clinics have used
these needle injections
for years because they
deliver powerful relief.
Unfortunately, the shots are
painful andexpensive. They
also only work on the joint
being treated.

The new pill, called
Synovia, delivers the
same “relief molecule” as
the injections. However,
it has some impressive
advantages. First,
it’s inexpensive and
nonprescription. Also, relief
is delivered to every joint in
the body because it enters
the bloodstream through
the digestive system.

This gives it the ability
to reduce a much wider
varietyofpain.Users report
greater �lexibility and less
stiffness in their knees.
Hands and shoulders move
pain-free for the �irst time
in years. Even neck and
lower back pain improve
dramatically.

All this without spending
over $600 on needle
injections and taking trips
to the doctor everyweek.

The medical community
is very excited about this
new breakthrough. Dr.
Jacob Moss says, “Synovia
is a great option for those
suffering from joint pain.
Injections are usually a last
resort because of the pain
and expense. However,
Synovia should be taken at
the �irst sign of discomfort.”

NewDiscovery
The needle injection

procedure has been given
to hundreds of thousands
of patients over the last
several years.

Doctors use the shots
to boost a critical element
of the joint called synovial
�luid. This lubricating
�luid is found between the
cartilageandbonesofevery
joint.

According to the �irm’s
head of R&D, Mike McNeill,
“Researchers have been
working for years to �ind
a way to boost this �luid
noninvasively. The problem
was the molecule used
in the injections was too
large to absorb into the
bloodstream.”

Top scientists conquered
this obstacle by �inding a
smaller form of the same
molecule. This new glucose
form is easily absorbed
by your stomach and
intestines!

Now those who suffer
fromjointpaincanget relief
without painful injections.
At less than $2 per day,
early users like Steve Young
are impressed. He says,
“I’ve tried more pills than I
cancount,without any luck.
Synovia is different. My
knees and hands haven’t
felt this good in years!”

ImpressiveClinical
Results

Leading clinics use
injection therapy because it
works. Recent clinical trials
show the pill form also
deliversmajor relief.

One example is a
landmark study out of
Europe. In the study the
active ingredient in Synovia
was compared to a popular
NSAID pain reliever. The
goal was to see if it could
reduce pain and swelling
around the knee. The
resultswere incredible!

After just 30 days, more
than 8 out of 10 people
who took Synovia’s active
ingredient hadNO swelling.
However, only 2 out of 10
peoplewho took theNSAID
experienced reduced
swelling.

The study also looked
at cases of severe swelling.
Amazingly, zero cases
of severe swelling were
detected inthegrouptaking
the active ingredient found
in Synovia. This means it
was 100% effective for the
cases of severe swelling!

In contrast, 9 out of 10
people taking the NSAID
still had severe swelling.
McNeill points out, “The
impressive thing about
this study is the active
ingredient wasn’t tested
against a fake pill. It was
up against one of the most
popular NSAIDs people
use every day. It’s easy to
see why people in pain are
excited to get relief without
an injection.”

TheNewWay It
DeliversRelief

Getting relief without
injections has big
advantages. The most
obvious is avoiding being
stuck by a large needle
everyweek for 5weeks.

Another downside of
injections is the doctor can
“miss”. The needle needs to
be inserted into a precise
spot in the joint to work.
Otherwise, you risk the
treatment being ineffective.

However, boosting your
lubricating joint �luid by
takingapilldeliversrelief to
all your joints, not just one.

There’s an additional
reason the active ingredient
inSynoviaworks sowell – it
nourishes the cartilage.

McNeill says, “This is vital
because cartilage does not
have blood vessels. The
�luid in the joint serves two
very important pain-relief
roles: lubricationandgiving
the cartilage thenutrients it

needs to start re-growing.”

ApprovedByLeading
Doctors

The new delivery system
for thismoleculehas caught
the attention of leading
medical doctors.

“Needle injections for
jointpainhavebeenaround
for years because they
work. Being able to get
the same relief molecule
through a pill is amazing.
Injections may be a last
resort, but I’d recommend
Synovia at the �irst sign of
pain,” saidDr.MarieLaguna.

Dr. Gerardo Pereira, a
renowned surgeon from
Florida says, “Injections
aim to boost synovial �luid,
which lubricates the joint.
Those suffering from joint
pain usually have very little
of this �luid. Synovia helps
relieve pain by boosting
this key lubricant without
needles.”

Dr. Moss adds, “The
research behind the active
ingredient in Synovia is
very exciting. This product
is a great choice for those
who haven’t had success
with other joint pain
treatments.”

110%MoneyBack
Guarantee

Amazing feedback
from users of Synovia
has generated a wave of
con�idence at the company.
So much so that they now
offer Synovia with a 110%
moneyback guarantee.

The company’s
president, Michael Kenneth
says, “We’ve seen how well
it works. Now we want to
remove any risk for those
who might think Synovia
sounds too good to be true.”

Simply take the pill
exactly as directed. You
must enjoy fast acting
relief. Otherwise, return
the product as directed and
you’ll receive 100% of your
money back plus an extra
10%.

HowToGet Synovia
Today marks the

o�icial release of Synovia
in Florida. As such, the
company is offering a
special discounted supply
to everyone who calls
within the next 48hours.

A Regional Order Hotline
has been set up for local
readers to call. This is the
only way to try Synovia
with their “110% money
back” guarantee.

Starting at 6:00 am today
the order hotline will be
open for 48 hours. All you
have to do is call TOLL
FREE 1-888-597-5830
and provide the operator
with the special discount
approval code: SYN18. The
companywill do the rest.

Current supplies of
Synovia are limited, and
callers that don’t get
through to theorderhotline
within the next 48 hours
may have to pay more and
wait untilmore inventory is
produced. This could take
as long as 6weeks.

Newpill boosts the same lubricating joint �luid as expensive and
painful injections -without using a needle. Users report dramatic relief
from swelling, pain and stiffnesswithout side effects and expense.

THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD TNE DRUG ADMINSTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED
TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE. ALL DOCTORS MENTIONED ARE REMUNERATED FOR THEIR SERVICE. ALL

CLINICAL STUDIES WERE INDEPENDENTLY CONDUCTED ANDWERE NOT SPONSORED BY MAKERS OF SYNOVIA.

Costly Joint-Pain
InjectionsReplaced
ByNew$2Pill

Paid Advertisement

NO MORE NEEDLES: A popular needle injection pain-killer
for joint pain is being replaced. The key molecule in these
injections can now be delivered by taking a new low-cost pill
called Synovia.

BEFORE: No lubricating fluid or

cartilage lead to pain bone-on-bone

rubbing.

AFTER: Synovia’s active ingredients

lubricate joints and nourish cartilage so it

can re-grow!

BEFORE: No lubricating �luid or
cartilage leads to painful bone-on-
bone rubbing.

AFTER: Synovia’s active ingredients
lubricate joints andnourish cartilage
so it can re-grow!

Naples Municipal Airport Master Plan
PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE

MASTER PLAN GOAL� Create a 20-year airport development plan to maintain
a safe, efficient and environmentally conscious airport facility for the community.

Come out to learn more about the airport, progress of the
master plan study, and provide feedback.

There are two upcoming opportunities for
information and to provide feedback:

MONDAY� APRIL �� • ����-���� p.m.
Naples Regional Library – Rees Meeting Room

�	� Central Avenue • Naples

TUESDAY� MAY 
 • �-

 a.m.
Naples Municipal Airport – Commercial Terminal

	�� Terminal Drive • Naples

www.FlyNaples.com/masterplan

WASHINGTON – A divided Supreme
Court gave President Donald Trump’s
immigration travel ban a better recep-
tion Wednesday than it has received in
lower courts over the past 15 months,
raising the chances that it will uphold
restrictions on travelers from five pre-
dominantly Muslim countries.

The court’s conservative justices ap-
peared sympathetic to the administra-
tion’s contention that it has the author-
ity to limit immigration in the name of
national security. They also voiced
skepticism about the relevance of
Trump’s campaign promises and state-
ments regarding Muslims.

“If you look at what was done, it does
not look at all like a Muslim ban,” Justice
Samuel Alito said, noting it applies to
about 8 percent of the world’s Muslims.
“There are other justifications that jump
out as to why these particular countries
were put on the list.”

The court’s outnumbered liberals ex-
pressed doubts about the president’s
power to ban travelers indefinitely de-
spite existing congressional law and
said even his tweets on the subject can
be used to decipher his motives. 

“Where does a president get the au-
thority to do more than Congress has al-
ready decided is adequate?” Justice So-
nia Sotomayor said.

High court gives Trump
travel ban some support
Richard Wolf
USA TODAY

Protesters gather Wednesday outside the Supreme Court in Washington as the

court prepared to take up the legality of President Donald Trump’s immigration

travel ban. ASTRID RIECKEN/EPA-EFE

See TRAVEL BAN, Page 17A

WASHINGTON – Current and former
colleagues of Navy Rear Adm. Ronny
Jackson have told Senate investigators
that Jackson repeatedly drank on duty,
has an “explosive” temper and garnered
the nickname “candy man” among
White House staff because of his prolific
prescription practices.

At a Secret Service going-away party,
investigators reported, Jackson alleged-
ly got drunk and “wrecked a govern-
ment vehicle.”

One nurse said Jackson, President
Trump’s nominee to be secretary of the
Department of Veterans Affairs, wrote
himself prescriptions and when caught,
directed his assistant to write it for him
instead. He also provided a “large sup-
ply” of Percocet, an opioid medication,
to a staffer.

Sen. Jon Tester, the highest-ranking
Democrat on the Senate committee that
delayed Jackson’s confirmation hearing
in light of the allegations this week, re-
leased the details Wednesday from his
staff’s interviews with 23 current and
former colleagues of Jackson. 

White House press secretary Sarah

Huckabee Sanders said the White
House is looking into the allegations but
maintained Jackson’s record as a White
House doctor is “impeccable” and that
he has “received more vetting than most
nominees.”

“He’s a very highly qualified, highly
respected person in the military and in
the medical community, and that’s
something that we strongly feel that
veterans need in the VA,” she said. 

Sanders said the White House was
still working with lawmakers to re-
schedule a confirmation hearing they
delayed Tuesday.

A separate, independent investiga-
tion in 2012 found Jackson exhibited
“unprofessional behaviors” that con-
tributed to a “toxic” workplace and rec-
ommended the White House consider
removing him, a report on the findings
shows.

When investigators returned to as-
sess progress the next year, they found
some improvements in morale at the
roughly 50-person medical o�ce, but
noted Jackson still needed to “hone his
self-awareness” of behaviors that trig-
ger staff perceptions that “his actions 

VA nominee Jackson accused
of misconduct by colleagues
Donovan Slack
USA TODAY

See JACKSON, Page 17A
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Lifetime Eye Care for the Entire Family

Eye Centers of Florida
Since 1971

Dial **EYE on your Mobile Phone
for an Appointment Today!

Call 239.939.3456

ecof.com
We’re In Your Neighborhood

Dial **EYE on yo
for an Appointmen

• Cataract Surgery

• LASIK Vision Corrections

• Macular Degeneration

Treatments

• Eye Exams

• Optical Shop & Contacts

Clearly, the right choice

obile Phone
nt Today!

our Mo
ntmen

ssss
David C. Brown, MD, FACS
Founder & Medical Director

ND-FMN0000612-02

VACUUM

&SEWING

5367 N. Airport Pulling Rd.
(Next to Bed, Bath and Beyond)

239-591-4422

2124 Tamiami Trail N., Naples
(Panera Plaza)

239-403-8343

www.topsvacuumandsewing.com

FREE ESTIMATES on All Vacs/Sews

WANTED FOR TRADE
OLD VACUUMS &

SEWING MACHINES

DEAD OR ALIVE

JANOME

MAGNOLIA

7330

10 year warranty w/trade-in

ONLY
$34995

ORECK

VACUUM

ONLY
$14600

with trade-in

Best LightweightB

MIELE

VACUUM

$19995

w/trade-in

Best for wood

floor/carpet

$

B

ND-FMN0001100-05

Naples Municipal Airport Master Plan
PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE

MASTER PLAN GOAL� Create a 20-year airport development plan to maintain
a safe, efficient and environmentally conscious airport facility for the community.

Come out to learn more about the airport, progress of the
master plan study, and provide feedback.

There are two upcoming opportunities for
information and to provide feedback:

MONDAY� APRIL �� • ����-���� p.m.
Naples Regional Library – Rees Meeting Room

�	� Central Avenue • Naples

TUESDAY� MAY 
 • �-

 a.m.
Naples Municipal Airport – Commercial Terminal

	�� Terminal Drive • Naples

www.FlyNaples.com/masterplan

Simple te rms. Gua ra nte e d re turns.

Pine Ridge Bank

3360 Pine Ridge Rd.

Naples | 239-403-7900

Venetian Village Bank

4040 Gulf Shore Blvd N.

Naples | 239-403-0076

Cape Coral Bank

804 Cape Coral Parkway East

Cape Coral | 239-829-1380

1.75% 2.00%
14 Mo nths 24 Mo nths

2.25%
36 Mo nths

2.50%
60 Mo nths

APY*APY* APY* APY*

Contac t a banker today to learn more
about our CD produc ts and rates 833-440-1934

www. 1 9 3 4 . b a nk
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FORT LAUDERDALE – South Flori-
da’s Billy Mitchell, once declared the
Video Game Player of the Century, is
now facing the ultimate test of his skills:
salvaging his reputation.

Twin Galaxies, competitive gaming’s
governing body, found him guilty of
cheating. On April 12, it banned Mitchell
for life and removed all his high scores
from their record books, including his
undisputed Donkey Kong and Pac-Man
records from the 1980s and 1990s.

Mitchell has begun to assemble a
group of experts to dispute the findings.
He plans to show that Donkey Kong
loading screens from his games are from
the real arcade game, not a software
emulator, as his detractors have
claimed. An emulator allows a computer
program to imitate another program.

He also wants to find witnesses for
his most recent – and most disputed –
high score, a 1,062,800-point bench-
mark set at the now-shuttered Boomers
in Dania Beach.

“They said it was this version or that
version (of a software emulator). When
they finally said it’s a specific version,
somebody came out and said that ver-
sion didn’t come out until two years af-
ter I played the game,” said Mitchell, in
his first interview since losing his rec-
ords. “I don’t really know – I don’t know
anything about this stuff.”

Mitchell, a longtime Hollywood resi-
dent who now lives in Weston, achieved
the high score at the Boomers location
on July 31, 2010. He recalls more than
100 people shuffling in and out, a few
dozen at any one time, as he ran up the
scoreboard for several hours that day.
But it was only the latest in a run of high
scores going back decades.

In 1982, at the age of 17, Mitchell be-
came the first person to reach the fabled
kill screen of Donkey Kong, when the ar-
cade game reaches its memory limit at

level 117 and Mario seemingly commits
suicide, dying for no reason. His total:
874,300 points.

He followed that up by reclaiming the
Donkey Kong high score four more
times, three against Steve Wiebe, his ri-
val in the 2007 documentary “The King
of Kong,” a film that cemented Mitchell’s
image as the black hat of competitive
gaming. Barrel, jump, hammer, smash.
933,900 points. 1,047,200 points.
1,050,200 points. 1,062,800 points.

It’s those last two high scores that
have landed him in hot water. Twin Gal-
axies, the Guinness World Record-sanc-
tioned keeper of video game high
scores, ruled Mitchell’s scores were
achieved on software that emulates
Donkey Kong, not on the arcade game it-
self. That’s a problem because the soft-
ware would allow someone to save and
stop a game, which in turn would allow
them to go back and replay if they die or
get a score on a level they don’t like.

It’s a far fall for a man declared the
“Video Game Player of the Century” in
1999 by the Japanese Amusement Ma-
chine and Marketing Association. He
had just pulled off the first perfect Pac-
Man score in history – 256 levels, con-
suming every fruit, every dot, every
power pellet and every blue ghost with
every power pellet consumed, all with-
out dying once. 3,333,360 points.

“Probably my strongest accolade is
that I did the first perfect Pac-Man,”
Mitchell said. “It was quite the gala
event. It was at the largest arcade in the
world. Namco (Pac-Man’s creator) took
me and �ew me to Japan, where I had to
repeat the performance.”

Now, as far as the score-keeping
body is concerned, that never hap-
pened. Not to mention his record-set-
ting scores in Donkey Kong Jr, Ms. Pac-
Man and Burger Time. The tally:
957,300 points. 703,560 points.
7,881,050 points and an unknown num-
ber of hot dogs and eggs crushed be-
neath giant hamburger ingredients.

Video game champion
stripped of record scores
�ghting for reputation
Dan Sweeney 
Sun Sentinel

ASSOCIATED PRESS



 

From: Jennifer Hamilton [mailto:jennifer@gsma.pro]  

Sent: Wednesday, May 2, 2018 3:40 PM 

To: Ute Vandersluis <UVandersluis@flynaples.com> 

Subject: RE: Naples Daily News 4-29-18 Master Plan ad 

 

In addition to WNTY 92.5 FM/FOX News and TV/print outlets, we shared the information with these 

radio stations: 

• WAVV 101.1 FM 

• WGCU 90.1 FM/WMOK 91.7 FM 

 

Unfortunately, I can’t confirm if those stations also mentioned it on-air or not. Radio is not easy to track 

coverage on (nor is it cost-effective).  

 

Here are some other links to coverage we have tracked, so far: 

• Gulfshore Life - http://www.gulfshorelife.com/Calendar/index.php/name/Naples-Airport-

Authority-Master-Plan-Study-Open-House/event/17052/ 

• Gulfshore Business Daily e-newsletter (attached) 

• Naples Chamber - 

https://naplesflcoc.wliinc14.com/news/newsarticledisplay.aspx?ArticleID=4282 

 

 

 

mailto:jennifer@gsma.pro
mailto:UVandersluis@flynaples.com
http://www.gulfshorelife.com/Calendar/index.php/name/Naples-Airport-Authority-Master-Plan-Study-Open-House/event/17052/
http://www.gulfshorelife.com/Calendar/index.php/name/Naples-Airport-Authority-Master-Plan-Study-Open-House/event/17052/
https://naplesflcoc.wliinc14.com/news/newsarticledisplay.aspx?ArticleID=4282


















  
 
 
 
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 

Naples Airport Authority to hold Jan. 29 open houses for master plan study update 

 
NAPLES, Fla. (Jan. 17, 2019) – The Naples Airport Authority invites the public to attend two upcoming 
open houses for its master plan study. 

The first open house will take place Tuesday, Jan. 29, 2019, 9-11 a.m. at the Naples Airport 
Commercial Airline Terminal, located at 500 Terminal Drive. 

The second open house will take place Tuesday, Jan. 29, 2019 4:30-6:30 p.m., at the Naples 
Regional Library in the Rees Meeting Room at 650 Central Ave. 

These are the first of several open houses to be held in 2019. 
The master plan, last updated in 1997, will support Naples Airport Authority in achieving 

strategic goals and result in a plan for safe, efficient and environmentally conscious airport facilities to 
meet the current and long-term transportation needs of the community. NAA requests all interested 
members of the public join them to learn more about the airport progress on the master plan and provide 
input. 

More information can be found online at www.FlyNaples.com/masterplan. 
Naples Airport is ideally located within minutes of downtown Naples, the Gulf of Mexico and I-

75, connecting people to the Paradise Coast through an exceptional airport experience. The airport 
services more than 112,000 annual operations, while being an engaged, responsive partner to the 
community. Home to flight schools, air charter operators, car rental agencies, and corporate aviation and 
nonaviation businesses, the airport is also a central location for public services, including fire/rescue 
services, mosquito control, the Collier County Sheriff’s Aviation Unit and other community services. 

All funds used for the airport’s operation, maintenance and improvements are generated from 
activities at the airport or federal and state grants from aviation-related user fees; the airport receives no 
property tax dollars. The Florida Department of Transportation values the airport’s annual economic 
impact to the community at $283.5 million. 

For more information or to subscribe to email updates about the airport, visit 
www.FlyNaples.com. 
 

-30- 
 
Contact: 
Jennifer Hamilton, Gravina, Smith, Matte & Arnold Marketing and Public Relations, 239-275-5758, 
Jennifer@GSMA.pro 

http://www.flynaples.com/masterplan
http://www.flynaples.com/
mailto:Jennifer@GSMA.pro
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Come in Today

Annual Percentage Yield (APY) accurate as of 1/1/19. A new or existing checking account and a $5,000.00 minimum
deposit are required for all promotional CD o�ers. $500.00 minimum deposit is required to open a standard rate
CD with a term of 3 months or more. $5,000.00 minimum deposit is required to open a standard rate 7-89 Day CD.
Not available for commercial or nonprofit accounts. Penalty for early withdrawal. No minimum deposit is required
to open a consumer checking account. Account must be funded 45 days within opening. The 11-month promotional
CD rate at 2.50% is available in the Central Indiana and South Florida markets only. Fifth Third Bank, Member FDIC.

Other terms and special rates available

2.50%
APY*

11-month CD Special

Visit a Fifth Third Banking Center today!
Or explore other special CD options at www.53.com/cd.

Lock in a guaranteed rate of return
with a Fifth Third Bank CD.

CD promotional o�ers, CD terms and rates
are subject to change at any time.

Diamond Oak Village
Open House

January 24th

10–11:30 am

www.DiamondOaksVillage.com
24110 South Tamiami Trail, Bonita Springs, FL 34134

Call (239) 221-6089
to RSVP – limited seating!

Refreshments & community tours
will be available

R f hR h

Featuring national senior
expert Bruce B. Rosenblatt

ABC’s of Senior Housing
You’re Invited!

Active & Independent Senior 55+ Luxury Rental Community

WELCOME
Bobbi G. Brady, M.D.
Board-certified Dermatologist

Dr. Brady specializes in medical, surgical,

and cosmetic dermatology.Now offering

same-day dermatology visits in our North

Naples and Downtown Naples locations.

Bobbi G. Brady, M.D.

YOUR

S K I N
CARE

TEAM

www.TheWoodruffInstitute.com

Can’t make it
into the office during
regular business hours?

No problem!
Call our office and
ask about evening
and Saturday
appointments!

SPECIALIZING IN:
Full Body Examinations, Skin Cancer Treatment, Mohs Surgery, Acne/Rosacea, Psoriasis/

Eczema, Botox/ Dysport, Fillers, Laser Treatments, Body-Sculpting, Facial Plastic Surgery

NORTH NAPLES 2235 Venetian Court, Suite 1

DOWNTOWN NAPLES 671 Goodlette Road North, Suite 160

BONITA SPRINGS/ESTERO 23471 Walden Center Drive, Suite 300

SOUTH FORT MYERS 14440 Metropolis Avenue, Suite 102

Call Us Today! 239.895.9680

Hablamos

Espanol

MASTERPLANGOAL�Create a 20-year airport development plan to maintain
a safe, efficient and environmentally conscious airport facility for the community.

Come out to learn more about the airport, progress of the
master plan study, and provide feedback.

Please a�end one of our upcoming open houses:

TUESDAY� JAN� ��� ��	�
�-		 a.m.

Naples Airport - Commercial Terminal
��� Terminal Drive • Naples, FL

TUESDAY� JAN� ��� ��	�
���-��� p.m.

Naples Regional Library
Rees Meeting Room

��� Central Avenue • Naples, FL

TUESDAY� APRIL �� ��	�
���-��� p.m�

Naples Regional Library
Rees Meeting Room

��� Central Avenue • Naples, FL

WEDNESDAY� MAY 	� ��	�
�-		 a.m�

Naples Airport - Commercial Terminal
��� Terminal Drive • Naples, FL

Naples Airport Master Plan

PublicOpenHouses

www.FlyNaples.com/masterplan

Before I get into the wickedly execut-
ed scam, know that my dad is an edu-
cated man.

He has a doctor of medicine degree, a
master’s in public health and a master of
divinity. He never really retired from a
career in public service and spars night-
ly over politics and current a�airs with
anyone willing to take him on as he ap-
proaches his 88th birthday.

“Not just an average mark,” he con-
cedes, writing to me about what hap-
pened.

He also loves his grandsons power-
fully — not unusual for a grandparent, of
course, and a weakness phone scam-
mers have been exploiting for years.

But these guys who called my dad de-
ployed skill and inside information that
FBI and police investigators say serves
as a warning about just how convincing
these kinds of fraudsters have become.

To begin with, the despairing and
plaintive youth that the “attorney” sup-
posedly calling from a Miami jail put on
the phone sounded just like my son, my
dad said. As if he had practiced the voice
and mannerisms.

“Grandfather, I’m in trouble.”
Furthermore, they hit him with the

inside information on Miami. My dad
knew that my 17-year-old son was ex-
ploring college options and had been

planning to visit a school there.
The fake attorney on the phone said

my son had been arrested with a friend
riding in an Uber that was busted by po-
lice with drugs inside. My son was in
jail, the fake attorney claimed. He could
make bail and be released immediately
if we wired him $10,000 cash, but after
that the judge would not be in court
again until next week.

A week in jail. And this was my son’s
only phone call.

“Please don’t tell mom and dad.”
All the earmarks of a scam were

there, but my dad’s breath was taken
away by the sound of what was to him
his grandson’s authentic voice. My dad
knew my son had planned to be in Mi-
ami. It was real. He wanted to save him.

“I love my family beyond measure!”
my dad said. Hearing his grandson’s
desperate plea “cut directly to the most
vulnerable portion of my entire being,”
he said. “My heart!”

With his thoughts clouded by love,
my dad began working on the next step.

It didn’t make sense, but my dad hes-
itantly accepted the fake attorney’s rec-
ommendation that cash could be e�ec-
tively transferred via the purchase of a
series of $1,000 Home Depot debit
cards. He was on his way. Call back
when you’ve got them, the attorney
said.

My dad doesn’t want you
to fall for phone scam

See PHONE SCAM, Page 33B

Joe Robertson
Kansas City Star 



Naples Airport Master Plan 
PUBLIC OPEN HOUSES

Naples Airport Authority is conducting a master plan study. Last updated in 1997, the 
primary goal of the master plan is to create a 20-year airport development plan to 
maintain a safe, efficient and environmentally-conscious airport facility that meets the 
current and long-term transportation needs of the community. Please join us to learn 
more about the airport master plan study and provide input.

Upcoming open houses: 

TUESDAY, JAN. 29, 2019 • 9-11 a.m. 
Naples Airport - Commercial Terminal

500 Terminal Drive • Naples, FL

TUESDAY, JAN. 29, 2019 • 4:30-6:30 p.m.
Naples Regional Library - Rees Meeting Room

650 Central Avenue • Naples, FL

TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 2019 • 4:30-6:30 p.m. 
Naples Regional Library - Rees Meeting Room

650 Central Avenue • Naples, FL 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 2019 • 9-11 a.m.
Naples Airport - Commercial Terminal

500 Terminal Drive • Naples, FL

LEARN MORE ONLINE 
about the master plan process, find information on public participation opportunities, 
provide input and comments, and read master plan-related documents.

www.FlyNaples.com/masterplan 















 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 

Naples Airport Authority to hold open houses April 30 and May 1 for master plan study update 

 
NAPLES, Fla. (March 29, 2019) – Naples Airport Authority invites the public to attend two upcoming 
open houses for its master plan study. 

The first open house will take place Tuesday, April 30, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the Naples 
Regional Library in the Rees Meeting Room at 650 Central Ave. 

The second open house will take place Wednesday, May 1, from 9 to 11 a.m. at the Naples 
Airport Commercial Terminal, located at 500 Terminal Drive. 

The master plan, last updated in 1997, will support Naples Airport Authority in achieving 
strategic goals and result in a plan for safe, efficient and environmentally conscious airport facilities to 
meet the current and long-term transportation needs of the community. NAA requests all interested 
members of the public join them to learn more about the airport progress on the master plan and provide 
feedback.   

More information can be found online at www.FlyNaples.com/masterplan. 
Naples Airport is ideally located within minutes of downtown Naples, the Gulf of Mexico and I-

75, connecting people to the Paradise Coast through an exceptional airport experience. The airport 
services more than 112,000 annual operations, while being an engaged, responsive partner to the 
community. Home to flight schools, air charter operators, car rental agencies, and corporate aviation and 
non-aviation businesses, the airport is also a central location for public services, including fire/rescue 
services, mosquito control, the Collier County Sheriff’s Aviation Unit and other community services. 

All funds used for the airport’s operation, maintenance and improvements are generated from 
activities at the airport or federal and state grants from aviation-related user fees. The airport receives no 
property tax dollars. The Florida Department of Transportation values the airport’s annual economic 
impact to the community at more than $400 million. 

For more information or to subscribe to email updates from the airport, visit 
www.FlyNaples.com. 
 

-30- 
 
Contact: 
Jennifer Hamilton, Gravina, Smith, Matte & Arnold Marketing and Public Relations, 239-275-5758, 
Jennifer@GSMA.pro  

http://www.flynaples.com/masterplan
http://www.flynaples.com/
mailto:Jennifer@GSMA.pro


Naples Airport Master Plan 

Public Outreach 
March 2019 

 

In March of 2019, airport staff attended regular meetings of the local Experimental Aircraft 

Association (EAA) chapter and Naples High Flyers. At these meetings, an update of the on-going 

airport master plan process was provided, followed by a question and answer session. These 

meetings included: 

 

Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) monthly meeting 

March 6, 2019 at 7 p.m. 

Airport Pilot’s Lounge 

45 attendees   

 

Naples High Flyers monthly meeting 

March 14, 2019 at 11:30 a.m. 

Airport Pilot’s Lounge 

37 attendees 



 

 

 

 

 

 

https://app.robly.com/archive?id=177cd9ac9b59e751c80a4a2efaa8800f&v=true 
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You’re Invited!

Wewelcome your attendance and recommend this event for
individuals and families with $3+million in investable assets.

For more information go to bnymellonwealth.com or
follow us on Twitter@BNYMellonWealth.

SELECT THE DATE THAT’S CONVENIENT FOR YOU:

Tuesday, April 2, 2019

Wednesday, April 3, 2019

Tuesday, April 9, 2019

Wednesday, April 10, 2019

All workshops begin at 10 a.m.

LOCATION

BNYMellonWealth Management
4901 Tamiami Trail North
Naples, FL 34103

RSVP
Please reserve your desired date at
NaplesRSVP@bnymellon.com or 239-919-5580.

About BNYMellon
Wealth Management:

1 Barron’s, 2018
2 Global Private Banking Awards, October 30, 2017
3 BNYMellon Wealth Management’s 2017 Client Satisfaction Survey
4 As of September 3, 2018

Best Private Bank
for Intergenerational WealthManagement2

96%
Client satisfaction rate3

$261B
private-client assets under management4

11th largest
U.S.wealth manager1

Please join us aswe discuss:

– Estate Planning Documents for Florida Residents

– Revocable and Living Trusts

– Federal Update of Changes and Opportunities in

the Tax Law

– Declaring Florida Your Domicile

Advantages to Florida
Domicile & Estate Planning

©2019 The Bank of NewYorkMellon Corporation.All rights reserved.

2018 - 2019

Talks &

Events
All programs will be held at

Naples Botanical Gardens 7:00pm
Kapnick Center

AlAllll prproggoggraramssms wwwwilili ll bbebeb hele deld

AUDUBONOFTHE
WESTERN

EVERGLADES

NNNNaappp

Admission: $10.00 Non-Members ... Members FreeAdmission: $10.00 Non-Members ... Members Free

Reservations are required.Reservations are required.

Call 643-7822 for more detailsCall 643-7822 for more details

or visit our website www.audubonwe.orgor visit our website www.audubonwe.org

Tuesday, April 9, 2019
RED TIDE, MAKING WAVES
IN SW FLORIDA
Speaker: Dr. E. Brian Lapointe,

PhD, Research Professor, FAU

MASTER PLANGOAL�Create a 20-year airport development plan to maintain
a safe, efficient and environmentally conscious airport facility for the community.

Come out to learn more about the airport, progress of the
master plan study, and provide �������	.

Please a
end one of our upcoming open houses:

TUESDAY� APRIL �� ��� • ���-��� p.m�
Naples Regional Library - Rees Meeting Room

�� Central Avenue • Naples, FL

WEDNESDAY� MAY �� ��� • �-�� a.m�
Naples Airport - Commercial Terminal

� Terminal Drive • Naples, FL

Naples Airport Master Plan

PublicOpenHouses

www.FlyNaples.com/masterplan

was on the ground, on my knees, sob-
bing, for about 10 minutes. I said, ‘This is
dangerous to me. I shouldn’t be here.’ ”

In contrast to his book about the
shocking details surrounding the Colo-
rado school shooting, “Parkland” is a
book about what happened next. A fly-
on-a-wall account of a student-led gun-
safety movement taking hold almost
overnight, it is valuable for Cullen’s rich-
ly detailed, warts-and-all profiles in in-
dividual courage and discipline, and,
sadly, as a blueprint for how young peo-
ple may respond to another school
shooting.

The New York Times Book Review
called it a book “about the birth of some-
thing extraordinary: the birth of a move-
ment, but also the rebirth of hope.”

An a�able former second lieutenant
in the U.S. Army, Cullen is a prolific jour-
nalist whose work has appeared in the
Washington Post, Politico, Slate and Sa-
lon, along with numerous TV appear-
ances. When the Columbine shooting
occurred in 1999, Cullen was covering
the Matthew Shepard murder for Salon.

Cullen tells the story of his Pine Trails
Park breakdown not to elicit any kind of
sympathy, but to acknowledge the dan-
gers of PTSD and importance of seeking
professional help in the healing process.
It was something he preached to Stone-
man Douglas students as he worked on
the book.

“I said, ‘I’m not going to be another
adult person telling you to go to therapy.
But let me tell you one thing quickly. I’m
in Year 19 with the Columbine people,
and the one thing they tell me over and

over, their one regret, is they didn’t go
into therapy sooner.’ ” Cullen says.
“Three-quarters of the time I bit my
tongue, but they needed to hear it.”

Cullen says he was willing to risk the
potential triggers of working in Park-
land because of what he saw as a
unique, legitimate opportunity present-
ed by the students behind March for Our
Lives to change the gun conversation in
the country.

Since his Columbine book was pub-
lished a decade ago, Cullen has been a
go-to commentator for TV news shows
whenever a mass shooting occurs. In
the wake of the Parkland shooting, he
told CNN host Chris Cuomo he was
ready to end that role.

But seeing David Hogg, Emma Gon-
zalez, Cameron Kasky and others on TV
in the hours and days after the Stone-
man Douglas shooting inspired him in a
profound way, he says.

“After 19 years of frustration _ I was at
the epicenter of all these things — there
wasn’t anyone more frustrated and an-
gry that we’ve done nothing than me.
But this was di�erent,” he says. “We
were trapped in a rat maze, and these
kids just punched a hole in that maze
and said, ‘There’s a way out!’ I figured it
was time to throw out my old rule book
and follow them.”

Cullen acknowledges feeling “a little
trepidation” at the idea of speaking
about “Parkland” in South Florida, es-
pecially the session at the high school.

“I’ve been through this before. There
are people who are angry. Well, then
that’s their right, and you need to hear
what they’re angry about,” he says.
“You’ve got to get down, in the commu-
nity and hear what they have to say and
what their concerns are. I’m eager to
have that.”

“Columbine rushed back over me like a wave. I was back at

Clement Park the day after Columbine. I was at the

epicenter of grief. My legs collapsed. I was on the ground,

on my knees, sobbing, for about 10 minutes. I said, ‘This is

dangerous to me. I shouldn’t be here.’ ”

Dave Cullen

Cullen

Continued from Page 6B
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Naples Airport Master Plan 
Public Open Houses 

Naples Airport Authority is conducting a master plan study. Last updated in 1997, 

the primary goal of the master plan is to create a 20-year airport development 

plan to maintain a safe, efficient and environmentally conscious airport facility 

that meets the current and long-term transportation needs of the community. 

Please join us to learn more about the airport master plan study and provide 

feedback.  

Upcoming 2019 Open Houses 
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Tuesday, April 30 

4:30-6:30 p.m.  

Naples Regional Library 

Rees Meeting Room 

650 Central Avenue, Naples  
 

  

Wednesday, May 1 

9-11 a.m.  

Naples Airport 

Commercial Terminal 

500 Terminal Drive, Naples  
 

  

 

NAA Master Plan Update  
 

 

Learn more online about the master plan process, find information on public 

participation opportunities, provide feedback and comments, and read master 

plan-related documents as they become available. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 

Naples Airport Authority to hold open houses Nov. 18 and 19 for master plan study  

 
NAPLES, Fla. (Oct. 16, 2019) – Naples Airport Authority invites the public to attend two upcoming open 
houses for its master plan study. 

The first open house will take place Monday, Nov. 18, from 3 to 5 p.m. at the Naples Regional 
Library in the Rees Meeting Room, located at 650 Central Ave. 

The second open house will take place Tuesday, Nov. 19, from 9 to 11 a.m. at the Naples Airport 
Commercial Terminal, located at 500 Terminal Drive. 

The master plan, last updated in 1997, will support Naples Airport Authority in achieving 
strategic goals and result in a plan for the continued safe, efficient and environmentally conscious airport 
facilities to meet the current and long-term transportation needs of the community. NAA requests all 
interested members of the public join them to review the final draft master plan study elements and 
provide feedback.   

More information can be found online at www.FlyNaples.com/masterplan. 
Naples Airport is ideally located within minutes of downtown Naples, the Gulf of Mexico and I-

75, connecting people to the Paradise Coast through an exceptional airport experience. The airport 
serviced 112,800 annual operations in the last fiscal year, while being an engaged, responsive partner to 
the community. Home to flight schools, air charter operators, car rental agencies, and corporate aviation 
and non-aviation businesses, the airport is also a central location for public services, including fire/rescue 
services, mosquito control, the Collier County Sheriff’s Aviation Unit and other community services. 

All funds used for the airport’s operation, maintenance and improvements are generated from 
activities at the airport or federal and state grants from aviation-related user fees. The airport receives no 
local tax dollars. The Florida Department of Transportation values the airport’s annual economic impact 
to the community at more than $440 million. 

For more information or to subscribe to email updates from the airport, visit 
www.FlyNaples.com. 
 

-30- 
 
Contact: 
Jennifer Hamilton, Gravina, Smith, Matte & Arnold Marketing and Public Relations, 239-275-5758, 
Jennifer@GSMA.pro  

http://www.flynaples.com/masterplan
http://www.flynaples.com/
mailto:Jennifer@GSMA.pro


LEARN MORE ONLINE 
about the master plan process, find information on public participation opportunities,
provide input and comments, and read master plan-related documents.

Please attend one of our upcoming open houses:

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2019 • 3-5 p.m. 
Naples Regional Library - Rees Meeting Room

650 Central Avenue • Naples, FL 

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 2019 • 9-11 a.m.
Naples Airport - Commercial Terminal

500 Terminal Drive • Naples, FL

www.FlyNaples.com/masterplan 

Naples Airport Master Plan 
PUBLIC OPEN HOUSES

MASTER PLAN GOAL: Create a 20-year airport development plan to 
maintain a safe, efficient and environmentally conscious airport facility 

for the community.

COME OUT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE AIRPORT, 
review the final draft master plan study, and provide feedback.
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